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V PEEFACE

‘ Boys will be boys !
’ How often has this expression been

used m extenuation of their mischievous propensities ! Boys

are naturally active, and if they have not the inclination or

the opportunity to expend their store of mental and physical

energy in some interesting and profitable employment, we

shall be sure to find them busily occupied in working out some

little scheme by which they hope to derive satisfaction at the

expense of their playmates, their neighbours, or some dumb
annual. You may almost as well talk to an oak log as tell a

boy that he should abstain from such practical jokes as those

which give him pleasure at the cost of his victimised school-

mates, that it is wrong to annoy his neighbour by damaging

his property, or that it is cruel to tie a bundle of ignited crackers

to the tail of a cat. If a boy is to relinquish such occupations,

we must direct his energies into another channel by giving

him a taste for something better. Teach him to play a game
of cricket, or to swim

;
let him have a camera, and show him

how to take a photograph
;
give him a sketch-book, and culti-

vate a taste for the reproduction of the beautiful in nature

and art
;
or make him a present of a book of scientific recrea-

tions. Among such works probably none will be found so

fascinating to a boy as those which treat of natural history.

Let him once acquire a taste for collecting, preserving, and,

studying natural history objects, and he has a hobliy that will

keep him out of mischief, give him healthy employment for

mind and body, and occupation for all seasons of the yeai-,

both at home and in the field.



VI PREFACE

It is with a desire lo cultivate such a taste, and to assist

our hoys (and our girls too for that matter) in the varied em-
ployments which constitute the ‘ labour of love ’ of the true

naturalist that these pages are written. I was once a boy
myself, and well do I remember the many difficulties and
disappointments I experienced while endeavouring to make a

useful collection of natural objects— difficulties and disappoint-

ments which might have been to a great extent obviated by
the perusal of a popular yet scientific guide to the various

departments of natural history.

In presenting the following pages to my readers, I do not

hope, nor shall I attempt, to convert them into full-blown

naturalists. • Many years of the most careful observation, com-

bined with much patient work on the part of the student,

would be necessary to produce such a result. My only aim

is to induce my readers to make a start, and to give them

such a general outline of natural history as may form a safe

foundatioji for tlie future study of any branch of the science

that they may desire to follow.

The scope of this volume is large compared with its size.

It includes a brief survey of the animal kingdom, with numerous

hints on the collection, preservation, and classification of

specimens. Many objects which are not generally studied by

young collectors are here considered as worthy of a drawer

in the young naturalist’s cabinet. Thus the reader is made

acquainted with the fact that the seaside is not merely a

collecting ground for shells and weeds, but that almost every

overturned stone between the tide-marks reveals a host of living

beings which, although less conspicuous, will repay the time

spent in their study. The vegetable kingdom is dealt with in

a similar manner. Then follows a short chapter on the

collection and arrangement of mmerals and fossils.

It is hoped that the detailed descrij)tions given for the

construction of the necessary apparatus and the methods of

using it, and the abundance of illustrations, will render this

work a thoroughly practical guide to the young collector.
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PART I

ANIMAL LIFE

CHAPTER I

PONDS AND STREAMS

I WILL begin by giving niy readers a few hints on the collection of

the various forms of animal life to be met with in ponds and streams.

Young collectors often neglect the study of pond life. Perhaps this

may be accounted for by the fact that most of the inhabitants of the

water are not to be seen before they are caught. A butterfly on the

wing will always arouse their interest ;
and, even if it appears to be

only a ‘ White,’ yet the probabilities that it may be a ‘ Hawthorn ’ or

1 a ‘ Bath ’ will often result in the insect being netted for a cursory

i inspection. But when we stand on the edge of a pond, nothing in

]
particular attracts our attention, unless it may be that the brilliant

’ wings of a dragon-fly fix our gaze. We look at a dense mass of

' duckweed—a screen so thick that we scarcely hope to find a livmg

( creature in the water from which it shuts off the sun’s rays. A little

(carefifl observation will, however, show us our mistake. A small

: black and shining body suddenly appears on the surface, displacing

r some of the little green fronds ; and after a few seconds’ repose

as suddenly disappears again. Soon other signs of life become
i apparent, and then probably we wish some means were at hand by
> which we could search the new hunting ground.

I can strongly recommend pond hunting to a young naturalist.
’ There is an immense variety of living forms in fresh water. N early

all these are easily obtained, and generally require but little attention

in the aciuarium. One smgle horn' spent in pond hiuiting will

'Supply you with material for interesting occupation at home for

many weeks. This form of recreation has the additional advantage

B
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that it may be carried on, if desired, tlmougliout the year. Even in

the month of February, when nearly aU life is apparently dormant,

a ‘ dip ’ in a stagnant pool will generally be rewarded ^yith more or

less success ; but diu’ing the w’armer months every haul wUl bring

to view a crowd of livmg creatiu’es.

Apparatus for Collecting in Fresh Water

Many and varied are the appliances recommended by different

writers for the capture, conveyance, and preservation of the speci-

mens, many being of a somewhat complicated character. But the

best of results may be obtained by the use of the most simple appli-

ances, such as may be fitted up by the most inexperienced and

unskilled.

The collector’s outfit will consist of a net, a dredging-hook, a

dipping-bottle, a can, some wide-niouthed bottles, and a few tin or

zinc boxes.

As regards the net, this may be home-made or purchased.

Where the means are not very limited, a most convenient form of

folding net may be bought. This may be carried in the pocket, and

readily screwed on to the end of a. stick when required for active

service. But it is possible that many of my readers may, either for

pleasure or from necessity, desire to make their own. I will there-

fore give a few hints based on my own experience.

For years I have used a net made as follows : Bend a piece of

stout iron wire into the form here represented. Push the. two

straight ends into a piece of strong brass tubing, about three-eighths

of an inch in internal diameter, and three inches long. Then, by
j

hammering the end of the tube, the wire is held in a firm gi'ip.

The other end of the tube receives a tough stick about tln-ee or
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four feet long. A strip of stout calico is now sewn round the iron
ring, and to this is attached a net of gauze or book muslin, about
eighteen inches deep, conical in torm, but w^ith a rounded end.

A metal Y (tig. 3) may be obtained at the dealer’s
for a few pence, and with this a net frame may be fitted

up in a very short time. All that is necessary is to
bend a piece of cane of suitable diameter, and push
it well into the two narrow arms of the Y. Or a
strong Y-shaped twig may be cut, and the ends of a
strong cane or piece of wire firmly bound to two of Pia. 3.
its ai-ms by fine copper wire; the other arm being
provided with a ferrule by which it is attached, when re(juired, to
a walkmg-stick.

A cbedgurg-net is often very useful, especially u-hen the ponds
or streams to be searched are rather large. This may be simply an
ordinary net, the metal fi-ame of which is thicker than usual—say
about three-sixteenths of an inch—and flattened on the ofl' side.
The net is tied to a strong string four or five yards long. The
other end of the string being tied to the wrist, the net is skil-
fidly thrown out into the water so that it falls flat on the surface, and
then pulled m along the bottom. I ha^-e often made the same net
serve both purposes, changing string for stick, or vice versa, as cir-
cumstances required.

When the pond is crowded with weeds it may often be an
advantage to weight the off side of the net with a piece of lead.

During several summers I have paid many ^•isits to a certain
lavourite pond about eight yards in diameter. Here I have always
commenced operations by scraping the banks by
means of the stick and net. Then, exchanging stick i

for string, I have searched the less accessible parts,
by whicli means I have imdoubtedly secured many
a victim driven from the borders by my previous
attacks.

The dredging-hook is very useful for collecting
tlie plants which thrive in our ponds, and which
add so miich to the beauty of our a(iuaria. It
luay, I believe, be purchased, but is easily made.
Mine consists of three butcher’s galvanised meat-
hooks soldered together

; but they may be bound
together by means of copper wire. Soldering is such a useful art
that even the naturalist should learn it. Sometimes the ferrule of

Fig. 4. ~A
Diiedgino-iiook.
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his net splits, his bait can springs a leak, or the joint of his Y gives

way ;
and the repairing occupies only a few minutes.

A dipping-bottle is exceedingly useful, especially when the

collector is the fortunate possessor of a good microscope. It con-

sists of a wide-mouthed bottle of medium size, with a spreading

rim. A stout wire ring is fastened securely round the neck, and the

twisted ends of this serve to fix the arrangement to a stick.

Stagnant water usually teems with the lower forms of hfe, both

animal and vegetable ;
and with the aid of the dipping-bottle

samples of water may be collected from different parts of a pond.

When it is intended to search for microscopic objects, a hand mag-

nifying lens should always form part of the equipment. Each

sample of water removed from the pond is held up to the light and

examined with the lens. If abundant signs of life are visible, the

greater portion is genthj poured back into the pond, and the lower

richer part, with all its sediment, pirt into a collecting-bottle for

further examination at home.

]\Iany interesting low forms of life may be seemed by gently

scraping the submerged surfaces of piles

and other objects. Of course, this may

be done by means of the simple dipping-

bottle and stick. My own plan, however,

which seems to be in every way satisfac-

tory, is this : A small tin friimel with

a wide tube fits firmly in the cork of a

wide-mouthed bottle. Two other holes

in the cork arc covered with fine muslin ;

and a ferrule soldered to a metal band

round the neck of the bottle serves to fix

the whole to a stick.

As the funnel moves upwards in the

water, gently scraping the surface to

which it is applied, a current of water sets

downwards into the bottle, afterwards

escaping through the muslin covering the

holes in the cork. In this way a large

quantity of water may be strained through

the apparatus, while the little living beings

passing down the funnel are continually

adding to the density of the population.
_

After a time the cork is removed, and the contents poured into

Fio. 5.—Bottle fob col-

LECTIXO Low FoEMS OF

Pond Life.
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the collecting-bottle. The little animals and microscopic plants thus
collected will afibrd no end of amusement and instruction for many
months. They require no fimther attention beyond the occasional
addition of a little water to replace the loss by evaporation, and
they will often be found to increase prodigiously in their new
home.

The can previously mentioned may be the ordinary angler’s bait
can, or, as a substitute, a few smaller tin boxes with perforated
covers. The perforations need not be many or large, and are easily
made by knocking the point of an awl through the metal. These
ai-e used for the larger aquatic animals, such as the newts and
tritons. It is quite a mistake to suppose that these require a large
supply of water during their transmission. Each box shoidd con-
tain a little of some kind of water weed to keep the specimens
damp, the weeds themselves being useful for study, and also for
stocking the aquaria. Smaller boxes should also be taken for
water beetles, larva;, water spiders, &c.

; and gi’eat care must be
taken to isolate the voracious kinds. Tlie carnivorous beetles and
laryjE should not oiily be separated from the harmless creatures
which they so readily attack, but they themselves should not be
crowded together

; otherwise the collector may find, on his return, a
number of dead insects, some having been even reduced to fragments
by the powerful jaws of their fellow-captives.

When aU the above requisites have been properly prepared, only
one thing remains to be done : see that you have provided ample
accommodation for the expected enormous and sudden increase of
your family. The new abodes may consist of glass jars, tumblers,
bell jars, pans, or anything that will hold water. My plan is to
keep a large bell jar for the newts and tritons, another for the
water beetles and carnivorous larva;, a third for the less voracious
insects and water spiders, and a fourth and smaller one for the
microscopic specimens. As a rule, small fishes may inhabit the same
water as the newts, and aquatic snails may be distributed in all.

lond himting is not by any means a drawing-room sport, andone must not be too careful about his outward appearance in its
pursuit. Most ponds and many streams are surromided by lowmarshy banks; so that it is often impossible to keep oneself free

that the collector be provided with a thick and sound pafr of bootsnot I»l.she,l, but well greased. Starched cut!, beeon.e an abom” aWon, and even the coat-eleevee will generall, acquire a consider-
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able accumiilation of bottom mud, often black and higlily odorous.
The yomig natiTralist, therefore, if wise, wiU leave liis ‘ Sunday
clothes ’ at home, and he will take care to wear a good pan of

leather leggings.

The Aquarium

Perhaps it will be advisable at this stage to give some hints on
the selection and management of aquaiia. Where the main object

of the collector is to become acquainted with aquatic life in all its

phases—to obtain as gi’cat a variety as possible for purposes of

observation and study—the large single aquarium is a great mistake.

A number of vessels will have to be provided, in order that the

various kinds of animals may bo effectually protected from their

enemies. But it is not necessary that the vessels be of any parti-

cular or fashionable form. Of course, a large aquarium is very

serviceable for fishes and newts, but many of the lower forms are

much more easily managed in small vessels. For purposes of study

one can do nothing better than fix a shelf across a window that is

not exposed to the full blaze of the sun, and arrange on this one or

two good-sized vessels for the larger specimens, and several smaller

ones to contain the others.

We can quite understand, however, that a strong desire to possess

a larger and really ornamental affair may exist, and then the design

and general appearance becomes a most important consideration,

especially if the proposed aquarhun is to occupy a place in the

drawing or dining room. The shape of the vessel is, to a certain

extent, a matter of taste
;
but as success will be in proportion to the

maintenance of natural conditions, we should make it our aim, as

far as is consistent with appearance and other circiunstances, to

imitate the natural pond or stream.

All natural waters receive their supply of light fi’om the top only ;

hence the animals which are kept in the inverted bell-jar aquarium

are at once placed in an unnatural condition, for they receive the

light from all sides. Yet my owii experience shows that this form

is not by any means imsatisfactory if properly managed.

The rectangular form of aquarhun is far preferable to the bell,

for it does not magnify and distort the specimens. Such aquaria

are rather expensive, but are easily made by those who possess a

little mechanical ingenuity. A framework is made by soldering

together some pieces of ‘ angle zinc.’ This may then be soldered to

a bottom of sheet zinc, supported on a slab of wood, and the sides
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and ends fixed with a good cement. The ends may be of slate, the
fi'ont of thick glass, and the back either of glass or slate.

The selection and application of the cement, however, requires
considerable care, since a very small leakage may prove a gi’eat
inconvenience, particularly with an indoor aquarimn. I have seen
scores of recipes for stopping and fixmg the glass, and have tried
several of them, but still feel doubtful as to which is the best. The
followmg is a good one : Mix two parts each of litharge, plaster of
Pai’is, and very fine sand, and one part of powdered resin. Then
make this into a putty with boiled linseed oil and a little driers.
This cement will take a few weeks to harden.

Some writers recommend an aquarium which widens out at the
top

;
the object being to expose a larger sm-face of water to the air.

I cannot regard this form as a very sightly one, and the necessity
for the widened top disappears when the aquarium is properly
stocked. It may be observed, however, that all aquaria, of what-
ever form, should be wide in proportion to their depth.

Now, supposmg that the vessel is chosen and procured, how shallwe proceed to make the necessary preparations ? First obtain fi-om
a neighbouring pond or stream a sufficiency of bottom mud to form
a layer about two inches deep. I have seen ordinary garden soil
recommended for this purpose, but it is more likely that the mud
tiffien fi'om the pond or stream whence we are to obtain oim stock
of animal and vegetable life will satisfy the requirements of the in-
habitants than soil obtained fi'oin any other source.

We are now ready for the aquatic plants; and here again wemust study the requirements of Nature. Some thrive best in swift
v\ aters, aiid others in sluggish streams and pools. The same remark
applies also to the animal life, and especially to fishes. Therefore
specimens that have been caught in running water should be keptunder the same conditions; and creatures obtained from pond^s
sliould not have fi'equent changes of water.

^

Some aquatic plants have well-developed roots, and require thepresence of either a muddy or a sandy soil
; others, like the diick-

^
eds, require no soil, but float on the surface of the water, deriving

shoifld be properly set m the soil of the aquarium, which is then if

8^o7ln:ie°T'^

a

.moderately thick layer of weU-washedsand or shingle. The water is now aUowed to rim in gentlv tiU itreaches within an inch or two of the rim.
^ ^

If the side of the aquarimn which is turned to a window is of
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glass, it may be advisable to cut off much of the light entering at

that side.

A few rather large stones, loosely piled one on the other, are also

useful in providing hiding-places for such animals as require more

or less seclusion.

It will sometimes be necessary to cover the top of the aquarium

with gauze to prevent the escape of some of the captives. Minnows,

for example, will often take a vigorous suicidal leap into the air,

and developing frogs, leeches, and the pitpa; of the dragon-fly

crawl up the glass above the water. But the watchful aquarimn-

keeper will soon learn for himself when the gauze covering is

necessary.

We have now a very important matter to decide. Supposing

our aquarium to be stocked with pond life, how often will it be

necessary to change the water ? Such a question is not to be

answered satisfactorily in a few words. We are all acquainted with

the ordinary ‘ fish-globe,’ with its contracted top, stocked with a

few gold-fish, and placed on a table or suspended in front of a

window by way of ornament. And who has not seen the poor fish

skimming the surface of the water and gasping for want of air ?

The form of the vessel is such as to prevent the free aeration of the

water, and no means have been arranged for a renewal of air.

Fishes and all gill-breathing animals are dependent entirely on the

supply of air dissolved in the water
;
and without air they die as we

slioul'd. This being tlie case, we should always keep up a sufficiency

of dissolved air in an acpiarium which contains gill-breathers.

Now, this may be done in two or three different ways. There

may be frequent changes of water, or the same water may be

aerated by some mechanical contrivance; or, thirdly, an appro-

priate amount of vegetable life may be introduced to maintain

what is called the balance of life.

The first of these methods is exceedingly troublesome, especially

when the aquarium is small and the demand on the air large
,

for,

in this case, a change may be necessary every day ;
and, once for-

gotten, we are sadly reminded of oiu' neglect by the sight of our

lifeless pets floating on the surface.

The second method is more satisfactory, but a little ingenuity

is required in fitting up the necessary apparatus. Either a ciwrent

of air is to be forced into the water, or a fine jet of the latter

is sent into the air. The better plan is to supply a very fine

fountain jet fr-om a small cistern placed high enough to give the
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required pressure. A waste pipe is not necessary, for the little

cistern may be refilled with water fi'om the aqirarium.

PersonaUj', I have no delight in either of the above methods
; for,

where the lack of vegetable life renders one or the other necessary,

the aqtrarium cannot be a very attractive object. The chief interest

doubtless lies in the varied movements and habits of the animated

creatures, but the general appearance is dire principally to the beau-

tiful verdm’e and the graceful form of the plant life.

I will now point out a better way of aerating the water. Pro-

bably you know that plants as well as animals require air. But
there is this difference : Animals inhale the oxygen that is in the air,

and breathe out carbonic acid gas, while green plants take in carbonic

acid gas and give out oxygen. If, then, care be taken in regulating

the supply of aquatic plants, the animals will provide these plants

with carbonic acid gas, and in return wiU receive from the plants

the oxygen that they need
;
and the water of the aquarium need

seldom be changed., I have at the present time three vessels which
have had no change of water for over four months, and yet the
health of the animal inmates leaves nothing to be desired.

An aquarium should be put in a good light, but should never be
exposed to the direct rays of the sim for any length of time. Low
forms of vegetable life {Gonfervce) will make their appearance as a
green growth on the glass, especially if the light is strong. A little

of this does not mar the beauty of the scene at all
;
but it sometimes

becomes so dense as to be ahnost opaque. This growth may be re-
tarded considerably by reducing the intensity of the light. A sheet
of white or blue tissue paper pasted on the side of the glass which
receives the stronger light '.vill prove very effective.

One word more about aquaria ; let me recommend you to
depart from the old-fashioned plan of stocking your aquarium with
a few fish only, as if fishes were the sole inhabitants of the water.
1' ishes are very interesting, some of them particularly so

; but,
strange to say, those which exhibit the greatest variety of interesting
habits are seldom to be seen in aquaria. The eternal gold-fish is a
little overdone. Its colour is too bright when not relieved by a
blending of less gaudy tints, to be constantly before one’s eyes

;
and

its movements are monotonous compared with the lively and
variable antics of many of our little finny friends. An aquarium
should be always a changing scene

; and every outing should be the
means of providing new items in the entertainment,
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Making a Start

"We are now on oiu' way, and we naturally inquire, ‘ "Which are

the best kinds of ponds in which to search ? ’ My advice is :
‘ Try

all.’ It frequently happens that a most unpromising pond or ditch

is full of interesting beings. Sometimes the black mud and brown
irothy scimi are very uninviting, and the odour evolved on disturbing

the water repels us
;
yet a few dips may be rewarded by many a

beautiful specimen. On the other hand, a pond of clear water,

adorned with the lovely flowers and leaves of the water-lily and

crowfoot, may be comparatively barren. Frequently we can see the

objects we requii’e, and aim straight at them with the net; at other

times we dip indiscriminateljq and wonder what the result will be.

It is not wise, as a rule, to spend much time in walliing roimd a

pond merely looking for moving forms at which to strike. Your

chances of success are much greater if you are constantly dipping

as you go. On reaching the bank of a pond, put out yonr net as

far as you can, and strike the surface of the water perpendicularly

with your net. Then drag it in along the bottom, being careful to

bring it well home on the vegetation, if any, bordering the banks.

Always make for tufts of weeds and submerged grasses, for many
animals seek shelter under these, especially after the water has been

disturbed by a few strokes of the net. After a few dips, turn out the

whole contents of the net—mud, weeds, snails, worms, beetles,

larvae, spiders, and a host of other things— on a piece of bare gi’ound
;

and, after turning up a few inches of your coat-sleeves, proceed to

examine the. mass most carefully, and
^

put in boxes the specimens

selected.

Lekciies

It is probable that most of ray readers do not possess such a

luxury as a compound microscope, and for this reason I have thought

it advisable to pass over all the interesting microscopic inhabitants

of our ponds aiid streams. This I do with very great reluctance,

since these minute creatures are quite as beautiful and just as enter-

taining as the more conspicuous aquatic animals. Let those who

have a microscope make a fr’ee use of the dipping-bottle I have de-

scribed, and they will And innumerable treasures in the stagnant

pool
;
and even those who have no better magnifier than an ordinary

pocket lens may derive much pleasure and profit in watching the

movements of these low forms of life.
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We shall start, then, with the leeches, and pass from these to

the higher aquatic animals.

Several varieties of leeches inhabit onr ponds and streams.

Thej’ are all soft-bodied animals, divided into a number of ring-like

segments like the common earthworm. They are parasites, deriving

all their nourishment by sucking the juices from the bodies of living

animals.

The Horse Leech is very common in our country. Many are

the fabulous stories which have been told about this harmless

creature, many ignorant persons considering it to bo so poisonous

that nothing would induce them to handle one. It certainly has

teeth, but these are made of gristle only, and coidd not penetrate

the thinnest human skin. Nevertheless, these weapons can easily

wound the flesh of the soft-bodied animals on which the leech feeds.

It lives principally on worms and grubs ; but, failing these, it does

not hesitate to suck the blood of its own species. One of my cap-

tive leeches was bold enough to enter the shell of a large fresh-

water mussel ;
but it was a fatal venture. The mussel snapped its

shells together with a powerfid grip that almost severed the leech’s

body in twain. When the horse leech wishes to swim, it flattens

its body into a tape by means of a series of muscles which pass

fi’om the upper to the lower surface. It then moves onward with

gracefid undulating motions.

The Medicinal Leech, once common with us, but now rare, is

larger than the horse leech, and may be known by the broken

Fig. 0. — The Medicinal Leech.

yellow bands along its back. Its teeth are hard and sawlike, and are

worked with a rasping motion by a set of powerful muscles. It has
ten eyes, arranged in one curved line.
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Fresh-water Molluscs

The term ‘ shell-fish ’ is so xmscientific that perhaps we had
better discai’d it altogether. The various animals included m this

category are not fish at all, nor are they even near relatives of the

finny tribe. The class name ‘ Molhosca ’ is applied to an extensive

group of animals, all of which are characterised by a soft body,

usually inclosed in one or two shells. Most of them have not the

faintest trace of an internal skeleton.

The body of a mollusc is covered with a loose, thick, and shmy
envelope called tlie mantle, and tliis secretes the hard layer of limy

substance that forms the shell. A kind

of membrane on the floor of the mouth
bears, in many species, a large number of

little teeth, arranged in regmlar rows
;
and

these constitute the rasp by which the

creature grinds the vegetable matter on

which it feeds. Nearly all the molluscs

are aquatic, tlie majority of tliem inhabiting salt water; but some

inhabit fi-esh water, and must now be briefly considered.

Pro 7.—The 'J’eeth of
A Mollusc.

The Fresh-water Mussel

Tlie fresh-water mussel (Anodov), shown on Plate VIII, is com-

mon in some of our ponds and I’ivers. It is one of the bivalves or

two-shelled molluscs, ver^' similar to the common edible mussel in

form and appearance, but much superior in size.

fl’liis creatiu'e is easily kept in the aquarium, and is perfectly

harmless. Let us watch its movements and habits, after ha^ung

placed it on a bed of fine sand. At first its shells remain firmly

closed, but when it feels itself out of danger it thrusts out from

between its valves a fleshy part called its foot. By means of this it

slowly tinns itself over, and half buries its shells in the sand. As

it lies here with its valves gaping, we observe two open tubes slightly

protruding, and a very small quantity of carmine or other suitable

colourmg matter placed gently near the Anodon will prove the

existence oftwo currents of water—one entering and the other leaving

its body through these tubes. By this means the gills with which

it breathes are being contuiually bathed with fi’esh water.
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Fresh-water Snails

Fresh-water snails are not only ornamental, but even useful, in

the aquarium. Some of them feed on the Conferva;—the gi’een

vegetation which sometimes covers the sides of the vessel so densely

—

and consequently help to keep the glass clean.

All the snails belong to the Headed MoUusca, a division charac-

terised by the possession of a distinct head, with eyes and horns, or

feelers. They are all vegetable feeders, and the ‘ rasp ’ formed by

their numerous small teeth aids them in securing their food. The

front portion of this rasp does the chief work, and is, consequently,

soon woi’n down ;
but the strip of gristle on which the teeth are set

is continually growing towards the front, thiis renewing the worn

part.

The shells of snails are coiled into a spiral, due to the imequal

gi’owth of the body, one side gi'owing faster than the other.

The largest British water-snail is the Paludma (Plate VIII), which

sometimes reaches a length of nearly two inches. It is to be found

in the quiet nooks of many of our southern rivers, and, less abun-

dantlj', in other parts. Its eyes are placed on the extremities of

short stalks. This snail brings forth its young alive, for the eggs are

liatched while yet within the body of the parent. When disturbed

it retreats within its shell, and then closes the apertiu’e with a horny

lid [operculum], similar to that of periwinkles and whelks.

On Plate VIII you wiU see a figure ofanother large snail [Limnea
stagnalis), which is very common in stagnant pools and sluggish

streams
;
and the common Peregra of the same family, found in

similar situations. On the same plate yoir will also see a repre-

sentative of the fiat spiral molluscs [Planorhis), of which there are

several species.

Sometimes water-snails lay their eggs on the glass of the

aquarium, in which case the gradual development of the young
may be easily watched with the help of a magnifying lens.

The table of classification given in the chapter on ‘ Snails and
Slugs ’ includes both the terrestrial and aquatic molluscs, and will

assist the beginner in the arrangement of his collection of shells.

Tlie few hints given in the same place on the preservation of mol-
luscs also apply to the aquatic species.
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Fresh-water Crustaceans

Before examining the fresh-water s^jecies of this group it will be

well to learn the general characteristics by which we may recog-

nise its members. The bodies of all the Crustacea are composed

of a number of ring-like segments jointed together, all the segments

being constructed more or less on the same general plan. Each
segment bears a pair of limbs. Sometimes two or more of these

rings are fused together so completely that the divisions are no

longer to lie seen ; bu in such cases the limbs always remain cpiite

distinct, and thus reveal the true or original m;mber. The Crus-

taceans have no internal bony skeleton, but are protected by a skin

which has either become liorny, or else hardened by limy substance.

Our common aejuatic species include the Crayfish, the Fresh-

water Shrimp, Water-tleas, and Cj'clops.

The Crayfish

The Kiver Crayfish (Aslaciis fi,uviatilis), which closely re-

sembles the common lobster, is plentiful in many of our rivers. Its

skin is hardened by carbonate of lime, which is extracted fi'om the

Fir.. 8.—The Crayfish.

water
;
and as this condition is absolutely necessary for the preser-

vation of the animal, we find crayfishes aboimding most in the

rivers of limestone districts.

During the winter crayfishes spend much of their time in bur-

rows which they excavate, or in natural crevices in .the banks of the

streams ; and large numbers may sometimes be dug out of these

hiding-places during the cold weather. In milder weather they
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watch for their prey at the mouths of their burrows with horns ex-
tended, but dai’t backward with a rapid flap of their powerful tails

when danger threatens them. In summer they may be seen
walking about in shallow water during the cool horn’s of the evenin''’

but they hide themselves dm-ing the heat of the day.

Crayfishes are to be caught in a variety of ways. Baskets baited
with frogs or pieces of meat maybe let down into the water and
hauled up at intervals. Like moths, they are said to be attracted
by lights during the night, and are then easily caught with a net.
But the most exciting mode of capture is that of wading in the river
and pulhng the creatures out of their hiding-places by the horns

;

also turning over the stones and chasing the retreating crayfish as

Fig. 9.—The Chayfisii (under- sukface).
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it smartl}' flaps its tail with its face to the foe. This is the only

method I have tried myself, and recommend it as being a very

amusing and lively sport, especially as it often affords an opportunity

of testing the power of the creatiu’e’s claws.

We frequently meet with crayfishes having a limb much less

than its proper size. This is generally the result of a fight—a hind

of sport in which crayfishes seem to deri^'e as much pleasiu’e as some
men. Again, if a limb is seriously injiu’ed, the animal snaps it off

at one of the joints above the seat of injury
; or, if caught by one of

its limbs, it will often voluntarily amputate that limb, and rapidly

retreat, leaving an inconsiderable portion of its body wriggling in

the liands of its captor. In either case a new limb is developed, and

at last becomes almost, if not quite, as large as the original.

Tlio best way to keep crayfishes alive is to put them in a very

shallow troiigli with a supply of running water, and some loosely

piled stones to afford them hiding-places. As to diet, they are not

at all fastidious. They will dispose of water plants, carrots, turnips,

cabbage stalks, and other ^•egetables witli a relish. But they are not

strict vegetarians by any means, for they will de\'our snails (shells

included), fish, meat, or poultry. The old hai’d and limy skin thrown

off during a ‘ moult ’ is crushed in the animal’s jaws, and utilised in

the formation of a new coat of armoiu’. The female crayfish will

even devour her own offspring
;
and, yet more horrible, the male

will kill and oat his own spouse !

Other Criislaccans

Every young collector who has tried his luck in small streams

must have met with the lively little Fresh-water Shrimp. A number
of these should be put into the aquarium for observation, not only

because their movements are interesting, but also on account of their

usefulness as scavengers. Tliey are not at all particular as to diet,

and greedily devour all kinds of decomposing matter that would tend

to make the water putrid. In structure they rather closely resemble

their salt-water cousins —lobsters, shrimps, and prawns—and, like the

females of these marine relatives, the fresh-water shrimp carries her

eggs under her abdomen.

If you examine the water that lias been dipped out of a stagnant

pool by simply holding it up to the light, you are almost sure to see

a number of little creatures, varying in size from a sixth of an inch

downwards, darting about actively in aU directions. These are the

Water-fleas and Cyclops, both of which may be kept in an ordinary
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bottle for a great length of time without the slightest attention, and

be examined at leisitre with a magnifying glass. It must not be

supposed that the water-flea is in any way related to the obnoxious

parasite of a similar name, for both it and the cyclops are crustaceans,

while the flea is an insect.

Spiders and Mites, together with various other small creeping

and flying creatures, are often regarded as belonging to the insect

world, but in reality they form quite a distmct class (the Arachnidcc)
^

differing from all insects in several important particrrlars. If you

examine a spider, you will see that its body is composed of hvo dis-

tinct parts. The foremost division consists of the head and thorax

(chest) combined, and the large and globular hinder portion—the

abdomen—is joined to this by a very slender waist. Spiders may
also be distinguished bj^ their four pairs of legs. They aU breathe

by means of a system of air-tubes, which commimicate direct with

the atmosphere. The eyes, which are not compound like those of

insects, are arranged in little clusters on the front of the head. If

I the reader will compare these few characteristics with those of

i insects (p. 20), he will at once perceive the reason for the separa-
I tion of the two creatures into distinct divisions of the animal
I kingdom.

Fig. 10.—a Water-flea,
MAGNIFIED.

Fig. 11.—a Cyclops
CARRYING ITS EgG-SACS.

W.ATER Spiders and Mites

c
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The most interesting of the water spiders is undoubtedly the

Argonaiht or Argyroneta, more commonly known as the water spider.

This creature was at one time quite plentifid, birt is now compara-

tively scarce, owing, it is said, to the vigorous search made for it by

natiu’alists and the ‘ dealers.’ We can quite r;nderstand that the

disclosm’es of the w'onderM instincts of this spider would make it

I'lCi. 12 .
—WatEK Sl’IDEBS.

quite a pet with aquarium-keepers, but perhaps a lesson may be

learned from its almost wholesale destruction.

,
The .dj-yyroneta may sometimes be found among the contents

of the net, but it is also to be seen exploring the banks of ponds and

streams in search of food. It constructs a dome-shaped ceU of siUv

beneath the sm’face of the water. This cell is moored to water plants

by means of siUv tlrreads, and is fixed with its moiith downwards,
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just after the fashion of a diving-bell. Having finished the construc-

tion of this little dweUing, it rises to the sui’face, and thrusts the

tip of its abdomen out of the water. Then, by a sharp snap of its

hindermost legs, it detaches a bubble of air; and, holding this

seciu'ely between its limbs and its hairy body, it descends to the

dome, looking like a ball of silver as it goes down, tlmusts its abdo-

men under the rim, and sets the bubble free. The air is at once

caught m the cell, and, after about a dozen such journeys, sulficient

has been collected to supply the spider’s wants.

Tlie argonaut feeds on all kinds of aquatic insects, and sometimes

travels considerable distances from home in search of its prey, but

always retirrns to its dome to suck the juices of its victim. The meal

being over, it rests awhile with its head downwards, thus exposing

the breathmg tubes of its abdomen to the air, and at the same time

keeping strict guard over its habitation.

The eggs of the argonaut are laid in a silken cocoon at the top

of the dome
;
and here the young, about a hundred in number, remain

till they are strong enough to construct domes for themselves.

Other water spiders frequent

onr ponds and sluggish streams,

but none of them construct a

sub-aquatic home like the species

above described.

Mites resemble spiders m
form, and may generally be

known by their four pairs of

legs
;
but some of them, during

their earlier stages, are seen

\vith only two or three pairs of

hmbs properly developed. These

little creatures are sometimes

seen swimming freely in the

water, or creeping along the

leaves and stems of the water

weeds ; but some of them, especially when young, are unable to

get about without assistance, so they attach themselves to the bodies

of water beetles and water scorpions, thus obtaining a very con-

venient ride at an extremely low fare.

Fig. 1,S.—Water Mite,
HIGHLY MAGNIITED.
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Fresh-water Insects

We now come to the class Insecta, the most numerous and the

most highly developed of all the animals without backbones. These

are so widely distributed that it is almost impossible to find a place

in which they do not live. The summer air is fuU of their hum
;

every little pond harboiu’s its thousands, every crevice in the soil

or the solid rock provides them shelter, every tree and shrub

supplies them with food
;
and many seek shelter in the habitation

of man.

The term insect is applied by the i;ninitiated ahke to all small

animals. Spiders, mites, centipedes, and woodlice are all popularly

known as insects. Bv;t let us see what an insect really is. The

name is derived from two Latin words which signify ‘ cut into,’ and

itself marks one of the chief distinguishing characteristics of the

whole class, for the bodies of all insects are distinctly divided into

three parts—the head, the thorax, and the abdomen—and tlie de-

pression between these parts is often so deep that they appear to be

connected by a mere thread. Look, for instance, at the very slender

neck of the house-fly, and tlie thin waist of the wasp.

Insects also iindergo changes of form (meta7nor2)hoses). Thus,

from the egg is hatched the larva or ginib. This, when full gi’own,

changes into the impa, or chrysalis, from wliich emerges the imago,

or perfect insect.

Tlie larvce, as a rule, are voracious feeders, and grow very

rapidly, undergoing a series of moults or changes of skin. AVhen

fiilly gi’own they cease to eat, and, after casting their skins for the

last time, change into the pupal state, usually concealing themselves

underground, or in a cocoon of silk or other material which they

construct for their protection.

The gmpa is usually very inactive, and eats nothing
;
but a change

is gradually taking place within it, for the organs of the perfect in-

sect are in process of formation. At last the time arrives for the

final metamorphosis. It breaks its loosened skin, struggles out of

its burrow or cocoon, and seeks a place where it can expand and

dry its wings. It is now the perfect insect or imago, •endowed

usually with enormous powers of flight, and capable of propagating

its kind.

The perfect insect has always three pairs of legs, one pair being

appended to each of the three segments which form the thorax.
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Many, like flies and gnats, have but one pair of wings, always jointed

to the middle segment of the thorax. Others, such as butterflies

and moths, possess two pairs, attached to the second and tliird seg-

ments. Others, again, like fleas and lice, have no well- developed

wings for flying.

All insects have one

pair of antennae, with

some, very conspicuous

and exquisitely formed,

but with others, so

small as to escape

general observation.

Insects are further

characterised by the

pecuharity of their

breathing apparatus,

which consists of a set

of ah’- tubes called tra-

checB, kept open by an

elastic thread coiled

spirally, just like the

wire in an india-rubber

gas-pipe, and conmnmi-
cating with the outside

air by openings in the

skin called spiracles.

Having now ob-

served the chief marks
by which insects are

distinguished from all

other animals, we are

in a position to define

precisely what an in-

sect is. It is a jointed

animal, with a body of three divisions, undergoing metamorphoses,
having always three pairs of legs in the perfect state, and breathing

by means of tracheae.

Fio. l^;.—

G

easshoppbb, showing the Struc-
ture AND Composition of an Insect’s
Body.

.1
,
head ; 6, oyo ; c, antenna ; d, thorax, foremost seg-

ment
;

e, foremost pair of legs ; /, middle segment of
thorax ; (j, foremost pair of wings ; h, second pair of
legs ; i, hindmost segment of thorax ; j. posterior pair
of wings ; k, third pair of legs

; ab, abdomen.

Water Buys

We will start our observations on tlie aipiatic insects with a brief

notice of the Water Bugs (Hydrocorisa). These have very short
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antennae, almost concealed beneath the ej’es. The front legs are

not very long, and are capable of being folded in such a maimer as

to be useful in seizing and holding their prey.

The family of Water Boatmen {Notonectidce) is very well known,

especially the Common Boatman {Notonecta j/Zaitca), which may be

found among the net haulings from ponds

almost everywhere. These insects are

happily named, for they are decidedly

boat-shaped, and the hind legs, which are

about twice as long as the others, stand

out at right angles like the oars of a

boat, and are provided with fringes of

stiff bristles for blades. The Latin name

is also well applied, for Notonecta means
‘ liack swimmer,’ and all the members of

tlio family swim on their backs. These

insects should be watched in the aqua-

rium, for their movements are extremely interesting. They pad-

dle tliemselves about witli gi-eat activity, always nicely ‘ feathering
’

their oars by depressing the bristles after every stroke. When
taken out of the water they fict very clumsily, sometimes walliing

witli their four short legs, and dragging their oars behind them,

and often giving a succession of leaps by a sharp motion of the

latter. During the niglit they often leap out of the water and

take sliort fliglits ff’om pond to pond.

Tlie boatman is a carni\'orous insect, feeding on any living

thing wlhcli it is strong enough to conquer. It holds its prey firmly

with its front legs, and, after stinging it to death with its sharp beak,

proceeds to suck its juices till nothing is left but an empty skm.

Tlie beak is also used as a weapon of defence, as I have proved

many times when holding these creatures in the hand. It will

))ierce the skin, producing a shaiq) pain like the stmg of a bee, but

not so intense.

It breathes by means of an air cavity between the wmgs and the

upper surface of tire body, and often reposes on its back with the

tip of the abdomen just above the water, so as to allow this cavity

to connnunicate with the atmosphere. Sometimes, however, it will

seelv anotlier experience by turning itself over and basiling in the hot

sun with its back out of the water.

The boatman spends all its tliree stages in the water. The larva

and pupa both resemble the perfect insect in general form, but the

Pio. 15 .
—Wateu Boatman
{Glauca).
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larva has no wmgs, and those of the pupa are imperfectly developed.

The eggs may be found in spring on the leaves of water plants, and
the yoinig larvae are hatched in April or May.

The Corixa is very similar to the Notonecta in form and habits,

but is not nearly so common.

Fig. 1G.— Corixa, Fig. 17.—The Wateb
SLIGHTLY ENLARGED. SCORPION.

The Water Scorpion (Nejm cinerea) forms a bold contrast to

the pretty and active boatman. It is a very imsightly and sluggish

creatm-e, delighting in stagnant and fcetid waters. The term ‘ scor-

pion ’ has been applied to it on account of the scorpion-like appear-
ance of the front pair of legs, which are bent roimd towards the
mouth to serve as a pair of pincers. Its body is flat and leaf-like,

and of a colour resembhng that of the mud in which it lies concealed
when watching for its prey.

MTien the water scorpion is at rest you will notice that it is

either on the mud in very shallow water, or on water plants near
the surface, with its long and pointed ‘ tail ’ thrust upwards so
that the end projects out into the air. This ‘ tail ’ is really a pair
of gi’ooved rods, which, when placed together, form the creature’s

breatliing tube.

The scorpion does not eat its prey, but sucks out aU the juices
from its body. I have before me, as I write, a vessel containing
about a dozen water scorpions, and about the same number of the
dead larvae of the dragon-fly. The latter have been killed by the
scorpions, and their dead bodies, which have not lost their original
form, have been sucked tiU they are transparent.

Our next example of the water bugs {Ranatra linearis) is

quite a graceful object compared with the ugly Ncpa. It is also
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far more active, and will sometimes boldly defend itself against its

enemies.

All insects have very light bodies, and even in cases where the

build seems bulliy and heavy, a great deal of the interior is occupied

Fig. 18.—Ilanatra.

by air-sacs and air-tubes. A certain group of the bugs {Hydro-

metridcc) have bodies so very hght that they actually run on the

Fig. 19.—A Water Gnat
(Hijdrometra argentata), magnified.

Fig. 20.—Water Gnat
{H. gibbifcra), enlarged.

surface. These are the Water Gnats, which we see during the sum-

mer in almost every pond.

Let us catch one of them, and examine its wonderful feet. The
microscope shows that they are covered with fine velvety hairs,
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which, like the feathers of the duck, will not become wet, and are

resisted bj' the water beneath them with sufficient force to support

the body of the owner. As we watch them on the water we observe

that they run on five legs as we do, using for this purpose the

middle pair. The front legs are always held out in readiness to

seize their prey, and the hind pair, projecting backwards, form the

steering gear.

Some of the water gnats fly well, and when they alight on the

surface of the w'ater they may be seen folding their hind mem-
branous wings, and tucking them snugly under the fi’ont horny pair

with then’ legs.

Aquatic Nerve-tvinged Insects

This order, the Neuroptera or Nerve-tuinged Insects, is so

named on account of the delicate network of nervures which sup-

port the transparent membrane of the wings, giving them a beautiful

lace-like appearance.

The group includes the beautiful Dragon-flies (Libellulce), with

wdngs of such delicacy, and colours so brilliant, as to make them in

no wise inferior to the butterflies in beauty.

In many parts they are known as horse-flies or horse-stingers,

on the supposition that they are guilty of annoying horses and

cattle
;
but this is wrong, for they live entirely on insects, and have

no occasion to attack quadi-upeds.

Several species inhabit oiu' country, some of which are shown on

Plate I, but they resemble each other so closely in structure and

habits that the following account applies ahnost equally to all.

The larvae may be dredged out of om* ponds, where they lie

concealed in the mud, with theu’ large and prominent eyes on the

look-out for their prey. Their jaws are covered with a peculiar

‘ mask,’ which can be thrust out till it is about half the length of the

body. This mask is really an enlarged lower lip, extending back-

wards on the front lower portion of the thorax, and is provided with

a pair of jaws or pincers, with which the larva seizes its prey.

Thus the creature can lie motionless and unseen in the mud, and
seize its unwary victims by simply shooting out its mask.

These larvse have a very remarkable breathing apparatus, which
serves also as a means of locomotion. The breathing cavity lies

along the back of the abdomen, and if you watch one at rest you
can see this cavity pulsating regularly. But now disturb it, and it

will make a sudden dart without moving a hmb, just as if it had
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been pushed on by some magic force. Now piit the laiwa in a glass

of clear water with very fine sand at the bottom, and you will

notice that each time the creature darts forward a little cloud of

sand is shot backward. Thus the secret is revealed : the larva

suddenly contracts its breathing cavity, forcibly ejecting the water
it contained, and the recoil starts tlie body in the opposite direction.

The pupa of the dragon-fly is very similar in appearance to the

larva, but may be distingiushed at once by the short imperfect wmgs.

Pig. 21.—Lauva or Diiagon-ply, showing the Mask, and the
Perfect Insect emerging from the Popa-case.

Unlike most pupoe, it retains the voracious liabits of the larva.

After the dragon-fly has spent about eleven months in its tivo

preparatory stages, living all the time in water, it climbs up the

stem of a water-weed to prepare for its final change. Here the

pupal skin splits along the back, and the perfect insect gradually

works itself out of its old coat, and leaves it still attached by the

claws to the plant. The perfect fly now remains suspended on the

weed till its beautiful wings have expanded and dried. This does
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not take long, and, as soon as the wings are sufficiently stiff, the
dragon-fly begins its short aerial life.

The flight of some of the larger dragon-flies is so rapid that it

is very difficult to catch them on the wing. They dart about,
chasmg, tearing to pieces, and devouring all kinds of insects. They
have the remarkable power of suddenly reversing the action of then-
wings, so that they can stop quickly and dart backward m the air.

The jaws of the dragon-fly are very powerffj. It will aUow itself
to be fed while held in the hand by the wings, but probably it is

anger rather than himger that prompts it, for it will savagely chew
up small sticks and straw when brought within its reach.

Fio. 22.— The May-flv. Fig. 2.3.—Larva of
THE May-fly.

Fig. 24.—Pupa of
THE MaY:FLY.

The May-fly (of the family EphemeridcB) has a life-history very
similar to that of the dragon-fly, but there are a few mteresting
points of difference which we will briefly note. The eggs of this
insect are aDowed to fall into the water, all being united into one
little mass. The larva burrows into the mud at the bottom of the
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pond or stream, and there feeds on decayed vegetable matter. If

you require these larvae for the aqiiarium, you must dredge in some
of the pond mud with your net

;
or you may stir iip the mud with

a stick, and then capture the larvae which have been driven out with

the net.

After spending about two years in the larval and pupal states,

the insect leaves the water towards the close of a day. Its skin then

splits along the back, and out comes a rather heavy-dying insect,

which is called the false-imago, and settles at once on the bark of a

neighbouring tree. Here it rests for a time, after which the second

skin splits, and from it escapes the perfect and active little May-fly,

leaving the ‘ false ’ skin still attached to the tree. The perfect May-
fly has no mouth, and requires no food, for it is destined to live for a

few hours only ! It joins the merry company over the water’s edge,

and dances diu’ing the evening twilight with an incessant rrp-and-

down motion. Before the sun rises in the morning it has finished

its frolicking, deposited its little cluster of eggs, and fallen dead, with

all its playmates of the previous evening, either on the water or near

its edge. It has lived two years in its preparatory stages, but in its

perfect form it has, peidiaps, not taken one single peep at the sim.

Fio. 25.— Caddis-flies.

Our last example is the Caddis-fly, known also as the Cad,

Grannum, and Cockspur. This is well known to anglers, for both

the larva and the perfect insect are admirable for bait. The fly

itself is not swift on the wing like the dragon-fly, but it rims quickly,

and it can do this even on the surface of water. The chief interest,

however, lies in the larva, which constructs a home for itself out of

materials found in the water. It cements together pieces of stick,

sand, shells, dead leaves &c. into a little tubular habitation sufifi-
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ciently long to completely cover its body. Then the larva, knowing
that its soft, fat, white body is highly prized as a dehcacy by the
fishes and predacious larvae, never ventiures to expose any portion
save its hard head and its legs

; but this is sufficient to enable it to
walli about, while the claspers at its hinder extremity serve to fix it
to its ‘ case.’

Very interesting experiments may be performed to test the
building powers of the caddis larva. If you pull a few of them gently

Fig. 2G.— Caddis Cases.

out of then- homes and place them in a clean glass of water, they will
construct new ones before your eyes, and of any material you may
please to give them. In this way I have obtained pretty little tubes
composed of glass beads, small pins, shells, &c.

Aquatic Tivo-ivmged Insects

Tliis order (Diptera) contains a large number of insects, all of
which possess tw'o transparent and veined wmgs. The hind pair
of wmgs is not m reality absent, but only imperfectly developed.
If you catch one of these creatures—the common blow-fly or daddy-
long-legs, for example—you will easily make out a pair of rod-hke
and knobbed structures just behind the bases of the wings. These
are the halteres or balancers, supposed to be of great assistance in
regulaflng the flight, and are the representatives of the hind pair of
\^ngs in other insects. The DijAej-a are further distinguished by
the size of the eyes. These are always very large comparatively, and,
in some instances, certainly make up the greater part of the head.

Most of the two-winged insects are inhabitants of the land and
air only but a few very interesting species are more or less aquatic
in their habits, and will therefore be best considered now.

The troublesome little gnat {Culex p>ipiens) is a w'ell-knowm
example. Let us look briefly into its wonderful structm-e and
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history. Catch one of these sportive little creatures and place it

under the microscope, and you caimot but regard it with wonder.

Even the instrument with which it womids us is sime to call forth

our admu’ation. The exqiusitely tinted scales which adorn the

wmgs and the beautifid feathered antennae of the male are always

favourite objects with microscopists. The male gnat is a perfectly

harmless fellow
; but look at the instrument of torture that arms liig

mate. It is a little case, consisting of two parts, and containing a

bundle of lancets which can not only pierce through oim skin, but

also inject an irritating liquid into the wound.

If you want to study the life-history of the gnat 3'ou need go no

farther than the open water-butt. Here yoii may see Mrs. Gnat with

her fore legs on a floating straw or weed, her middle legs resting on

the water, and her hind legs carefully arrang-

ing her new-laid eggs into the form of a httle

boat. One by one she lays the eggs and

glues them together. "When she has finished

pjg 27 Eoas OF
labours you may examine the little float-

TiiE Gnat, magnified, big boat. Euffle the sm’face of the water

and it will not turn over. Timi it completely

over and it will immediately right itself again. So hero it remains

on the surface, probably deriving benefit from its double exposiu'e

to air and water.

Shortly the young larvie appear, and .you may observe their

transparent bodies at the top of the water, with the breathing tubes

just above the surface. When fully grown the larva changes to the

pupa. It is now a very different creature. Its back is hiunped, and

the hump is raised slightly out of the water, for it has now discarded

its old breathing tube, and receives its air supply by means of two

appendages on its back. It does not eat, nor could it if it wished,

for its pupal skin completely covers its mouth. Yet it is active,

and may be seen wriggling about in the water, alternately

straightening and bending its body.

Now comes the final transformation scene. The pupa raises its

back out of the water. The portion of the skin thus exposed be-

comes dry and splits. The rent enlarges rapidly, and the dry skin

opens so as to form a little boat. Little by little the perfect gnat

emerges from its torn garment—first the head, then the thorax, and

finally its abdomen. The gnat now raises its body till it looks as if

the boat were supplied with mast and sail. Then it leans over and

rests its front legs on the surface of the water, which is sufficiently
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firm to support its fragile body. Watcli it a little longer and you

can see its wings expand. Soon they are di-y and rigid, and in a

moment the gnat is frolicking in the air.

Fio. 28.—The Stages of the Gnat, snowrNO the Lahva, Pupa,
Pekfect Insect emeiigino, and IVLvle and Feudale flying.
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Aquatic Beetles

The Coleoptera, or Horny-winged Insects, are well represented

in onr ponds and streams. Dip yoiu’ net mto any rveedy pool, and

you will almost invariably tiu’n out a few species of ‘ water beetles.’

Put them all in a tin box or can with plenty of wet weed—no water

being necessary' for their transmission—and, on arriving home, tlmow

the whole into a large vessel of water, and observe them at your

leism’e. You wiU probably find among them species ranging firom

about a twelfth of an inch to considerably over an inch in length.

Observe how actively they dart about. Their bodies are smooth

and boat-shaped, so that they are enabled to move tlu’ough the water

with but little resistance. The hind legs are long and fi’higed, and

are used exactly after the fashion of a pair of oars. Take one of the

insects in your hand, and gently lift up the horny outer wings (the

elytra), and beneath will be seen the neatly folded transparent wings

used in flying. Notice, too, their powerfiil horizontal jaws, and you

will not be surprised at their voracity. You may feed them on

worms, fishes, frogs, insects, or any kind of meat, raw or cooked

;

but, if not well supplied, they will soon talie to eating one another.

The water beetles generally remain in the pools and streams

throughout the day, but often make long excursions from one patch

of water to another during the night. In some cases their flight is

somewhat lofty, and when they find themselves vertically over a

favourable piece of water, they seem to let themselves drop into it.

Many a water beetle has been deceived on a clear night by the re-

flection of the moon’s rays fr’om glass, and has fallen with a crash

on the roof of a greenhouse.

Tlie finest of our carnivoi’ous water beetles is the Great Water

Beetle {Dyticus maryinalia), a very interesting object for the

aquarium. It is very common in ponds, and its voracious larva

may be dredged in with the mud and weeds. Those who keep the

Dyticus in captivity must remember its nocturnal habits. If the

aquarium contains much floating weed, the insect can get a foothold

to enable it to start its flight ;
but this may be prevented by a

covering of gauze. The attitude of Dyticus when at rest is a cinious

one. When undisturbed it keeps at the surface, with its head in-

clined towards the bottom, and the tip of its abdomen just a little

out of the water, and thus it remains perfectly stiU, ‘ resting on its

oars.’ It is watching for some dainty morsel with which to satisfy

its keen appetite. But why this cmious attitude ? When the beetle
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dives beneath the surface 3’on will observe a bubble of air entangled

between the tip of the abdomen and the el.ytra, shining in a strong

light like a globule of quicksilver. Tliis is the supply of air for iis

respiration, and must, of coiu'se, be renewed at frequent intervals
;

but as long as the Di/Hcus remains at rest wilh its hinder extremity

just out of the water, there is a free communication between the

outer air and the breathing space beneath the elytra.

When yoTi gi’asp a Dyficus in^-our hand, 3-011 will almost invari-

ably find it endeavouring to slip hacl:ward between your lingers,

and, ludess your skin is moderately thick', 3'ou will probably learn

why. There arc a couple of sharp spines underneath the abdomen
close to the hind legs. These are directed backward, and are thus

rendered serviceable by the movement of the beetle just mentioned.

It has another peculiar means of defence. When irritated it dis-

charges a whitish fluid, of a very disagreeable odom- ; should any

of this touch the skin, something more than an ordinary wash will

be necessary to remove the objectionable perfume.

The larva attains a length of aboirt two inches, and may be kept

in the same aquarium as the perfect insect. In ponds it often lies

concealed in the mud, and, being of much the same colour as this

mud, it is not easily seen by the unwary beings who live in danger

of its hungr3’ jaxvs. It breathes by means of a pair of fringes wh’ch

you will observe at the end of its tail. When it dives beneath the

surface it carries down a small supply of air entangled among tho

hairs of this fringe
;
but it often rests at the surface in an inclined

position like the perfect insect, with the tail-fringe projecting a little

above the water. The larva is as voracious as the perfect form, and

Fio. 29 .

—

Dytkns marginalis,
Malk.

Fig. SO.— Dt/ticus marginalis,
Fejiale.

n
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bj' means of its hollow jaws it will suck the juices of its victims,

leaving httle more than an empty skin.

"When about to change to the pupa, it creeps iip the bank of the

pond, biUTOws into the damp earth, and constructs a little oval cell

Fio. 31.—Larva or Dyticvs. Fio. 32 Popa op Dyticus.

in whicli to conceal itself. If tlie weather is genial, it emerges as a

perfect Dyticns in about three weeks
;
but if the winter winds are

near at hand it takes a long nap in the pupal state, postponing its

ilnal cliange till the warmth of the spring sun penetrates into its

cell.

Fio. 33 .
—Agabus biguitatus, Fro. 34 .

—Pelobius Ilermanni,

MAGNIFIEU. MAGNIFIED.

The Dyticus may be taken as a type of its family (the Dyticidce),

two other members of which are figured (figs. 33 and 34) ;
but our

limited space will not admit of even a short description.

There is another family of carnivorous water beetles—the Gyri-

nidcc—so named from their peculiar habit of whirling round !md
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round on the surface of the wiiter. The best known among these

is the common Whii-ligig (Gyrinus natator), a little beetle, only a

quarter of an inch long, and of a blue-black coloxxr. The whirligigs

are gregarious, and little com-

panies of them may often be

seen dancing a merry roxxnd in

some sheltered corner of a pond.

They feed on smaller insects,

but are themselves the prey of

the birds above and the fishes

below. In order to compensate

for this twofold peril, their eyes

are divided so that they look

hke four. With the upper divi-

sions they watch for enemies

above, and the lower portions

are submerged to enable them
Threaten them from above, and

Fifl. .35.— The
Whiki.ioxg.

Fig. 30.—Lakva
or THE WlIIKLIGIG.

to see distinctly in the water,

they dive I'apidly to the bottom
;

but if in danger of soxne evil-disposed fisli below, they jump up

from their licpiid playgroxmd and take to their wings. Tlie larva,
shown in fig. 30, may be dredged out of ponds, and the cocoon may

1 ) 2

Fro. 3!).— Pupa of
Piceus.

Fig. 37.—Piceus, Male.

Fig. 38.—Lauva
OF Piceus, NOT
FUI.LY GKOWN.
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be seen plentifully towards the end of sninmer, attached to the

leaves and steins of water plants.

Onr last example of the water beetles is the Black Water Beetle

{Hydrous piceus). This one is even larger than Lyticus
; in fact,

it is the largest of all the British Coleoptera, with the exception of

the beantifnl ‘ stag.’ It was once very plentiful in ponds and streams

round London
;
but, being perfectly harmless to animal hfe, it has

become quite a pet with aqnarhun-keepers
;
and the consequent

demand for it has led to such a vigorous search on the part of the

dealers who call themselves naturalists, that scarcely a specimen is

now to be found. The female Piceus is provided with a spinning

apparatus at the tip of her abdomen
;
with this she constructs a

turnip-shaped cocoon on the stem of a water plant, in which she

deposits about fifty eggs. As soon as the young larvae are hatched

tliey make for the water, where they feed on molluscs and other

aquatic animals till they attain a length of three inches.

Fresh-water Firiies

All the species of aquatic animals which we have described

belong to the great division Invertehrata—animals without back-

bones
;
and, in passing onward from the insects to the fishes, we

leave this division for the Vertcbrata, or animals possessing back-

bones. Perhaps, then, at this stage, we cannot do bettor than

spend a short time in noting the chief characteristics which dis-

tinguish these two primary groups of the animal world. None of

the beings previously mentioned have internal skeletons; but the

Vertcbrata, which include fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and

mammals or milk-giving animals, all have some kind of internal

framework, the chief part of which is termed the backbone or

vertebral column.

This vertebral column generally consists of a large number of

separate bones {vertebral) placed together end to end, thus forming

a long, flexible axis, extending throughout the length of the trimli of

the body.

The backbone, being hollow, forms a kind of tube, through

which a gi’eat nerve (the sjiinal cord) proceeds from the base of the

brain.

In the Vertebrates, too, we observe a great cavity in fi’ont of (or

below) the backbone—the cavity which holds the organs of digestion

and circulation
;
while in the Invertebrate animals, with no bony
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column, the nervous system (if any) has no separate tube, but shares

the great cavity with the various internal organs.

Fishes constitute the lowest class of the A ertebrates. They are

all aquatic animals, and theii’ structure is, in all cases, peculiarly

adapted for their native element. The round-bodied fishes always

taper at both ends, and the flac-bodied species always present sharp

edges to the water as they move along
;
and thus the resistance

otiered to their movements is but slight.

Beneath the backbone, in the fore part of the bod,>’, are a

number of ribs, arranged in pairs, surrounding the internal organs.

Tlie limbs ai'o fanlike fins, usually four in number, and arranged in

pans, corresponding with the two pairs of limbs in the higher verte-

Fig. 40.— Skeleton oe a Fish (Perch).
rf, dorsal fias

; v, ventral fin ; a, anal fin
; jj, pectoral fin ; t, tail fin.

brates. Besides these there are fin rays extending along the back,
and also on the under-surface

; but these are not to be regarded as
limbs, since they are merely extensions of the outer skin.

I' ishes are all cold-blooded animals, their bodies being always
approximately of the same teinperatine as the water in which they
live. The heart consists of ttvo divi.sions : one, the ciuT'icla, receiving
the blood from the veins

; and the other, the ventricle, pumping the
blood to all parts of the body. At each circulation a portion of the
blood is forced through the gills for the purpose of being aerated.
Everyone has observed that fishes, while alive and in water, are,
apparently, drinking without intermission

; but the water taken in
at the mouth at each gulp does not pass into the stomach with tho
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food : it is discharged through

of the head. In these slits are

Fig. 41.— Organs or a Fish (Carp).

6r, gUl8 ;
c, lu'iirt

; /, liver
;

r«, swimming
bhvlder ; d, intestine.

dde slits iiniuediately at the back

laced the gills— fringe-like oi’gans,

richly supplied with blood-

\ essels, and couse(iuently of a

deep red colour. Here the

blood is separated from the

water by only a very thin and

trauspareutmeinbraue—so thin,

indeed, that the dissolved air

'. which the water contains is

readily absorbed into the vital

fluid. Thus all fishes, together

with the gill-breathing inverte-

brates, are provided Avith an

^

apparatus by means of which

air is filtered from Avater, but

[
Avhich is not capable of effectu-

ally aerating the blood Avhen in

direct contact Avith the fi’ee air.

Home fishes live entirely at

the bottom of their Avatery

home, deriving their food from

smaller animals Avhich conceal

themselves among the stones,

mud, and Aveeds ;
but others

are ahvays suspended in the

Avator, and feed on beings Avhich

SAvim about as freely as them-

selves. The former are heaA'ier

than Avater, and could not rise

to the surface Avithout some

clfort. 'i'he latter, however, are

of the same specific gravity as

the Avater ;
and are, moreover,

provided Avith an air-bladder,

by which they are enabled to

regulate their specific gi-avity

according to the density of the

Avater at any particular depth

at Avhich they desire to SAvim

or rest.
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The young fishes come from eggs, which are laid in enormous

numbers. It has been calciilated that the roe of a single fish some-

times contains over a million eggs, and that if all the eggs of the

various species (more than twelve thousand in number) were to

develop into mature animals, our seas and rivers would soon become

so thickly populated that they would have no room to move. But,

thfinks to their nmnerous enemies, the greatest of which are the

fishes themselves, the majority of the young are devoured, and our

waters are thus prevented from becoming stagnant masses of

writhing and seething beings, struggling for the last share of food

and air.

Fishes for the Aquarium

Some of our Iresh-water fishes tlu’ive well in the aquarium, and

become very tame and interesting pets. They shmild alwaj's have

plent3' of room, and, if 3’ou are to be very successful in their

management, j’ou must keep them in their natimil conditions as

near as possible. In aU cases give them a liberal supply of

growing weeds. Those 3^011 catch in still ponds need seldom have

a change of water
;
but the captives from rapid streams should

have nmning water. See, too, that they are provided with their

favom’ite hiding-places. Some like thick tufts of weeds
;
others

prefer to hide in rocky holes, while several seek shelter under the

stones of a rugged bottom. All such points as these may be easily

settled b3’ a careful observation of the fishes in their haunts. One
more general observation : Give 3'our pets their natural food

when 3'ou can, but never more than is necessary. Flies, grubs, and

worms are favomdte dainties with nearly all
;

but, failing these,

you ma3' try fresh meat chopped very small, and an occasional

sprinkling of flour paste. You must remember, however, that aU
excess of food wiU decompose in the water, rendering it putrid and
poisonous.

Many of our fresh-water fishes belong to the Carp family {Cijpri-

nida), and of these the Common Carp may be taken as a t3'pe.

This fish {Cyprinus caa-pio) was once very rare in this country, and
was probably introdiiced from the Continent. It attains a length of

twelve or fifteen inches, and is exceedingly prolific, the number of

eggs in a single roe numbering over half a million. It inhabits

deep holes in the sluggish parts of our streams, and also thrives well
in ponds. Its food consists of worms and insects, and, with those as
bait, the carp is casil3' caught. In winter it lies concealed in the
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mild at the bottom. This fish is very much desired for the aquarium
and small ponds, especially as it can be easily tamed.

The Golden Carp, or Gold-fish {Cyprimis aicrafus),i>i apparently
n miiveisal favourite ivith aquarium-lceepers. It was originally

Fia. 42 .
— Tiik Gaup.

introduced from China, and has now become so far acclimatised

that it does well in our ornamental waters.

Tlie Minnow is deservedly a favourite, for it is not only one of

our prettiest river fishes, but is hardy and easily tamed.

Fid. 4.'3.—Tun Minnow.

Several other members of the carp family do well in captivity

;

but, unless your aquarium is a very large one, you mu.st be satisfied

with yoimg specimens only. The Gudgeon, lloach. Dace, and Blealc

Fig. 44.—Tm; Gudgeon.

are not difficult to manage, and their bright silver}’ scales will give

a pleasing contrast to the other fishes.
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The coimiion Loach (Cobitis barhatula) does not seem to be so

well known, nor have its interesting habits secured for it the popu-

larity it deserves as an acpiariTuu pet. A few years since I caught

a few small loach in a stream at the soirthern end of Epping Forest.

Fig. 45.—The Hoach.

Fig. 45.— The Dace.

i'lG. 47 .
—The Bleak.

Fig. 48.—The Loach.

These T placed in my aquariran and was greatly pleased with their

movements. They are very heavy fish, and spend much of their time
at rest on the bottom

;
hut often would they rise to the surface, and,

after di-agging themselves on to the floating leaves of a water-lily,
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somewhat after the manner of a seal when landing, they would bask
in the hot sunshine with their bodies partly out of the water. In a
very few days they became so tame that they readily took their food

from the hand. The loach is a shiny fish, with six barbules at the

mouth. It may be caught by di-agging a strong net along the bottom.

Of all the British fresh-water fishes none is so interesting as the

common Stickleback {Gasterosteus aculeatus), known popularlj' as

the Tittlebat, Tittlebrat, or the Tittler. There are several species of

sticklebacks, readily distinguished fi’om each other by the number
of spines in the dorsal fin. The term gasterosteus applied to all

signifies bone-bellied, and is given on account of the bony bands

wliich form a kind of coat of armour beneath. In addition to the

spines of the back, there are the two formidable weapons of the

breast (pectoral) fins, which, like the others, can bo raised or de-

pressed at pleasure. The commonest species has three spines on

tlie back ; another—a fresh-water fish—lias ten
;
and a third, which

inliabits salt water, no less than fifteen dorsal spines.

Sticklebaclts are easily kept in an acpiarium, but they are very

pugnacious creatures, and must have plenty of space, or the

‘ survival of the fittest ’ will be demonstrated to perfection m a very

short time.

Should you wish to closely obseiwe the habits of these interesting

creatures your best plan will be to secure one or two males, and a

dozen or so females, early in March, and transfer them to a large

glass acpiariiim, or, which is (piito as good, a large tub. Give them

a plentiful supply of gravel or sand, and introduce some pond weeds

of any description.

During the greater part of the year the males and females are

hardly to bo distinguished from each other, both being of a dull

greyish brown colour
;
but, as the breeding season approaches, the

male gradually assumes the brilliant colours which have earned for

him such names as ‘ Soldier ’ and ‘ Fiery.’ His eyes then become

bright green
;
the back also assumes a brilliant green colour, and

the under-STirface becomes bright red.

This change takes place in March or early April, and at this time

the male stickleback sets busily about domestic affairs. His first

work is to prepare a nest for the coming brood. In some cases this

nest is composed entirely of vegetable fibres, which he has collected

and woven into a kind of cylinder or barrel, open at both ends, and

so short that, when occupied by the parent, both head and tail may

be seen exposed. Sometimes, however, the nest is simply a hollow
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scooped out in sand or uind, and covered over with interlaciiif'

vegetable fibres. Seeing that the stickleback has no building tool

except his mouth, and no cement save the slime from his own body,

we are boimd to admit that great credit is due to him for the clever

manner in which he prepai’es liis snug little mu’sery.

The nest finished, his next business is to seek his mate. Havinjr

met with a suitable bride, he induces her to enter the nest, some-

times, it is said, even resorting to force when his affections meet
with no encom’agement. As soon as the female has deposited her

eggs she is turned out of the nest, and the master immediately starts

Fio. 49.—The Thkee-spined Stickuouack and Nest.

in search of another mate, who is called in to take the place of the

outcast. This is repeated till the male is satisfied that the supply of

eggs is proportionate to the accommodation. He then closes the

ends of the nest, and rigidly guards it till the eggs are hatched, and
the young are strong enough to be allowed to roam into the world.

During the whole of this time the male ‘ tittler ’ will furiously

charge all the creatures, inch;ding even the larger fishes of the pond
or stream, who are so rash as to pass within a foot or so of the nest.

But as soon as the young have gone to shift for themselves, and the
duties of the nursery are thus broiight to an end, lie gradually loses
much of his pugnacity, and at the same time his brilliant colours
slowly fade away, to reappear in the following spring.

If you want to catch the Bullhead, known in parts as the Miller’s
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rhumb and the Tom Cull, you must look out lor a shallow and rapid
stream with a pebbly bed. liaise some of the larger pebbles, one
by one, and at the same moment sweep yoiu’ net rapidly towards it

against the stream. In this way you may obtain se\'er<*il in a very

Fin. .'lO. - The Huluiead.

few minutes. You may keep these in your aguarium, but you will

not sec much of tliem, for nearly the wliole of their time is spent in

tlieir liiding-placcs, and they seldom come out excepting when they

make a dash at their prey, or shulllo their heavy bodies from one

stone to anotlicr. Their food consists chiefly of insects and fresh-

water shrimps.

AmI'IIIUIANS

We cannot take leave of our ponds and ditches Avithout devoting

a little of our space to tlie interesting ainphibious animats—anunuls
Avliich, although nut strictly a(piatic, yet spend more or less of their

existence in the water. These include the Newts or Efts, Ifrogs, and

Toads.

Their life-history is as full of romance as is tliat of some insects.

They liegin life as little fish-like creatures, spending the whole of their

infant period in the Avater, breathing by means of external fringe-

like gills. In this stage they further resemble fishes in the posses-

sion of a tAvo-chambered heart, and they also oaaui a pair of air-sacs

Avhich correspond Avith the air-bladder of the fish. But as they ad-

v.ance in life a series of Avonderful changes takes place, the fish-like

form gradually developing into a creeping or jiunping quadi-upcd.
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The external "ills slowlj" disappear and "ive place to an internal

pair hidden in clefts behind the head. IJnt even these have only a

transitory existence, for they soon vanish and pass their function

over to a pair of trne Inngs which have been tp-adnally ev olved from

tlie air-sacs above mentioned. At the same time other transforma-

tions have been progressin". The two-chambered heart has deve-

loped into a more complicated organ with three ca^dties
;
the limbs '

have slowly made their appearance, first one pair, then another

;

and the original tail has, in some families, been slowly bnt entirely

absorbed, while in others it has developed into a large, nsefnl, and
ornamental appendage.

The skeletons of the higher Ampliihiiuis are well developed, the

build of the limbs in particular bearing a close resemblance to that

of the highest animals. The ribs, howe^-er, are either ^ery short or

entirelj^ absent.

The Amphibians, like fishes, are all cold-l)looded animals, and

the blood is remarkable for the comparatively large size of the cells

{corpuscles) wliich it contains, those of the frog being one eight-

Fig. 51.—The Bi.ood-

CELLS OF THE FrOG,
HIGHLX JUGNIFIED.

Fig. 52.—Tub Heart of
THE Frog.

auricles : ventricle.

hundredth part of an inch in diameter. Small as these bodies

really are, yet they are large compared with the corresponding

corpuscles in the blood of other animals. The circulation of the

blood in the Amphibian may easily be traced. The upper portion

of the heart consists of two chambers—the auricles. One of these

receives the purified blood from the lungs, and the other the blood

from all other parts. Both are continually forcing this into the

‘ Some of the lower amphibians are entirely liinljless.
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lower division—the ventricle—by a series of contractions or pulsa-
tions. The ventricle, in a similar manner, forces the blood tlmough
the whole circulatory system, some passing to the lungs for an
additional air-supply, and the rest penetrating and bathing the otlier

structm’es. Thus in each chcidation only a ;part of the blood of the
Amphibian is aerated.

We wiU now examine briefly the commonest of the British
Amphibians—

Newts or Efts

Tliero are but two common species of Newts in our comitry, and
both these are more or less known by schoolboys, who speak of

tliem generally as Effers or Effets. I have also frecpiently heard
them called Lizards, especially when they have been seen wandering
about on dry land. They are certainly much like lizards in general

form, but may always bo distiugaiished from these by the softness

and colour of the skin. I have met with many who suppose that

neu'ts are never to be seen out of the water. But it is a fact that

they spend much more of their existence out of water than they do
in it. When on land, however, they always seek cool and shady
places

;
while lizards delight to bask in the hot sun, spreading out

their flattened bodies so as to expose a larger surface to his rays.

Strange tales have been and are still being told about the

venomous and fiery character of newts. Some of our coimtry folk

aver that they can spit fire, even immediately on (putting the

water
;
others tell horrible tales concerning the victims who have

succumbed from the effects of their poisonous fangs
;
and, according

to the accounts of others, many are the cattle that have been

poisoned through drinking the water of ponds and troughs which

were inhabited by newts. The country cottager who has lived out

his threescore-and-ten in close proximity to a pond annually fre-

quented by tliese dreaded AnqAi.ibiaris seems to be as ignorant

about them as anyone
;
and on more than one occasion have such

individuals looked at me with terror, and most earnestly entreated

me to desist while I have been engaged in collecting 2iewts
;
and

the fear-stricken coxmtenance has given place to an expression of

wonder when, after careful watching, it was observed that the venom
had had apparently no effect.

But, in spite of aU that has been said, the newts remain, as ever, ,

perfectly harmless and exceedingly prettj' animals. They have no

fangs and will not bite. Even if they did bite, they could not

possibly do the slightest harm.
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The Great Warty Newt {Triton erisfatus) isabeantilhl creature,

sometimes attaining a length of over six inches. Its skin is covered

with little wart-like projections, and is marked with a nmn.ber of

pores. The tail is flattened at the sides. The upper surface is of a

varied dark brown ;
on the sides are rows of wdiite dots, and silvery

bands usuaUy adorn the tail. But the chief beauty of the warty

newt is the bright yellow under-siu'face, which is boldly patched

with black. The female is rather larger than her mate, aiul the

Fio. 53.—The Great W.aety Newt.

Reduced in size.

latter has a beaxrtiful waved crest along the back to the end of the

tail. It is only during the lireeding season, how'ever, that the crest

is to be seen in its fidlest development
;

for it disappears slowly, but

ahnost entirely, as this period closes and the summer approaches.

This newt hibernates during the winter months, and for the whole

of this time the lungs are inactive, the creature deriving the small

air-supply necessary for its indolent existence through its skin.

In March it takes to the water, and the best time to secure it for

observation in the atiuarium is towards the end of that month.
Early in April the female Cristatus lays her eggs, depositing them
singly on the leaves of water plants, and carefully covering np each
one by rolling the leaf round it with its paws. The egg is globidar.
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and consists of a capsule, in which tlie white yelk floats in a colour-

less liquid. Outside the capsule is a covering of gelatinous substance,

by which the egg is fixed to the leaf. In tluee or four weeks the

young newt—known at this period as the tadpole—eats its way out
of its prison, and starts life in perfect independence. In about three

months the legs begin to appear—the fore pair first
;
but it is at least

six months before the tadpole has completed aU its metamorphoses.

In September all the newts, old and yoimg, leave the water and
seek a safe hiding-place in some snug hole or corner where several

lio huddled together, occasionally straying abroad in suitable weather

in search of food. The young newt does not return to the water

till it is just three years old, at which age we may look upon it as

having reached matmlty ;
but it is not firUy grown till the end of

the fourth year.

Fig. 54.—Tub S.uootu Newt.

These creatures are very interesting in the aquarium, where they

may be fed on worms
;
and they will not, as a rule, interfere with

other inhabitants. It is necessary that they should be provided with

a landing-place where they can find a shelter quite out of the water.

The common Smooth Newt {LopJiinns punctahi'S) is much

umaller than the last, seldom exceeding four inches in length, its
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skill is quite smooth. The colour of the male is light brownish-grey

above, spotted irregularly with black ; beneath it is light yellow,

which changes to a brilliant orange, also spotted with black, in the

breeding season. The male is crested at this time, and is then a

beautiful creature. The female is only slightly spotted, and is not

nearly so pretty as the male.

The growth and habits of this newt are very similar to those of

Fig. 55.— Stacks in the Like of a Frog.

the last. Both species ca.st their skins at apparently irregular

periods. It is very interesting to watch this operation. As a rule,

the whole skin comes off in one piece, and the tiny gloves from
off the feet are quite perfect in form, though as delicate as the
finest go.s.samer. I have preserved a few of these cast .skins in

dilute spirit, and find them in excellent preservation after several

years.

E
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Frogs

Those who desire to watch the deA^elopinent of the Frog (liana

tern.]}oraria), and to observe its habits, should begin by collecting

the eggs, which may be found in abundance in almost every pond.

Early in the spring the frogs quit their winter quarters and make
for the ponds, where they remain at rest dining the day with

Fio. 50.- Thu Common Frog.

heads just out of the water. During the night, however, they

are full of activity, and the air resomids with their music.

About the middle of March the female deposits her eggs at the

bottom of the pond. These are little black globular bodies, each

smTounded by a covering of transparent gelatinous substance, the

Avhole forming one h’regidar mass. The gelatinous envelopes soon

swell up enormously by absorbing water, and then the mass rises to

the siu’face, where it remains till the larvie escape. In a few' days
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tlie black embr^'o elongates and gradually assumes a fish-like form,

and may be seen moving about in the middle of its case. A few

daj’s more and the eggs are hatched.

The newly emerged tadpoles are very active little creatures of

gregarious habits. They attach themselves to pond weeds by means
of little suckers just beside their mouths, fretprently changing their

positions in the social gathering. At this stage they are vegetarians,

feeding on confervse and other low vegetable forms. As they gra-

dually assiime the adxdt form, they lose their gregarious tendencies,

and swim about freely by means of the undulations of their flattened

and ii'inged tails. In their subseqirent metamorphoses they differ

from newts in that the hind legs are the first to appear, and also in

the gradual absorption and ultimate disappearance of the tail. On
reaching the adult form they leave the water, and spend the

remainder of the summer in the neighbourhood of the ponds, and
feed entu’ely on insects, worms, and other small animals.

A few of the stmctural peculiarities of the frog are worthy of

notice. A well-developed web extends between the five long and

slender toes of the hind feet ; bixt the fore feet, which have oifly four

toes, are not webbed. The drums
of the ears are conspicuous be-

hind the eyes on each side. The
tongue, which is often used to

seize the smaller insects on which

it feeds, is attached to the front of

the mouth with its tip extending

backward. The teeth are very

small, and consist of a single row
in the upper jaw and two small

clusters on the roof of the mouth.

The breathing of the frog is

performed exactly on the principle

of a pair of bellows. At the nosti’ils are placed a pair of Milves

which open inward, and the contraction of the musciflai’ floor of the

mouth forces air into the lungs. Thus the frog may be choked by
keeping its mouth open, for the air can no longer bo forced into the

huigs.

Fie. 57.- -Tne Tongue of the
Fkog.

Toads

Many persons do not seem to know the difference lietween a
load and a frog, and thus it is we hear the name of one so commoifly
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applied to tlie other. Yet the distinguishing features of these

amphibians are so obvious that the common error is almost

inexcusable. The birild of toads is very bulky and comparatively

clumsy, and the dull-coloured skin, instead of being smooth and

slimy, is drier and thickly covered with warts or pimples. The

toads, moreover, do not leap like frogs, but walk slowly with a very

awkward gait. The hind legs also are much shorter, and the hind

feet only slightly webbed. They have no teeth either in the jaws or

in the palate, and the gape of the mouth is much wider than in frogs.

58. The Cojimon Toad.

d’lic nudiimorphoscs of toads are very similar to those of the

frog, but the eggs are generally laid a few weeks later, and are

fastened together in long double chains, instead of in irregidar

masses. 'J’he tadpoles arc also smaller than those ot the ii’og.

Dreadful and wonderful tales are told and believed concerning

this unfortunate creature. Its poisoned fangs, its venomous skin,

its hre-spitting propensities, the magic virtue and curative power of

the jewel in its head, and its enormous longevity are all accepted

as indisputable facts, except by those who have kept and closely

observed the toad, and thoroughly investigated into the alarming

and startling reports. There is certainly some small sprinkling of
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truth in the statements made concerning its venomous character, for

its skin does certainly excrete an irritating fliiid which is undoubtedly

luirmfid to certain animals
;

but, wliile the toad is thus protected

from the lumgi’y jaws of animals to whom the frog is a luxurious

morsel, the poison remains perfectly harmless to the human skin.

The Common Toad {Biifo vulffaris) is easily domesticated, and

its habits—especially its mode of captm'ing and devouring its prey

—

are very interesting. Its partiality for all kinds of insects has long

caused it to be regarded with favour by Horists.

The Natterjack {Bafo calamita) is not nearly so widely distri-

buted as B. vulgaris, but is rather common in certain localities. It

inaj' be known at once by the olive tint of its skin, and by the pale

yellow stripe running down the middle of the back. It is also more

active than its relative, and does not attain to the same large size.

Preservation of Aquatic Animals

It will now be desirable to dwell for a short time on the different

methods of preserving onr acpiatic specimens, and on the arrange-

ment of these into a useful collection for futiu’e studjL

In many cases the real animal cannot be satisfactorily preserved,

but some non-living portion of its structure, which may in itself be

exceecUngly instructive, and in many instances beautiful, can easily

be kept ^permanently intact.

Soft animals, and soft parts of animals, may generally be pre-

served mdefinitely in spirit of wine. But it must be remembered
that this liquid has a gi’eat attraction for water

;
and, consecpiently,

if the specimen be very soft and contain much water, the spirit will

extract a quantity of the moistiu’e, thus causing it to shrivel up till

it is hai’dly recognisable.

Again, pure spirit is never necessary for mere preservation,

being equally effective for this pimpose when mixed with its own
vohune of water. My own plan is to keep a stock of small wide-

mouthed bottles, fitted with good corks
; also a supply of diluted

spirit. It is then no ti’ouble to bottle any specimen that is likely to

prove useful in the future, either for a museum collection or for

dissection. In this way one may soon get a useful collection of

molluscs, crustaceans, fishes, amphibians, Ac., always in good con-

dition for examination when occasion recpiires.

All the winged insects caught in and about the water should find

a place in the reader’s collection. Instructions are given for killing
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find ‘ setting ’ tliese in the part devoted to Insect Hunting. Tlie

water beetles in particular are well worth the trouble. Some of

these may be ‘ set ’ with then.' wings folded as we generally see

tliem, while others ma3^ have their wings expanded as in flj’ing.

Most of their larvae are rather soft-bodied, and cannot be dried with-

out losing their natural form. These are best preserved in diluted

spirit, and stored in small bottles or specimen tubes.

See that every specimen is properlj' and full^' labelled, and that

it stands in its correct position with regard to the others. Each
drawer or box should be marked outside with the name of the class

nr order to which its contents belong
;
and beneath each specimen

should be placed a label containing its name, locality’, date, and
anj' other jiarticulars considered sufficiently interesting.

How to prciMre the Skeleton of a Frog

Among the various objects in a naturalist’s museum, few, if any,

will be more instructive than the collection of bones illustrating the

comparative build of the various animal frameworks. But whence

is such a collection to be obtained ? Tliere are several methods of

])reparing the skeletons of small animals, but all of them entail

operations of a more or less tedious and disagreeable character.

'J’liis, however, is nothing to the enthusiastic naturalist, who allows

no ti'ille to stand between himself and his anticipated prize. But

even those who have not sufficient enthusiasm to set them to work

at bone-cleaning may still hope to acipiire a moderate collection of

useful specimens, which have already been prepared for tliem b^'

tlie natural decomposition of the softer parts of dead animals,

aided by the industry of nature’s scavengers—the insects.

I have many useful specimens, some of them complete skeletons

in good condition, ivliich have been simply picked up from tlie spots

where their former owners died.

But the naturalist does not restrict himself to this haphazard

means of collecting his bones. He aims at obtaining a good tyjncal

collection, as far as his means and his leisure allow, and finds it

useful to know how to set to work to obtain a complete skeleton, in

good condition, of any small animal.

We will now see how this is to be- done in the case of the frog,

reminding the reader that the instructions given will apply almost

equally well to all the vertebrate animals of our ponds and streams.

First kill tire frog, if alive, by shutting it in a vessel with a piece

of blotting-paper that has been moistened with a few drops of
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chloroform, and tlien lay it out on a board. With a sharp knife in

the ri^ht hand, and a pair of forceps in the left, ciit away the skin

and abdominal walls, and remove all the internal organs, being

very careful not to injure any of the bones or cartilages.

After the body-cavity has been cleared of its contents, the

muscles of the trunk and limbs may be attacked in a similar

manner
;
but the white ligaments that bind the bones together at the

joints must not be cut.

When the skeleton has

been roughly cleaned in

this waj" it may be put

aside out of doors, in a

dish of water, in some spot

where the unpleasant

odours arising from the

decomposition of the little

animal matter that re-

mains can give no offence.

At inter\ als of a few

da3's a gentle stream of

water should be allowed

to plaj’ upon it, to remove
any refuse, and loose

pieces of the pei'ishable bio. 59 .
—Skeleton of the Fbog.

matter should be removed

with the forceps or a soft brush. When, at last, everA'thing lias

decomposed with the exception of the bones, the cartilages, and the

ligaments, the skeleton ma^’ be gently’ removed from the water, set

in some natural position, and then allowed to dry. When quite

dr\’, an^' of the parts which may haA’e become detached from the

general framework ma.v be fastened in their proper places Avith a

little glue or cement.
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CHAPTEE n

INSECTS AND INSECT HUNTING

Many of our insects have already been alhided to, but tip to the

present we have confined our attention to the resident population

and the frocpienters of our ponds and streams. Wo must now see

what can be done in other quarters
;
so for a time wo quit the miry

banks and odorous mud, and wander through lanes and woods, and

try our luck in meadows and waste places. Our work now is

strictly entomological—that is, confined entirely to tlie insect world.

So wo will set to work till we have put together all the necessary

parapliernalia, and then start off delighted with the thought that

we have at last been metamorphosed into real live entomologists.

The entomologist has a happy time of it, for there is no doubt

that he has selected for his study some of the most beautiful of all

animated beings ; and he is continually finding something that is

entirely new to him.

Some insects are said to be positively ugly
; others we regard as

extremely noxious to our persons
;
others, again, earn our enmity

for their extensive damages to our crops. But we must put aside

all sucli prejudices, if wo would make ourselves acquainted with

tlio wonderful habits and marvellous structures and metamorphoses

of the chief divisions of the insect world.

A ti'ue entomologist finds delight in the study of nil insects.

None are too small to attract his attention. If the naked eye fails

to detect any beauty of form or colour, he knows that his lens will

at once change the appearance. He is not content to study the

creatures of the air, but searches diligently for the creeping inhabi-

tants of the earth, turning them out of all kinds of chinks and

crannies, and digging them out from their homes in the soil.

We will now proceed to study a few of the most popular orders.
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Scaly-winged Insects

We shall first take the LepiclojAera, or scaly-winged insects, by

far the most beantifnl of all the insect world, and the favonrites of

all entomologists. The fonr wings which constitute the chief beauty

of the perfect insects of this group are more or less covered with

little scales of ex(]uisite form, and generally exhibit a wonderful

variety of colour. Everyone has observed the meal}' dust which is

so easily removed fi-om the wings of Butterflies and Moths when
these creatiu’es are handled. These dust particles are the scales

FlO. CO.— Sc.VLES FROM THE WiNGS OF BUTTERFLIES.

winch form the characteristic feature of the Lejndoptera, and it is

only necessary to collect a little of this on a slip of glass, and examine

it under a microscope, to satisfy oneself as to the extreme beauty of

the wings. The head is furnished with a pair of antennae, which
are imdoubtedly connected with one or more of the senses of the

insect. There is also a very delicate proboscis, or sucker, by means
of which the sweet juices of flowers are imbibed. This can be rolled

up into a spiral when not in use. The structure of this organ is

really a wonder, for, although it is about as fine as a hair, yet it

consists of two separate pieces, each one finely grooved, and the

two are locked together from end to end by means of a fringe of
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minute hairs so as to form an air-tight tube. The eyes are large

and rounded, and looking almost all ways at the same time
;
and

the number of lenses sometimes amounts to nearly two tliousand in

a single eye. In addition to these

compound eyes tliere are two simple

eyes or ocelli situated on the top of

the head, but these are generally so

tliickly covered u'ith down that they

probably have biit little to do with

vision.

The sole work of the perfect

butterliy and moth is the repro-

duction of their kind. The females

always lay their eggs on the food-

plants of the larvae, and it is

astonishing with what precision the

proper vegetation is selected in pre-

ference to all others. "We could

understand this habit of the mater-

nal parent if she herself derived any
direct benefit fi’om the same plant as

that which sustains her offspring
;

blit it generally happens that none of the sweets of her life are to

be obtained from the food-plants she so carefully selects, and she

cannot possibly settle on them except for the one special purpose

of providing for her progeny. Very .soon after this work is accom-
plished the jiai’cnt dies, and this generally before the eggs are

hatched.

The eggs of bnlterllies and moths are beautiful objects for the

microsco))c
;
and, as they reijnire no special preparation of any kind,

the least expert nhci'oscopist is not denied the opportunity of witness-

ing their beautifully sculptured forms and delicate tints. During the

summer months a great variety of eggs may be obtained by search-

ing the leaves in our gardens, and these may be examined in situ

as opaipie objects, throwing a> good light on them from above. The

time which elapses before the appearance of the larvae varies accord-

ing to the time of the year. Eggs laid in spring take longer to hatch

than those laid dui-ing the summer months, and those laid in the

fall of the year do not hatch till the following .spring.

When the time arrives for the appearance of the young larvae,

they gnaw then' way out of the shell, and sometimes even devour

Fio. 01.—Huai) op a Moth.

«, upper lip : h, miuiilibles : c, pro-

boMolH
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eye.
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entirely the little case from which the}- emerge. They are now snr-

ronnded by abundance of food, and right well do they make rise of

it, for thej' often eat as much as three times their own weight of food

during the first twenty-four hours of their existence, and continue

to live after this riotous fashion during the weeks or mouths of the

liu’val life. In this state they undergo several luoultings, for they

grow so fast that their old coats become tight and uncomfortable.

When about to cast its skin, a larva will cease eating for a time,

and seek out some secluded spot until its little trouble is over. At

last the tightened skin splits and begins to peel off, and the larva,

after many twitchings and twirlings of its uncomfortable body,

manages to creep out of its old garment, and to show itself in its

new and often differently coloiired suit. The body of the larva or

caterpillar consists of thirteen segments, including the head. Three

pairs of legs are appended to the second, third, and fourth segments,

and a variable muuber of claspers to the hinder joints, iisually

making up a total of sixteen limbs. Many of them are furnished

with a silk-spinning apparatus which is attached to the lower lip.

The period during which the Lejiidajitrra remain in the pupal

condition varies considerably. In some cases this is a few days only,

but in others the time extends over several months, including per-

haps the whole of the winter and spring. The pupa is sometimes

naked and hidden in the earth ; sometimes concealed in a cocoon of

earth, silk, moss, chipped bark, or fragments of mortar from an old

wall
; some are suspended by the tail, and secured by a silk cord

round the middle
;
and others are rolled uj) in leaves and well secured

from their enemies by numerous silk b.ands or fibres. In the pupal

state life sometimes seems <p;ite dormant, and tlie length of time

tlins spent seems to depend entirely on the temperature. Tims tlie

emergence of the perfect insect may be delayed for months or even

years by prolonged exposure to cold, or may be hastened by placing

the pupa in a warm situation.

One of the most interesting sights ever witnessed by a naturalist

is the gradual unfolding and developing of the wings of a newly
emerged butterfly or moth. Shortly before this event takes place

the tint of the chrysalis is seen to change, the colour of the wings
and body often showing itself through the half-transparent case. At
last the thin shell breaks, and the perfected insect returns to the

world in which it spent its early life as a crawling grub. It is soon

free from its prison cell, and immediately seeks some rising surface,

up which it creeps. Here, if possible, it selects the under-side of
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some branch or ledge, and fixes itself with its back downwards to
dry its body and expand its wings. At first it is a (pxeer-looking

creature, its wings short and dumpy, more like a pair of useless ex-
crescences than the riclily ornamented pinions into which they are
soon to develop. As we watch the insect closely we observe the
wings e.xpand irregularly till tliey present <piite a crumpled appear-
ance. At last they straighten themselves out till they have reached

their full size. The insect, however, remains
stationar}’, for the newly developed wdngs,

the nervures of which are jirst filled until

currents of fluid from the body, are very

moist, and so soft and flexible that they bend
back on tlie body if the insect turns over.

But after a few hours the wings are dry and
rigid, and after sundry fiutterings, as if to test

tlie mechanism of the new flying apparatus,

tlic insect starts its aerial life.

Very few persons, excepting those who
delight in the appellation ‘ Entomologist,’

know the difference between a butterfly and

a moth, yome appear to base their distinc-

tion on tlie brilliancy of the plumage of the

wings
;

but, since many of the moths are

adorned witli gaudy colours while some of the butterflies are posi-

tively dingy, wo must consider them quite wrong in their nomen-
clature. Others have the idea that the nocturnal habits ofthe moths
are sufficient as a distinguishing characteristic, not knowing that

several species of these insects delight in the midday sun. It is true

that the butterflies are (/c?teraW/ymore brightly coloured than moths

;

also that all the butterflies are day flyers, while viohI of the moths

are nocturnal
;
but there is one distinguishing mark wbich can never

lead us astray : the antennie of all butterflies terminate in little

knobs or ‘ clubs,’ while those of the other Le^ndoptera taper to a

point. There are yet other differences which, although not to be

taken as absolute, are of sufficient interest to note. Butterflies,

when at rest, usually raise their wings perpendicularly, pressing them

together over their backs
;
but moths either spread out their wings

horizontally, or bring them close over their bodies, often folding the

hinder pair quite out of sight beneath the fore wings. Again, moths

generally ciuwe their antennie backward under the head and thorax

—a feat which is impossible with the rigid horns of butterflies.

Fio. 62.— Moth
JUST miEUOKJ).
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Catching Butterflies

The apparatus required for this part of the entomologist s

work is simple and small in amount. A net, a killing bottle, a col-

lecting box, and a supply of pins of various sizes are all that are

reqiiired.

The net should be of gauze, preferably of a green colour, about

tweh e or fifteen inches in diameter, with a light but strong frame.

As a general rule the entomologist does not require to keep many
of his insects alive, and consequently finds it convenient to take with

him some arrangement with which he can perform the ‘ happy de-

spatch.’ This is, to my mind, the only unpleasant part of his work.

And even though some authoi’ities give it as their opinion that

insects cannot feel pain, yet we should always act as if we wore sure

they could, and kill the insects required, and no more, in the most
humane manner possible.

There are many methods of killing insects, each method having

its devoted advocates
;
so I cannot do hotter than mention a few

of those most commonly used, lca^•ing the reader to try any or all

of them, and so be in a position to decide on a jilan that suits

himself. At the same time, having given all

the methods here mentioned a vei'y fair trial

:nyself, I will give my own experiences, and

my opinions as to their- relative ^•alue in my
hands.

The first I will mention is the ‘ cyanide

bottle.’ This is simply an ordinary wide-

mouthed bottle, such as is used to contain

pomades and other similar luxuries, not less

than four or five inches in height, into which
is put some potassium cyanide with an absor-

bent material. The cyanide bottle may be

purchased of the ‘ naturalist ’ ready for use, or

it may be easily fitted up by anyone. The
potassium cyanide may be boirght at the

chemist’s, providing he knows you and is satis-

fied as to your intentions
;
but it is a deadly

poison, and must be used with considerable

caution. Di.ssolve a few drams of tlie ‘ cyanide ’ in a little water,
and add slowly, witlr constant stirring, sufficient plaster of Paris
to convert it into a thin paste. Pour this at once into the bottle

Fig. 03 The
Cyanide Bottle.
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and leave it to ‘ set.’ Close the bottle with a good cork, and it is

then ready for nse. A cyanide bottle prepared in this manner will

retain its power for a great length of time if kept tightly corked.

Some entomologists dispense with the plaster, and put a few pieces

of the cyanide into the bottle, keeping them in place with a few

thicknesses of blotting-paper ciit to the proper size. This, I think,

is not nearly so good a plan, for the paper and cyanide are easily

shaken out of their position, and may then seriouslj' damage the

insects.

Chloroform, benzole, and ammonia are often used for killing

insects. In either case a few drops of the licpiid should be tlirown

on to some absorbent material in the bottom of the bottle just before

it is re(piired for use ;
but it should not be iised in such quantity as

to wet the insects, especially if ammonia is chosen, for this li(pud

will injure the colour of many specimens and completely spoil them,

lloth chloroform and benzole, and especially the latter, I’ender the

insects very rigid, so that there may be some difficulty in ‘ setting’

them alter. The fumes of burning sulphur have also been employed,

but I denounce this at once as troublesome and inconvenient, and

because it so often results in damaged specimens.

'I’lie ‘ laurel bottle ’ or ‘ laurel box ’ has many decided advantages.

Home young laurel leaves are weU beaten with

a hammer, wrapped up and tied in a piece of

calico or strong muslin, and then pressed firmly

into the bottom of a wide-mouthed bottle or a

(••ylindrical tin box. It should bo pressed in so

lirmly that there is no chance of its falling out of

its place ;
and should lit close round the sides of

the bottle to prevent insects from being jammed
between it and the glass. I have made a very

useful laurel box as follows : Procure two cylindrical

tin boxes of exactly the same size—four or five inches

high and about two in width answers admirably.

One is required only for its lid. Knock or cut out

the bottom of one- box. Make a false bottom of

perforated wood, and fix it in this, about one-third

from one end, and then put the two lids, one on

each end. The smaller division is to contain the.

bruised laiu-el leaves, and the larger is for the

insects. The laurel is very quick in its action, but sluudd ah\-ays

be used fresh. It will keep the insects in a moist or ‘ relaxed ’ con-

I 1

a

Pio. 04 The
Laoiiel Box.
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dition, so that they are easily set, either on the same day or a few

daj's after the capture.

The box just described may be used for the other stupefying

agents as well as the laurel. Thus the smaller division may contain

some cyanide wrapped up in blotting-paper or linen rag, or it may
be filled loosely with cotton-wool or any absorbent to which either

of the liquid agents may be applied. In fact, this is altogether a

very convenient arrangement, for the ‘ charge ’ can be renewed at

any time, even when the insects are in the other division, and with-

out disturbing them much. It must be remembered that the liquid

poisons—chloroform, benzole, and ammonia—are volatile
;
and, as

a consequence, some is lost in the form of vapour each time the box

is opened. Hence it is advisable, when using either of these, to

take a small bottle of it in the waistcoat pocket for recharging.

Care must always be taken to leave the insects in the killing

bottle or box mitil qirite dead. We cannot easily tell when that is,

for they are stupefied and rendered cpiite motionless before death

takes place ; and if removed too soon they will often revive.

Butterflies are so delicate that it is not safe to allow them to

remain in the killing box very long, to be trampled on and turned

over by their new arrivals
;
nor is it well to lea^•e them loose in

boxes of any kind, for their wings are easily damaged if they are

shaken about. They should be pinned as soon as dead. For this

pui^pose the collector wiU require a ‘ collecting box ’ and sofne

entomological pins of various sizes.

Tlie former should be as large as can be conveniently carried in

the pocket. It should be either oval in form, or oljlong with rounded

corners. As most of the insects, and possibly all of them, will be

taken home in this, it will be advisable to ha\n the box so con-

stnictcd that they cannot become (h-y in it. For this reason it

should 1)0 of tin or zinc, the cover fitting closely, but opening easily

by a hinge or hinges. The box should be so deep as to allow the

butterflies to be pinned to both the top and the bottom, which should
be lined with cork. Just before starting on the collecting expedition

the cork should be saturated with warm water, or a piece of damp
sponge pinned firmly in one end, as a further precaution against
rigidity.

Tlie pins used by entomologists are very fine, with small heads.
Tliey are sold at the ‘ naturalists’ shops,’ and may ahvaj s be obtained
through the post.

A great deal depends on the choice of the day for a butterfly
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limit. A bright warm clay is essential
;
and it should he known

that these insects will never expose themselves to an east or north-

east wind. The best time of day for actual work is between the

lioiu’s of eleven and fom’
;
and the best localities are flowery meadows

—especially the borders, lanes, chalky districts, flowery railway-

banks exposed to the full sun, clover fields, borders of woods, and
flowery wastes. It must be observed that many butterflies are very
‘ local.’ Hence if we are in search of any of these, it is necessary to

make ourselves acquainted with their haunts. It would not be ad-

visable to dwell on this subject now, but some of the chief pecu-

liarities of many species will be mentioned presently.

Having at last reached our luuiting-ground, how are we to pro-

ceed ? Wo all remember the time wlien a butterfly, white or

purple it mattered not, was a certain stimulus resulting in the

violent action of the inuscles of every limb. It was the signal for a

cliasc, and the contest between ourselves and the insect was always

one of speed and endurance. And then, if succo.ssful in bringmg

down tlie winged creature with the cap, or, it may be, the coat, with

wliat pride did wo pin tlic insect to adorn the very weapon by which

it was laid low ! But now our captives are to form a permanent

and useful collection. They must necessarily be caught without

injury to their appearance, handled with the greatest of care, and

killed in the most humane manner possible. We therefore relin-

(juish the cap for the net
;
and learning by experience that the but-

terfly on the wing is sometimes more than a match for our legs, we

resort to stratagem. As a rule it is not advisable to start off at fidl

speed immediately on seeing the insect, but follow it up gently,

keeping some distance behind, giving the creature evei'y opportunity

of alighting on its favourite plant or flower, and then a few cautious

steps and a sharp stroke of the net will generally settle the business.

Sometimes, however, a butterfly shows at once by its almost straight

and unhesitating movement to be intent on a long flight. In such

a case, should you desire it, you must make up yom’ mind for a good

run, with one eye on the insect, and the other on the look-out for

ditches, mole-hills, and fur/.e clusters.

The insect is sure to flutter a great deal in the net, and no

attempt should ever be made to handle it until it is quiet. If

a killing bottle is to be used, this might be passed at once into the

net by the left hand, and the bottle covered quicldy by the right as

soon as the insect is secured. If this plan is adopted, we soon find

a number of captm’es in the bottle
;
and, as we are still actively on
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the chase for more, we are liable to injure these by causing tltem to

nib together as we run. To avoid any damage in this way the

butterflies should be pinned in the collecting box as soon as we are

satisfied that they are quite dead. Some collectors dispense with

the killing bottle for butterflies altogether. They wait till the insect

can be secured in the net, with its wings closed over its body, and,

gently pressing the folds of the net against it from the outside, kill

it instantly by nipping the thorax between the linger and thumb.

Of course this must be done with the greatest of care, or the insect

maj' be so damaged as to be perfectly useless. One objection to this

mode of procedixi’e is that the insect may only be temporarily

quieted ; so that, when we open the collecting box for a futiu’e speci-

men, we are horrified at the sight of our pinned butterfly struggling

to escape.

Setting and arranging the Butterflies

Our butterflies must now be ‘ set ’ for the cabinet. This need

not be doile at once—in fact, it may bo jiostponed for many days or

weeks—but it is always advisable to set them as soon as possible.

If they are in a metal collecting box, their limbs will remain soft and

pliable for some days
;
but they should not be kept in a moist con-

dition for a great length of time, or you will find them completely

covered with a forest of mildew.

It is of no use attempting to set an insect after its limbs have

become dry and brittle, for under these circumstances the slightest

jiressure will cause a part to snap off. The insect must first be

‘relaxed.’ To do this it is simply necessary to pin it for a day

or two in a metal box containing a damp sponge or moistened

blotting paper, or to keep it for a corresponding time under a tumbler

or other vessel with some means for keeping the inclosed air moist.

A very simple plan is to fix the pinned insect to a cork, float it

on a little water in a saucer, and then cover it with an inverted

tumbler.

The dealers sell ‘ relaxing boxes ’ for bringing about the same
result. These are zinc boxes lined with cork and covered with a

well-fitting lid. The cork is kept in position by means of small
projecting pieces of metal in preference to any kind of glue or
cement, as the latter would not stand the perennial dampness.
The cork may be moistened with a little water, or a piece of damp
sponge may be pinned uiside, and the box is then ready for the
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insects. The specimens brought home in a wood collecting box are

often so chy that they cannot be set even on the same day
;
but if

a metal box be used there will be no need for the relaxer, for they

will keep in a good pliable condition for several days.

If an insect, when set, does not give satisfactioir, it may at any
futiire time be relaxed and reset ;

and collectors often find it con-

venient, when away from home for some time, to keep all their

captures in the collecting boxes tiU they return, and then set them
at their leisure, relaxing them in batches as required. This avoids

the necessity of taking away the ‘ setting boards ’ and store

boxes. Space, too, is a matter of gi’eat consideration, and insects

usually pack away in a much smaller compass before than after

setting.

Wlien engaged in setting our specimens wo must always avoid

the direct use of the fingers. The best way to get the various parts

into their proper positions is by the use of a needle mounted in a

small wood handle. A few of these ‘ setting needles ’ should always

be kept handy. Tlioy are easily made by cutting little pieces of

twigs, and then pushing the heads of ordinary sewing-needles into

them. They may bo of different sizes to suit the various degrees of

delicacy required in the manipulation.

‘ Setting boards ’ are now I’equired. These are usually con-

structed as shown in section in fig. G5. A piece of soft deal, free

from knots, and about a (]uarter

or an eighth of an inch thick, is

cut into strips about eight or ten

inches long, and varying in width

from one and a half to five inches.

These slips are covered with

coi’k, glued on, and then grooved

down the centre to receive the

bodies of the insects. Lastly, the

surface of the cork on which the

wings are to be laid is covered

with clean white paper. Such

boards may be obtained at the

dealers ’
; but, if expense is a con-

sideration, seeing that several

will be required, they may be made in a very economical manner.

The cork bed may consist entirely of sliced wine-corks, cut cleim

with a sharp knife, and then glued to the wood quite close together.

'*
•* II

* • 'S Ah <• .

Fio. 65 Sections of three
KINDS OF Setting Boards.
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Or cork may be dispensed witii altogether if good wood, uniformly

soft, is prociu’ed. In this case it is simply necessary to cut a

gi’OOA'e with a gouge, and bevel off the edges with a plane, if neces-

sary
; or, I might say, if it sirits the fancy of the collector. There

is a gi’eat difference of opinion with regard to this. Some prefer

a rounded board, some a plain bevel on each side, and others a

perfectly flat surface. For my part I reject the round board, since

I have never yet seen a live butterfly with wings bent mto a curve.

Whatever form be adopted, all the boards should be of the same
pattern, so that there may be a degree of uniformit}' in the

cabinet.

The setting is done as follows : First see that the jjin is passed

cev.trally through the thorax. If not satisfactory, it should be re-

moved and reinserted, passing

it through till the point is pro-

jecting qirite one-eighth of an
inch on the imder side. Now
fix the pin in the centre of the

groove of the setting-board

pendicularly. Spread out the

wings with a setting needle,

being carefol not to touch the

upper siu'faces, and then seem-e

them by meairs of little strips of

rather stiff paper as shown in the

accompanying cuts. Some of

the butterflies, at least one of

each species, should be set on
their backs, so as to show the under surfaces of the wings and other
distinguishing characters of the under sirrface of the body as they
lie in the cabinet.

As a rifle four of each kind is sufficient for all purposes : two of
the male and two of the female, one of each exhibiting the upper,
and one the lower, surface. In some cases, however, the species is

so variable that it will be interesting to introduce a few others
simply to illustrate the varieties.

And now we come to one of the chief difficulties which the young
collector has to experience. Where shall we keep all our specimens ?

Tlie boy who is clever with his tools does not hesitate long over
this matter, but sets to work at his cabinet or his boxes

; and I can
personally declare what a pleasure is to be derived from putting

r 2

Fig. 66.—A Bdtteefly on the
Setting Board.
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together a storehouse to be adorned with some of the most beautiful

of Nature’s works. Ajid what a delight to behold it when it is

finished and occupied ! How often does he make an excuse to

cast another eager glance at his prize ! First he admires the out-

side. Then the compartments are opened in txu’n, each creatmg

fresh delights. And this routine is gone over and over again with

undiminished interest, for the work is never complete. New spe-

cimens are continTially being added to the collection, each one

bringing with it fresh beauties, and another item to the small

Imowledgo gained of Nature’s works.

Now as to the form whicli tlie storehouse shall take. Some
prefer the cabinet becaiise it forms a sightly article of furniture

; bi;t,

wlien one has to purchase it at the cost of a guinea per di’awer,

another (question has to bo considered. If you are fortunately able

to make one for yourself, then pay attention to the following points :

Use well-seasoned wood, avoiding cedar on account of its resinous

character. Let the drawers bo as nearly as possible air-tight, and each

covered with a well-fitting glass. Cover the bottom of the drawers

with cork, and on this fix some pure white paper with thin paste.

Some entomologists prefer store boxes to cabinets. They are

certainly far more portable
;
and if placed on shelves, standing on

end like books, they do not collect much dust. They are preferably

made in hook form, .and lined with cork on both sides.

It is absolutely necessary to t.ako some precaution to prevent the

intrusion of mites, otherwise the insects will be devoured. Fortins

purpose some camphor or naphthaline must be placed in every

drawer or box, and renewed as occasion requires.

In conclusion I may say that well-made c.abinets and store boxes

arc not by any means a necessity to the young collector. Any well-

fitting drawers or boxes maybe used to contain insects ;
and if cork

lining proves to be a too expensive article, they may be covered in-

side with sliced wine corks, or with a piece of good soft ‘ cork carpet,’

remnants of which may be sometimes obtained at a low cost from

the furnishing warehouses. Always arrange the insects in perpen-

dicular rows, and in scientific order.; placing the name of the order

at the top of each row, and the name of the insect under eacli

species. The names of the families and sub-families also, where

known, should be fixed at the head of the groups. Complete label

lists are to be obtained at the various dealer's’, or the iraines may bo

neatly written on very small pieces of thin card, and then pinned

in then’ proper positions.
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British Species

Our British butterflies niuiiber only about sixty species
;
and

since these insects have always proved such an attraction to

naturalists generally, and to young collectors in particular, I have

thought it desu’able to introduce them all to my readers. Many of

them, however, are either very rare, or are to be found only in

certain localities
;
so that one cannot possibly have the pleasure of

seeing aU these beautiful insects on the wing withoiit spending a gi’eat

deal of time and money in visiting their various habitats at the

proper seasons. And yet every collector is proud to possess a com-

plete cabinet of our British butterflies, especially if all the specimens

have been caught by himself. If the collection cannot be completed

bj’ captiu'es in the field, the blanks in the cabinet should be liUed

up as far as possible by the rearing of species at home. The eggs

and the larvte may be obtained from the dealers
;
and much jileasure

may be gained in watching the develoi)ment and metamorphoses of

the home-bred pets. But sometimes there is much difliculty in

seeming the proper food-plants, so that successfrd breeding becomes

almost an impossibility. In this ease, rather than have a permanent

blank, purchase the pupa in preference to the perfect insect
;

for it

is certahily better to become acquainted with two stages of the life-

history than to see the lifeless imago only.

The following is a classified list of British butterflies, useful as

showing how they may be scientifically arranged in the cabinet or

m the store boxes :

Family PAPILIONID.®;

:

Papilio Machaon

,, Podalirius

Family PIERID.$

;

Pieris Brassicas

„ llapa3

,, Napi

„ Daplidice

Gonepteryx Rhamni
Colias Edusa

„ Hyale

Aporia Cratregi

Euchloe Cardamines
Leacophasia SinapiS’

The Swallow-tail.

Scarce Swallow-tail.

Large Garden White.

Small Garden White.

Green-veined White.

Bath White.

Brimstone.

Clouded Yellow.

Clouded Sulifliur.

Black-veined White.

Orange Tip.

Wood White.
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Family VANESSID5:

:

Vanessa Cardui

Atalanta

lo

Antiopa

I’olychloros

Urticro

C. Album
Limenitis Sybilla

Apatura Iris

Argynnis Paphia

,, Aglaia

„ Adippc

„ Latbonia

„ Euphrosyne

,, Helene

Meliteea Cinxia

„ Atlialia

,,
Artemis

Nemeobius Lucina

Family SATYRIDAl

:

Arge Galathea

Lasiommata Egeria

,, Megajra

Hipparchia Semele

„ Janira

„ Titlionus

„ Ilyperanlluis

Erebia Blandina

„ Cassioiie (Epiphron)

Caenonymphi llavus

„ Famidiilus

Family LYCAINIDJE

:

Theda Betulm

„ Pruni

„ W. Album

„ Quercus

„ Eubi

Chrysophanus Plilasas

„ DIspar

Painted Lady.

Bed Admiral.

Peaeock.

Camberwell Beauty.

Large Tortoiseshell.

Hraall Tortoiseshell.

Comma.
White Admiral.

Piu'ple Emperor.

Silver-washed Fritillary.

Dark Green Fritillary.

High Brown Fritillary.

Queen of Spain Fritillary.

Pearl -bordered Fritillary.

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary.

Glanville Fritillnry.

Pearl-bordered Likeness Fritil-

lary.

Greasy Fritillary.

Duke of Burgundy Fritillary.

Marbled White.

Speckled Wood.

Wall.

Grayling.

Meadow Brown.

Large Heath or Small Brown.

Binglet.

Scotch Argus.

Mountain Binglet.

Marsh Binglet.

Small Heath.

Bfovm Hair-streak.

Black Hair-streak.

White Letter Hair-streak.

Purple Hair-streak.

Green Hair-streak.

Small Copper.

Large Copper.

ij

>>
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Polyommatus Argiolus Azure Blue.

„ Alsus Bedford Blue.

„ Acis Mazarine Blue.

„ Arion Large Blue.

„ Corydon Chalk Hill Blue.

,, Adonis Clifden Blue.

,,
Alexis Common Blue.

„ Aigon Silver-studded Blue.

,, Agestis Brown Argus.

„ Artaxerxes Artaxerxes.

hesperida: :

Pamphila Acta?on Lulworth Skipper.

,, Linea Small Skipper.

„ Lineola The New Small Skipper

,, Sylvanus Large Skipper.

„ Comma Silver-spotted Skipper.

Pyrgus Alveolus Grizzled Skipper.

Nisionades Tages Dingy Skipper.

Steropes Paniscus Chequered Skipper.

The above list contains sixty-seven species; biit one of them—the

Scarce SwaUow-tail—has been so seldom seen in this cormtry that

we can hardly regard it as oiu’ own. And another—the Large Copper

Butterfly—has not been seen for many years, and is probably now
quite extinct. It will be noticed that each butterfly possesses two
Latin names in addition to its popiflar English title. The first of

these, printed in heavier type, is the name of the genus (a subdivision

of the family) to which it belongs. Entomologists usually prefer

the Latin to the English names
;
and there is one decided advantage

in this, for, as the insects are known by these names to aU natural-

ists, both at home and abroad, it enables one to converse freely on
butterfly topics with all entomologists whom we may meet. It is

common, however, to make use of the latter or sgyecific name only

;

this being quite sufficient to distinguish the particular species. Thus,

we should speak of the Large Garden White as Brassicce
; and the

Common Blue as Alexis
; and so on. If, then, tlie collector has no

special repugnance to the Latin tongue, he is advised to make him-
self acquainted with these names.

We must now examine the British butterflies, observmg briefly

their appearance, their habitats, and a few other points of interest.
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The S'Wallow-tails

The Swallow-tail Butterfly (Plate II) may be distinguished from

all the other British species by the ‘ tfyls ’ of the hind wings which

give to the fly its popidar name. Its wings are of a rich and deep

cream colour, marked boldly \vith patches of velvety black
;
and a

reddish-brown spot marks the inner angle of the hind pah\ It is

unfortunate that the range of this beautiful insect is so limited.

Those who want to see it on the wing must needs go to the fenny

/

Fio. 67.—The Scauce Svvaij.ow-taie.

districts of Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, and Huntingdonshire, for it is

seldom met with elsewhere ;
and I would strongly recommend

tliose who are unable to visit its habitat to purchase the insect in

one of its earlier stages, and so have an opportunity of Avatching its

development.

We cannot notv claim the Scarce SwaUow-tail as one of our own

butterflies
;
but since it has been caught on our island, and is too

fine an insect to be entu'ely forgotten, I figure it here. It is still
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common on the other side of the Channel, and specimens are con-

sequently easily obtained at a low cost.

The ‘ Whites ’

AVe shall include imder this head all the members of the family

Picridcc. Three ofthem—the Large, the Small, and the Green-veined

—are very abundant, and they are also so similar in appearance

that they are one and the same insect to the yoimg urchins who
may be seen everywhere, cap in hand, doing their level best to wipe

them off the face of the globe. To these ‘ insect Inmters ’ a Small

AA’liite is a yoimg Large AVhite, and the green veins on the under

siu'face of the ‘ Gveon-vcined ’ entirely escape their imperfect obser-

vation. The larvae of these three ‘ whites ’ are to be found in

Fio. 68. - The Laege White. Egg (magnified), Larva,
Pupa, and Imago.

abundance in all kitchen gardens, sometimes eating their way into

the very hearts of cabbages
;
and were it not for the ravages of the

ichneumon flies and small birds we should soon be butterflied out of

existence. Even as it is, there is some excuse, perhaps, for the cook
who unwittmgly treats us to the larva; ‘ served up hot ’ in the

dining-room.

A collector who has been ‘ doing ’ the butterflies for 011I3' a very
short time has already obtained all the common whites he requires,

and so neglects these for the more highly coloured species
; but a

very yoimg beginner will sometimes continue for a whole season to
net indiscriminately all the butterflies he can catch. It thus often
happens that a rarer species, such as a Lath AVhite or a Black-veined,
becomes the captive of the novice, when it would be neglected bj’ a
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more experienced collector under the supposition that it was only a

common kind
;
for it is impossible to distinguish between some

Fig. (!9. —The Sjiall White (Male).

Fig. 70.—The Bjiall White (Feriale)

Fig. 71.—The Gueen-veineh WHitE. Under Side.
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species wliile on the win". Those in search of these rarer whites

should be careful to choose the right time of the year, and then net

all the doubtful specimens they see.

Fig. 72.—The Bath White.

The fragile little W^ood AVhite, which frequents the open spaces

in woods, is not so easily mistaken when Hying.

Some butterflies are very capricious in their visits, sometimes

Fig. 73.—The Black-veined White.

scarcely showing themselves for several seasons in succession, and
then suddenly turning up in such numbers that they may be
described as abimdant. Of this character is the Clouded Yellow,
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which in 1892 visited its in innltitudes after about fifteen years
of comparative scarcity. The Clouded Sulphiu’ (Plate II) is very
similar in its markmgs to the Clouded Yellow, but the gi’ound

colour of the wings is much paler.

Fig. 74.—Tiiu Wood White.

The other yellow ‘ whites ’ are the Orango Tip (Plate II), the

female of which is not tipped with orange
;
and the Brimstone

(I’lato II). Tliis last-named lly is unique for the particularly

graceful outline of the wings, and also for the beautiful silky hair of

the thorax, which looks as if it had been carefully brushed upwards

Fig. 75.—The Clouded Yellow. Female and Laeva.

(Male shown on Plate II.)

from the sides. The female Brimstone is much paler than the male,

and has a decidedly greenish tinge.
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The Vanessas

This gi’oiip includes some very handsome butterflies, of which a

few, such as the Peacock (Plate III), the Tortoiseshell (Plate III),

Fio. 70.—The Large Tortoiseshell.

and the Bed Admiral (Plate III), are as common as they are

beautiful. In all this family the front pair of legs in the perfect

Fig. 77.—Chrysalis ok the Large Tortoiseshell; and a Larva
SUSPENDED JUST PREVIOUS TO UNDERGOING ITS CHANGE.

insect is not fuUy developed, and is not used for walking. Many of
the larvie are covered with spines

; and syme are gregarious, feeding
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so close together and in such numbers that the food-plant is
almost covered with them.

As a rule, the Vanessas are in then- prime during the middle and
end of summer

; but in some cases we have two distinct broods in a
j'ear. Agam, we meet with many very early in the season

; but
these are specimens which have hibernated during the winter in

the perfect form, and are too much worn to be of use in the cabinet

;

but the captive females will often supply you with plentj’^ of eggs
from whicli you can rear the insects to perfection.

Some of the Vanessas are exceedingly bold, and even impxident.
Tliey will frecpiently return immediately after having evaded the
first stroke of the net, and then pitch on the ground before you,
defiantly raising and depressing their beautiful wings.

I'hu. 7rt. Tnu Comma Butteu- Fig. 70.—The White Admiral.
FLY, WITH Wings Folded.
(See also Plate III.)

The rarest of the family is the Camberwell Beauty (Plate III),

so called because a few specimens were taken in Camberwell more
than a centui’y since. It has been seen occasionally since, but its

appearance and disappearance have been so mysterious, and the

favoured localities so numerous and so widely distributed, that it is

impossible to say when or where one is likely to meet with it.

However, it is a common butterfly on the Continent, and specimens

can always be obtained for a few pence. But if the young collector

is anxious to become the happy possessor of a really British speci-

men, let him apply to a dealer, who wiU supply him with a genuine

article, together with written and signed ‘ data,’ for the modest sum

of about forty shillings !

The Purple Emperor is well worthy of its title. Its superior
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size, its majestic and elevated flight, and the grand imperial

purple reflected at certain angles fi-om the wings of the male are all

unmistakable proofs of its sovereignty. The female is larger than

her royal husband, and does not wear the imperial colour which

gives the popiflar name to the species. At one time the capture of

a Purple Emperor was reckoned a grand event, and a net mounted

on a pole about twenty feet long was considered necessary for his

removal from his lofty throne on the oak. But it has since been

Fig. 80.—The Purple Emperor and Larva.

discovered that his majesty is particularly partial to high game, and
that the odour arising from a decomposing corpse will entice him
from his elevated seat. The modern mode of capture is to bait

oak woods with dead animals or bullock’s liver, and to return m a

few days with an ordinary net, and capture him while he is absorbed
in his luxurious repast. The female Emperor is seldom seen, since

she remains at rest on the higher branches, attending to family

matters
; so that nearly all the Emperors captured are Purple.

The Fritillaries

These pretty butterflies, though numbering nearly a dozen kinds,
are remarkably uniform in colour, all being marked with black or
deep brown on a gi’ound of light orange brown. Most of them are
also characterised by spots or patches of glistening silver on the
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under side. They vary considerabty in size, the largest—the Silver-

washed Fritillary (Plate II)—measuring more than two and a half

inches across, while the little Dulce of Burgundy is not much more

Fiq. 81. Tun Dark Green Fritillary. Fig. 82.—Larva and Pupa
OP TUE Dark Green
Frittllary.

than an inch from tip to tip. This latter insect, by the way, although

usually grouped with the FrUillarics, differs in many important

respects from the others. P"or instance, while the larvie of all the

Fig. 83.—The High Brown
Fritillary.

Fig. 84.— The Queen of Sp.un

Fritillary. Under Side.

true ‘ Frits ’ are long and spiny, that of the Duke is short, thick,

and smooth—very much like a woodlouse m form. It is for this

reason that we often find the Duke of Burgimdy separated froin the

other butterflies which it so closely resembles, and placed entirely
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by itself as the only British member of a family called Erycinido!

— a royal personage with no near relatives. In distinguishing

between the different species of Fritillaries we are guided chiefly

by the arrangement of the silver patches and other markings on the

Fio. 85.—Tim Pearl-bobdered Fritillary. Upper and Under Sides.

under siu’face. Here we find great variation. Thus, in the largest

species just mentioned, the ‘ silver ’ looks as if it had been washed

over the hind wings. In others we have well-defined spots definitely

arranged. But in others— the GlanviUe, the Pearl-bordered Like-

Fig. 86.—The Small Pearl- Fig. 87.—The Glanwille
bordered Fritillary. Fritillary.

ne.ss, the Greasy (Plate II), and the Duke of Burgundy (Plate II)^—
the ‘ silver ’ is represented by iion-metallic white spots. The Greasy
Fritillary derives its popiflar name from the greasy appearance of

the under surface of the fore wings.

The ‘ Browns ’ and ‘ Heaths ’

We now come to a family in whicli the prevailing colour is a
tawny orange or brown, and of which all the species are characterised

G
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by eye-like spots on the under side. In most cases these ‘ eyes ’ are
visible, though less distinctly, on the upper sm-face also.

Fio. 88.— Marbled White Butter-
fly.

Fig. 89.—The Speckled Wood
OR Wood Argus.

Fig. 91.

—

The Grayling (Female).Fio. 90.—The Wall Butterfly.

Fig. 92.—The Meadow Brown
(Male).

Fig. 93.—The jMeadow Brown
(Feulvle).

Like tlie Vanessas, all the Browns and Heaths have only four

walking legs
;
but their larvae, which are all grass-feeders, have no

spines; and their pupae have no angular pi'ojections, as is the case

with the Vanessas.
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This ^^onp of biittoifiiGS includGs £i fGw of onr coinrnonGst find
loast gaudy spGcias

; but a fow stand out promiuontly among thoni

Fig. 95.—The Laege Heath
(FeMAJjE).

Fig. 94.—The L.aege Heath
(Maijb).

Fig. 96.—The Kinglet. Fig. 97.—The Maesh Kinglet.
Undee Side.

Fig. 98.—The Noetheen Brown ou Fig. 99.—The Sslvll
Scotch Aeous. Heath.

for boldness of markings
; and, thougli none of tliem are really rare,

yet many are confined to certain very restricted localities.

g 2
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The Hairstrcahs

These butterflies possess very mai’ked characteristics by which
they may be readily distinguished from all others. They are not

by any means gaily adorned, and their upper surfaces are especially

dull and sombre with one exception. They derive their popular

Fio. 100.- 'J’lin Buown Haixistrkak. Fig. 101.—Tin; Black Haih-

XJndhu 8oiu'-ack. streak. Under Side.

title from the more or less di.stinct hair-like streaks that cross the

wings on the under side. The exception just alluded to is that of

the Furple llairstreak, in which species the beautiful purple reflected

at certain angles from the wings of the male reminds one very

forcibly of the I’urple Emperor.

Fig. 102. The White Fig. 10.3.~ The J’i rple Fig. 101.- Tue Green

Letter Hairstreak. Hairstreak. Under Hairhtreak. Under

Side. Side.

Another distinguishing mark of the Hairstreaks is the tail-like

projection on the lower edge of the hind wings ;
but this is only

slightly developed in the case ol the Green Hairstreak the only

British butterfly that can boast of a bright green tint.
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The ‘ Co2}2}crs ’ and ‘ Blues ’

At one time we could boast of two Coppers, but it is feared that

the finest of these beautiful insects—the Lar<(e Copper—has become
extinct. It was once very cemmou in the fen districts, and it is

Fio. 105 .—The Large Coi’peu Butterfly—Larva, Pupa, and Imago.

still 2^ossible that it may make its appearance again. Let those

who have the opportimity search the fens diligently, and should

any of my readers be so fortunate as to meet with this long-lost

Fio. IOC.—The Azure or Holly Fig. 107.—The Bedford Blue.
Blue. Under Side.

gem, our illustration will serve for identification. The Small Copper
is common everywhere, and I need hardly mention that it derives

its name from the burnished coppery tint of its wings.

As regards the lively Blues, everybody is familiar with their gay
tints and frolicsome habits

; but the ability to distinguish between
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certain similar species is attained only after very careful observation.

First we have to notice the different shades of blue; then the com-
plicated and variable markings of the under surfaces must be closely

Fig. 108.—Tuk Mazatunk Blue. Fig. 109.—The Common
Under Side. Blue (Male).

examined. We have also to remember that female Blues are

generally hrnwn, with perhaps only a sprinkling of the colour that

characitorisos the corresponding males
;
and, further, that two of the

Blues, botli the males and females, are not blue at all.

Fig. 110. - The CojnroN Blue
(Female).

Fig. 111.—The Common Blue.
Under SniE.

I will just mention a few of the distinguishing marks that are

likely to prove most useful

:

1. AzureBluc,—Bright lilac colour; under side, light silvery blue.

Black border narrow in

male, broader in female.

2. Bedford Blue .—The
smallest British butterfly.

Colour dark broAvn
;
male

powdered with blue.

3. Mazarine Blue .

—

Deep jm?yjZe-blue, with

black border. Female

Under surface of both sexes drab, with black-centred

Fig. 112.—The Brown Argus.

dark brown,

white spots.
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4. Chalk Hill Blue (Plate III).—Light silvery greenish-blue.

Female brown, and powdered with the colour of the male.

0 . Adonis Blue (Plate II).—Bright sky-blue. Fringe bai’red

with black. Female dark brown, powdered with blue near the bodj'.

6. Silver-studded Blue.—Metallic bluish spots on under surface.

7. Brouni Argus and Artaxerxes.—No blue at aU.

These are just a few aids to identification
;
and, with the assist-

ance of our illustrations, will probably prove sufficient. It should

also be known that the larvae of the Blues all resemble the woodlouse

in form.

The Skippers

This, oiu’ last group of butterflies, receives its name from the

peculiar manner in which the insects included flit about. They
never keep on the wing for any length of time withoiat resting, but

Fio. 113.—The New Small Fig. 114.—The Dingv
Skippee.' Skippeu.

seem to skip rapidly from flower to flower. In some of their habits

they resemble moths rather than butterflies. Thus, their caterpillars

protect themselves by rolling up leaves roimd them
;
and they also

spin silken cocoons when about to change to the chrysalis state.

The butterflies are also thick-bodied, like most of the moths
;
and

Fig. 115.—The Gbizzled Skipper. Fig. IIG.—The Chequered
Skipper.

|

their chrysalides resemble those of the nocturnal Lepidoptera. The
Skippers are further characterised by the more or less hooked tips

of the antennse.

All the Skippers are small insects
;
and, although generally very

* Discovered in 1888. Distinguislied from the Small Skipper (Plate III)
by the tips of the aiiteame being black beneath.
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prettily marked, yet their coloirrs are not at all brilliant, the pre-

vailing tints being various shades of brown.

The space devoted to butterflies has, of necessitj% beren very

limited, and much information of real value to a young collector

has, up to the present, been withheld. But this omission is inten-

tional. The reader will probably have noticed that the habitats and

seasons of the various butterflies are not given, and that little has

been said concerning the food-plants of the caterpillars. Now, it

has seemed to me tliat a twofold advantage would be derived by

placing such information as this in the form of a table ;
for, by so

doing, we not only succeed in saving much space, and thus And an

opportunity of wedging in a little useful matter which must other-

wise liave been entirely excluded, but we also present the particulars

above mentioned in a form that is likely to be the most convenient

for reference.

Buitisii Butterflies.

Names- Chief Localities Seasons Chief Food-plants

Swallow-tail . . Fens of Cam- May to August Wild Carrot,

(Machaon) bridgeshire,

Norfolk, Hun-
tingdonsliiro

Fennel, Marsh
Parsley

Largo VVliite . .

(BraHHir.ce)

Everywhoro April to August Cabbages and
Cresses

Small Wliito . .

(Bapcc)
Abundant evci'y-

where
))

Orouii-vciiuid

Wliito
» Tlirougiiont the

Huminer.
#>

(Napi) Chiefly May
and J uly

Bath White . . Soutli-caBt. Rare MayaiidAugust Wild Mignonette
(Dapliciicc)

BuckthornBriiimtoiio . . . Southern August to

(Hhamni) counties October
Clouded Yellow . South coast July and Clover and

(EcliiHa) August Trefoils

Clouded Sulphur South coast May fwirf August Lucerne
(Hya.le)

Sloe, HawthornBlack-veined
White

Very local, chiefly

in the South
June and July

(Cratcegi)
Cuckoo-flowerOrange Tip . . .

(Cardamincs)
Common in all

parts

May and June

Wood White . .

(Sinapis)
In various locali-

ties throughout
England

May atid August Trefoils

Painted Lady . . Generally abun- Spring (H.) ' Tliistle and

(Cardui) dant. Uncertain August and
September

Nettle
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British Butterflies

—

continued.

Names

Bed Admiral . .

(Atalanta)

Chief Localities

Common every-
where

Seasons

Spring (H.) >

August and
September

Cliief Food-plants

Nettle

Peacock ....
(lo)

Camberwell
Beauty
(Antiopa)

Large Tortoise-

shell

iPohjchloros)

Small Tortoise-

shell

(Urtica)
Comma ....

(C. Album)

1 White Admiral .

' (Sybilla)

»

Very rare. Un-
certain

Chiefly in South
Uncertain

Common every-

where

Chiefly in Mid-
land and Wes-
tern counties

Oalr woods of

South

August and
September

July and August

Spring (H.) '

July and August

if

June and July

if

Willow

Elm

Nettle

Elm, Willow,
Sloe, Nettle,

&c.
Honeysuckle

Purple Emperor .

{Iris)

Silver-washed
Fritillary

{Faphia)
Dark-Green Fri-

tillary

{Aylaia)

High-brown Fri-
tillary

(Atlippe)

Queen of' Spain
Fritillary

(Lathoniu)
Pearl-bordered

Fritillary

{Eiqjhrosyne)

Small Pearl-
bordered

{Selene)
Glanville Fritil-

lary

{Cinxia)

if

Woods of South
and Blidland
counties

In widely scat-

tered localities

throughout
England

Woods of South

Bare. Chiefly in

South

Woods, through-
out England
and S. Scotland.
Chiefly in the
South

South and East
coasts. Also
in S. Scotland

July

July and August

July

June and
September

May a August

May and June

Broad-leaved
Sallow

Violet and
Nettle

Dog-violet

Violet

Wild Heartsease

Violet

if

Narrow-leaved
Plantain

Pearl-bordered
Likeness

{Athalia)
Greasy Pritillary

{Artemis)

In woods. Chiefly
in South

Chiefly in South.
Very local

if

June

Plantains

It
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British Butterflies

—

continued.

Names Ciiief Localities Seasons Chief Food-plnnts

Duke of Bur- Li woods. ChieHy June and Primrose
gundy in South August

[Liicina)

Marbled White . July and Grasses
(Galathea)

Speckled Wood . Commoir through-
August

April to August JJ

(Egeria) out England
AVall Common every- May and August ii

(Meg(Bra) where
Grayling . . . Rocky places. July to ii

(Semcle) Chiefly in chalk
districts. Found

September

in N. England
and S. Scotland

Meadow Brown . Common every- June to August a
(Janira) where

Largo Meath . . Common through- July and August a
(Tiilionua) out England

and S. Scotland

Ilinglet .... Generally common Juno and July
f)

(Ifgpcranthus)
Scotch Argus . . N. England and August and 3)

(lilaMilina) Scotland September
Alountain Kinglet Mountainous dis- J uue and J uly 3)

(Uasaiope) tricts of IN. Eng-
land and Scot-

land
Marsh Ringlet Wild moors of N. )) 3)

(Davns) England and
Scotland

Small Heath . . Generally common June to 33

(Fani2>hilus) September

Brown Hair- Not abundant, but August Birch and Sloe

streak
(Betiilcc)

widely distri-

buted. Chiefly

in South
Black Hairstreak Rare. Chiefly in July Sloe

(Friuir) South
White Letter Various widely Elm

Hairstreak distributed lo-

(W. Albuw) calities

Purple Hair- In oak woods July and August Oak
streak throughout
(Qncrcua) England

Green Hairstreak
(Euhi)

Throughout Eng-
land and S.

May and August Bramble

Scotland
SorrelSmall Copper . . Common every- April, June,

August(Phlceas) where
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British Butterflies

—

continued.

Names
j

Chief Loeiilities
j

Seasons Chief Food-plants

Azure Blue . .
i

Li woods through- April and August Flowers of Holly
(Argiolus) out England.

Chiefly in South
and Ivy

Bedford Blue . Li limestone dis- May and J une Flowers of the

(AZsus) triots through-

out Gi'eat Bri-

Kidney Vetch

tain

Mazarine Blue . Now very rare July Flowers of Thrift

(Ads)
Large Blue . . Rare. Very local. Thyme

Avion) Various lime-

stone and chalk
districts of the

South

Chalk Hill Blue . Chalk downs of July and August Clovers and
(Corydon) South Vetches

Clifden Blue . . May a nd August
(Adonis)

Common Blue In meadows. Com- May to Trefoils

(Alexis) mon everywhei’e September
Silver-studded Common in vari- July and August Broom
Blue ous localities

(^gon) tlu’oughout

England and
S. Scotland

Brown Argus . . Chalk downs of May and June Hemlock
(Agesiis) South Stork’s-bill

Artaxerxes . . N. England and July and August

/ „

Rock Cistus
Scotland

Lulworth Skipper S. coast of Devon Grasses
(ActcBon) and Dorset

Small Skipper Common in most July
(Lined) parts

New Small Skip- S.E. of England July and August
j)er

(Lineola)
Large Skipper Common in most May and August

.

(Sglvanus) parts
Silver-spotted Various localities July and August Trefoils

Skipper in the South
(Comma)

Grizzled Skipper Common in Eng- May and August Wild Raspberry
(Alveolus) land and S.

Scotland
Dingy Skipper . Bird’s-foot

(Tages)
Chequered Skip- Very local. Chiefly June Plantain

per in Southern
(Paniscus) counties

* H. signifies hibernated specimens.
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Moth Catching

The collecting of butterflies is the favourite pursuit of the ento-

mologist during the hottest and brightest hours of the summer
;
but

now we have to learn that there is much interesting and profitable

work to be done during the dark hours of the summer nights.

Moths are, generally speaking, lovers of darkness
; but there are a

few which are seen at largo in broad daylight— some, such as the

Foresters, tlie Clearwings, and tlio FTumming Bird Moth, even

delighting in the full blaze of the midday sun. Specimens of these

are consequently included occasionally among the ‘ takings ’ of a

butterfly day
;
and, in addition to this, a great many moths may be

secured during the daytime by searching out their hiding-places,

and also by rousing them out of their midday slumbers, thus com-

pelling them to take to the wing at untimely hours. The collecting

of both butterflies and moths might well be combined for the same
day’s outing, giving the sunny hours, up to about four o’clock,

almost exclusively to the former, and then, on the way homeward,

gently boating tlie low branches of trees, the underwood, and the

low herbage, catching the moths required, by means of the net, as

tliey are driven from their haunts. As a rule, the moths secured

in this wajf are neither the rarest nor the most beautiful
;
but a

great variety of species may bo thus obtained, and occasionally a

valuable si)ecimen may be included in the catch. The most suc-

ccssftd beating may bo carried on along the borders of woods, and

in hedges surrounding flowery meadows and overgrown waste lands.

Having secured a moth in the net, what is to bo done with it ?

The tieatment suggested for butterflies— the pinching of the thorax

—might certaiiily bo tried in tbe case of the Geometers and other

small-bodied moths ;
but with the large-bodied species tins is not

practicable. And some of the latter are so vigorous, and so liable

to flutter furiously in the net, damaging their wings almost imme-

diately, that they must bo removed with the greatest care and dex-

terity. Perhaps nothing is so convenient and safe as to pass the

open cyanide bottle or laurel box quickly into the net, and coax the

captive into it by tbe assistance of the other hand outside the net.

Then, keeping the mouth of the box or bottle covered by the hand

for a few seconds, the insect is quieted, and the cork or lid may be

replaced. Never allow many moths to accumulate in the killing

apparatus
;
but, after each few captures, pin the specimens in the

collecting box.
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During any part of the day or evening, when the collector is not

dh-ectly engaged in his pursuit, he should examine the barks of trees

and all wood fences along his path
;
and he will probably be re-

warded with a few uncommon varieties. With regard to the barks

of trees, however, he must understand that a very carefirl examina-

tion is sometimes necessai’y, since a great many moths are coloured

with tints very closely resembling those of the jiarticular bark on

which they ai’e in the habit of settling by day
;
and by this ‘ ju'o-

tective mimicry ’ they often elude their enemies. In addition to

trees and fences, all isolated posts, and walls, and other surfaces,

more or less sheltered, should receive a passing glance. In all cases

the north and north-east sides are likely to give the best results, as

most moths select these as a protection against the sun.

Taking a moth from a tree, wall, or fence, by day, is generally a

very simple matter. The usrral method is what is termed ‘ pill-

boxing :

’—An open pill box is placed beside the insect with one

hand, and the cover made to approach it by the other. Till boxes

with glass bottoms are sold for this purpose, and are very convenient

since they enable one to see the best opportunity for popping on

the cover without injuring the moth. As a rule the moths are

sleepy bj' day, and take to their new lodgings quietly
;

bi;t some are

very frisky, and flutter about in the box till their wings are almost

stripped of scales. For this reason I seldom use pill boxes for moths,

except in the case of females from which I am desirous of obtaining

eggs for rearing. I have found nothing more convenient and more
safe than a wide-mouthed cyanide bottle or a lairrel box used in the

same way as the pill boxes ; or, in the case of the sluggish species,

the killing bottle may be held just imder the insect, which is then

tipped into it with a small piece of twig. On one occasion, while

walking through a street in a London suburb, I coveted a pair of

Lime Hawks which I had seen on the trunk of a tree, at a height

of about twelve feet ; but could see no chance of getting them. A
few hours later, while at home, I found that I shmrld have to pass

through the same road again
;
so I made a small net, only about

four inches in diameter and six inches deep, that could be readily

fixed on the toj) of a three-joint bamboo fishing rod. Armed with
net and rod, I secured my two Hawks and a few other moths,
and have since made many similar captures with this same appa-
ratus, which, although made hastily on the spur of the moment, I

now regard as a useful accessorj’.

Now for the night work. A groat deal of this may be done at
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home, especiallj when there is a garden attached. It is a well-

known fact that moths are attracted by lights, and if the collector

is not disposed to ramble in search of them, let him sit at home
before an open window, with a light to attract the insects, and his

net and killing bottle at hand. "While writing these lines (.July) my
gas bracket, with the light shielded by means of wire ganze, is

turned close to the open window. One by one the moths approach
•—some rush with groat force against the glass and fall stunned

on the window sill
;
some make straight for the flame, but are

saved from an untimely scorching by the gaiize, round which they

^flutter, or on which they settle ; others alight quietlj' on the glass,

and there remain stationary, enjoying the light till they are bottled
;

others, again, make straight for the white ceiling, and there buzz

actively round till a fortunate stroke of the net secures them. But

a good number of the insects merely aj>proach the window, take a

brief glance at tlie light, and tlien move on about their business.

To catch sucli as these it is necessary to stand at the window with

net in liaiid, ready at any moment to strike. My own experience

seems to .sliow Unit tlie best specimens are generally to be obtained

in this way
;
the majority of those whicli allow themselves to be so

easily caught being the common species of the Noctuce and the

(icometcrs. Occasionally I treat myself to the luxuiy of a lime

light in the window. This enables me to see most distinctly even

tlie smallest of the moths that fly in the garden, and, of coiu'se, will

also attract numbers to the room.

For out-of-door work a lantern is essential. Almost any kind

of lantern will do, but preference is to bo given to one with a bent

glass front, since it throws its light to the sides of, as well as before the

operator, and also because no shadows break the field. The lantern

should hang round the neck, and be strapped closely to the chest,

thus leaving both hands free to manipulate the net and the bottle.

A great deal depends on the choice of the night, and also on the

time. AVindy nights as a rule are bad, especially if the wind blows

from the north or the north-east. Moonlight nights also give very

unsatisfactory results. The gi-eatesf success may generally be ex-

pected on a dark and drizzly night, or on a dark night just after

rain. The search should commence soon after sunset, and may
continue for about an hour, say up to about 9.30. Then for an hour

or more the moths are—for some reason or other not properly under-

stood, I believe—rather quiet. But they renew their activity at

about an hour before midnight, and continue to appear from that
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time np to about 2 a.m., when even the most enthusiastic of entomo-

logists may as well retire to rest. Of course there are early and

late species among the moths as well as among the butterflies. Borne

often appear before the winter snows have all gone
; and others

linger on till the cold December winds cut short their career. But

the lantern season— that is, the period during which moth-

hunting can be carried on—is comparatively short, extending only

from the end of June to the beginning of Beptend)er.

Moths are very fond of sweets, and abound in places where

certain nectar-producing flowers are in bloom. The favourite flowers

include the ivy, the sallow, honeysuckle, privet, nettles, the common
pink, and verbenas. These and other blooms should be carefully

examined with the lantern, bottle in hand. Some of the insects

will be found so intensely absorbed in the repast that they may be

bottled or pill-boxed with ease
;
but others are either less gluttonous

or far more wary, and recpiire some amount of dexterity on the part

of the collector. The ivy and the sallow are particular favourites

with the moths, and, while examining these blooms, tlie entomo-

logist is often sorely tantalised by the sight of ‘ sour grapes ’ beyond

his reach. Some collectors make use of a lantern and a small net,

both moimted on the end of a stick. This is held aloft in the left

hand
; and the moths are toppled from the blossoms into the net

by means of another stick in the right hand.

If the hunting-gi'oimd does not abound in such flowers as pro-

vide the moths with natural sweets, we can alhu'e them with artifi-

cial bait. This plan is commonly known as ‘ sugaring,’ and is

conducted as follows : Boiling water is thrown on some very dark

and strongly smelling sugar, and the mixture is well stirred. In

this way a ^er3• strong syrup is made, and this is keirt as ‘ stock.’

M lien the sugaring is to be tried, take as much of this syruj^ as may
be required, mix it with some rum, and {ipply the mixture with a

paint brush to the barks of trees or to palings. This should be
done just at the time when moths are likely to appear. Attracted
by the odour, tlrey will settle, one by one, beside the luscious spread,

some taking only a hasty sip and then moving on, and others gor-
ging themselves till they drop intoxicated on the ground beneath.
At intervals a very cautious approach should be made towards the
painted surfaces with a lantern, securing first those insects which
exhibit a restless disposition by the vibration of their wings, and
then leisurely bottling the lazy and the gluttonous. It must not bo
supposed, however, that every night at sugaring will prove equally
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successful. Sometimes hardly a moth will come to the feast, but

at other times numbers are attracted. As a rule the majority are

among the common species—chielly Noctum—but fine specimens

of rarer moths are frequently captiired by this method. The above

mixture is one commonly used
;

birt some entomologists mix their

sugar with beer instead of u'ater, and others use molasses instead

of sugar. AVhatever be the mixture, it must be remembered that it

is the odour that attracts the moths, and not the quality of the

viands
; so that the nose is to be the sole judge in the selection of

the sugar or the molasses to be employed. Again, some collectors,

instead of using the sugar as paint, applying it with a brush, take

out with them some pieces of rag which have been steeped in the

mixture, and simply pin these to the bai’ks of trees.

Setliny aitd Preserviny Moths

Motlis are to he set in exactly the same manner as butterflies
;

l)iit there arc a few little matters of detail to whicli we must attend

if we aim at perfect appearance and good preserviition. In the first

place, many of the moths are so very small and fragile that the

thinnest pins must be used ;
otherwise the specimens will not only

look very clumsy, but the limbs will be disarranged or broken as

we pierce them. Again, a large number of the moths have very

long and slender antenme, which have a tendency to curl very

irregularly as they dry
;
and it will be necessary to look at these

occasionally while on the setting board, and adjust the airtennuc when
rc(juirod.

lint the greatest troubles will occur in our dealings with the

larger and thick-bodied species. The large bodies of the Hawk
moths, for example, will shrivel up in drying till they have entirely

lost their graceful outline and plump figure. To prevent this, these

moths must be stuffed. This may bo done by slitting open the

abdomen beneath with a sharp knife, removing all its contents, and

then packing it rather tightly with cotton wool. A better plan is to

cut the abdomen completely off at the waist, remove its contents

carefully with a little hooked wire, and stuff it at the cut end.'

Then, when both parts of the insect are perfectly dry, the abdomen

may be again attached with a little coaguline. If this last opera-

tion be performed skilfully, the junction will not be seen, and the

insect is apparently so perfect that it may be pinned to exhibit

either the upper or lower surface. As a further precaution some

entomologists introduce into the stuffed abdomen a small quantity
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of some poisonous substance to prevent the intrusion of mites. T

have seen benzole recommended for this purpose
;
but this, being

a very volatile liquid, soon evaporates, leaving the body of the in-

sect just as harmless to the mites as it was previously. Nothing,

perhaps, is so effectual as a little powdered corrosive sublimate ;
hut

as this is a powerful poison, it should always be handled with

caution.

We have now to tackle the greatest enemy of the moth collector

—
‘
grease.’ Let the reader set a moth— a ‘ Ghost,’ for example

—

put it away in tlie store hox, and examine it closely at intervals.

After a few weeks, or perhaps months, he will notice that a fatty

substance has oozed out of the abdomen. This gradually creeps

over the surface of the body, and at last spreads all over the wings,

makmg the insect look as if it had been plunged bodily into oil.

But 7iil desperamdum ;
our specimen is not spoilt beyond recovery.

Plimge it mto a vessel of benzoline, benzole, or ether, and let it

remain there for a day or two. Wlien you take it out again it looks

worse than before. But now pin it under a window that is

slightly open, or in some other spot where it may dry in a current

of air. The volatile liquid will soo*ii evaporate, leaving the insect

in all its original beauty. The above is the cure for ‘ grease
;

’ but

the old maxim says ‘ prevention is better than cure,’ and the pro-

verb certainly applies in this case. Therefore, if yon have a moth
that you know is of a greasy disposition, cut off' its abdomen before

you put it in the store box, and treat tlie troublesome portion only

in the manner described above, without waiting till the fatty sub-

stance shows itself on the surface. Also, when you are about to

stuff a large specimen, soak the abdomen in one of the liquids

named, immediately after the contents have been removed, and
you will then have no further trouble and disappointment. Finally,

there is yet another method of disposing of the superlluous fat—

a

method especially suitable to the smaller moths that require no
stuffing. It is this : Bemove the abdomen, and put it in a bottle

of magnesia or other absorbent powder
;
and, after the grease has

all been absorbed, brush it lightly and fix it on again as before

described.

The Hawk Moths

About two thousand species of moths are known in the British
Isles, and it is probable that there are still many to be discovered.

Our limited space will not allow ;is to examine more than a few of

II
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the commoner and more conspicnons species. And tlie descriptions

of the samples selected mnst necessarily be short
;
in fact, in some

cases little more than the figure will be given.

We will first take the Sphinqido',, or Sphinx Moths or Hawlc
Moths. The term Sphinx is applied to the members of this familj'

on account of the fancied resemblance of the caterpillars (or, as

Fio. 117.~Tiik DEATU’s-nuAi) Hawk Moth (Alropos).

some say, the chrysalis) to the Egyptian Sphinx
;
and tliey are

called Hawk Moths from the peculiarity of their flight. All these

moths are heavily built
;
their bodies are thick, and their wings

strong and powerful. Their mode of feeding is peculiar. They,

remain poised in the air by means of a very rapid motion of

the wings—so rapid, indeed, that nothing is seen except the

motionless body surrounded by a mist. While thus balanced.
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their very lonf^ snekiiiff tubes are thrust into tlie nectar-hearing

dowers ;
and, tlie feast being over, they dart away with amazing

rapidity, ifost of the ‘ Hawks ’ tiy only at night, and conseipiently

are seldom seen
;

but if one will remain perfectly still near a

bed of petunias or verbenas, on which fall the rays of a lantern,

he will almost certainly have the pleasure of witnessing the

wonderful movements, and of hearing the hum of some of these

heantiful insects.

The iJeath’s-head Hawk Moth (Achcronlia atrojws) is a very
powerful insect, measuring about five inches from tip to tip. Its

fore wings are beautifully mottled with different shades of brown,
and the hind wings are yellow with black bands. The body also is

banded with yellow and black, and the thorax has a very conspi-
cuous mark which reminds us at once of the human skull. The

Fio. 118.— The Lahva oe the Deatu’s-head Hawk.
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caterpillars, like those of all tlie Sphincjidcr, are smooth and with-

out hairs
;
and, like most of these larva;, have a horn above the

tail. They feed at nipjht, during July aud August, on the potato

and the deadly nightshade
;
and are known to potato growers as

the ‘ locust.’ The clirysalis is often dug xrp by the laboi;rers in

potato fields in September, and commonly goes by the name of

‘ ground gnib.’

The best way to secure perfect specimens of the Death’s-head

Motli is to obtain the assistance of a potato-grower in collecting

either the fully groAvn caterpillars in August, or the pup® in Sep-

I’ld. 11!). The Eyed Hawk (Ocellakis).

tember. If the former, they must be supplied daily with fresh

potato leaves till about to change
;
and the pup® should be kept in

vioist esirth till the perfect insects emerge. This insect is unique

on account of its remarkable power of producing a sharp sound

when irritated ;
and this strange propensity is common, more or

less, to all three stages.

The caterpillars of most of the Hawk Moths are easily bred in

confinement, and this is most certainly the best method of obtain-

ing the perfect insects, not only because wo thus secure the most

perfect specimens, but also because it affords an opportunity of

becoming acquainted with the insects in all their stages. As a
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ride the larvie are easdy obtained by beating the branches of the

food plants.

The Hunnning-bird Hawk, though not by any means a brilliant

insect, is very interesting on account of its pecidiar habits. Unlike

most moths, it delights in the hottest sunshine, and may often be

Fig. 120.—Larva or the Fig. 121.—The Homming-bied Hawk
Spurge Hawk. (Per- [Stcllalarum).
FECT Insect shown on
1’l.ate V.)

observed on bright days hovering over ilowers, its wings being

almost invisible on account of their rapid motion. The slightest

movement on the part of the spectator will cause the insect to dart

otf with lightning-like velocity, but it will often return again to the

very same Hower if the intruder does not approach too near^

The Wood-horers

The members of this group vary ao miicli in si^.e and appearance

that those who are uiiacijuainted with their histories will naturally be

surprised on finding them placed together. It is in the larval state,

however, that they show their relationship; for all their caterpillars

live inside the stems or trunks of plants and trees, and feed entirely

on the solid wood or the pith. Some of their larvai look much like

large white maggots
;
but others are line, large, and well-formed

caterpillars, which live four years or more in the solid wood of large
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trees. Nearly every old willow tree is riddled completely through

and through with the borings of these voracious wood-eaters
; and

elms, jioplars, and other trees are often similarly attacked. These

destructive caterpillars alwaj's avoid the light, and so it generally

liappens that the infested tree shows no outward signs of its actual

condition ;
hut when a portion of the bark has been removed, the

perforations in the wood are exposed, and a small heaj) of the

chipped wood, resembling sawdust, may often be found at the base

of the trunk.

They change to the chrysalis inside their borings, some of them

previously constructing a tough cocoon composed of the gnawed

wood spun together witli silk, but otliers remaining quite uncovered

save by the substance of the stem itself. Some of these latter

chrysalides are provided with little hooks at each segment, and by

moans of these they can work themselves along their galleries

almost as rapidly as they could walk when in the larval state.

beautiful insects are banded with either white, yellow, orange, or

red
;
hut the hind pair are fi-eo from such maikings. Most of them,

too, have tufts of hair at the tip of the abdomen.

Those in search of Cloarwings should examine the stems and

twigs of their food jilants, the chief of which are the ])ear, apple,

birch, osier, elm, currant, alder, ash, and poplar.

The next family of Wood-borers (Zcu^eridai) includes the Need

kloth, the Wood Leopard, and the Goat Moth. The larva of the

first of these feeds on the interior of reed stems, and that of the

second on the wood of elm and fi'uit trees. The Goat Moth is one

of our largest British insects, and is so called from the disagreeable

odoiu’ emitted by the lar'va— an odour which is said to resemble

that of the hc-goat. This fine caterpillar spends four years in the

Fiii. 122.—Tiik Mokn'kt Ci.iSAiiwiNo

(S. Apiformis).

Tlie Scsidce or Clearwings

form an interesting division of

this group. At first sight it

would appear that the term
‘ scaly-winged ’ does not apply

to them, for their wings are

almost entirely scaleless. In

fact, so beaulifully transparent

are they, that the Clearwings

may easily bo mistaken for

gnats, bees, or u'asps.

The fore wings of these
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wood of the willow or elm. For some time I was under the

impression that this larva could tlndve only on the wood of living

Fig. 1*23.—Tue Leopaed Moth [Msculi) and Laeva.

Fig. 12-L—Tue Goat Moth {Li<jniiierda) and Larva (the i.a.ttkr

.UiODT 0NE-Timu> GROWN).
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trees, but I luave recently obtained some fine specimens from rotting
wood tlnat had been lying on the ground for years

;
and these are

still feeding in confinement on the same material.

Fio. 126 .
—The Ghost Swift
(Humuli).

I’ln. 125.—The Common
Swift (Luimlinus).

Our last examples of the wood-eaters are the Swifts {Hc]}ialidcc),

the larvie of which feed on the roots of various plants.

The Burnet

s

V?

These are beautiful little moths, fond of fiying about in bright

sunshine. ‘When on the wing they

make rapid progress, and may then

be mistaken for bright-coloured

bees. Towards evening, and du-

ring tlie day in dull weather, they

rest on the stems of plants, and

are then easily taken with a box.

Tlio fore wings, except in the

case of the Transparent Burnet,

are of a beautiful metallic blackish

green, boldly marked witli bright

red spots
;

and the hind wings

are bi'ight crimson, bordered with

black. Their caterpillars feed on

trefoils and vetches, and spin

silky cocoons on the upper parts

of tall stems.

The commonest of our Burnets

— the Six-spot— is shown on

Plate IV.

Fio. 127.—LiVnvA and Cocoon
OF the Six-spot Beknet.
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The Eiichcliidm
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This small family inclaclos the

Cinnabar Moth (Plate IV) and the

Scai-let Tiger. The former is so called

from the cinnabar crimson of the hind

wings. This insect sometimes appears

in multitudes ha spots where its food

plant (the ragwort) Homdshes ;
but in

some localities it is vei’y scarce, even

though the ragwort grows in profusion.

Its yellow and black banded larva is

generally well known. The Scarlet

Tiger (Plate V) is also plentiful locally,

and is most certainly one of the loveliest

of British insects.

Fig. 128.— Lakva or the

CiNNAHAU Morn (Jacobeco!).

The Tiger Moths

The Tiger Moths (Cheloniidcc) are very well known, and are

ever popular on accoiant of their gay appearance. All the males of

Fig. 129.

—

The Ciieam-spot Tiger (Villica).

Fig. 130.—The Buff Ermine Fig. 131.—The White Ermine

(Lubricipeda). {Menthastri).

this family may be distinguished from their mates by the fringed
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or feathered aiitennse. Their caterpillars are all very hairy, and
roll themselves np in a ring when disturbed. Of these the ‘ Woolly

Bear ’—the larva of the Common Tiger (Plate IV)—is one of the

commonest objects of the country. WTien the caterpillars of the

Tigers are full fed they all spin loose silken cocoons in which their

hairs are iirtermingled with the silk fibres. "We cannot find space to

describe these insects individually, but the illustrations of some of the

commoner species on Plates IV andV will serve for identification. The

less gairdy Ermines— Buff and White—are included in this family.

The Li})aridcc

The chief characteristics of this family are the peculiar brush-

like tufts of stiff hair which ornament the caterpillars, and, what is

Pi(i. 1.-52. -Tiik VAi-otudui MoTir {Ayitiqnn)—MMi\i, F)smai.u, and Larva.

still more remarkable, the chrysalides are also hairy. A glance at

our illustration of the larva of the Vapourer Moth will probably re-

mind the reader of an object be has seen scores of times. Even in

the streets of densely populated towns

we invariably come across this cater-

pillar
;
and during the autumn the

chestnut-brown moth may be seen

gaily Hitting about in the smoky

thoroughfares of oiu’ cities. The

Vapourer has yet another peculiarity,

for the female is quite wingless. She

never leaves the silken web which

she constructed while a caterpillar. On this web she depo.sits her

eggs ;
and, having performed this, her only duty, on tins same

Pij. 133 .
—The Brown T.ui.

(Chrijsorrhcea).
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web she ends her existence. Among the other members of thin

ftimily we introduce figures of the Brown Tail and the Black Arches.

Fig. 134. —The Black Arches {Monacha).

Fig. 13.5.—The Black Arches. (Bark variety.)

The last-named moth is noticeable for the ver^' variable proportion

of black and white in the markings of its wings.

The Bombycidee

Tiiis is a family of full-bodied moths, in which the prevailing

colours are brown and grey. Most

of their caterpillars are very hah’y,

but all the chrysalides are smooth.

I’erhaps the best known among

these is the Oak Eggar (Plate IV),

so called on account of the egg-

like shape of the tough cocoon spun

by the caterpillar. This caterpillar

is a most beautiful creature. Its 136.— The Small Eggar
body is a rich velvet-black colour, {Lanestris).

but it is so thickly covered with

brown hair that the ground colour is entirely hidden when the body

is straight. But when the insect curves its body in waUcing, or
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when it curls its body into a ring as is its habit on being alarmed,

the rich black colour is exposed in the form of bands between the

l'’io. 187.— Tiik Lackey (Ncxisirid).

Fig. 138.—The Lapi’et Morn (Qucrcijolia) and Lauva.

(See also Plate V.)

segments. The male of the perfect insect is nutch smaller than

the female, and darker in colour, but otherwise similar. I have
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seen large numbers of Eggars Hying about in bright sunshine along

the rugged cliffs of Cornwall. These were all males, and not one

of them was seen to settle. However, I succeeded in netting a

few by standing ready, with uplifted net, intercepting them as they

passed, for chase was quite hopeless.

The BdvihijcidcB include also the Small Eggar, Pale Eggar, the

Lackey, the Drinker, the Lappet, and the Emperor (Plate IV).

With regard to the Drinker, it is but fair to the perfect insect

that I shoirld mention the fact that it is the larva only which in-

dulges in the habit which has given rise to the popirlar name.

In the case of the Lappet we have another good example of ‘ pro-

tective imitation.’ The creati;re closes its wings in such a manner

that it looks much like a decayed leaf ; and with this deceptive

resemblance it is secure from its enemies while at rest on the trees

during the daytime

The Geometers

We now come to a very extensive group of moths known as the

Geometers or Loopeis. Both these terms, however, really apply to

the caterpillars, and not to the perfect insects. Let us see how.

If you examine one of these creatures you will observe that its body

is long, slender, and cylmdrical
;

its svu’face is also smooth and

Fio. 139 .—The SwALLow-xAn, Moth
(Samtnicata).

Fig. 140.—Larva of the
Brimstone Moth. (Per-
fect Insect on Plate IV.)

(juite free from hairs. At its hinder extremity wdll be seen only
two pairs of claspers, thus leaving a very large proportion of its

length without limbs. Now put it down, and watch its peculiar

mode of progression. First it bends its long body into a loop,

bringing its claspers close up to the legs in front
; and then, keeping

its claspers still fixed, it throws its head forward till the body is
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again perfectly straight, Thus, bj’ a sei'ies of long strides, it moves
itself along, measuring the groimd over which it travels, and con-

Fio. 111. Tnn huiNDiiKi) Beautv {llirtaria) and Larva.

Fin. M‘2.—Tiiii ri:i>rKuni) Morn {Bctularia)—M\TM.

Fio. 143.—The Grey Scal- Fig. 144.—The Magi>ii3 (Qrossulariatn).

i.oi'ED Bar (Belgiaria).

Averting its body into a kind of land-surveyor’s cliain. You will now

see that the Avord Gcomeier, which signilies ‘ carih-mcaszircr,' is

very appropriate.
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In these interesting caterpillars we meet with many remarkable

instances of protective resemblance. When at rest they remain

(piite motionless on the food-plant, commonly selecting a stem or

twig as the place of repose. Some of them lie close against the

stem, but many liohl on firmly with their elaspers, stretching their

Fig. 145.—The Mottled Uhhee (Defolaria
)
—Male, Wingless Female,

AND Larva.

bodies rigidly ont at an angle. In this latter position they so closely

resemble the steins to which they attach themselves, that even tlie

most practised eye may be deceived
;
and the imitation is rendered

still more complete by tlie colouring and other characteristics of

the caterpillars. The green species rest on green stems, and others

Fig. 146.—The Winter Moth Fig. 147.—The Beautiful
(Brumata). Caiu’et (Albicillata).

of dull brownish tints on twigs covered with bark of similar colour.

We even find bumps and markings on their bodies almost exactly

corresponding with the projections and variations on the twigs of

their respective food-plants.

The British motlis included in the Geometrw number nearly
three hundred species.
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We have seen that it is a very easy matter to distinguish a

Looper caterpillar from that of any other family
; but it is impossible

to give any such rehable marks by which we may always recognise

Fio. 148.—Tne AnoF.NT and Sablk Fro. 149.—Tun Silveu-ground
{Hastata). C.aupet {Montana).

a Geometer Moth. It may, however, generally be known by its

slender 1>ody and comparatively large wings. And yet another

feature is wortliy of notice. In a large number of the Geometers

Fill. l.'iO.—The Marsh
Carpet {Sagillain).

F’ro. 151.—TnE Co.m-

jioN Carpet (Sub-
tristata).

Fig. 152.—Tin; Ciii.ai-

NEY Sweep {Cha-
rophyllata).

we find tlie liind pair of wings marked mucli after the same pattern

as the fore jiair; but in tlie other moths we usually find the hind

wings very unlike tlie others.

The Cns^nda.ics

The caterpillars of this division are generally very curious objects.

The bodies of many of them taper to a point behind, and some of

Fig. 153.—The Sallow Kitten (Furcnla).

them terminate in one or two slender ‘ tails.’ In many cases, too,

their backs have one or more humps, and these add to their strange
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appearance. These caterpillars never roll themselves into a ring

^\hen alarmetl, nor ilo they allow themselves to fall from their food-

Fig. 154.—The Lobsteb Moth (Farji) and Laeva.

Fig. 1.55.—The Burr Tip Moth (Bvcephala) and Laeva.

[Heu also 1’date V.)

I
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plants when disturbed—their only protection from their enemies

seems to he in their colouring, the prevaihng tint being a beautifid

leafy green.

Some of them—the Puss and the Kittens, for example—adopt a

novel method of protecting themselves when about to change to the

Fio. 150.—Puss Moxii (Vinula) anu Laiiva.

pupal state. They descend to the trunk of the ti’ee on which they

have fed, and there construct a very hard cocoon ot fragments of bark

glued together by a sticky substance fi'om their own bodies
;
and

this is so cleverly made that it is almost impossible to detect it.

Others spin for themselves a light silken cocoon between the leaves;

but, as winter approaches, the leaves iall to the ground, and there
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the insects remain till the time comes for their final change. Others,

again, construct no kind of habitation, birt change to the chrysalis

on the surface of the groimd or in a burrow which they make in the

soil.

The Noctiias

The three hundred British moths belonging to this division are,

generally speaking, remarkably uniform in size and colour. In

near!}' all cases the colouring consists of shades of brown and gre^',

and the general appearance may be described as dingy rather than

Fi6. 157.—The PEACii-nLossoii Moth (Batis) and Lakva.

(See also Pl.ate IV.)

pretty or brilliant. Still there are some grand exceptions to this

rule. Take, for instance, the pretty Peach-blossom Moth, with its

rich olive brown spotted with pink, reminding us at once of the

petals of the tlower from which it derives its name ; also the beauti-

Fig. 158.—The Ghey Dagger {Psi).

ful ‘ Underwings,’ rendered conspicuous by thel)right yellows, reds,

and crimson of the hind pair of wing.s, and also, in some cases, by
their superior size. But, omitting these and the few other Nocfuce

which stand out boldly among their allies either for brilliancy of

colouring or for superiority of size, the monotony is so remarkable

I 2
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tliat much difficulty will be experienced when the young collector

attempts to classify and name his specimens.

Fio. 150. Thu CAnnAon Moth
(Brass iccc).

1'Tg. 160.—The Tuenip Moth
(Segetim).

'iG. 162.—The Lessee Beoad

Boedee (
lanlhim ).

,.„e J to
-...ptoivciv

Fig. 163.- The Box (Persicaria).
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Their antennre are Ion" and very slender
;
and, when at rest, these

are snugly tucked in beneath the thorax. At the same time the

Fig. 164.—The Angle Shades (Meiiculosa) and Lakva.
(See also Plate V.)

wings are closed in such a manner that the body is completely
hidden from view

;
and the hind wings, which are generally of a

pale dingy colour and quite plain, are covered by the front pair.

Fig. 165.— The Silver Y
[Gamma].

Fig. 166.—The Burnished Brass
(Chrysitis)

All the different modes of capture mentioned in the hints on
Moth Collecting ’ may be successfully practised when searching for

Noctuce; but, above all things, you remember the greedy appe-

Fio. 167. The Herald Moth (Libatrix) and Larva.

ite of these insects for all kinds of sweets. Throw the light of yourlantern on the nectariferous blooms of the sallow, honeysuckle, or ivvon a ca m and damp night, and you are sure to see scores of pairs of
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Fig. 168.—Mother Shipton
(
Mi).

Fig. 169.—The Fed Unherwing (Nupta).

(See also Sjyonsa on Plate IV.)

170—The Clifden Nontareil {Fraxtm).
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eyes, glistening like balls of Are. Equally attractive is the natu-

ralist’s ‘ sugar ;
’ and a well-chosen night at ‘ sugaring ’ will fill your

boxes as rapidly as you could v/ish.

The caterpillars of the Nochias, unlike the moths, exhibit a great

variety of form and colour. Borne are smooth and feed by day
;

others hide all day between leaves spun together, or in some other

retreat, and feed only by night. Many are covered Mith longhair

;

and a few species crawl with arched backs somewhat after the

manner of the Loopers.

The pupte of the NoctucB are smooth and shining, and generally

of a reddish-brown or blackish colour. They are dug up in large

numbers in all CTiltivated soils during the winter, and many are to be

found during this season among the roots of trees or among the de-

cayed leaves under the plants on whicli the caterpillars had been

previously ieeding.

Dclloidcs and Pyralidcs

The Deltoides are a group of small moths that have received

the above name from the fact that their folded wings take the form

Fig. 171.—The Snout (Rostralis). Fig. 172. - The Meal Moth
{Farinalis).

of the Greek letter Delta (A). The gi’oup contains many kinds, but

we can find room for one only—the Snout.

Fig. 17:?.—The Tabhy Fig. 174.— The Mother op

G'iwjuinalifi). Pearl (Urlicalis).

Another gi-oup of small moths—the PyraUdes—includes the

IMeal Moth, the larva of which feeds on various kinds of meal and
fiour

; the 'I’abby, which, in the larval state, devours greasy cloths
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and rugs
;
the Pearl Moths, the East Veneer, and the Beautiful

China Mark. The last-named moth is common in the neighbour-

hood of ponds, and its caterpillar is remarkable for the fact that

it lives under water, feeding on the under side of the floating

Fia. 175.

—

Tin: Eust Veneer
(Hjjbi'idalis).

Fio. 176 .—The Beautitiil
China Mark (Stagnalis).

duckweed. Instead of breathing by trachcBC after the manner of

other caterpillars, it is supplied with hair-like hlaments which

serve to extract oxygen from the water. It conceals itself in a case

constructed of tlie epidermis of the weeds.

The Crambites and Tortriccs

1’he first of these groups includes several small moths known

po]mlarly as tho Veneers, and also tlio Honeycomb Moth so

Fio. 177.—The Peare-streak
Veneer {Hamellus).

Fio. 178.—The Honeycomb Moth
(Ccrella).

destructive to the hives of liees. Tlie larvtn of the latter are annoying

pests to bee-keepers, for they eat away the comb and its contents,

sometimes almost filling tho hive with their silken cocoons. The

Fio. 179.—The Straw Oblique Fio. 180.—The Hazel Tortrix

Bar {Costana). (T. Sorbiana).

first four segments of tho larva arc so hard and horny that tho bee’s

sting cannot penetrate it, and the solter hinder part of the body is

always protected by a tough silken case.
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The Tortrices or Twisters (figs. 179 and ISO) are chiefiy small

moths, the caterpillars of which generally roll up the leaves of the

food-plant to form themselves a home. Many of them spend their

larval state in the interior of apples and other fruits, often doing

gi'eat damage to our crops. The perfect insects may be known from
other moths by the bell -like form of the wings when folded.

The Tincce and Flume Moths

The term Tincce is derived from a Latin word which means
‘ Clothes Moths

;

’ and the group so named contains, among many

Fig. 181.—Leaves, Eolled and Mined.

others, thase few species whose larvaj are so destructive to our furs

and other clothing. These moths are so very numerous that
the study of them is quite a formidable task.

Some are so small that it is impossible to sot

them even with the finest pins procurable, and
a magnifying glass is absolutely necessary to

make out the markings of their wings. The
best, and, in fact, the only satisfactory, way of

setting these is to lay out the legs and wings
l orn,

with a fine needle on a card lightly covered with very thin gum.
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The common Woollen and Hair Moths lay their eggs in our

clothing and furnitm-e, and the larvae construct for themselves

cjdindrical cases in which they reside, never exposing more tlian

Flo. 18!?.—Lakva of tue '\1’'ooli,hn Morn.

tlie first few segments of their bodies. As tliey move about m
searcli of food llioy drag tlieir cases behind tliem just like the larvae

of caddis dies.

Tlio Tinece also include the ‘ Leaf-miners,’ the larvae of which

burrow tlirougli tlio soft cellular structure of leaves. These insects

are easily roared. It is simply necessary to cut off a tAvig on which

arc burrowed leaves, and, after satisfying yourself that the cater-

pillars are at homo by holding the leaves up to the light and looking

Fio. 184 .
—The Haib Fio. 185. The Plume Fig. 180.—Plume Mom
Mom. Mom (Fcniadactylus). (^Hexadactyla).

th,ro'Uf/h them, put the stem in a bottle of water. In a few days

the lar\ arc full fed, and reciuire no further attention save watch-

ing now and again till the perfect insects emerge.
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Tlie beautiful little Plume Moths {Ptcropliori) or ‘ feather-

bearers ’ may be known at a glance by their satin plumes, which

display such splendour when expanded in the sunlight. They are

rather sluggish insects, and are generally easily captured with a

pill box.

Collecting Ova anil Larvee

A lai’ge number of the butterflies and moths caught by means

of the net or otherwise will be found to bo more or less damaged

and worn
;
and only those which have recently emerged exhibit the

full beauty of their plumage. Then, again, there are many varieties

which are seldom seen on the wing, but of which the lar\ a, or per-

haps even the eggs, may be obtained by searcliing the food-plants.

It often happens, too, that we capture the female of a certain

species we covet, but in such a woi-n condition as to be useless for

the cabinet. In such a case we may often procure a luTndred or

more fertile eggs. These are arguments sufficient to prove the ad-

vantage to the collector of rearing his own insects
;
but far and away

ahead of all these reasons stands the fact that the time entomologist

is desirous of becoming acquainted with insect life in all its phases,

and this can be done effectually only bj’ breeding various siiecies at

home. Another great advantage of rearing from the ova is the

perfect freedom fimm the havoc of the ichneumon flies—a scourge

that cuts off a very large proportion of the caterpillars that feed in

the open.

Eggs are generally best obtained from females caught at large,

or from insects previously bred. Searching for eggs is, as a rule,

not a verj' lucrative emplo3’inent
;
but occasionally a number of

valuable ova may be found by examining the leaves or flowers of

the proper food-plants. With low-gi’owing plants the searching is

rather tedious, for, the eggs being generally on the under surfaces

of leaves, each leaf must be turned over and examined separately.

Tlie best results are obtained by' searching shrubs and the saplings

of large trees, especially those which are on the borders of woods,
or quite isolated on open ground. You should get under the

branches aiid look upward on tlie lower surfaces of the leaves. A
few of the Lepidoptera lay their eggs on the itpije.r surfaces, and
among these may be mentioned the Puss Moth, and the Poplar and
Sallow Kittens.

Searching for larvae is a far more productive and interesting

occupation. Every plant harbours one or more species. Even the
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most poisonous herbs, and the toughest and most prickly of leaves,

provide them with sirstenance. The under surfaces are generally-

chosen as a place of repose, aird some species remain llius per-

manently under cover, biting holes as they feed
;
but the majority

feed at the edges of the leaves, changing their position when about to

rest. Some lie motionless along the midrib of the leaf. Many of the

Loopers fix themselves by their claspers on a stem or twig of the same

colour as their own body, and stand off at an angle so as to exactly re-

semble the stalks which support them. Some caterpillars feed only

by night, and many of those descend to the soil, where they hide

throughout the day. When searching for tree-feeding larvte it will

1)0 better, as in the case of ova, to examine saplings rather than the

branches of large trees, and to select those which are isolated or else

on the borders of woods. Partially eaten leaves should alwn.ys bo

examined, and branches completely stripped of their leaves will

often lead to the discovery of a whole colony of gregarious larvae.

Sometimes it happens that the presence of caterpillars on a tree is

far more easily discovered by examining the ground than by looking

np at tlio tree itself, for beneath we may often see the pellets of

their excrement thickly strewn about.

Never rely entirely on search in;/ for larvae, for this alone will

fill the boxes very slowly. M’here they ai’e suspected to be feeding

spread a white cloth of some kind on the ground, and tap the

branches above it very smartly with a stick, and generally a variety

of species— to say nothing of sticks, petals, leaves, earwigs, beetles,

spiders, &c.— will at once make their appearance. Instead of the

cloth an inverted uml)rella with a white lining may be used as

recommended for beetle collecting. After bcaling allow the fallen

larviE to get a foothold on your cloth or umbrella, and then hold it

up to let fill the miscellaneous material drop oil. A selection can

now be made at your leisure.

Sweejdng is another method of collecting larvfe as well as other

forms of life. For this purpose a very strong but liglit net— or

rather bag—is made of holland or book muslin
;
and this is vigorously

swept through low-growing herbage by means of a short and strong

stick.

Great care must be taken in handling the smaller larvn?, and the

various captirres should bo brought homo in boxes with perforated

covers, each containing a little moss to give them a foothold. They

should not be overcrowded ;
and, although pill boxes and chip boxes

may do for most species, a few tin or zinc larvae boxes should bo
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taken for the woocl-eating caterpillars, and others which possess

powerful biting apparatus.

Larvcc Bearing

Having collected either the ova or the larvte of any desired

species, the next thing to be considered is how to rear them till the

perfect form is attained. Eggs may be placed in a wide-mouthed

bottle, covered with a piece of muslin or leno,

which ma}' be secured by an elastic band round

the neck. Here they should be watched daily

tiU the young larvte are hatched. They must now
be supplied with fresh leaves from the proper

food-plant about twice a day, each time re-

moving them fioin the stale leaves with a soft

camel-hair brush. Very small species may be

kept in such bottles till they change, in which

case a little sifted mould or a layer of cocoannt

fibre should be put in the bottom for them to

spin in. It is also advisable in most cases to

place the stem of the food-plant in a very small

bottle of water, by which means it may be kept

fresh for a much longer time, thus i>endei’ing it unnecessary to

distiu'b the yomrg caterpillars so fi'equently
;
but in this case the

neck of the small bottle must be packed with cotton-wool to prevent

them from getting into the water, and a piece of rag or other sirh-

stance shoidd be so placed that those which fall from the food-plant

may crawl up again. These and the following remarks of course

apply also to the larvte which have hcen collected.

V'hen the larger species have reached an inch or so in length

they shouhl be transferred to a cage of some kind, care being taken

not to overcrowd them. The larva cages sold by the dealers are

usually square boxes with glass fronts, and pieces of perforated

zinc fastened over holes in the sides for ventilation. These, how-
ever, need not be bought, for they can be easily made by anj'one.

A verj’ convenientdiome for larv® may also be arranged in an ordi-

nary bell glass. K tin box containing fine mould is first placed in the

glass. In this is a small bottle of water for the food plant, packed
as before described with cotton-wool. A little moss is now placed
on the mould, and more is heaped round the tin to enable the iallen

larvai to return to their food.

AVhen the larvte are fully fed they will prei^are for their ptiptd

Fig. 187.—Labva
Bottle.
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state, either attaching themselves to the plant, or spinning a cocoon
among the moss, or bin-rowing into the mould. After a short time

—usually a1)ont ten days—tlio change is complete, and the pupte

may then lie carefully removed and dealt with in the manner to be

))rosently described.

Boinetimes it happens that tlie food-plant is close at hand--it

may be in the collector’s own garden. In such case it is often con-

venient to rear the larvte on the gi’owing plant or tree. After

placing tlie larva; on the leaves, tie up the plant, or a branch of it,

in a muslin bag. This method, which is termed sleeving, not only

))rovcnts the insects from straying away, but also seem-es them

against the fatal attacks of the ichneumons.

Some larvm have very powerful jaws, and every precaution must

be used to prevent their escape from the cage. With such species

the ordinary wood larva cage is useless
;
and, if the bell glass is

used, it should bo covered with a piece of perforated zinc instead of

muslin or leno.

Of course the collector must bo prepared to meet with many
disappointments during the rearing of his pots. Many will often

die during moulting. Somotiines a whole brood will bo swept

off by the i-avages of some infectious disease. A large propor-

tion of the caterpillars brought home will have been ‘ stung ’ by

tlie hated ichneumon. But, in spite of all these drawbacks,

lar\-a-rcaring pays the entomologist well, and the study of Ihc

I'arious stages of the Leindoplcra is found to be a very fascinating

pastime.

Bio. 188.—Lauva Cage, Fig. 189.—Laeva Glass,
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A large number of species hibernate throughout the winter in
the larval state, and others feed all through the cold months. As
a rule the rearing of these from the earlj' stages is rather tedious,
and it is better to look out lor the more matured forms in the
spring.

During the late summer, and still more in the autumn, numbers
of fidl-fed larvte may be seen creeping down the trunks of trees, or
scaichiug round the roots for a suitable spot in which to brnrowfor
their winter quarters. These should alwa3’s be taken home and
placed m a box of mould, where they will immediately conceal
themselves to undergo their final changes. They require no atten-
tion whatever, and wiU, in due time, display themselves in all their
beauty.

Piqia Hunting
At times when but few larvie are to be found, and when most of

the perfect insects have completed their short term of existence,
the entomologist may start out with his trowel and 2iupa box, and
spend a few hours at pupa Inmting.

This occupation may be carried on with more or less success all
the year round; but it is in the late summer and the autumn that
most of the larvffi imdergo metamorphosis. If search is to be made
loi any particular species, it will be necessary to make oneself
familiar with its periods

; and, after allowing it a week or two to
complete its change from the larval to the pupal state, examine the
trank or roots of the tree on which it fed. Most of the larvie
descend during ,Tuly, August, and September

;
and, consequently,

the most productive season for pupa hunting extends from August
to October. Of course the pupie referred to spend the whole of the
winter m their retreats

; but they are subject to many dangers, such
as Hoods and heavy rains, and the attacks of field mice and other
annua s

, hence they should be sought as soon as possible after the
change is complete.

Ihe only apparatus required by the pupa hunter, besides his

mird ^

f l'

moss. If he is heedful concerning his

M-atern 1 «omeMatei pioof substance on which to kneel while at work.

nuniber of't ’'"u

collector- but’o"''^
’ “ ""

P^'P®

others in\lie u h
>nanyof theotheis 111 the number and variety of their residents. The best kinds
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arc poplars, willow, oak, birch, hawthorn, and elm. Preference

should always be given to isolated trees in meadows and parks
and those situated on the banks of streams

; and, ^vhile the

dense portions of woods will probably yield little or nothing to

the hunter, the trees on the borders and oiitskirts are frequently

productive

.

On reaching a tree, first search the crevices of the bark, especially

on the north side. If tho bark is loose at any part, insert the trowel

and tear off the loose portions, carelullj^ examining both the bark

and the wood it covered. Galleries in the wood often reveal the

presence of wood-boring species, the pupse of which may often be

seen projecting slightly from a burrow, or lying between the bark

and tho wood. Mosses and lichens should also be carefully

searched.

AVhen you are satisfied with the examination of the trunk,

attention may be given to the roots. Examine cautiously' any moss,

loaves, or any kind of rubbish lying round the roots
;
for many larv®

spin among such materials. Then remove all this and examine the

surface of tho ground. Look well into tho angles (if any) between

tho roots, feeling gently with the fingers for cocoons in the cavities

which cannot be otherwise examined. All cavities in decayed

trunks should be similarly treated, and all the rotten wood lying in

tho bottom must bo taken out and searched.

This having been done, the soil itself must be dealt with. If

this is very hard and clayey, you may expect to find nothing
;
but,

if you are likely to go tho same round again on some future occasion,

you may, by breaking up tho ground, prepare a bed which may be

ajipreciatcd by tho larvie of a later species.

If, however, tho soil is dry and friable, tho trowel should be

iii'^erted a few inches from the roots to a depth of about four inches,

and tho sod gently lifiod up. Great care and patience must now be

exei’cised. The sod should be gently tapped and shaken. It must

then be carefully torn asunder. The place from Avhich the sod was

removed must also be searched by eye and hand. As a rule the

larger number of pup® will be found in the angles between the roots

;

but some species—the Poplar Hawk for example—choose the edges

rather than the angles.

In nearly all cases the greatest number of finds will occur on

the north side of the tree, the natural instinct of tho larva lending

it to the side on which it is sheltered fi'om rain and sun, both ol

which are injurious to it.
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The Management of Pupce

M\ich difference of opinion exists among entomologists as to the

management of pnpie, and the advice given by different authorities

conse(]nently contains many conflicting statements. The chief

difficulty seems to lie in the puzzling problem as to whether the

chrysalides shoirld be kept more or less damp, or whether they

are best stored in a perfectly dry bed. Of course there is always a

certain amount of humidity in the natm-al soil, and even those pup®
which are concealed in cocoons above the sm'face of the ground are

subject to fluctuations in the amount of moisture in the atmo-

sphere. Many healthy pupse are to be found in situations which

ai'e decidedly damp, if not even wet
;
and it appears certain that

some species actually require to be kej^t in a moist condition, whether

in their natural home or in captivity. Some argue that all should

be kept moist, but other successful rearers aver that they never

damp their pupae. All things being considered, perhaps the safest

plan is to avoid all damping excepting in the few cases where

moisture has' proved to be absolutely necessary. I have myself

tried various experiments in this du’ection, but cannot claim to have
arri\ ed at any satisfactory or conchtsive result. I would recominend
all beginners who are puzzled by the varying advice offered by those

who have each found his own plan to be the best, to divide their

pupae into batches, and experiment for themselves, and then stick to

the plan which in their hands gives the best results.

If you wish to try the effects of moisture, proceed as follows :

Proctu’e a box of any convenient size. Bore a few large holes in

the bottom, and nail over each a piece of wire gauze or perforated

zinc. Then put in a layer of gi’avel, and on this a few inches of sifted

mould or cocoa-nut fibre. Let the pupae lie in the latter, about an
incli or so below the surface, and then cover with a layer of moss.
Lastly, cover the box with any kind of gauze or perforated material.

Stand the box on a few stones or blocks so as to allow free drainage
and ventilation, and then apply as much moisture as you think
proper. With such an arrangement there is no fear of any accumu-
lation of stagnant water; and, we are told, you may ‘damp your
pupip with impunity.’

The dry method is much simpler and far less troublesome. All
you have to do is to lay the pupae (perhaps advantageously with
their faces downward) on the surface of a thin layer of mould or
fibre, and then leave- them alone.

* K
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The inside of the box should be unplaned and quite rough, so

that the perfect insects, when they emerge, may easily crawl up to

suspend themselves dm'mg the drj'ing of their wings.

Those pupae which are foiiud suspended to parts of plants should

be placed in a similar position in the box. This may be done by
pinning the part to which they are attached to the side of the

box.

Some collectors resort to ‘ forcing ’ in order to obtain the perfect

insects befoi’e their natural time. This may sometimes be a con-

venience
;
but, unless the temperature be moderately uniform, this

plan gives rise to a number of ‘ crippled ’ specimens. Those who
are anxious to try the experiment may place the pupa box in a hot-

house, or stand it on the chimney shelf of a room where a fire is

kept
; but in the latter instance it is not necessary that the fire be

burning throughout the night. Some even venture to place the

pupa3 on the top of a cooking stove, but, of course, as far as possible

from the fire. This will necessitate a careful watching lest the

temperature should rise too high.

If it is intended to rear larv® from the eggs of any of j'oiir

forced insects, it is highly probable that in some cases the young-

caterpillars will be hatched before the food-plant has commenced to>

bud, and thus the whole brood will be lost.

Preserving Ova, Larvce, and Pzqjce

Many collectors seem to bo quite satisfied with possessing the

perfect form of butterflies and moths, and make no attempt to

preserve specimens illustrative of the earlier stages. The great

cliarm of insect life is the wonderful changes which these creatirres

undergo
;
and a cabinet which illustrates their metamorphoses is

infinitely more valuable than one which contains the x^erfect insects

only.

Of course the collector can hardly expect to get anything like a

complete collection of ova, but such as he can seciire may be pre-

served. Ova to be kept in the cabinet may be killed by a momen-
tary immersion in very hot water, or each one may be xiierced

with a vej'ij fine needle. I have also tried shutting them up in

a bottle for a long time with some camphor, and find that, treated

in this way, they retain their natural form and colour admirablj'.

Where the collector has only a few of a valuable species, he will

probably desire to obtain larvae from the whole. In this case the*

em^ity shells may be preserved.
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The preservation of larvae is not nearly so simple a matter, but

a little skill, combined with more patience, will soon produce some

line specimens. Proceed as follows : Put the larva in the cyanide

bottle, where it must remain till quite dead. Now enlarge the anal

aperture by thrusting into it a needle, which may be a coarse one

for a large larva. Place the larva between two sheets of blotting-

paper, and, with a small round ruler or a wide glass tube used after

the manner of a rolling-pin, press the contents of the body from

head to tail till all have been discharged, and nothing remains but

the skin. A blowpipe is now required. This is simply a piece of

glass tubing which has been heated in a gas flame and drawn out

till the hole is very small. A piece of watch spring is tied on

the blowpipe, as shown in our illustration, and a spring clip may be

used to prevent the air from flowing back after the inflation of the

larval skin. Thrust the point of the blowpipe into the anal orifice,

and secure the skin by means of the spring. Now inflate the

skin till it just reaches its natural dimensions, but no more, and dry

it by holding it some con.siderable distance above a gas flame. The
drying takes only a minute or two in most cases. A small drying

oven may be made if preferred. This is simply a metal box, pierced

with holes at the sides and top for ventilation, and heated by means
of a gas burner beneath.

When dry, the larval skin is carefully removed from the blow-

pipe, and may then be mounted on a piece of twig, or on an arti-

ficial representation of the food-plant.

Many of the larvae, preserved in this way, retain their coloxirs

well, and, when carefully mounted, look as natural as when alive
;

but others, particularly some of the smooth green caterpillars, lose

their natural tints so much that they are scarcely recognisable.

Of course these might be painted
;
but it is hopeless to restore the

delicacy of the nati;ral colours by this means. I have found stain-

ing to be far preferable to painting in some such cases.

Before inflating the akin of a caterpillar, you should make your-

self acquainted with its habits, and especially with the position it

K 2
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assumes when at rest. You will then be enabled to put your speci-

men in one of its favourite or characteristic attitudes. If the cater-

pillar is to be mounted with its body bent in any particular way,

the skin shoirld be inclosed in a fine wii’e spiral of the required

form while being inflated.

A number of dead pupje are sure, sooner or later, to become the

property of tlie collector. The larvae of the ichneumon fly will fre-

quently clear out the contents of a pu]ial skin, and finally quit its

home without leaving any sign of its destructive work, save a small

round hole. Tliese empty cases are very useful to illustrate the

pupal forms in the cabinet
;
but, should it be necessary to kill a

pupa for this purpose, simply immerse it for a moment in boiling

water.

Sutticiont has now been said to enable the reader to prepare

complete sets—ova, larva, pupa, and imago—for his cabinet
;
and

he may further enrich his collection by the addition of the cocoons

constructed by the various larvte.

Hunting for Beetles

The general characteristics of the Coleopiera or Horny-winged

insects have already been given, and the common aquatic species

have been briefly mentioned ;
but we have yet to become acquainted

with the various kinds of terrestrial beetles, the different modes of

capturing them, and also the methods of setting them for the cabinet.

As, according to the well-known maxim, wo must catch our hare

before we cook it, so must wo get hold of our beetles before we set

them.

But where are wo to find them ? Experienced collectors tell us

‘ Everywhere ;

’ and a little careful searching will soon convince us

that they are not far wrong. Wo may start at home, first collecting

the species which inhabit our cellars and larders, and then, proceed-

ing to the garden, examine the leaves, the flowers, the barks of

trees, and rotten wood. The outhouses may next be searched; and,

finally, the heap of decaying leaves and other matter which is being

prepared as a dressing to enrich the soil. Straying only a little

way from our domicile, we may next, with the kindly assistance of

our baker and our provision merchant, secure a few species which

have been attracted by the stores of meal and other provisions.

Then, extending the field of our labours, let us examine roots,

mosses, fungi, gravel pits, and—may we mention it?— dunghills.
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the excrement of horses and cattle, and decomposing carcases.

Even this is not all, for valuable specimens are sometimes the in-

habitants of dark caves ; and very rare species have been taken

from the stomach of a recently killed toad !

Before starting on the collecting expedition it will be necessary

to get together a few pieces of apparatus of a simple character.

These should consist of a strong walking stick, to which is fixed a

ferrule for the net. This latter must be a strong sweeping net of

hoUand or book muslin, with which to sweep the insects from

dowers and herbage. The stick is also used for ‘ beating ’ herbs

and trees, in which case it will, of course, be necessary to spread a

white cloth on the ground beneath. Some entomologists use for

this purpose an ordmary umbrella, lined with holland or other light

material
;
but perhaps nothing is better than a yard or so of hollandi

which will occupy but little space when folded

in the pocket or the satchel. An old chisel

is very useful for tearing off the loose barks

of trees, imder which a large variety of beetles

seek food and find a home. A garden trowel

and a cyanide bottle complete the outfit. The
last-named article may be of the ordinary

pattern as used for the Lepidoiitera and other

insects, but many prefer a wide-mouthed
bottle, half filled with sawdust, among which
are one or two pieces of ‘ cyanide ’ about the

size of a pea. The accompanying figure

illustrates a modification of the cyanide bottle

which is very convenient. A wide glass tube,

ground off obliquely at one end, passes

through the cork, and is itself corked. With
this arrangement small beetles may be
scooped up without allowing those inside to

escape
; and the large cork is removed only to admit the largest

specimens. Some beetles are not easily killed, and have been
known to revive after an hour or more in the cyanide bottle. On
this account many collectors recommend a momentary immersion
in boiling water.

Many hints have already been given on the modus operandi of
the beetle collector in our brief enumeration of his implements

; a
few more remarks, therefore, must suffice. Rotten wood, whether
tree stumps or old posts, should always be examined carefully, tear-

Eig. 191.—Killing
Bottle for Beetles.
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ing it to fragments over the spread cloth. Moss, tufts of grass,

roots &c. may be similarly treated. If yo\i are so fortunate as to

meet with the carcase of a crow, rabbit, or other animal, examine

it well. First place it on the white cloth, and immediate!}' inspect

its last resting-place, digging into the ground if there are any signs

of burrows. Then shake and beat the carcase over the cloth, and

you will surely be rewarded for your trouble by the capture of

several species of Nature’s scavengers. If you see a mass of excre-

ment full of holes, remove it with your trowel, and dig deeply

underneath it for the beetles which make their abode directly under

tlieir food supply. The excrement itself may he placed in a pond

of water, in which case numerous bubbles of air will rise to the

surface, often bringing with tlieni beetles of various sizes.

Enough has been said to show that the beetle lover has strange

work to do—in fact, we can cjuite understand the application of such

adjectives as ‘ horrid,’ ‘ disgiisting,’ ‘ lilthy ’ (fee. in the place of our

milder expression. But the entomologist who loves his work—and

he who does not is no entomologist at all— thinks nothing of all

this. He loves the study of insect life in all its phases, and allows

no such trifles to stop his work. Lot those who are inclined to

bestow on him their pity, rather commend him for his pluck.

Setling the Beetles

The beetles should be set as soon as

possible after capture, or they may ‘go

bad.’ If, however, this is impossible,

they may be kept for any length of time

in a bottle with a small (juantity of

spirit.

The setting is performed on a flat

sheet of cork, or a flat soft board. The

pin is not thrust through the thorax, as

with other insects, but through either of

the elytra, close to the shoiilder. The legs

and antemiEE are then put in some natural

position, and secured by pins till quite

dry.

Many of the small beetles are so deli-

cate that even the finest pins would do

them serious injury. These should be

mounted on card with a very little gum.

Fig. 192.- a Beetle on

THE Setting Board.
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In all cases where yon possess more than one of any particular

species, one should be pinned or gummed on its back so as to

display the under siu’face.

Common British Beetles

Ground Beetles

This, our first group, contains a variety of beetles which biuTow

into the gi-ound, or hide themselves in cre-

vices in the rocks or the soil. They are

known collectively to entomologists as the

Geodephaga. This word means earth-eaters,

but the insects included in the group do not

actually eat the soil
;
they much prefer the

dainty morsels which the gi’ound contains.

In dry sandy places we frequently mee„
with a beautiful golden-gi-een beetle, boldly

marked with yellowish spots. Its limbs are

Fio. 193.—The
Green Tiger Beetle.

lio. 194 .
—The Wood Tioeu Beetm

(Cici)idela sylvatica) and Larva.
Fio. 19.5.- -The Shore Tiger
Beetle (C. maritima) and
Larva.
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slender and graceful, and its eyes stand out prominently on its

rather large head. This is the Green Tiger Beetle {Cicindela cam-
jjestris) ;

and well does it earn its title, for it is as rapacioiis among
its fellow-insects as is the tiger in the jungle. Its jaws are strongly

hooked and deeply toothed, so that it takes firm hold of the flesh of

its mifortunate victims. When the Green Tiger takes to the wing

in bright smishine, as it frequently does, a brilliant sparkling blue

reflection is observed. This has gained for it the name of ‘ Sparkler,’

and is due to light reflected fi’om the bright upper surface of the

abdomen when the wings are expanded. The upper smTace of the

elytra are comparatively dull when examined with the naked eye ;

but put the beetle in a strong light, and examine it through a magni-

fier, and the eye is almost dazzled by the brilliancy of what appears

to be a heap of the most gorgeous gems.

There are a few other beetles of the Tiger family, some of which

are illustrated, but all are very similar in their structure and habits.

When searching for pupce at the roots of trees, under stones, or

in decayed trunlcs, you will often meet with the Violet Ground

Beetle {Carabus violacezis). This is a fine large beetle, to be

readily distinguished by the beautiful coppery violet which tinges

the edges of the elytra. This insect does not fly. Its elytra aie

fastened together, and the under wings are not developed. Al-

Fio. 106.—TrtE Violet Ground
Beetle.

Fio. 107.

—

The Run Beetle
(Anchomenus dorsalis), MAONitiED.
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though it is one of those insects which would he generally included

by the ignorant under the disrespectful title ‘ black beetles,’ yet the

Fig. 198.—Kebria Brevicoleis,
MAGNIFIED.

Fig. 199.—The Sunshine,
MAGNIFIED.

Violaceus is not black
;
for a close examination in a good light u ill

reveal a very deep and rich violet tint covering its whole surface.

^Mien disturbed, this beetle, like many others of its family, attempt.s

to detend itself by discharging a disagreeable fluid of a daik
' colour.
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The beautiful little glittering Sun Beetle, so common in wet
places, and the short- necked beetle {Brevicollis) of the rocky shore,

are both near relations of Violaceus.

Among the ground beetles we may also mention the Bombar-
dier {Bracliinus crepitans), and the beautiful Sunshine {Amara
obsolcta), the destruction of which is said to be a siu’e cause of

stormy weather !

The Bombardier is really an amusing little fellow. "When pur-

sued by an enemy, he discharges from the tip of his abdomen a

small (juantity of a fluid so exceedingly volatile that it immediately

vaporises with a slight explosion. The effect on the enemy is

ludicrous. He retreats hastily in astonishment; and if, after a

second or two, he is bold enough to resume the chase, the Bombardier

treats liim to a series of his discharges as he makes rapidly for his

burrow
;
but, as the supply of ammunition fails, the force and fre-

quency of the explosions rapidly grow less.

Rove Beetles or CocJctails

During the autumn months, as we are walking along gravel

footpaths, wo often meet with a curious beetle of a dull black colour,

with elevated tail and very short elytra capable of covering only a

small portion of its elongated body. This is the interesting (and

some would say very ugly) Devil’s Coach Horse {Ocijpus olens),

one of the commonest of the Rove Beetles.

It belongs to a family known as the Brachelijtra, so called on

account of the shortness of the elytra of its members.

Although these are so short, yet the wings beneath are large in

proportion to the size of the insects—so large that yoir would

tliink it impossible that they could be so neatly folded into

such a small space. You must have noticed that some beetles

cannot open their elytra, expand their wings, and start dymg with

much readiness ;
but the Rove Beetles take to the wing very

rapidly, and, while flying, may. easily be mistaken for flies. On

alighting, they take considerable pains in neatly folding tbeir wings

under the short elytra, which they do with the assistance of the

tail bent over the back.

Some of the Cocktails are very predacious and exceedingly fierce ;

but others are of a quieter disposition, and feed on decaying matter.

Some are so very small that their slender bodies seem no thicker

than a hair, and a microscope is therefore necessary to enable us to

make out the details of their structure.
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They all have the peculiar habit before mentioned of elevating

tbeir tails when threatened with danger; and some, like Olens, are

Fig. 201.—The Pevii/s Co.\cii House.

so courageous that they will assume a defiant attitude in the face of

their greatest foes. Present the toe of your boot to Mr. Olcns, and

immediately he wdll open wide his jaws, bend his tail forward over

his body, thus exposing the two little

vesicles which are ready to discharge

a horrid fluid, and challenge you to a

combat on the spot. If you take him
in your hand he will not be long in

convincing you of the power of his

curved jaws, and he will also proljably

treat you to a small (quantity— but

sufficient though small—of the de-

fensive fluid which has earned for him
the name of Olens, or ‘ stinking.’

This interesting Cocktail sometimes ventures into our cellars.

Its larva is almost as voracioiis as the perfect insect, but has no
W’ings. It may be dug out of its hole throughout tlie summer.

Ihe Hove Hoetles may be caught almost everywhere. ISome live

Fig. 202.—A Rove Beetle
(Staphyliniis) eolding
ITS Wings.
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in holes in the ground
; and many are to be met with under leaves

and bark. A large number feed on decaying animal and vegetable
matter, and these may be easily procured by baiting any spot with

I'lo. ‘lOil. Tun Red-nkckki) Rove
BeETU';, MAONIFIEU.

Fio. 204.—The Fodii-hokned
Rove Beetle, magnified.

tlie suitable viands. Tlie larger species may bo caught on the wiug

ill a butterfly net
;
smaller kinds are easily taken in a sweep net

;

but the best way to capture the very small species is to suspend a

Fig. 205.—Atemeles emabginatos, Fig. 200.— Qdedids dilatatus,

MAGNIFIED. JLVGNIFIED.

sheet of paper, which has been brushed over with gum, in any

favourable locality. Fungi should also bo examined
;

for some

species are provided with both food and shelter in these plants.
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One of the Rove Beetles {Atemcles cmarginatus) lives in the

nests of ants. The ants seem fond of them, and it is probable that

these highly intelligent insects derive a nutritions secretion from

the Rove Beetles as they do from some Aphides. Another of the

beetles of this family—a species of Qitedius—lives in the nest of the

hornet ;
and since the taking of a hornet’s nest is no easy task,

these Roves are necessarily rarely captured.

Carrion Beetles

The beetles of this group {Necrephaga) are so named from their

partiality for decomposing animal substances. They are the

scavengers of the ground
;
and the part they play is a very important

one. The carcase of a dead animal, if left untoiiched on the surface

of the gi-ound, soon begins to decompose or decay, charging tlie

surrounding atmosphere with the horrid odours of \ arious poisonous

gases. But if any of the Carrion Beetles once get within the I'ange

of the attractive vapours, they immediately settle upon the dead

animal and do their utmost to convert the putrid mass into a harm-

less and even usefid condition. They commence operations by

eating greedily into the rotting carcase, thrusting their heads and
even their whole bodies into the crevices as if to enjoy the odour

of the luscious feast. Then the females lay their eggs in the

remainder, which constitutes a provision store for the coming larvae.

Carrion Beetles may readily be distinguished from others by the

knob at the end of each antenna— they are ‘ club-horned ’ beetles.

Some of them have short elj’tra—almost as short as in some of the

Rove Beetles, in which case they terminate very abruptly, looking as

if they had been cut off square.

One family of the Carrion Beetles—the Silphida;—bury the

smaller carcases on which they feed
;
and are, on this account,

commonly known as Burying Beetles or Sextons. One of them, the

common Burying Beetle (Necrogdiorus huviafor), is very plentiful

in this country. The best way to secure this and the other Sextons
is to bait one or two favoimable spots with dead animals, such as

frogs, mice, moles, or bfrds, and visit them at intervals after a few
days. But, before catching tlie insects, let us watch them at their

work.

We find that they generally fly about in pairs
;
and as soon as

a couple approach near enough to leam that a dainty meal is not
far distant, the female, guided apparently entirely by her sense of
smell, makes straight for the feast, and immediately begins to gorge
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herself with the api^etising repast
; but the male hovers round and

round in the tainted air before joining his mate, as if to show his

delight at the prospect of a glorious feed. When both have had
their fill, the male makes preparation for the b\;rial of the remain-

ing store, while the female remains on, or rather i??, the partly eaten

carcase, occasionally appearing on the surface as if to watch the

progress of the w'ork, If the spot is a favourable one, the task of

Fm. 207. BuiiYiNO 13keti.es iNTEiutiNo the Body of a Bat.

burying commences at once ;
but if not, the males (for it is not

often that the dead body remrtins the sole property of a single pair)

proceed to drag the booty to a suitable place. t

This being done, they dig a trench all round, scooping away the
,

soil with their powerful heads, and throwing the debris all on the
'

outer side of the ring. Another furrow is then made in the same

way inside the first, and the process repeated till the level is reduced
,

j

beneath the whole carcase, which then sinks by iis own weight,
;

j

aided hy the indling and tugging of the workmen beneath. Then
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comes the filling in of the grave. The males proceed to the sur-

roimding heap of earth, and push it gradually inwards till at last

the dead body and the living wives are completely hidden fi-om

view. In this subterranean storehoirse the females lay then’ eggs,

and leave the coming broods of larvse to clean the flesh completely

fi-om the bones.

Some of the Carrion Beetles {Histeridm) have the habit of feign-

hig death as soon as they are touched or in any way disturbed.

They fold their legs and their antennse close to their bodies, and
will allow themselves to suffer serious

mjiu-y rather than give any evidence of

life. On this account they have received

the popular name of Mimic Beetles.

The Pill Beetles {By rrhidce), -which, de-

rive their popular title fi-om the rounded

or piU-like form of their bodies, indulge

in the same form of mimicrv'. Some of

these possess another remarkable feature,

which also assists them in evading their

enemies : they often rest on stones or on
the groimd in dusty places

; and, as then-

bodies are covered with a fine downy hair of the same tint as road
dust, they are not easily seen.

A passing hint may here be given to the beginner : Some of the
Carrion Beetles, especially the Histeridce, have elytra so very hard
that the points of the pins used in setting them are almost invariably
bent into a hook if we attempt to penetrate them. It is, therefore,

I advisable to pierce the elytra with a steel point previous to pinnin g,

Fig. 208.—The B.vnueu
Pill Beetle (Bijrrlms

fasciatus), enlarged.

Leaf-Horned Beetles or Chafers

The beetles of this group (Lamellicornes) have short antenn®,
the ‘ clubs ’ of which are split up into a number of little leaf-like
plates. Their larvie are soft, white, and fat grubs

; so fat, indeed,
in proportion to their strength, that they can hardly walk, but ch-ag
and roll about in a chunsy manner. These grubs feed chiefly on
decaying wood and roots

; and when full-grown they constnict a
cocoon of chips of the same material.

The finest of the chafers is the beautiful ‘ Stag,’ the largest of the
British beetles, and known in some parts as the Horn Bug. The
Stag seems to be a very common insect in some parts, but very
scarce in others. Wimbledon Common is a fine himting-ground
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for them. They may be caught on the wing in the evening, but
the net used will require a very long stick. Himting them out of
then’ hiding-places by day is a quicker method of filling your boxes,
providing you know something of their whereabouts.

Our cuts win show that the jaws of the female are much smaller
than those of the male

;
but, if you wHI try the experiment, I t.blnlf

you will find that the female Stag is the better biter.

Fio. 209.— Mat.e Stao Bukti.e. Fio. 210.—Female Stag Beetle.

The larva lives four or five years, and perhaps more, in rotten

wood, giving a decided preference to decaying oak. The perfect

insect Hies about among the branches of trees, and sucks the juices

of the young twigs and fiaiits. In captivity it will feed on sugar,

laying its body flat on the surface over which the sugai' is sjwead, so

that it may reach it with its tongue.

The common Cockchafer (Melolontha vulgaris) is a pretty but

destructive insect. The larva feeds on the roots of grasses, and

sometimes attacks our potato crops
;
the perfect insect is a greedy

devourer of the leaves of certain trees.

One of the most beautiful of all our beetles is the common Rose

Beetle {Cetonia aurata), the golden gi’een and burnished coppery
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tints of which are hardly to be surpassed. Search should be made
for this insect on the blossoms of wild roses, strawberries, and the

privet. Its wood-eating larva often finds both home and food

Fig. 211.—The Fig. 212.—The Eose Fig. 213.—The Dou
CocKCH.\FER. Beetle. Beetle.

. among the chips and stems of an ants’ nest, and has consequently

1 been termed the ‘ King of the Ants.’

The Dor Beetle (Geofrapes stercorarius), also known as the
’ "Watchman and the Dumble Dor, is another very common member
of this group. The female of this species burrows through a mass
of dung, and then perpendicularly into the soil for several inches.

• She then caiT-ies down a store of this nutritious material to support

her coming brood through their early days, and completes her

laboiu-s by depositing her eggs therein.

Among the numerous other Chafers we find space to mention only

the Antelope Beetle {Dorcas), the common Typhieus which burrows

I'lo. 2it.— The Antelote Beetle. Fig. 215.—The Comiion
TvPHa-ms.

into sand, and the Brachen Clock {Phyllopertha). The last-named
insect is called the June Bug in some parts ; and its larva is prized
by anglers, who use it for bait. They call it the Cockerbundy.

L
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Hetero^nera

It is a pity that we have no popular name for this gi-oup of

beetles. The word Heteromerameims miequal jointed, and is applied

to the insects which are just now to be described because the

number of joints is not the same in all the six legs.

Perhaps the best known among them is the Oil Beetle, which

receives its popular name from its habit of ejecting an oily yeUow
fluid when handled. It is a wingless and lazj"^ beetle, and its soft

body is of a dark blue coloim. Let us look into its life-history. The
female lays some thousands of tiny eggs in a crevice of the soil on

which wild flowers grow abundantly. As soon as the little larva is

free it creeps up the stem of some flowering plant, finally settling

Fig. 216.—Om Beetle, Male and Female.

in the centre of a flower ;
and makes a meal of the nectar. But

shortly a bee alights on the bloom, and elbows its way between the

petals and stamens to reach the same attractive fluid ; and while

the bee is busily engaged, the little larva clings to it, and thus

secures a free and rapid passage to the distant hive. Here it looses

its hold, and remains in the new home till it is full fed on the food

collected for the larviE of the hive.

The setting of the Oil Beetle is likely to be somewhat troublesome

to a novice, for the soft body shrinks as it dries, entirely losmg its

natural appearance. This is best remedied by cutting the abdomen

completely off, pressing out its contents, and then stufling it rather

tightly with cotton-wool. When this and the other parts of the
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beetle are both quite drjq they maybe united again with a little gum
or coaguline.

This same group includes the lazy and clumsy Churchyard

Fig. 217.—The Chubchyard
Beetle.

Fig. 218.—The Jcmpeb Fig. 219. -The
Beetle, magnified. Cardinal Beetle.

Beetle {Blaps mortisaga), which inhabits cellars, churchyards, and

other dark and dismal places
;
the Jumper Beetle {Archesia undu-

lata), peculiar on account of the long spines of

its legs; the Cardinal Beetle (Pyrochroa coc-

cinca), frequently to be found in the sweeping

net after striking in flowery herbage
;
and the

Blister Beetle or Spanish Fly [Lytta vesicatoria).

The last-named insect is a well-known medicinal

agent. It contams an irritant Huid, from which
a powerful crystalline substance is prepared.

This, when applied to the skin, is capable of

raising painful bhsters. Thin-skinned collec-

tors should not handle these beetles, but move them by means of a
pair of forceps.

Soft-skinned Beetles

Fig. 220.--THE
Blister Beetle.

One of the remarkable features of tropical insect-life is the abun-
dance of luminous species that fill the atmosphere at night with
their meteor-like lamps. Conspicuous among these are the shining-
tailed beetles (Lampyrida), of which we have only one representa-
tive—the Glow-worm {Lfniipyris nociiluca), represented in fig. 221.
The female ‘ worm ’ is quite wingless, and has no elytra

; and she
pves a much brighter light than the male. If we examine this

interesting insect we find that the phosphorescent light proceeds from
the la.st three segments of the abdomen. It also seems that the
lamp is under the control of the insect, for, when disturbed, its
luminosity is generally increased. Sometimes, however, the Glow-

L 2
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^^'orm will put out its lamp when handled. The larva has a retrac-

tile and brush-like tail, by means of which it heljDs itself along. It

feeds on snails and slugs, and is said to use its brush lor the purpose

of clearing these creatiu’es of the slime which covers their skin.

Fio. 221.—The Glow-woum, Mai.e

AND Femai.e.

Fig. 222.— Soldier Beetle

(Telephorus fuscus) and Larva.

During the summer months we see clusters ol pretty little soft-

wiimed beetles on the dowers of umbeUiferous plants. Some ot

these are red, others are blue ;
and they are commonly knoivn as

Soldiers and Sailors. Their right to these titles is shown not idone

by the colour of their uniform, for they are indeed terrific hghters
;

and boys who are acquainted with their pugnacious habits often

amuse themselves by setting them to fight each other. Put a dozen

or two of these quarrelsome fellows in a box together, and

soon find the few survivors surrounded by the fragments of their

slaimhtered and half-eaten victims. \¥lien they are engaged m

combat, no respect is paid by either to the colour of the coat, nor is

any distinction to be seen in the two sexes ;
but blues and leds

males and females, all fight indiscriminately, and with no othei

object than to satisfy their bloodthirsty propensities

of this family (Telephoridw) is illustrated as we 1 as ^l^^HneBee

(Clerus apiariua), whose larva is a parasite on the laiia of the In e

bee and the big-bodied Spider Beetle (Mezmm sulcatum), which aie

also members of the family of Soft-skinned Beetles.

Before leaviim the Soft-skinned Beetles a lew words must be

said about the dreaded Death Watch {Anohium). In old houses the
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ticking sound produced by this insect may often be heard during

the dead of the niglit, and the belief still exists in some parts that

the approach of a death is invariably signalled by this mysterious

Fio. ‘220.—Thk Musk Beetle. Fio. 221.—Strangalia armata.

long and slender antenme. Most of them are beautiful insects, and
their larva; are all wood-bprers. Sometimes we ineet with tree^

Fig. 223.—The Hive
Beetle.

Fio. 224.—The Spider
Beetle, siaonieied.

Fig. 225.— The Death
Watch and L.akva,

magnified.

sound. But in reality it is nothing more than the call of a small

beetle for its mate. The larva of the Death Watch lives on the

wood of old houses and old furnitiu’e, which, after its ravages, is

said to be worm-eaten.

Long-horned Beetles

Our next group of beetles (Longicornes) is
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which have been completely riddled with the galleries of these de-

structive grubs.

The beautiful Musk Beetle {Aromia moschata) is a well-known

example. This insect derives its name from the powerful and
pleasing odom- which it emits

;
and it is also known as the Squeaker

in some parts, for it produces a rather shrill sound by the friction

of one part of its liody against another. It is not a very active

insect, and may often be seen at rest on the barks of wlUows,

especially the old trees, in the wood of which its larva feeds.

The longest of the ‘ long horns ’ exhibited by the British beetles

of this gi’oup are those of the Timberman Beetle {Astinomais cedilis)

,

Fio. 228.—The Timbehman.

a most remarkable insect inhabiting the northern part of our island.

Its larva buiTows into pine trees.

The other example figured is Strangalia armata.

The Weevils

On opening a pod of peas or beans we often find a small circular

hole in one or more of the seeds ;
and if we open the seeds in ques-

tion we find within each a little white grub. I his is almost sure to

be a larva of one of the Weevils or Snout-bearing Beetles {Ehynco-

^hoTci) known as the Bed-footed Weevil. This little black-headed
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grub remains witihiii its excavated seed till it has undergone all its

changes.

All the Weevils are more or less destructive in the larval state
;

Fio. 229.—Red-footed Weevil {Bmchus Fio. 2.30.—The Apple
rujimanus) and Larva, iugnified. Weevil, magnified.

some, as we have just observed, burrowing into and devouring our

pod-seeds
;
some eating into the very cores of our fruits ;

and others,

again, feeding on rice and other grains.

Fio. 231. The Nut Weevil,
MAGNIFIED.

Fig. 232.—The Pine Weevil,
MAGNIFIED.

It will be noticed, from the examples figured, that the head of

the perfect insect is prolonged into a kind of beak or snout, in the
very front of which the mouth is situated.
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Some of the Weevils are covered with a delicate layer of scales,

which present a most beautiful appearance when viewed through

I’lci. 233.-- The Oak Weevil, Pig. 234.—The Wood-eatixg
MAGNIFIED. WeEVIL, MAGNIFIED.

the microscope ; and care should be taken that these are not rubbed

at all, or their appearance will be spoiled.

Vcfjctarian Beetles

Perhaps we should have headed this division with the word

Fliytojihaga, which means ‘ plant-eater
;

’ but it is probable that

tlie simple Englisli expression will answer all purposes just as well.

The gi'oup includes many pretty little beetles with short and slender

antennic. They are generally to be easily found, for they all rest by

day on their respective food-plants.

Of the commoner species may be mentioned the Asparagus

Pig. 235.-THE Tuhnip Beetle, Pig. 236.-Tue Bloody-nosed

MAGNIFIED. BEETLE, MAGNIFIED.

J3eetle {Crioceris asparagi) and the Turnip ‘ Flea ’ (Bhgllofrcfn

Ijrassicce), The latter causes gi-eat damage to our tm-nips, and
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sometimes appears in siich vast numbers that whole crops are com-

pletely destroyed. The young larvoe are generally hatched while

the turnip plants are young and tender, and immediately they

burrow into the leaves, eating out galleries m the soft cellular sub-

stance, but leavmg the outer skin or epidermis intact ; thus it is

Fig. 2.37.—The Tortoi.se Beetle,
WITH Larva (a) and Pupa (b).

Fig. 238.— The Eam-horned
Beetle, magnified.

often necessary to hold the leaf up to the light in order to detect

them.

Illustrations are also given of the Bloody-nosed Beetle {TimarrJia

Icevigata), so called because it ejects a blood-red fluid when irri-

tated ;
the Tortoise Beetle {Cassida viridis)

;
and the Eam-horned

Beetle {Crioceris merdigera).

Ladybirds

These are included in a

Pseudotrunera (a term which

means ‘false three -joints ’),

because one of the four joints

of each foot is so very small

that three only are visible

without a microscope.

The Ladybirds (Cocri-

nellida;) are all hemispherical

in form, being flat underneath,

and very convex above. The
only means of defence pos-

sessed by these pretty little

creatures is the discharge of a

roup called bj' entomologists the

Fig. 23'J.—The Seven-spot Lady-bird
and Larva.

fluid which has a very disagreeable
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odoiir. The larvoe are very iTseful in onr gardens, for they feed on
the Aphides or ‘ plant lice,’ making use of their fore legs to convey
the prey to their months.

Membrane-winged Insects

We have now reached a group of insects {Uyvienoptera)

which far surpasses all the others in complexity of structure and
intelligence. The position which they occupy in the insect world

is similar to tliat held by mankind among the mammals. Many of

tliem ai'o not only gregarious in their liabits, but they actually

build cities which are capable of containing many hundreds of

inhabitants. These cities are well-governed I’epublics, in which

each individual has his allotted work. In them we find rulers,

soldiers, builders, cowkeepers, nurses, and provision storers, all

working with order and industry for the common good; and many
a useful lesson has been learnt even by man himself from the won-

derful actions of those little creatures.

'I’hese insects may readily be distinguished by the fmu’ naked

membranous wings. They are also provided with strong mandibles,

and a mouth adapted for suction.

The group includes Gall-flies, Saw-flies, Ichneumon-flies, Ants,

Bees, and Wasps; but we must confine our observations to the last

three divisions.

Taking a, TFus^js’ Nest

Everyone is acquainted with the Common Wasp {Vespa vul-

garis), which pays us frequent visits during the summer months,

finding admission through our open windows and doors, and imper-

tinently helping itself, without invitation, to the provisions on om
table. Ev(‘ryono also appears to know that the wasp is armed with

a sting; but many do not know that it never attempts to use this

weapon unless severely aggravated or in danger. When one of

these insects settles on a dish of sweets or other viand in our midst,

what a turmoil it causes ! Some are so terrified that they hastily

retreat, and others more brave than these consider it their duty to

end the creature’s existence. But a naturalist under the circum-

stances would prefer letting the wasp alone, not only because he

would like to watch the creature’s movements—to see what kind of

food it prefers, and how it eats ;
but because he knows that the

wasp is very serviceable in reducing the plagues of flies which cause

us such annoyance during the hot weather. The Common M asps
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are social insects, living in communities of many Inmdreils
;
and

we must see them in their common home in order to become fully

accjuainted with their nature. Let those of my readers who are

anxious to study their natiural history and their politics accompany

me to one of their nests.

We start provided with a trowel, a few squibs contaiiung a good

proportion of sidphur, a packet of flowers of sulphur, a sharp knife,

a bit of string, and a father

large holland bag. On our

way we each cut some birch

' or other line twigs, strip off

the leaves, and tie them into

I asmall bundle. These bundles

I are our weapons for both

. attack and defence.

We have not gone far

before we see a hole in a

bank or hedge, through which
I the w'orker wasps are hastily

I entering with their biudens

I and startmg off in search of

plunder. Here we stand for

I a short time to watch them,

and then searcli round the

spot to ascertain whether the

1 hole we have discovered is

I the only gateway to tlie nest.

If we find, as we sometimes do, tliat there are more passages
: than this one leading from the nest, we proceed at once to stop
up the others by throwi)ig on each a handful of wet clayey soil

or some other suitable substance. Wo Jiow light one of our
• squibs and quickly thrust it well into tlie hole, of course retreating
rapidly as soon as the act is accomplished. One or two of the wasps
will often follow you as you retreat after such an assault, but these
are easily beaten away with the bunch of twigs. The effect of the
sulphur vapour from the squib is to stupefy all the insects that
happen to be within, and it will also prevent many, if not all, of
those outside from gaining admission

;
and this latter object may

assisted by placing some lighted sulphur close to the

Fig. 240.—A Wasps’ Nest.

I also be

hole.

We have now to drive off all new arrivals horn the nest
; and
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tliis is easily clone by a vigorous attack with the twigs. A dozen or

so of the wasps will be seen hymg ronncl the hole, trying in vain to

get admission. One at a time we cantionsly approach and sweep '

them off, and if any of the insects follow oirr retreat they are beaten

from ns by onr comrades. Abocct ten or fifteen minntes of this

rather violent exercise will clear the neighbonrhood so completely
'

that the work of digging may be commenced
; not that the wasps

are all killed, for the majority of them are simply frightened away
by the whizzing of the fine twigs through the air. i

The digging mnst be carried on with great care, for the nest may
,

be only a few inches beyond the entrance of the passage, and a care-

less plunge of the trowel may seriously damage our specimen.

At last we reach the nest—a globular and greyish edifice, per-

haps much larger than your head, and constructed of a fragile

which the workers manufacture by chewing up sticks and other

vegetable substances. As we dig carefully round the nest we find !

that it is suspended at several points by little projections of a tougher .

material attached to roots. These are cut with our knife, and the
|

nest thus detached is transferred with all its stupefied inhabitants 1

to our bag, and carried triumphantly home for further examination |

and experiment. j

Immediately on our return we set the glue-pot on the fire, and j

cut about a dozen pieces of string eight or ten inches long. These 'i

strings are glued to the stronger parts of the nest from which it was
^

previously suspended, and by means of them we hang the nest in a

box with a small hole at one side and a glass fi’ont. We will also
^

cut away a considerable portion of the outer wall with a pair of

scissors before finally closing the box.

Now we are right for our observations. The box is placed in a ,

sheltered and convenient spot, and closely watched fi'om time to ''

time. We find the nest to be composed of several storeys, perhaps

eight, or tep, with just sufficient space between them for the wasps

to walk. Each tier or storey is suspended from the one above it by j

several connectors of strong paper, and each consists of a number ;

of cells with their mouths downwards. Some of the cells are still ;

in course of construction ;
some are as yet small, and contain a

j

single egg each. Others are of fitll size, with open mouths, and

contain the larvae in different stages ;
while others, again, contain the

]

pupae, and have been closed by the full-fed larva? just before they

changed.

In a day or so the stupefied wasps will begin to revive
;
numerous
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rpnpee will also undergo the last change, and the nest will become a

> scene of the fp-eatest activity. Some of the workers will busy them-

s selves in outdoor excursions in search

cof food, and will return to feed the

1 limbless larvsc. You will see many
(engaged in the paper manufacture

land the repair and eulai-gement of

t the nest. Tlie stingless males will

1 be engaged in cleaning the nest,

(carefidly removing all refuse, and

i also throwing out the bodies of the

j

( dead ; for they are the scavengers

( and the imdertakers. These and

I numerous other operations may be observed, all of which are very

1 interesting to the lover of nature.

I

I once spent some weeks in observing a colony of these

‘

i insects at work. The nest ' was taken in Cornwall, and brought

I to London on the following day. In this case the nest was con-

r siderablj’ damaged during the journey by rail, the whole of the

1 bottom and half the side w’all having been shaken off. In aboiit a

' week the whole had been renewed, but the paper made in London
' was of a dark .slate colour, being of necessity manufactured from a

different kind of raw material, and this gave rather a peculiar

: appearance to the nest. I also observed that some of the half-dead

I larvse which had fallen fi-oni their cells were utilised for feeding their

I more fortiinate brothers.

I have described the taking of a wasps’ nest b}' day, while the

i insects are aU active and on the alert ;
but it may be taken much

I more easily during the night when they are inside. For my part

I much prefer such employment in broad daylight. The work is

certainly harder, and perhaps the chances of a sting or two are

. greater, but then these are the very circumstances which add to the

' enjoyment of the chase. I have never had but one sting while thus
' employed, and that was during the retahin;! of a nest in my own
. garden imder unfavourable circumstances, the nest" havmg become
I a slight annoyance to our neighbours. The sting of a wasp is a very
dreadful affair (excepting to those who have tried one), and if the

proposed hunter is really afraid, he can always render himself sting-

proof by prxtting on leggings, tliick gloves, a gauze screen over the
head, and by tying his sleeves round his wrists.

‘ A [iliotograpli of this nest is sliowii on p. 155.

Fio. ‘241.— The Feiiale Wasp.
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There are other species of social wasps, some building in holes

in the gi’onnd and others suspending then’ nests on trees
;
and the

Hornet {Vespa crahro) is a very formidable member of the family.

’242. -The Female Hornet.

'I’lio taking of a hornets’ nest is an undertaking of no mean

order, liornets build in a liollow tree, and much labour uith saw

Fig. 213.—The Tree Wasp {Vespa

arborea) anu Nest.

Fig. 244.— Solitary Wasp
{Emnenes) and Nest.

and chisel is often required to expose it. If you intend to venture

the task you may generally rely on several hours’ work. Choose a
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verj- dark night, otherwise the hornets will be m and out at their

’ work all the time. Have a friend with you to assist in holding the

1 light and in other little matters. Don’t begin till near midnight, and

I think yoru’self fortunate if j’ou seciu’e the nest without a sting before

sunrise.

We have also solitary wasps (Eumenidce), consisting of males

; and females only. They build siiiall nests of mud or paper, some-

t times under the ground, and sometimes attached to plants. One egg

1 is laid in each cell, a supply of food is introduced for the coming

llarviE, and then the nest is deserted for ever by the parent.

Bees

These insects, like the wasps, include both Solitary and Social

^species ;
the former consisting of males and females only, and the

Hatter of males, females, and workers.

The Solitary Bee either seeks out a natural home for itself, sucli

:^as a cre'S’ice in a rock, a hole in a tree, or a space among a heap of

••stones or other debris ; or it sets to work to scoop out a burrow in

ithe soil or other soft substance. In each cavity thus selected or

:Tig. 245.—The Bckrowino Bee, Fig. 246.—The Leaf-cutteb Bee,
ENLARGED TO TWICE NATURAL ENLARGED.
SIZE.

!
made the female lays a single egg, and then proceeds to deposit

• sufficient food to sustain the larva till it is full grown. This food
‘ consists either of pollen or the sweet juices of flowers. When
: pollen is chosen, it is sometimes kneaded by the insect into a
' compact ball ; and, as to the juices, these are not sucked out of the
’ flowers, but swept up by the brush-like tongue of the bee.

One of the Solitary Bees, known as the Leaf- cutter, lines its

burrows with pieces of leaves
;
and another, the Shaver Bee, strips
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off the downy covering of certam plants, and binds it together into a

kind of cocoon for the iwotection of its offspring.

Our wild Social Bees are well

known as Humble or Bumble Bees,

names which they have earned for

themselves by their musical flight.

Some persons are of opinion that

these bees have no sting. This

is certainly true of the males,

which are sometimes seen about

in largo numbers, but does not

apply to the other members of the

community.

The Moss Humble Bee {Bum-

bus musroriim) may be briefly

described as a type of the Bumbles. The female of this species is

larger than the male, but the worker is only about half its size. The

pairing takes place in the autumn, immediately alter which the

I’lo. 247.— The Siiaveu Bee,

AUOUT TWICE NATURAL SIZE.

Fio. 248.—The Moss Humble Bee and Nest.

male dies
;
and the female, which is' the only one that survives the

winter, soon leaves the old nest, and seeks out some snug little

nook for her long winter nap. As soon as the spring flowers are well

out she awakes from her slumbers, and you may then see her cai e-
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: fuUy surveying a certain patch of ground to find a suitable spot for

; the establishment of a new colony. As soon as she has chosen the

- site, she commences scraping out a slight hollow, and then collects

[
pieces of moss or other vegetable material for the constriiction of a

I dome. This done, she lines the interior with a kind of wax to

IFig. 249.—The Stone Humble Bee Fig. 250.—The Stoke Humble
(Female). Bee (Woekeb).

rrender it water-tight, and then proceeds to build her oval cells,

1 using for the piu’pose a coarse, sticky, brownish wax. After making
'several such cells she starts out for the purpose of collectings honey
land pollen for her future brood. These food materials are kneaded

I

' Fig. 251.— The Stoke Humble
Bee (Mai.e).

Fig. 252.— The Hoop Siiaveb
Bee (enlahged).

into little lialls and placed in the cells, into each of which she after-

.wards deposits about six eggs. The larva; are soon hatched, and at

once attack the food supplied for them. When full grown they spin
:silken cocoons in wliich they undergo their changes. The first eggs
laid always produce worker bees, and thus the female is supplied

M
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early with builders, nurses, and attendants to look after the wants of
the rapidly increasing colonj-.

The taking of a Humble Bees’ nest is no difficidt task, for the

females and workers do not use their stings as readily as wasps.

Fio. 253.—Cells from tue Nest of the Common Humble Bee.

The common Humble Bee (Bumbus terras tris) generally makes
its nest in the groimd, at a depth of a foot or more

;
and the Stone

Humble Bee (B. lapidaris) derives its name from the fact that it

often selects a heap of stones for the same purpose.

The Hive Bee [Apis mellifica) is so interesting and so important

a creature tliat wliole volumes would be I’ecpiired to do it justice

;

but our present task is so very extensive that we can give but the

barest outline of its wonderful history.

Fio. 254. -The Hive Fig. 255.— The Hive Fig. 256.—The Hive

Bee (Female). Bee (Male). Bee (Worker).

Here, too, we find three kinds—males, Avorkers, and females, or

rather female, for only one of the last is permitted to live in the

same hive. The workers are ‘ the people ’ of the community. They

it is who build the city, collect and store the food, nurse the young,

and wait on the ‘ queen.’ They may be known, if any distinguish-
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ing mark is necessary, by their smaller size, and bj’ the ‘ palettes
’

and ‘ brushes ’ of the hind legs, with which they collect and carry

pollen. The males or drones are stingless, and sluggish in their

movements. Then’ number is only about one-twelfth that of the

workers, and they live only a few months. The queen has one

dutj' only—the laying of the eggs. In the hive she is always sur-

rounded by attendant workers, who follow her every movement,

but never tum their backs on her. She seldom leaves the hive,

and when she does her attendants are still in her presence.

The wax used by the workers in the construction of the cells is

not collected ready made, but is secreted b3' the bees, and little

plates of it may sometimes be seen projecting from their ‘ pockets ’

— the spaces between the rings of the abdomen. These wax plates

are taken bj- the bee, and are well kneaded in its jaws to render it

plastic. The cells are similar in form to those constructed by wasps,

but they are arranged in double instead of single layers, two sets of

cells being placed with their bases together
;

or, more correctly, the

same base serving for two opposed cells. Also, the cells are hori-

zontal, or nearly so ; thej' slope gentlj’ towards their bases, so that

thej’ are better adapted to contain the liquid hone3\

The honej', too, is not a direct product of the flowers. The bees

collect the sweet juices from the blossoms, and then pass them into

a little round sac under the fore part of the abdomen. In this

‘ honey bag ’ a change takes place, the result being the formation of

the true hone}’ with which the cells are stocked ; and as each cell

becomes filled, it is sealed completel}' over.

The young bees are fed on compressed pollen, commonl}’ known
as bee bread.

Ants

In these wonderful little creatures we meet with the highest in-

telligence and greatest mdustrj’ exhibited bv insects. One has only

to stretch himself out near an ‘ ant hill ’ on a hot summer’s dav,

and he will be instructed and amused beyond measure by the varied

occupations of the inhabitants of the busy little republic. Let him
select, for example, the ‘ hUl ’ of the common Wood Ant {Formica
Tufa), known also as the Hill Ant or the Horse Ant. Here he
will see the bus.y ‘ workers ’ nmning to and from the nest, keeping
well in a certain beaten track. Some are going out in search of

food, and others for material for the repair or enlargement of the
nest. Then there are those on the return jonrne,v, mostly heavilv
laden with pieces of stick, or with grubs or other insects to feed
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their own larvas. Some niaj^ be seen climbing a neighbouring tree,

and then retiuming with ajiliides which are destined to supply them
with ‘ milk.’

Fio. 2.57 .—Tuf, Wood Fio. 25S.—Tnu IVood Fro. 250.—The Wood
Ant (Made). Ant (Femaee). Ant (Woukek).

^^dlen two ants meet each other on the road, you will often

notice that tliey stop—not for idle gossip, but to discuss some diffi-

culty, or to tell of an accident to one of their community, or to re-

late good nows concerning the discoA’ery of a store of food or a lost

relative. After a number of mutual caressings and signs made by

means of their antenuic, they both start olf in the same direction ;

and if we watch them we can easily discover the object of then’

conversation.

It is sini])ly astonishing to see how exceedingly co-operative are

all their actions. If an ant finds a fat grub that it cannot carry, it

applies for assistance to the first friend it meets, and the appeal

is never refused. If a Avounded brother is met on the way, one or

two will at once proceed to carry it home. And so with the con-

struction and repair of the nest, and with all their work inside the

home, every duty is performed with the greatest industry and the

sweetest barmony.

Let us now examine the nest closely. We find it to consist of

two parts—.one underground, and the other, which constitutes the

hill, composed of a heap of pieces of stick and other substances, all

piled together without cement of any kind. It is on account of

this absence of cement that it is almost impossible to examine the

chambers and passages without causing mnch of the material to fall

in and fill them up. Still, with great care, the whole arrangement

may be studied.

If you damage the upper part of the ‘ bill ’ you Avill see the work-

ing ants immediately set about repairing it. I’crhaps some oi the

grubs have been exposed to light; if so, they are immediately picked

up and carried to a safer underground chamber. And, if serious

damage has been committed, you will ]U’obably smell the vinegar-

like odour of formic acid which characterises these insects.
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But what about the interior '? Here also every duty is performed

with perfect order and regularity. The female ants, which are

larger than the workers,

are almost incessantly

M’alking along the various

galleries, depositing eggs

as they go. Workers
are in constant attend-

ance on these highly

respected inhabitants,

some of them following'

and caressing their lady-

ships, while others carry

away the eggs to a suitable

compartment. Then there

remains the feeding, clean-

ing, and nursing of the

young ones, the ‘ milldng ’

of the aphides, and A arious

other home industries, all

conducted in an orderly

manner by special detach-

ments.

Xow let us look briefly

into the life-history of the

ant. The ymmg larva, as

soon as it is hatched, is

regularly fed and cleansed
by the nurses. It is also

moved carefully from
place to place as its

comfort demands. Some-
times it is brought to the
top for a sunning, or it may be moved from one part of the nest
to another when a variation of temperature renders such change
beneficial. When the larva is full fed it spins for itself a cocoon,
and then changes to a pupil which is commonly known as the
ant egg.’ Then, when the time arrives for the final change, the
Workers assist in the opening of the cocoon.

Fill. 200. I’OUTION OF THE NeST OP THE
Eed Ant.

At about the end of August swarms of male and female ants
may be seen Jlyimj out of the nest. They soon couple in the air.
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after whicli the males immediately perish, and the females either

return to their old nest or found new colonies
;
but, before com-

mencing their domestic dtities, they snap off their wings.

Other social ants are common in om- cottntry, and among them
may be mentioned the rather sluggish Black Ant {Formica fuli-

Fig. 201 .
—The Biack Ant.

ginosa), and the lied Ant {Formica, sanguinea). This last-named

insect is remarkable for its slave-keeping. The workers will invade

the nests of other communities of ants, and carry off some of their

pnpie. They then cai-e for these just as much as if they were their

Fio. 262.—SoLiTAiiY Ant {Mutilla Fio. 263.—Mctilia Eurof.ea

EnrojJcca) (Male). (Female).

own offspring
;
and, when the perfect insects emerge, they make

them their slaves.

Some ants, instead of living in communities, are solitary insects.

Tliese are not very common in our country, bnt the one ligured is

often met with in the New Forest and other localities.
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CHAPTER III

THE SEASHORE

Up to the present our attention lias been directed mainly to insects,

but now we leave these for a ramble on the sea-shore. Of course

there arc insects to be found there—some of them, indeed, showing?

a very great preference for the coast, and even venturing far beyond

the ‘ high-water mark ’ m search of their food. Bcit the commonest
of these have already been referred to as fully as oirr space woidd

permit, and we shall now start out with the object of learning what
we can concerning the various animals that are, in the strictest

sense of the word, marine.

Before we begin collecting these, it will be well to notice one or

two features of the coast generally. Everyone who has spent a few

hours by the sea has observed the gi’adiial approach and retreat of

the water. These motions are spoken of as the Tides, and are the

effects of the attraction of the moon and the sim, but principally the

former, on the water of the ocean. A few days’ observation will

also show us that the advance and retreat of the water differs in

degi’ee at different times, so that the ‘ high tide ’ is nn;ch higher at

one time than at another ; and the same remark also applies to the
‘ low tide.’

Now, a little consideration will convince you that your chances

of securing the gi’eatest variety of specimens, and especially the

more uncommon kinds, will be greatest at the time when the reced-

ing of the water is at its maximum ; for then you can obtain various

animals that do not frequent the area between the tide marks ex-

cepting where the rocks are only occasionally exposed. Therefore
every collector of marine life should become thoroughly acquainted
with the nature of the tides.

The usual time occupied by each advance and retreat of the
water is a little over six hours, so that we get four complete changes
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in about twenty-four hours ami three-quarters. If, for example, the

water reaches its highest level on a certain tlay at noon, on the

followintj (lay it will be highest at a few' minutes before one o’clock.

Again, w'e commonly hear of Neap Tides and Spring Tides. The
formei’ term is applied when the difference between the high and low'

water marks is least, and the latter when tliis difference is f/rcatcst ;

so that we may descril)e the Neap Tides as those which do not lise

very high nor kill very low, and the Spring Tides as those which

rise highest and fall low'est.

It is evident from what has been said that a collector slioidd

never start ecpiipped for w'oi'k on the sea-shore without previously

satisfying himself with regard to the state of the tidal movements

at tlie time. As a rule ho will have no difficulty in obtaining a

local ‘ tide table ’ from some stationer or news agent in the neigh-

bourhood
; and if the table gives no information concerning the

‘ spring ’ and ‘ neap ’ periods, lie must remember that the former—
most certainly his best time—occurs about tliroe days after full

moon and new moon. Thus we get the spring tides twdce in every

tw'enty-eight days
;
and tlie neap tides also at corresponding intervals,

blit about a week later. It should also be known that the change

in the nature of the tides is very gi’adual
;

so that, should the

collector be unable to perform his operations on the best day, he

should endeavour to do so as near as possible before or after that

day.

Most of my readers are proliably acquainted with the remark-

able variety in the nature of our coasts. Some are so low and

marsliy tliat it is almost impossible to say wliere, in the disputable

territory, the domain of the sea terminates. In other cases the

coast is well defined, but low and sandy, or muddy. Neither of

those is likely to afford nmcli profit to the naturalist. lie reipiires

a very rocky coast, wliere numerous pools arc left by the receding

tide, and where a number of little caves, crannies, and large de-

tached stones supply tlie shelter required by the various forms of

marine life.

Let us now see wdiat iiliplements we shall require for our work

on the shore.

The Collector’s Outfit

Perhaps the most essential article of his paraphernalia is the net.

This must be, in every respect, very strong. The frame should be

constructed of a strip of sheet iron, in w'hich holes are drilled for
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fixii)" tlio netting?. It should not be round, but pointed, and slightly

raised on the ofl' side, so that it may be tlu'ust well into the angles

of the rocks. The net itself

may be made of cord netting,

with a very small mesh, and

need not be more than a foot

deep. The handle shoidd be

\ ery tough, and if constructed

of tM o moderately long sticks

that can be joined together

by a ferrule when necessary,

so much the better.

Of course you will require

a satchel, and this should be

or yoru’ lower garments will

drippings from your specimens

Fig. 264.—Net for collectikq at the
Seaside.

of a thoroughly waterproof material,

soon become satm'ated With the

The satchel should contain some
tin boxes, including one or two of moderate size for the larger

specimens
;
and, if you don’t mind the expense, you had better get

these made to order to suit yoiu’ requirements. Let them be square

rather than round, and of such a size and number that they exactly

fill yoiu’ satchel. You will not then be bothered with the continual

capsizing of your boxes and the accumulation of sea water in your

satchel. One box at least will be required for crustaceans, one for

shells, and another packed with cotton-wool for the more delicate

specimens.

You will also require a wide-mouthed bottle, about half filled

with spirits of wine, and fitted with a good cork ; also a similar bottle

filled with fresh water. The object of this is to enable you to kill

your specimens as soon as you catch them. Immersion in spirit

Avould accomplish this speedily in all cases, but some of the crusta-

ceans turn red after this treatment, and look just as if they had been
boiled

; hence it is advisable to kill these by keeping them in fresh

water for a short time.

Some marine animals live attached to the rocks, and often hold

on so firmly that it is impossible to remove them without injm'y.

For the collection of these you will require a hammer and chisel, so

that you may be able to chip off the little pieces of the rock to which
they are fixed. This plan is particularly usefid when you wish to

obtain anemones or other fixed animals alive for yoim aquarium.
Then, again, you may be desirous of searching for those worms,

crustaceans, molluscs, and fishes tlmt burrow into sand. For tliis
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purpose a very lar^e trowel is useful
;
but if you are ‘ putting up ’

very near to your lumting-gi-ouncl, it will not be much trouble to
carry a spade, which will certainly be mucli more effectual than
even a large trowel.

The above apparatus, together with the usual ‘ knife and bit of
strmg,’ will be (piite sufficient for all your work on the shore

; but
a very ambitious collector would require something more than this.

A rod and line will prove very useful when one wishes to become
acquainted with the fishes of oiu- rocky coasts and river mouths

;

also a di-edging-net if a desire exists to study the inhabitants of

Fio. 2Ci) Tim Ditnunn.

‘ the deep.’ Dredging, however, is rather hard work, and should

never be attempted unless at least two persons are working together

— one to manage tlie boat, and the other to look after the dredge.

So much for tlie outdoor gear. But other materials and pieces

of apparatus will be required for your work at home. First, you

must prepare store boxes or a cabinet. The latter is not at all

necessary. Shallow cardboard boxes, or wood boxes fitted with

cardboard trays, will serve all purposes. Each box or tray should

be divided into square or oblong cells of different sizes to suit your

specimens, or you may fill it with match boxes or liltle cardboard

cells of your own manufacture.
,

Sevei’al wide-mouthed bottles of different sizes will be required.

Also some pieces of wire, a few soft boards, pins of various sizes,

cotton wool, alum, a little corrosive sublimate, a bottle of gum, a

supply of spirits of wine, and some large dishes for the living speci-

mens.
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At Work on the Shore

All thin°;s being ready, we start off for the shore, ai’ranging o;ir

itiine so that we arrive at the held of action at about ‘half-tide,’ with

tthe water retreatmg. Thus we have the best hours of the day

I before us, and can work continuously for five or six hours shoirld we
trequh'e it.

First we examine the high-water mark with the object of seehrg

\what the last advancing tide washed ashore. Here we find a quan-

ttity of sea-weed, fragments of wood and cork, and various other

?srrbstances of a very miscellaneous character. As we turn over the

\xveed we see thousands of little sand-hoppers, a few of which we
Ldrop into our bottle of Avater. Here we find also some shells,

1 mostly broken or worn, the egg-case of a skate, the ‘ shell ’ of a euttle-

tfish, a piece of ‘ worm-eaten ’ timber, ‘ dead men’s fingers,’ the sk>ill

lof a gull, a monster jelly-fish, some fragments of beautiful coralhnes,

; and numerous other objects, all more or less interesting.

While we have been thus engaged, the waves have been slowly

I retiring, and a wide hunting-ground is now before us. We make
'Straight for the rocks close to the water’s edge. Here we examine
tthe surface of every stone, dip our net into every pool, search the

'Surface of the hanging sea-weeds, and, pushing these aside, care-

1 fully look at the rock that lay concealed beneath them. As the

t water continues to retreat we keep pace with it, searching diligently

as we go. Every ‘ likely ’ stone is overturned. Its imder surface

i is well scrutinised, as is also the spot from which it was raised. In
: this part of our work we must be prepared to meet cases of ‘ pro-

: tective imitation
;

’ for on these stones we may expect species of

crabs, worms &c. tinted and formed in such a manner that detec-
' tion is sometimes by no means easy

; also on the sand or mud
! beneath there vdll be various animals whose protective colouring
is marvellously deceptive. At last the tide is at its lowest ebb, and
now we work for a short time in downright earnest. Here is our
opportunity of obtaining the creatures whose zone is strictly beyond
the tide marks— creatures that either can not or will not submit to
exposure unless it be for a very short time only. With our long-
handled net we now reach out between tlie rocks as far as wo can,
making every endeavour to secure some of the ‘ rarities ’ of the sea-
shore.

At this stage we carefully examine the sheltered surfaces of
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OA’erlianging rocks for sponges and other forms of life, and plunge

the net into the v arious nooks and cramiies of the paitly exposed

rocks. This is om’ best time for starfishes, many small aud Iragile

species of which we may find under stones of varioiis sizes. Many
small fishes are now to be caught—some with the net, and others

easily taken in the hand as they endeavour to escape among the

stones and weeds.

As the tide Hows we are compelled to retrace our steps, but we

work as we go, securing fresh captives which were missed as we

followed the ebbing waters. Holes in rocks are examined for

‘ boring shells
;

’ aud bttrrows in the sand call for a sudden plunge of

the spado or trowel. In fact, every strange object within our reach

is taken for examination. We may not know whether a certain

specimen is a plantdike animal or a plant resembling an animal
; g

but we want to know, so we find room for it in ottr satchel. 8
yome of our specimens are to bo kept alive for a time so that we J

may become familiar with their habits. These we pack carefully L

and loosely among some wet weed in one of our largest boxes. As

a rule no water need bo added, the moisture and drippings of the

sea-weed being quite sufficient to keep the creatures alive for manj' (i

hours. But if live fishes are to bo carried any considerable dis-
^

tance, then a rather large ‘ bait can ’ containing some sea water is
^

essential. \
d’ho animals intended for preservation should be killed on the f

spot, either by immersion in fresh water or in spirit. They may V

tlien be wrapped in soft and delicate sea-weed, and carefidly packed
'ii^

in a separate box. In some cases we have to 'deal with very fragile ^

creatures ;
and for these also we reserve a special compartment in f

our satchel, using cotton-wool if necessary as a packing material. #

Thus wo have finished our day’s work as iar as eollecting is

^
concerned, but there remains much to be done at home in the way f

of housing our live specimens, and setting and preserving our dead I

objects for the cabinet or store boxes. Before dealing with this •.

subject, however, there are yet One or two suggestions I should like

to make— suggestions that may prove of considerable ^alue to an

inexperienced collector. First, then, alwaj's avail yourself of any
^

opportunity that may arise of visiting the sea-shore immediately

after a storm. For at such times you may expect to find specimens

of kinds more or less rare, that have been broken off the rocks or

driven from their haunts beyond the tide marks by the furious sea,

aud then washed ashore by the breakers. Secondly, if you are
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staying in or near a fishing village, by all means make friends with

the fishermen. Many a specimen, valneless to the fisherman, hnt

of great interest to the naturalist, will find its ^\'ay into their nets.

Take every opportunity of examining their nets as they haul tliem

in ; and, if possible, also give an occasional peep into their crab and

lobster ‘ pots.’

Settiso and Preserving Marine Objects

I am afraid it will be almost useless to inform anyone who has

spent several hours at the seaside collecting that he should see to

his specimens immediately on arriving home, for the sea air will

have worked such a powerlul influence on the collector himself that

his own urgent needs will demand prompt satisfaction in the form of a

‘ square meal.’ So I put it this way : Immediately after the potent

effects of the bracing sea-air have been neutralised by the necessary

antidote, turn out all your specimens, and give your first attention

to the captures that are still alive. Put these into one or more large

and shallow dishes, give them a moderate supply of sea water, and

then leave them to themselves while you sort out the dead animals

and miscellaneous objects.

All the soft-bodied animals may be put at once into bottles of

diluted spirit, and labelled at your leisure. But you must not expect

success with all these, and you may consider yourself fortunate if

you succeed in preserving a beautiful anemone with all its natural

colours, and its tentacles fully expanded
;
or a Medusa with its

umbrella and appendages in its natural form. Starfishes may either

be preserved in spirit, or suspended in an airy place till perfectly

dry.

The empty shells you have collected should be washed in fresh

water to remove alf the salt, and they are then ready for the cabinet

;

but care should be taken not to retain any damaged or worn speci-

men unless it be the only one of the kind you possess. There
are cases, however, in which the wearing action of the waves
bringrs out the beautiful colours of the shells, and, fi'om an artistic

point of view, renders it desirable to retain them. Yoiir most per-

fect shells will be those which were taken while still inhabited, and
these must be very carefully cleared of their contents. The uni-

valve molluscs —molluscs with only one shell—should bo jihingod
in boiling water, and kept in this for a minute or so. The body of
the animal can then be easily removed with a pin. The horny lid
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(the operculum) with which the live animal closed its shell should

be preserved, and fastened in its proper place by means of a little

gum. The bivalve molluscs may be removed from their shells by

carefully cutting through the muscular pillars that pass from one

side to the other, but the elastic ligament which unites the two

A-alves at the hinge must be kept intact. If you desire to presene

the shell with its valves quite closed, it will be nccessai'y to tie it

round with a piece of cotton or line string, and keep it bound till the

ligament is quite drj'. Some authors recommend a thorough washing

of all shells with the idea of removing traces of vegetable growth

from their outer surfaces
;
but this, I think, is a mistake, for the

depo.sits of confen'ic and other low forms of life add much to the

natural appearance ol' the shells.

-\fter the shells are perfectly dry they are ready for the store

boxes. The larger ones are sinqdy laid on beds of cotton-wool in

the cardboard trays. Small shells had better be gummed on cards,

using little wedges of cork, if necessary, to keep them in position

while the gum dries. The best giim to use is a mixture of about

c(]ual parts of arabic and tragacanth. Tliese matei’ials are dissolved

in water, and then about one-fourth the volume of glycerine is added.

The use of the glycerine is to give elasticity to the dried gum

;

without it you will find your shells frequently breaking away from

the cards on which they are mounted.

Some of the crustaceans are rather difficult to manage, and will

re(iuire great care in cleaning and setting. All shmdd have a pre-

liminary washing in fresh water to remove the salt. The .small

crabs may then be set at once on soft boards or cork, using a liberal

supply of pins to keep all the parts in their natural positions, and are

ready for mounting on cai-ds as soon as tliey are perfcclhj dry.

The larger crabs and the lobsters contain so much flesh that,

without thorough clearing, they would soon become cases of putre-

fying matter, creating most unpleasant odours. They should be

carefully opened with a sharp knife, of course without cutting ihro iitjh

any part of the shell.

The whole imder shell of crabs, together with the limbs, may

be removed bodily
;
lobsters should be divided by cutting between

the thorax and the first joint of the abdomen ;
the large claws also

should be severed. The flesh must now be cleared out with a bent

wire or other convenient implement ;
and the empty shells, after

thorough washing, set aside to dry. A\hen quite dry, the severed parts

may be fastened together again by means of a little gum or cement.
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The bodies of snrimps and prawns may be treated in the same

way as lobsters, but require much more care
;
and after the internal

soft portions have been removed, the skin shoidd be stuffed with

cotton-wool to prevent contraction on drying.

However carefully the crustaceans may be cleared, there is siu’e

to remain a small amount of animal matter within the hardened

skin
;
and this small residue will always prove an attraction to mites

and other museum pests xuiless some steps be taken to prevent their

intnision. Perhaps the best precaution against such attacks is to

sprinkle the interior of tlie cleared specimens with finely powdered

alum, with which a Aer^' small quantity of corrosive sublimate

has been mixed. The alum will harden the animal matter, and

the sublimate, being a deadly poison, will effectually keep out all

intruders.

Jelly-fishes

Few objects of oiu’ coasts are more common than the large jelly-

fishes {Medusce) which may be seen, sometimes in thousands during

the summer, gently swimming with the tide, and gracefully con-

tracting and expanding their broad lunbrella-like discs. They are

almost eoloiudess with the exception of the few (generally four)

brightly coloured rings, and their bodies are transparent and almost

invisible by day, but some are luminous by night.

The Meduscc, at least in their adult stage, are not strictly

inhabitants of our shores, for their home is the open sea
;
but they

are so often stranded on our beaches that they are familiar objects

to all seaside visitors.

If you attempt to pick up one of these stranded jelly-fishes, your

fingers penetrate into its body, and the soft structure breaks away
from your grip, falling on the ground in a torn and mangled condi-

tion, leaving perhaps a portion of its jelly adliering to your hands.
P et with care you may turn one over, and examine its build without
doing it much damage.

In the middle of the under surface is the mouth, surrounded by
a number of tentacles which are armed with stinging cells. Accord-
ing to some accoimts these armed tentacles are formidable weapons,
capable of doing grave injury to the unfortunate bathers who get
entangled within their twining grasp. And when we have actually
seen living specimens measuring two feet and more in diameter, we
naturally feel inclined to accept such dreadful tales. As a matter
of fact, however, although the stinging arms of the Medusa are
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siifficiently powerful to inflict fatal injm-ies on the smaller animals

on which it feeds, yet the effect on even the most tender-skinned

Fro. 2f)0.—ItnizosTOJiA.

bather can scarcely be described as anything more than a peculiar

tingling sensation.
^ The mouth of the

Medusa leads to the cavity

of the stomach, from which

eight or more canals pass

off in all directions to the

margin of the umbrella,

where they all communi-

cate with a circular canal

round the rim.

In the case of the

Medusa, we again have a

most marvellous history.

It is not capable of living

in the cold and rough

winter seas ;
so, in the autumn, a number of eggs are P^odneed in the

creatm-c’s stomach that give rise to smaller animals winch can attach

Fig. 268.—Medusa aubita in its

diffebent stages.

a, Adult form roiluced in hizc; h to rj, curlier stages.
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ihemselves to the rock in sheltered places during the cold weather.

Vi.t iirst the young are little freely swimming beings
; but, after a

lime, they settle down on rocks or weeds, and develop into little

•Ldongated creatures which may be found during the winter near low-

»vater mark. As the season advances we observe a number of

ifurrows nnming round the cylindrical body, and these gradually

Ueepen till the whole resembles a pile of saucers. At last the body

'Dreaks up through the deepening of the furrows, all the little ‘ saucers ’

lire set free, and each one develops into an adult Medusa.

Equally interesting is the process of artificial division which one

may practise on the jelly-fish. If you citt off any part of the body,

!.he lost part is reproduced
;
and if the body be cut in pieces, each

oiece will develop into a perfect Medusa, providmg it contains a

portion of the edge of the umbrella, which seems to be the most

^sensitive and the most vital part of the animal.

Sea. Anemones and ‘ Dead Men’s Fingers.’

One of the most beautiful sights in the whole sphere of nature

iis that afforded by a rocky pool between the tide marks. Stretch

\yom-self out on the rocks and look closely into its calm waters.

IHere are beautiful little weeds which present to the view most

Uovely shades of green and purple, and many moving objects dis-

pplaying a pleasing variety of form and colour. Conspicuous among
ithe animal life of the pond are the beautiful Sea Anemones (AcHnice)

—the Sea-flowers of the older naturalists. Their softly tinted

('cylindrical bodies are surmounted by a large number of tentacles

I'Dr feelers, arranged in concentric circles round a central mouth.

"Sometimes these tentacles are fully expanded and perfectly still, as

lif to increase the resemblance of a flower
;
but at times they bend

cgracefully from and towards the centre, setting up feeble currents of

'kwater that tend to carry floating particles into the mouth. The
'tentacles have considerable grasping power— so much so, indeed,

'that, if a finger be brought within range, they close roimd it and
cling so persistently that the Anemone will suffer them to be torn

oft' rather than loosen its hold.

"Would you like to see the Anemone feed ? 1'hen hold a shrimp,

crab, or other morsel within reach of its tentacles. Soon the strug-

I
gling creature is literally surrounded with the twining arms. The
battle may be a fierce one, but the victory will generally be on the
side of the Anemone, even though several of its arms be lost in the
tray. At last its prey is quieted, and the process of digestion soon
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begins, the animal being drawn completely into the Anemone’s

stomach if its size permits, bnt if too large for this, then as far as pos-

sible. When digestion is over, the innutritions portions are ejected

at the mottth—the only opening in the body save the small pores

of the tentacles.

Some of the Anemones, and particularly the Mesemhryanthe-

mum, may be easily kept in the aquarium. For this ptu’pose they

should bo removed from the rock with a blunt knife without injm’y,

or, better still, pieces of the rock may be chipped olf with the Anemones

Fio. ‘2(;S).—Ankmone (Mcsemuryanthumuin)

attached, and convoyed away in wet weed. And very interesting

animals they are in the aijuarium. Here you may feed them at ^oui

leisure
;
pieces of beef, worms, dies &c. all being accepted gi’eedil\ . ^

Tlien its modes of getting about are very varied. Sometimes it

crawls about on its disc-like foot after the manner of the snail ,
but at

times it will loosen its hold and float passively away till it reaches a

more suitable spot. It will also invert its body, and crawl mouth

downwards along the surface of the water— a method very common

with water snails.
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If yoiu’ pet Anemones are kept in too close confinement, they will

absorb enorinoiis quantities of water in their attempt to obtain tho

necessary supply of food and oxygen ; and if their recpnrements,

thus made known by their swollen bodies, are not satisfied, they

will soon die.

The mifitiplication of some of the Anemones may be w'ell studied

in confinement. Occasionally one of them wall divide into two,

and an interesting example of this mode of increase once came

under my notice. I had given one of the creatures a rather large

miissel to eat. To my surprise it managed to get the mollusc

almost completely into its stomach. But, in a day or two, digestion

being over, and the Anemone being unable to rid itself of the cum-

bersome shell in the ordin.ary way, it divided its body vertically,

and each part became a complete animal, with the almost empty

shell standing between them. Whether this division was a volun-

tary act, or due to the mechanical action of the sharp-edged sheU,

I wiU not venture to express an opinion.

But the nmltiplication of the Anemone usually takes place by the

development of eggs w’hich are cast out through the animal’s mouth.
Like others of the lowl}- organised creatau-es. Anemones may also

Fig. 270.—LoNorrnDrNAi, Section
THROUGH A Sea Anemone.

mouth
; tentacle ; o, eggs ; s-tomach.

be increased artificially. If 5'ou cut one vertically through the

middle, each part develops into a whole. But if the incision be
made across the body, the upper part will continue to live, and
will develop a new ‘ foot

;

’ Init the lower end seldom lives.

If Anemones are collected for examination only, they may be
killed by immersion in fresh water; and, after hardening in spirit,

sections may be made with a sharp knife or razor.

The reef-building and other Corals of the tropical seas are closely

N 2

Fig. 271.—Transverse
Section.
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allied to the Anemones in stmctiu’e, the chief difference being the
deposit of limy matter in the walls of the former. The common
Madrcjmre of the Devonshire coasts is a representative of the stony
corals. When expanded, its appearance is snch that it might be
mistaken for an Anemone

; but, when torrched, its animal portion
shrinks away from the stonj^ skeleton, thns exposing a number of

Fid. 272.— The Common Mahhki'oke.

limy plates, all standing on end, and rcgnlarly arranged in a radia-

ting mamiQi’ round the middle of the animal. A strong knife is

reipiircd to remove ono of these Madrepores, for its limy skeleton

is built directly on the rock, fonning, as it were, an actual part of

it, and must therefore bo cut throngh. The Madrepore may be kept

in the aipiarinm for some time, but it is not nearly so hardy as the

Mcscmhryanihcmuin and a few other Anemones.

During onr seaside rambles we may come across some ngly

and dirty-looking slimy masses, projecting from the rocks like so

many fingers. Ho repulsive are they in appearance that they are

popnlaidy known as Dead Men’s Fingers, or, when of more stnbby

growth, Dead Men’s Toes. ‘ Ugly,’ we have said ; bnt it is donbtfnl

whether any living being shonld be so described
;
and when this

term is applied to a living form, it is generall}' b}' those who know
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not where to look for the beauties. Put the Dead Men’s Fingers

into your aquarium, or into a clear pool among the rocks, and watch.

Shortly a number of beautifol little polyps shoot out on all sides,

waving their delicate fringed tentacles in the stimulating water.

Each ‘ finger ’ is really a little colony of animals, resembhng small

Anemones, all working together for the general good. All their

stomachs communicate with one central cavity, so that the food

captured and digested by any one of the community is shared

equally by every member. Thej' are not really Anemones, but are

so closely allied that we have included them under this head. They
are more nearly related to the beautiful Fan and Organ-pipe Corals,

and the bright Red Coral of the Mediterranean.

Starfishes and Sea Urchins

The Starfishes, Sea Urchins, and a strange-looking creature

known as the Sea Cucmnber, all belong to a division of the animal

kingdom called the Echinoda'mata or Spiny-skinned animals, from

the projections, sometimes short and blunt, and sometimes long and
sharp, on the surface. The skin itself is also hardened by the de-

posit of limy matter, either in the form of a meshwork of delicate

spicules, or of a collection of little thin plates. The parts of these

animals are all arranged syimnetrically round a common centre,

just as is the case with the Anemones and Corals
;
and they possess

a nervous system, consistuig of a ring-like nerve round the mouth
and radiating nerve fibres running from this to the different parts of

the body. Another peculiar feature of the Echinodertns is the

system of water machinery by which they move about. Round the

mouth is a ring-like vessel, from which branch several (generally

five) tubes in different directions. Then, each Echinoderm has a

large number of httle feet, which are really tubes, coimected with
the vessels just mentioned.

Now let us see how this machinery is set in action. First, we
must know that the whole system—the circular vessel, the radiating

vessels, and the tubular feet— is filled with water. Having found a
live Common Star or ‘ Five-finger,’ put it in a small rock-pool and
watch its movements. Presently you will see one or more of its

I arms extended, and its lower surface placed in contact with a rock
' or weed. Then the ‘ head ’ contracts, forcing sufficient water into
I the little feet to make them protrude tUl their suckers are pressed
against the surface over which it is to creep. Now the ‘ head ’ ex-
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panels again, causing the water to be withdrawn by a kind of suction

from the feet, which consequently adhere on account of the reduced

pressiu’e within. A muscular action follows, by which the body of

the Starfish is pulled slightly onward. The j>rogress made bj’ such

movements is certaiirly very slow, but in time the animal will travel

a considerable distance.

'\^dnle yom- Starfisli is thus engaged, turn him suddenly over on

his back, and you will then see all the feet in action, each one trying

Fio. 273.—Tnr, Commok Starfish.

to lay liold of some olqect. Tlien you may apply your finger, and

so test their sucking power.

These Starfishes are very I'oracious feeders, and will attack large

molluscs. It is said that they inject a poisonous substance between

the gaping shells of the molluscs, and then project their stomachs

as far as possible between the valves to digest the creatiu’e thus

killed.

The stomach of the Common Star consists of a pouch within

the head, and five long tubes—one running tlmough each of the five

arms.
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Yon will often meet with one of these creatures having only four,

or perhaps only three arms, the remainder probably lost in combat

or accident, or possibly cast off voluntarily dmdng an alarm. AVhen

such an event happens, the space left soon closes over, and a new

arm or arms will slowly develop to make good the loss.

The skeleton of a Starfish is a very interesting object, and there

are tivo or three ways of getting good specimens. Some recommend

giving the job out to the ants. This is certainly very convenient

for those living in the neighboiu'hood of an ants’ nest ;
but the work

will require much supervision, or the busy ants will nin off wit

portions of the skeleton before the flesh has all been cleared away,

Fig. 274.— The Eosy Fbatheh
Starfish.

Fig. 275. -Early Stages of

the Feather Starfish.

even if the ‘ fish ’ is shut up in a box with perforations only just large

enough to allow an ant to go through. Another plan is to dissolve

away all the soft parts in a hot solution of caustic potash ;
but then

the skeleton will require very careful handling while wet.

The Sun Starfish is very similar to the Five-finger, but has

twelve short rays. The Brittle Starfishes, however, are different m
many respects. In these the central disc gives rise to slender snake-

like arms, which arc jointed, and do not contam branches of the

stomach. They derive their popular name from their peculiar

habit of snapping off their arms when alarmed. The first time I

met with these creatures I collected several, and dropped them into

a bottle of spirit ;
but, on arriving home, I found 1 had nothing but
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fragments ! Since that time I have experimented in many ways to

get perfect specimens—by no means an easy task, for they often

Fio. ‘27b.—The Sun STAiu-’isn.

Fig. 277.— The Beittle Stae.
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break themselves up on the slightest alarm. The most successful

plan I have tried is to raise the Stai’fishes from the pool or stone as

gently as possible, then place them softly in a box of wet weed, and

gradually add fresh water till ihey are dead.

Brittle Stars should be searched for under stones at low water,

and in pools close to low-water mark.

Fig. 278.— Sea Urchin, viewed irom above. (Most of the Spines

REMOVED.)

Fig. 279.— Interior of the Shell of a
Sea Urchin.

The Sea Urchin or Sea Egg is certainly very unlike the Starfish

in outward appearance, but bears a close resemblance to it in

internal structure. Its limy shell consists of five segments, each
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perforated with a double row of small holes, through which the

tubxilar feet protrude. It has a sj’stem of water vessels almost

exactly like that of the Starfish, and its siu’face is armed with a large

number of movable spines. The empty shells that are so fi’equently

washed up on our shores are cleared of the spines and all soft parts,

and consequently exhibit the beaiitiful structure of the shell to per-

fection. An interesting feature of the Sea Urchin is the complicated

arrangement of teeth, consisting of five sets of hard structui’es set

in motion by a complex system of muscles.

Another allied animal— the Sea

Cucinnber—is also common on our

shores. It avoids the light, and must

be looked for in dark secluded pools

close to low-water mark. It may
bo mistaken at first for a very thick

worm, and its fi’inged tentacles situated

at one end of the body may suggest

a relationship to the Anemone
;
but

the five rows of sucker feet remind

us most vividly of the Starfish and the

Urchin, even though it has no spines

or hardened skin. The skin, however,

Fio. 281.—Sea CucuMnEu. is very thick and tough, and contains

little limy spicules.

The habits of the Cucumber are very similar to those of Starfishes,

and it feeds in a similar manner, protruding its stomach, when

necessary, to digest its prey ; and it has even been said to entirely

dispense with this organ at times, vomiting it completely away,

and then remaining without food till a new one has grown.

Marine Worms

As Ave walk over the sandy shore iv’e notice little ivormlike

objects, twisted up into compact balls or spirals. On touching

them they immediately crumble to pieces, for they are composed of

nothing but sand. They arc the ‘ casts ’ of the Lug Worm or Lob

A\'orm, BO highly prized by fishermen as bait. We have seen

similar ‘ casts ’ of earth in our gardens, formed by the common earth-

worm in exactly the same manner ns those on the shore. The laig

Worm burrows by swallowing the sand, and ejecting it at the other

extremity of its body
;
and lines the bvuTow with a glutinous sub-
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stance to prevent the walls from giving %vay. It is not very

pretty at first sight ; but, when put into water, the bristles of the

fore segments, and the brightly coloured gills of the middle portion,

give it a gay appearance. It is often said

of this worm that, like the earthworm, if

cut into pieces, each piece will become a

perfect animal. But this is not so. If a

Lug Worm be divided in the middle, both

portions die, but the foremost part will retain

the power of locomotion for a considerable

time.

The most interesting of the Mai'ine Worms
are those that build themselves dwellings,

either of limy substance, or of sand or other

particles bound together into a tube. The
home of the Scrptila is one of the commonest
objects of the shore. It consists of limy

concretions, in the form of white irregular

tubes, often foxmd on stones and rocks, and

frequently covering the shells of molluscs

and cnrstaceans. As a rule one has no diffi-

cidty in obtaining specimens on shells or

small stones of suitable size for the aq\iariuin.

At first it may be impossible to say whether

the tubes are empty, or whether the living

Serpula is at home
;
but the point can always

be settled by putting the specimen in a rock

pool or in the aquarium. It udll be some
time, however, before the creature will ven-

ture to show itself after having been dis-

turbed. But after a time it begins to peep

out very slowly, and at last the bea\itiful red

feathery gills are fully displayed. It is not so slow in retreating

when alarmed, for then it darts back into its tube with such speed
that the eye cannot follow it.

Similar limy tubes are to be met with commonly on the sm faces

of the tangles ; but these are much smaller, and more uniform in

stnicture. They are always built in the form of a spiral of three

turns ;
and on account of this featm'e the worm that inhabits them

is termed the Sjnrorhis.

Then there are other worms that bind together grains of sand or
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I!

small shells, ghiing them with a substance obtained fi’om their own
bodies. Such are the Terchella and the Sabella. The tubes con-

structed by them are rather strong, and will stand much rough

handling, for the siibstance that holds the particles together becomes

Fig. 28 ;3.— Tude-i!uildino Woums : Terebclla (left), Serpula (middle)>

Sabella (iiight).

a tough membrane. Sometimes we see single tubes cast up by the

waves, but at others a large number are seen bound together on the

surface of the rock into such a compact mass that a hammer is

necessary for removing a cluster of them.
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If an animal is termed a Worm, tlie name naturally recalls to

our minds the most familiar of the worms—the common earthworm

;

and we naturally expect that the creature so designated will closely

resemble our familiar friend in general form and habits. But this

is not so, for many of the so-called worms are so constructed that

no one but the naturalist would ever dream of anything like a close

relationship. This is certainly the case with the Sea Mouse, for it

is decidedly more like a mouse than a worm in outward appearance.

But animals are classified according to internal stmctm’e ratlier than

general form. The Sea Moirse is not seen very commonlj" on the

sliore except by those who know where to look for it, as it fre-

(]ueuts the slieltered and muddy places close to or beyond the low

spring water-mark
;
generally hiding under stones, or resting on

mud in rather dark corners between the rocks. Its body is oval.

Fig. 264.—The Sea Mouse.

and flattened beneath
;
and the lower margin is thickly covered with

hairs that exhibit the most beautiful hidescent hues. These exqui-

site colours are not at all impaired by spirit, for specimens that I

have preserved in this fluid for many years are still as beautifull3’-

tinted as when the.v were captured.

It is very remarkable that a creature like this, capable of show-
ing itself to the greatest advantage only in a strong light, should

seek the darkest crannies of the shore. Even when it does expose
itself to light, it generally creeps along the mud with its u’idescent

hairs buried, and. at the same time, the fine mud that settles between
the short hairs on its back renders it a very inconspicuous object.

If j’ou place a Sea Mouse in the aquarium, it wiU generally' lie con-

cealed among the stones and weed, sometimes creeping about with
a sluggish motion

; but occasionally it wiU swim actively for a short
time.
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In our seaside wanderiiif^s we sometimes meet with very peculiar

objects resembling little leathery bags or bottles, either attached to

stones in rather muddy places, or resting on the mud itself. At first

sight we can hardly decide wliether they belong to the animal or

the vegetable world, and we inquisitively handle them when the

bags, suddenly contracting, eject a quantity of water over us. These

strange creatures are Sea Squirts, not very wormlike in appearance,

yet sometimes grouped with the worms
;
by manjq however, they

are considered to be more closely allied to the molluscs.

Fro. 285.— Sea Squiut.

Numbers of these creatures arc often found in the estuaries of

rivers, at times being so abundant that tliey become an annoyance

to tlie trawlers by almost filling their nets. If you watch a Squirt

in the a(|nariuni you will notice that its body has openings or

‘ syphons ;
’ and by means of these a constant current of water is

set up for purposes of respiration and food -collecting, the water

entering by one and leaving by another.

Shells of the Sea-Shore

A few hints have already been given concerning the collecting of

shells, and also on the preservation and mounting of the specimens

;

but it is essential that the reader should know something of the
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general characteristics of the inhabitants of those shells, and the

broad features of their classification, so that his collection, instead

of being a confused mass of mixed and unnamed objects, may con-

sist of a properly classified series of specimens, representing the

natural history of the molluscs, and forming a permanent miiseum

for reference and study. With this object in view we shall briefly

notice the principal families of the British molluscs in turn, so that

our young shell gatherers, following the classification i^sed, may
intelligentl}' arrange their specimens.

The terms ‘ shell ’ and ‘ shell-fish ’ are generally' used in a very

indefinite manner, the former being applied equally to the shells of

molluscs and the hardened skins of crustaceans, and the latter, as a

consequence, used to designate animals of both these important

divisions of the animal creation. But we shall, for tlie present, con-

fine our attention to the Mollusca, leaving the criTstaceans to be

considered by themselves in our next chapter.

Bivalve Molluscs and llicir Shells

Tlie reader will probably remember the fresh-water bivalve—the

Anodon—which was briefly described in connection with Pond Life.

Fio. 280.—The Siiipworm.

Now, this creature may be taken as a typo of the class of the mol-
luscs with which we shall start. This class has been variously
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named, and several of the terms are still retained. Tims, we find

it headed with the formidable name Lamellihranchiata, because all

its species possess gills arranged in layers. It is also called Acephala,

as the creatures included have no heads ; and Conchifera, which

means ‘ shell-bearing.’

The chief distinguishing features of these Bivalves, including the

]'’i(i. 2H7.—I’noi.AS Dactyujs.

general character of the shell, the arrangement of the two lobes of

the mantle, and the two syphons for the circulation of water, have

already been mentioned in dealing with the I resh-water Mussel, and

need not be I’epeated here
;

so we shall at once deal xvith the

numerous important families.

First we will take the Boring Molluscs—those that bore into

hard substances, thus securing for themselves a greater protection
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than is afforded by their small or fi-agile shells. In this family

(PJioladidce) we have the ‘ Ship worm ’—not a worm, of com-se, but

a wormhke mollusc with two small and imperfectly formed shells

at its fore extremity. They burrow into submerged timber, and

often do immense damage. The Pholas or Piddocks have very

fi-agile shells that gape permanently at both ends, and are sculptured

on the outer surface so that they look like a rasp. These creatm-es

bore regular holes, two or three inches deep, in hard rocks. If their

shells were strong and hard, we coidd quite imderstand how, by a

continual rotatory motion, they could form these bm-rows
;
hut,

with no other implements than a very fi-agile shell and a soft foot,

the explanation is not at all simple. Some natm-alists have siip-

posed that either chemical or electrical action or both are concerned,

while other observers have suggested that the shell, delicate as it is,

constitutes the boring tool. But it is now generally admitted that

the foot itself, by a perpetual rotation, does the chief part of the work.

The Gapers (Myacidce) are not the

only bivalves that have a right to the

name, for aU the shells yet named gape

more or less. The commonest of these is

the Old Maid or Common Gaper (Plate

\TI), which is used for food in some parts.

Thracm papyracea belongs to the same
family.

No one could possibly mistake the

‘ Eazors ’ (Solenidcs) with their long and narrow shells gaping at

the two extremities. The feet of these bivalves are large and

powerful, and very effectual in burro-n-ing into sand. Many Eazor

shells are washed up on our shores but an attempt should always

be made to secure tenanted specimens, both to get a glimpse of

the animal, and also to sec\ire the shells in perfect condition. As
you walk over a sandy beach at low tide you may see the holes

of the Solens’ burrows. But they are very deep—so deep that

X spade may fail to turn them out without injm-y. You must
resort to stratagem. Throw a little salt into a burrow. This will

cause the Solen to rise to the surface
;
and then a sharp phmge

of the spade will secure it. If, however, your plunge is weak
and undecided, Mr. Solen will retreat with the speed of a dart

to the bottom of his sandy home. Fishermen use this nioUusc
largely for bait, but they generally obtain it by means of a strong
hooked xvire. They suddenly thrust the hook down the burrow, so

Fig. 288.

Thruda papyracea.
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that it enters the gaping end of the shell. Of course the Solen then
closes its shell as tightly as possible on the intruder, but this
only gives the hook a better hold. The implement is then turned

roimd a bit, and pulled out vith
the shell-fish secme. Tliis mode
of captm'e is aU verj' weU for the

fisherman, but for the natiualist

it will not do, since it damages
the animal, and fi-equently also the

shell.

There are several common spe-

cies of Razor sheU-fish, and all of

them are good eating
; but it is

Fia. 2m.— Tellina crassa. The seldom that they are foimd in our

Blunt Tellen. markets.

The beautifid shells of the Tel-

lens are known to every seaside visitor. They are common every-

where on sandy shores, sometimes being thrown up by the waves
in thousands. Their colours are very rich but voidable, and consist

generally of delicate pink and orange tints. The Tellens are bur-

rowers in the sand, and in some cases the shells are very fi’agile.

The Sunset shells and the Wedge shells belong to the same family

(see riate VII).

Fio. 290.—The Radiated Fig. 291.—Vends Fig. 292.—Venus
Trough Shell {Mactra Casina. Exoleta.

stullorum).

Several interesting families of bivalves we must pass over with

no more than a bare mention of their names, leaving the figures of

representative shells to speak for themselves.

Fig. 290 is one of the Trough shells (Mactridce) of sandy

shores. The Venus shells (figs. 291 and 292) and the Tapestry

shells {Tapes, Plates VI and VII) are members of the family

Veneridce.
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Both the Heart Cockle and the Astarte shells (Plate VI) are

remarkable for the beautiful structure of the hinge.

There is a family (Arcadce) having shells which resemble minia-

tiu-e Noah’s Arks, and

among these are the

Ark shells and the Nut

shells. The former are

found chiefly in warm
293 .
—Akk Shell Fig. 294.—Nut Shell

seas, but those figured (Area lactea). (Nucula nucleus).

are British species.

The ‘Noah’s Ark’ is not generally well known, but may be found

under stones and in the dark crevices of rocks just beyond low-

water mark. The Nut shell is not often obtained without the use

of a dredge.

The MytiliclcB or Mussels (Plate VII) form a very important

group, and include the edible Mussel so largely used as food. Many
of them anchor themselves to rocks and timber work by means of a

siDien cable known as the ht/ssus, and some are so plentiful and so

tmly gi-egarious that they entirely cover immense masses of rock.

It has been observed that these social Mussels afford great protec-

tion to structiu’es exposed to the force of the waves and strong tides,

so much so that they have even been made use of for this purpose,

notably in the case of a bridge over the Taw at Bideford. The
piers of this bridge were constantly mider repair before Mussels

were brought to protect them, but afterwards required very little

attention.

The edible Mussels are really a very important article of food,

but at times they develop poisonous properties that lead to serious

results. And although the subject has received much attention

from experts, yet the cause and seat of the poison are not knoivn.

Some have stated that the injurious effects of eating these dainties

arise only from those which have been removed from the copper

sheathing of ships, and others have declared that the byssus is the

seat of the poison. But it is more probable that some unknown and
infectious disease to which the molluscs are occasionally subject is

the real cause.

The Horse Mussel (Modiola) has a very strong byssus, and is

common on our shores, where it bm-rows into the sand or mud. The
Chambered Mussel is an immigi ant to our country, having been
brought to our ports attached to the bottoms of ships. After being
scraped off in the docks, these Mussels settle down and multiply in
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their new home, spreading rapidly along oiir shores and up our

river mouths.

The Wing shells are so called from the ‘ wings ’ that project

from the hinge of the shell. This family includes the interesting

Pinna, verj^ common on our southern shores, and especially' the

Cornish coast. The hyssus of this mollusc is very fine and silky,

and has lieen woven into gloves and other small articles of dress.

Its shell is the largest of all our British molluscs, often measuring

more than a foot in length.

Everyone is familiar with the common Scallop, so often seen on

Fio. 205.

—

Pinna Rems.
Fio. 206.— The Saddle Oysteu

(Anoinia c^phiiipium).

tlie fishmonger’s stall, and known locally on the south-west coast

as tlie Frill and the Queen. It repre.sents an extensive family

(Pcclcnidce) characterised by a fan-shaped shell, boldly marked

with radiating ribs, and often beautifully coloured with various

shades of red and yellow. The young Pectens swim about rapidly

by alternately opening and closing their valves
;
but the aged are

less active, and settle at the bottom below the tide marks, where

they may be secured by means of the dredge. The bodies of these

molluscs ai'e conspicuously coloured with bright orange or scarlet,

and the fi'inge of the mantle is bordered with numerous black eyes.

T!he Limas, known also as the File shells, belong to the Pecten family^
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Our last family of the bivalves—the Ostrem—includes the

Oysters, of which the common edible species exhibits as much
variation in structure as do the different breeds of dogs. This

higlily valued mollusc takes live or six years to reach its prime, and

feeds on the minutest forms of marine life. It cannot exist in

sandy places, for the sand gets between the parts of the hinge,

preventing the oyster from closing its valves, and thus it is even-

tually smothered with sand. It ‘ spawns ’ in the summer, and

the ‘ spat,’ which resembles slate dust, and is formed of five or six

million eggs, is ejected in clouds. The young Oj’sters are active

creatxu’es, and are provided with swimming organs which they use

freely.

Univalves, or Ovc-shelled Molluscs

We have now to glance at a higher division of the Mollusca,

known as the Ceplialopliora or Head-bearers. These have distinct

heads, with eyes and horns or feelers
;
but we need not enlarge on

their structiu’e now, for they have been

previously briefly described in connection

with our Fresh-water Snails.

Among the least perfect of these are the

Dentaliadcp, or Tooth or Tusk shell-fish,

which are named from the resemblance

of the shells to the elephant’s tusk. These

shells are conical, and open at both ends

;

but it is interesting to note that, in their

earliest stage, the Dentaliada; are bivalves.

The creatures are quite inclosed in the

mantle, and the body is attached to the Fig. 297.— The Grooved
shell near the smaller end. Their heads Tusk Sheld {Dcnta-

are not perfectly formed, and they have entalis).

no eyes or feelers.

Tlie largest and most important division of the univalve molluscs
is the Gasta-ojwda, or Belly-footed, of which the Limpets and
Whelks form typical representatives.

Tlie common Limpet is so well known, so easily obtained, and
so hardy in confinement, that it forms a very interesting aquarium
pet. On all our rocky coasts these creatures are seen in thousands
between the tide marks. While they are exposed to air thej' remain
perfectly stiU, with their conical shells closely applied to the surface
of the rock. But if you take the Limpet by surprise, suddenly
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thrusting it aside with a stick, or quicldy lifting its shell with a

blunt knife, you may detach it with ease ;
if the Limpet, however, is

warned of the approaching attack, it is surprising with what force

it will adhere. In order to see how it secures itself so firmly Ave

will watch one of the Limpets in oiu’ aqirarium as it crawls over the

glass. Here it is, with shell raised, and ‘ horns ’ extended, gliding

gracefully along by the wave-like contractions of its imrscular foot.

Tap it verj' gently on the shell, and immediatelj' it tricks m its

head, pulls its horns inside, and brings its shell close to the glass.

Another tap on its back, and the foot contracts still more, closely

adhering by the rim, but arclied away from the glass in the centre.

In tliis way it produces a vacuum under its body, and any attempt

to lift it from its seat is useless unless sufficient force be apphed to

overcome the atmosphei’ic pressure outside. If j’ou examine the

inside of an empty Limpet shell yon will see the scars which mark

tlie position of tiro powerful muscles that so effectually overcome

the pressure of the air.

Limpets arc not what we should term active creatures, and

they sometimes remain in one spot so long

tliat their shells become exactly adapted to

the surface of the rock, and wo also often

find the rock hollowed out beneath them,

probably by the almost continuous action of

their feet. As another result of their seden-

tai’y habits we see green and purple weeds»

corallines, and acorn barnacles flourishing on

their backs, often in such profusion that the

shell of tlie Limpet is entirely concealed.

The long ribbon or ‘ tongue ’ is armed

with between one and two thousand teeth,

and is a very interesting object for the micro-

scope.

The Chitons, or Mail shell-fish, are very

near relatives of the Limpet, but the protective covering consists of

eight jointed plates—a veritable coat of mail, with its segments

so arranged that the Chiton can, roll itself up into a ball like a

woodlouse.

The Top shells (Trochus) are named from their resemblance to

the toy top. Some species are exceedingly plentiful on our shores,

and are often washed up in large numbers ;
but the living specimens

may be found on rocks and weeds at low tide. Lilce the Limpets,

Fid. 298.—The Ciii-

'j'oN OR Mail Sheel.
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Tops have weU-developed ‘ tongues,’ and the little teeth are so

arrancred that they form a most perfect file. They are very usefol

in the”aquarium, as they help to keep the glass free from low vege-

table growth.

Fig. 299.—The Ghey Top Fig. 300.—Tower

(Troclius cinereus). (See Shell (TitrrifrZfo).

ALSO Plate YU.)

Fig. 301.— Section
OF A Tower Shell.

The common Periwinkle needs no description. It is by no

means a very ornamental mollusc, but it is interesting in the

aquarium, bemg very hardy m confinement, and also a useful

scavenger.

Fig. 302.—The Ladder Shell
{ScalaHa communis).

Fig. 303.—Eggs of the
Whelk.

The Turret or Tower shells are of a more fragile character, and

consetpiently the greater number of the specimens washed up by the

waves are more or less damaged.

The Wentletraps or Ladder shells {Scalaridce) may be known
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by the bold ribs that rim across the whorls. Tliey are white shells,

and the molluscs inhabiting them are predacious.

The "\\dielks form a very extensive group, and they are all

of predacious habits. Some even bore holes through the shells

of other molluscs and then devour them. The Dog Periwinkle

(Plate VII) is remarkable as havmg supplied the famoxis purple dye

largely used by the ancients. With a httle patience you can easily

succeed m procm-ing some of this pecuhai’ substance. Yom* best

plan will be to break the shells and get the animals out enthe.

You will then see a vessel containing a small quantity of a yellowish

liipiid. Now expose this to a strong light, and it will gradually

turn, first green, then blue, and lastly piu’ple.

‘ Head-footed ’ Molluscs

There is yet another division of the MoUusca, known as the

Ccphaloimda or Iload-footcd molluscs. They are so named because

Pio. 304.—The Common Octopus.

they have a number of ‘ arms ’ or, if you prefer it, ‘ feet ’ surromid- '

ing the mouth. Not many of those creatures are to be foimd on

our shores, but they include some ‘ sea monsters ’ with whose

general characteristics we are all familiar. Take the common

Octopus as a type. Its large staring eyes that never close, and its

eight long and powerful sucker-bearing arms, are calculated to

arouse the strongest interest and excitement.
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Tlie Cuttlefish is not very often seen on oitr shores, but its

‘bone’ is a familiar object to all seaside frequenters. It is in

Fio. 305. -The Sepia or Fio. 300. —‘Bone’ of the
Cuttlefish. Cuttlefish.

reality not a bone at all, but an oval and very light mass of chalk

airanged in layers on a harder support. The eggs of the Cuttle are

also to be seen at times on the shore. They are dark oval bodies.

Fig. 307.—Eggs of the Cuttlefish.

joined together or attached to weed by short stalks, and are
commonly known as Sea Grapes.

The Common Stpiid is very plentiful on our shores, and is often

used by fishermen as bait. Its ‘ bone,’ M'hich is generally less than
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two inches long, is not challvy like that of the Cuttle, hut composed
of a horny material. Another allied creatiu’e is the pretty little

Fio. 308.—TnE Common Souin (Loligo vulgaris) and its ‘ Pen.’

Calamary, to he met with on onr southern coasts at low tide. Its

‘ l)one ’ is shaped somewhat like a spear or pen, and is often called

the Sea I’en.

After taking another short peep at the sketches illustrating the

structure of the Crayfish (p. 14), to refresh our memories concern-

ing the general characteristics of the Crustaceans, wo will briefly

examine the common marine members of this group.

But althougli we may well look upon the Crayfish as a type of

the crustaceans, yet we must remember that some of these creatures

are so unlike the Crayfish in external appearance, that their position

in the animal creation has been determined only after a careful

examination. Take, for example, the little conical shells that

almost completely cover some of our rocks between the tidemarks:

who would suppose them to be near relatives of our Crayfishes,

Lobsters, and Crabs ? Yet such is the case, as a careful observation

of their development and structure will show. The shells to which

we refer are known commonly as the Acorn shells (Balanus), and

protect little creatures that belong to the Cirriiiedia, or Cmd-footed

Qriistaceans.

Marine Crustaceans
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Fig. 309.—Balanus.

Let us first examine the shell itself, and we see that it is com-

posed of several plates imited at their edges, formmg a cone with

an open top. Then, by

removing one carefully

fi-om the rock, we find

that the cone has a base

of the same material. The

upper edges of the plates

axe so sharp that they cut

oiu’ hands as we chmb the

steep and rugged rocks,

and the apex of the cone

is closed by a lid (the ojicr-

culum), that stretches

across it obliquely. But

how shall we make our

aciiuaintance with the creatiu-e inside? This is easy enougi.

Simply place a piece of detached rock, with a few of the shells on

it, in a rock pool and watch. You will not have to wait long

before six pairs of beautifully curled and jointed ‘ legs ’ make

then’ appearance through a slit in each operculum. At once

the Balani commence to captin-e their minute prey. The twelve

legs form an admirable sweep net, which is alternately cast out

and drawn in, thus bringing the small animals on which these

creatures feed into their mouths.

Perhaps, however, some of my readers are in London or some

other inland place at the time of reading these pages. Must they,

then, wait perhaps for months before an opportunity comes of wit-

nessing the interesting movements of the Balanus ? Not at all.

Go to the nearest fishmonger’s stall, and select an oyster, scallop,

mussel, or other ‘ shell-fish,’ with a few acorn shells on its valves.

Then, all you har'e to do is to place yom- specimen in a tumbler of

artificial salt water—one oimce of sea salt to a pint and a half of

water—and watch it m a strong light. Many other interesting

creatures may be obtained and studied in the same way by those

who have no immediate opportunity of visiting the seaside ,
the

crannies of some of the irregidar oyster shells being especially

productive, sometimes harbouring four or five species of living

animals at the same time, without reckoning the very minute

forms.

The Balanus, like all other crustaceans, undergoes metamor-
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phoses ; and the larva, as the earlier stage is called, is very unlike

the adult.

Fio. 310 .—The Barnacle. Fig. 311.—The Sand
Hopper.

Tlie Barnacle is another common member of the Cirrijjedia,

but it is not met with very often on our shores. Its home is

generally the mrder side of floating

timber or ships.

Our next crustacean belongs to

the same group as the Fresh-

water Slirimp and the Woodlouse.

It is the Sand Hopper. Turn over

the weeds and miscellaneous matter

at high-water mark on a sandy

beacli, and hundreds of these little

creatiu-es will be seen jumping

about furiously in search of another

liiding-place. Let us catch one and

examine it with a lens. Its eyes

are not mounted on stalks like

those of lobsters and crabs
;
and we

observe a peculiar arrangement of

the legs, the three hind pairs having

joints that bend forward, and the

front legs having joints that bend

backward. It breathes by gills, but

these organs cannot perform their

duty unless moist, and hence we find

the Hopper burrowing into moist

sand, or pushing its way under

damp weeds, but it never enters the water. It feeds on decaj ing

substances, and may be looked upon as the chief scavengei of

the sea-shore.

AVe mnst now briefly examine two creatures that represent the

Fig 312.—The Mantis Shrimp
(Sqidlla mantis).
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Sfomapoda (month-footed)-tlie lowest division of ‘Stalk-eyed

crustaceans. These are the Mantis Shrimp and the Channeleon or

Opossum Shrimp. Neither of these is very common on our shores,

bii^t the former has been frequently taken on the Cornish coast,

and the latter has been seen in swarms m the waters o ey-

luouth.

Fig. 313.

—

The Opossum Siiiiimp (Mysis chamceleon).

AVhen we come to the common Brown Shrimp and the Prawn

we observe a wonderfully close resemblance to the Lobsters and

Crayfishes-so close, indeed, that a general description of any one ot

them serves almost equally well for all the others. The Prawn so

abundant on the south coast, is caught in large numbers while

young, and sold as shrimps ;
the older ones are often considered

Fig. 314.—The Commom Shrimp {Crangon vulgaris).

as belonging to quite a distinct species. It may be observed that

the Prawn is armed in front with a toothed beak a feature not

possessed by the Shrimp ; also that the Shrimp does not turn red

when boiled. Both Shrimps and Prawns feed on carrion, thus per-

forming the scavenger’s duty in the water as does the Sand Hopper

on the .shore.
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Shrimps, Prawns, Lobsters, and Crabs all possess five pairs of

walking feet, including the pair of large claws, and hence we often

find them groirped together under the head Dccapoda, which
signifies ‘Ten-footed.’ They all cast their skins at certain in-

teiu'als, always remaining in a hiding-place until the new coat

is snlliciently hard to protect them from then’ enemies. Lobsters

are very quarrelsome creatures, and a combat between two of

them is ahnost sure to result in the loss of one or more limbs.

If a limb is seized by an antagonist, the captive immediately

snaps it off at one of the joints above, and thus escapes appa-

Fio. 315.—Tun 1’uawn (Palccmon serratus).

rently unconcerned at the loss, which, after all, is not of very

great moment, for in course of time a now limb develops on the

unsightly stump.

Although the bodies of Cral)s {Brachijura) are very different in

form from those of Lobsters, j'et we find a great similarity in the

arrangement of the parts. The most striking difference is to

be found in the case of the ‘ tail.’ We notice that Lobsters

always show a tendency to turn their abdomens downward, and

that they take powerful leaps backward by a sudden bending

of the tail under the body. But in Crabs this portion of the

body is permanently bent miderneath, and closely applied to the

under siu’face.
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The common Shore Crab is another of the scavengers of shallow

waters, and often spends much of its time out of the sea, hiding

Tinder stones and weeds between the tide marks. Its hind legs

Fig. 31G.—The Norway Lorster {Nephrops Norvcgicns)

are flattened and fringed with hairs, thus forming the chief swim-
ming organs. This Crab is very hardy, and is easily kept alive in
the aquarium.

The edible Crab may also be found under stones and in the
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crevices of rocks at low tide, but the finest specimens generally in-

habit deep water, and must be caught m some kind of trap. The
usual snare consists of a wicker basket known as the ‘ CrabPot,’ with

Pig. 318.—Early Stages of the Shore Cr.\e.

I'lG. 317.—The Common Shore Crab (Carcinus Mamas).

an aperture at the top, and so constructed that the Crabs, once in,

cannot find their way out again. These ‘ pots ’ are baited with fish,

and let down by a rope with a cork float at the upper end to mark

its whereabouts. The same kind of trap is also used for catching

Lobsters.

The Violet Fiddler or Lady Crab is very similar to the two species
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just named, but may be easily distinguished by the blue ridges on

its legs. I have seen hundreds of these under stones on the Cornish

coast, where they seem to be especially

abimdant.

One of the most mteresting of British

Crabs is the Hermit or Soldier, called by

the former name from its habit of living

a solitary life, and ‘ Soldier ’ from its

bloodthirsty propensities. Often, while

looking into a rock pool, we observe a

univalve shell making headway with un-

usual speed. The peculiar movements
of the shell attract our attention, and out

of ciu-iosity we touch it, when suddenly

it stops, and the active lodger shrinks

well into its home. On picking it up and
examming it, we find that it contains

a strange-looking Crab, which has taken possession of an empty
shell for its home. This creature will live well in the aquarium.

Fio. 319.— The Hermit
Crab in the Sheri, of
A Whelk.
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so we take it home aud observe its habits, and we shall soon

learn why this Crab, nnlike its consins, selects such a strange

dwelling. At first it is very timid, and shrinks into its cell at

the least disturbance
;
but soon it becomes accustomed to its new

Fig. 321. -Tnn 1’ha Chau Fig. 322.—Porccllana platycheles.

{Pinnotheres jnsnm).

quarters, and walks about, drawing its shell after it, just like

a snail.

As it creeps along its body is to a great extent withdrawn from

Fig. 323.—Portunus variegaius.

the shell, and we begin to get a fair idea of the form of our new

friend. Its antennae, stallced eyes, .and walking limbs remind us at

once of the Lobster, but its two claws are very uneciual in size.

Wlien we al.arm our Hermit, we learn the reason for this last-named
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peculiarity ;
for the smaller claw is then entirely hidden, while the

larger one serves to completely shut the cavity of the shell.

Fig. 324.— Henslow’s Swimming Crab (Polybius Hensloicii).

Fig, 325.—The Long-armed Crab (Coi-ystes), Fumade. (The Claws of
THE Male are twice as long as those of the Female.)
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Tliere is one great difference between the Hermit Crab and the

mollitsc that originally inhabited its cell. "While the mollusc lived,

its shell increased in size, keeping pace with the development of its

soft body ; in fiict, we maj^ say that the shell was the moUusc’s skin.

But on the death of this creatiu’e the shell mcreased no more. So

our growing Hermit inhabits a cell that will one day be too small

to accommodate it. Knowing this, we drop some empty shells into

our aciuarium, and look forward to the day on which the change of

houses is to take place.

Fic). ‘621). Tnn Spiukk Crab {Maia squinado).

At last the time ari’ives. The Hermit is uneasy, and takes a tour

round, examining the empty shells. Now it sees one that seems

to suit its rcrpiirements
;

so it cautiously withdraws its body, and

quickly thrusts it into a new shell. But this one is not exactly the

thing, and it returns to the old home to have another search.

Another trial, and it is suited, and takes over the premises on a

short lease. It is only on such occasions as these that the Hermit

exposes the hinder portion of its body, and by so doing explains

the reason for its strange mode of living. The posterior part is not
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protected by a hardened skin like the rest of the body, but is soft

and limbless, and is provided with a kind of sucker by which it can

attach itself to its temporary dwelling. Sometimes a Hermit will

kill a mollusc in order to obtain a shell on which it has cast a long-

ing eye ;
and it is probable that the numerous quarrels and fights

among the Hermits themselves are to an extent caused by attempts

to take possession of a coveted shell.

A few other British Crabs are figured, but we cannot find room

for descriptions. Among them is the little Pea Crab that lives

inside the shells of living mussels and otlier bivalves.

Fishing in the Bock Pools

While engaged in collecting marine objects, whatever be the

nature of the specimens we seek, we are sure to meet with several

species of fishes, mostly small, but none the less interesting on that

account. If we approach a rock pool for the purpose of obtaining

anemones, molluscs, sea-weeds, or what not, usually the first living

object that attracts our attention is a little fish that makes a sudden

dart towards a tuft of weeds, or to a secluded crevice in the rock.

We should like to captiwe that little creature, and sot to worli with

that end in view, but are surprised at the clever way in wliich it

eludes om attempts. It darts from one tuft to another, and finally

squeezes its body into a deep and small niche, where it remains

perfectly safe until all danger is over.

If, however, we are to be successful in this matter, we must be

specially provided with a small and fine net—something like our

crab net, but very pointed. This must be dipped to the bottom,

and swept iqnvard among the tufts of weeds and in all the small

angles of the pond.

Again, as we turn over the stones at low-water mark, we see

other fishes at rest, awaiting the next return of the tide. These are

often quite out of water, for they are species that are capable of

living for hours in damp holes.

The little fishes caught in pools or under stones may be taken

home alive in wet weed, and require no water unless the distance

is considerable. They may then be kept alive for some time in any
kind of vessel in which is a fresh supply of sea water

; but they
should also be supplied with some tufts of weed and corallines, and
also some loosely piled stones from the shore to serve as hiding-

places.
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A lai’f^e iramber of fishes live in the open watox's, and very seldom

approach close to our rocks ; but some are of an opposite nature,

haimting the recesses between the rugged rocks, and hiding in watch

for their prey between the gently waving tufts of weeds. Many of

the latter are known collectively as ‘ Rock Fishes,’ and interesting

creatures some of them are. As a ride they are not fit for food
;

but what is that to a natm'alist, whose sole reason for hunting is to

know the structm’e and habits of his captures ? Post yourself on

the summit of a rock and drop your rod-line into a deep and shady

recess between two perpendicular, rugged, and weed-clothed masses,

and you will soon secure some curious specimens. This kind of

fishing is as interesting as any I know, and certainly is not a great

tax on the patience of the fisherman
;

I'or, unless the position is not

well chosen, the demand for bait is continuous. There is no par-

ticular art in tliis kind of fishing, for tlie rock frc(pienters are gene-

rally very greedy fish, and will bite at almost anything. Mussels

and other molluscs are always acceptable. Marine ivorms are un-

doubtedly a luxury. But, failing these, many will make a dash at

a piece of red worsted, or a small strip of red ilaimel, especially if it

is kept moving.

Take with you a good supply of hooks, for you are sure to lose a

number before you become acejuainted with the nature of the nooks

in the rock and the peculiar habits of tiie rock dwellers. Take the

‘ Father Lasher ’ i'or exani])le. As soon as it bites, it darts back into

its hiding-place between the rocks, and there holds on by its spines

80 firmly that to pull it out is almost impossible. Some of the

‘Rock h'ishes ’ .are very hardy, and certainly very powerful for their

size. They also seem to bo almost insensible to pain. On one

occasion, having fished for only about twenty minutes on a rocky pro-

montory of the Cornish coast, and having lost in that short time

about five or six hooks, I hauled up a ‘ Bullhead ’ about five inches

long, and, to my surprise, found that I had already caught it twice

before, for the three strands of gut projecting from its mouth showed

that it had previously broken two hooks from my line.

We cannot now go into the deUils of deep-sea fishing, whiffing,

trawling, &c. ;
for our object is to deal with the coast only. But, if

ever you have the opportunity of gaining the companionship of a

good-natured fisherman, by all means embrace the opportunity of

getting an insight into his art. You will then get something better

than book knowledge concerning the fisherman s work ,
but be

careful that you receive his natiu’al history ‘ facts ’ with great caution.
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Preserving Fishes

Tlie simplest method of preserving small fishes is to put them

into well-corked bottles, or, if your means permit, into stoppered

specimen jars containing spii’it. It is not necessary that the spirit

used be pm-e, for if diluted with its own volume of water it answers

<pute as well.

In many cases yoii will observe that the layer of slimy sirbstance

covering the skin of a fish becomes white and opaque in spirit, and

that it often peels off, imparting to the liquid a very muddy appear-

ance ; hi fact, quite spoiling the look of the specimen. Hence I re-

commend the following method of dealing with them : Keep a

large jar of diluted spirit for all the fresh specimens. Put them

into this, and keep them there for a week or so. Then take them

out, remove all the whitish substance from their skins by means of

a brush, and, when quite clean, transfer them to the smaller bottles

or jars in which they are to remain permanently, with a fi’csh

supply of spirit.

The preparation of the skeleton of a fish requires much care,

especially if the fin rays are to be preserved as welf as the skeleton

proper. The skin must first be very carefully removed without

touching any of the harder supporting structures. Then open the

body cavity along the imder surface, and remove the internal

organs. Next, by means of a sharp knife, remove the flesh as much
as you can, again being very careful not to disturb the harder

structiu'es. When this dissection has been carried as far as possible,

place the remains in a shallow dish with suflicient water to cover

it. The remainder of the soft parts Avill gradually break up with

this so.aking, and with frequent changes of water, and the occasional

use of a soft brush, j'ou Avill, in a few days, be rewarded with a

splendid specimen of the framework of the fish. It must now be

removed from the water, and suspended on wires to dry
; and any part

that has become detached may be fixed in its proper place, when dry,

with a little eoagulme or by means of fine wires.

Some common Fishes of our Coasts

Perhaps the commonest of all oirr shore fishes are the Blennies,
of Avhich we have several species. We meet with them in almost
every rock pool, and often find them under stones. Even a little

pool, containing only a gallon or so of water, is almost sure to
contain a Blenny. The commonest species is the Smooth Blenny or
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Shanny, of which we give an illustration. It is a heavy fish, it has

no swimming bladder, and conseqaiently spends its time either on

the bed of the pool, or resting on the weedy tufts. It is a peculiar

fish. The eyeballs can be moved independently of each other, one

being tiu’ned upward, if necessary, on the look-out for formidable

biped monsters, while the other is cast in another dhection in

search of food. It will live for some time in/rcs7t water, and may
be fi’eciuently found in holes far above the water’s level. It has

even been caught basking in the hot simshine on ledges of rock,

but always with a safe retreat in the rear
;
and when alarmed it

darts baclcward into its little niche with the aid of its spiny fins. I

have often kept Blennies alive for several days in moist weed, and

tlicn transported them by rail for a distance of over two hundred

miles, apparently without causing them any inconvenience.

There arc not many small fishes that will attempt to bite their

Tio. 327. —Tnn Ssiooth Emnny.

captors ;
but try the Blenny—one of about four or five inches long.

It will liold on to the tip of your finger with such power that it is

not easily shaken off, and its well-developed front teeth will often

make your blood How. Tliese teeth, by the way, are used by the

Blenny in removing Ijimpets and other molluscs from the rock.

All the Blennies have short snouts, in which respect they re-

semble tlie Cat or Wolf Fi.sh. This latter is a very ferocious in-

habitant of our seas, armed with powerhil teeth and cat-like ej’cs,

and always ready to fight desperately when caught.

The Cornish Sucker is another curiosity of animal life. It is

provided with sucking discs by which it attaches itself to rocks and

weeds. II you wish to see how it uses this apparatus you have

simply to take one in your hand. It will shako its body, probably

to adjust its sucker against the skin, and then you find it so firmly

fixed that you can invert yom- hand without its falling off. This
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tish is foiind on most parts of our rocky shores, but derives its

name from the fact that it was first found on the Cornish coast.

I'lG. 328.—The Coenish Suckee.

You will probably remember what has been said concerning the

lively ‘ Tittler ’ of our fresh-water ponds, and ot its nest-biiildino

and other domesticated habits. Well, we have another such fish

frequenting oiu’ shores, a

cousin of the ‘ Tittler,’ known

as the Fifteen-spined Stickle-

back or Sea Adder. It is not

very well known to young

collectors, for it generally in-

habits the rock holes beyond

low-water mark ;
but is some-

times found in pools between

the tide marks. Its nest is

made of weeds, bound to-

gether by a silky fibre, and

the eggs are mixed up in the

meshes, being laid at intervals

during the building of the

nest. Both eggs and yoimg

are guarded vigorously by the

parents.

I take this opportunity of

recommending all those of

my readers who are desirous

of becoming acquainted with

the natural history of our British fishes, to read the admirable work

on this subject by Couch, whose close observations and pleasant

writings have added much to our knowledge and increased our

interest in this branch of natural science.

The Father Lasher, known also as the Sea Scorpion and the

imeky Broach, is a marine Bullhead, allied to the Miller’s Thumb of

our fresh-water streams. It is very prettily marked with black and
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grey mottlings, the colour of the male being especially rich
;

still it

is often looked upon as an ugly creature
;
and the big head and for-

midable spmes have certainly a questionable aspect. This fish is

very common in rock pools, but the finest specimens are to be caught

Fio. 330.— Tuk Father Lasher.

with a rod and line off the rocks at low tide. As soon as it is pulled

out of the water it raises its spines and spreads out its gill covers in

prc]mration for the attack
;
and, unless handled very cautiously, it

will thrust its spines well into yovu- llesh.

Fi(i. 331.—The Goby.

All the rock fishes just mentioned belong to the spiny-rayed

order, as may be judged from the figiires shown. To them we may

add the Gobies, which much resemble the Blcnny in habits
;
and also

Fio. 332.—The Lesser Weever.

the AVeever Fish that burrows into the sand, and there rests with only

its mouth exposed.

Among the soft-rayed fishes we may mention the Bearded Bock-

lings, two species of which are common under stones at low tide,
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and the well-known Sand Eel. Hundreds of the last-named fish

may be seen at a time on sandy coasts, especially in the south-west.

Fio. 333.—The Lesser Sand Eel.

They burrow into the soft and moist

sand; and, as the tide recedes, they

may be seen as far as the eye is capable

of detecting them, popping up their

heads, and wriggling their bodies till

free from the sand. Thousands are

killed by the heat of the sun, being

unable to return into the sand after

it becomes dry and hard. They are

largely used by fishermen as bait.

Their eggs are laid in the burrows.

Amongst the varied collection of

substances thrown up by the breakers

we often see strong black leathery

cases, oblong in form, with spines or

tendrils at the four corners. These are

commonly known as Mermaid’s Purses

and Skate Barrows. They are the egg

cases of the Skate and of the Dog
Pish. 'J'he latter have twining tendrils,

which are of service for mooring them

Fig. 334.—Egg Case of Dog
Fish.

to weeds, thus assisting in keeping them in safety till the young have

esca],xed.
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CHAPTER IV

SNAILS AND SLUGS

Snails and Slugs aro land molluscs. You will find them very
interesting creatures if you will only overcome the common pre-

judice against them on account of their slimy skins, and you may
form a very pretty and useful collection of their shells.

They all belong to the head-bearing molluscs, and breathe by A
means of a lung that communicates directly with the outer air. In
the Common Snail {Helix anj^rsa), and in most of the others, the

l’’ici. 38o.—Helix asjwrsa.

breathing aperture may be seen on the right side when the animal

is fully extended. At such times the ‘ collar ’ is exposed round the

rim of the shell, and it is here that the aperture is to be seen.

The slimy character of the skin is caused by a tliick mucus wliich

the creature is continuously secreting. This secretion is absolutely

necessary to the animal, for it cannot live with a dry skin.

ynails hibernate during the winter
;
and if you examine one at

this season you will observe that the mucus has hardened over the
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mouth of the shell, thus forming a protective covering that answers

the same purpose as the ope>-culuin in the Periwinkle and Whelk.

But althou<^h the Snail can pass the winter without food.it does not

seem to be able to exist without air, for you will always see a hole

in the dried secretion.

Some of the Slugs make a rather curious use of this same sub-

stance When one of these creatures wishes to descend from a tree

which it has been exploring during the night, it allows itself to

descend to the ground on the end of a thread of mucus, which

hardens on exposure to air.
, „ , ^ i

Slugs are o-ften regarded as molluscs without shells, but a closer

Piu. S'6G—Helix iiomatia.

examination will prove that such is not the case. It is not always,

however, that the shell is external. The so-called Snail-slug

(Testacelld) has a small shell on the tail; but the majority of the

Slugs have either a shield-like shell imderneath the mantle, as the

thick skin is called, or else a number of little grams of calcareous

substance loosely arranged in a similar position.

The arrangement and mechanism of the eyes and tentacles form

another interesting feature of the land molluscs, and it will repa.y

anyone to watch them closely as they glide about so gracefully

M'ith these organs extended. Some have four horns, with the eyes

situated at the extremities of the upper pair. Others have their

eyes at the bases of these horns.
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The horns of Snails and Sings are retractile, and are drawn in

partially or completely whenever they touch any substance that

obstructs their path. If you gently touch one of the mounted eyes

of either of these creatures,

that eye immediately disap-

pears inside the tentacle in

a marvellous manner. The

motion is a verj’ pecxrliar one,

and not easily understood

without a close examination.

But with cai’o you maj' see

that the tentacle is pulled

inside out, or, more correctly,

outside in. A muscle passes

from the tip of each tentacle

into the head ;
and when this

contracts the effect is exactly

similar to that produced by

lulling a string fixed inside

to the tip of a finger of a

glove.

Fui. 337.—DiAcinAM or Tm:
A Snau..

n, nerves ; m, muscles ; /, tcntncles.

Hkai) of Let us now see what can

be done in the way of col-

lecting and preserving these

soft-bodied animals.

They are extremely variable in the selection of their resting

places and feeding grounds—so much so that it is difficult to say

where they arc not to bo found. Some species are particularly

partial to ()ld walls, especially if there is vegetation in the crevices

or at the base to supply them with food.

Overturned stones will generally reveal a

rich harvest of both Snails and Slugs ;
and

the moss growing at the roots of trees should

always be examined by the collector. Nettle

bods in damp and shady places are extremely

productive, and if you will only examine the

stems and under surfaces of the leaves of the

nettles you are sure to be rewarded with a variety of species ;
but if

you start out with the intention of searching these plants, be sure

that you take your gloves. During the aut>mm you may find plenty

among the fallen leaves, especially in damp localities ;
and at all

Fio. 338 .
—Succinea

imtris.
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seasons the herbage that covers the banks of ditches and streams

shoidd be examined.

Put your specimens in chip boxes, preferably with a leaf or a

few blades of gi’ass
;
and make any notes you desire either on the

box itself or in your note book.

Now we liave to deal with the methods of preserving both the

shells and the soft parts of the land molluscs.

If you desire to preserve the shells only, j-our process is simple

enough. You have merely to kill the animals by plunging them

into boiling water, and then remove the bodies of Snails with a bent

wire, and extract the shells of Slugs with a sharp penknife, or your

scalpel if you have one. The shells must now be washed and dried,

after which the smallest of the Snail-shells and those obtained from

the Slugs may be mounted on small cards.

Fig. 'd'd'd.—Arion ater.

Some collectors recommend the thorough cleaning of all shells

(and especially those of aquatic molluscs) with a tooth brush. But
this, I think, is not a good plan, for it may injiu'e the dehcate sur-

faces of many of the specimens ; and, in the case of Water-snails,

the growths that cover the shells are often in themselves very

interesting objects of studjy besides being a normal featirre of the

acpiatic molluscs. Where, however, you ha\'e a number of shells of

the same species, one at least might be quite cleared of vegetable

gi’owth.

Slugs may be killed by dropping them into spirit or turpentine,

but both of these have the disadvantage of causing the creatures to

die in a more or less contracted state. They should be preserved
with their bodies and their tentacles fully extended, and this may
be accomplished very successfullj' by means of corrosive sublimate.
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Put a saturated solution of this poisonous substance into a wide-

mouthed bottle. Next, place your Slug on a narrow slip of glass,

and wait till it commences to cx’awl with tentacles well extended.

Now plunge glass and Slug together into the solution, and the

creature will die almost immediately without changing its fonn.

Snails may be treated in the same way if j'Ou desire to f)reserve

them in liquid.

Before dually storing the molluscs in j'oiir specimen tubes or

bottles, the slimy mucirs that covers their skins must be entirely’

cleaned off.

Tliere are several preservative fluids suitable for these creatures,

but, perliaps, few are simpler and more perfectly adapted to the

purpose than turpentine, or a mixture of eqital parts of water and

glycerine. A mixture of spirit and glycerine is also good.

Fio. 340.— Tcstacclla.

Slugs may also bo preserved in a dry state
;

or, rather, their

sldns may. 'fllie process is as follows : Make an incision in the

skin on tlic under side, and extract all the internal oi’gans. Then

dry tlie skin as far as you can by pressing it between sheets of

blotting-paper ;
and, after dusting the inside with a very little finely

powdered alum or corrosive sublimate, stuff it with cotton-wool,

work it into its natural form as perfectly as you can, and set it

aside to dry. When dry, you can restore the natural gloss to the

skin l)y means of a little varnish.

The skins of Hlngs may also be preserved in the same way as

recommended for Larvic on p. 131.

The woodcuts interspersed with this short chapter, together with

a few coloui’ed illustrations on Plate VIII, will assist the young

collector in identifying some of the common species.
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CHAPTER V

SPIDERS, CENTIPEDES, AND MILLEPEDES

It is impossible for a naturalist to proceed with any kind of field

work without being continually brought into contact with the

creatures whose names appear at the head of this chapter. AVend-

ing his way through lanes or woods, the delicate silken threads of

Spiders, floating in the breeze, though generally so fine as to escape

observation, incessantly make themselves known by a gentle irrita-

tion of the skin. Large and conspicuous snares constructed by

other kinds are seen among the bushes at almost every step. AATien

beating the herbage for larvae, he will generally find a number of

Spiders among the dislodged occupants. His sweep net, though

aimed at larvae or beetles, will almost ahuai/s contain a fair sprink-

ling of these eight-legged intruders ; and, whether searching tree

trunks, digging for pupai, or overturning stones for any form of

living creature, he is sure to surprise a host of Spiders, Centipedes,

and Millepedes, some of which will scamper away as fast as they

can into the nearest dark corner, while others will feign death to

avoid, if possible, being observed by the monster u'ho so suddenly

brings them to light.

A good many collectors devote nearly all their attention to

certain classes of living beings, almost entirely neglecting those

forms which they have not yet learnt to love. Thus, many an
entomologist knows but little of Spiders and the many-legged

crawlers
;
and, although so familiar with their general appearance,

always regards them as the useless refuse of animal life, and throws
them on one side without even a thought. Bxrt why should not

these creatures have a claim to be ranked among the objects of

our study ? Is it becax’.se they are not beautiful, or that their

habits exhibit no interesting features ? Most certainly neither of

these descriptions could be truthfully applied to any of the creatures

we are now speaking about
;
and, if the naturalist finds no particular

Q
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desire to become acquainted A\dth them, it is simply because he
does not yet knoiu sufficient of them to cause his interest to be

aroused.

Perhaps the following brief remarks may lead some to take a

little interest in the study of their structure and habits.

Spiders

Spiders are so widely distributed that it may be truthfully said

they are to be found everywhere except in the ocean. Consecpientl^’,

should you like to try your hand at Spider hunting, you will have

no need of even a moment's consideration as to the most likely

localities; you will meet with them in the most unpromising spots.

The paraphernalia, too, of the collector of Sjiiders is of the most

simple description. All you need is a number of pill boxes and a

sweep net.

As you walk through a field you can obtain a good many species

by sweeping your net amongst the tall grasses, and the same re-

mark applies to the herbage of hedges and banks. But this method,

although it fills the boxes most satisfactorily, is open to one gi’ave

objection, for it does not enable you to become acquainted with the

habits of the species you collect. One of the most interesting

features of certain Spiders is the wonderful skill and instinct dis-

l)layod in the construction of their snares
;
but if your specimens

are captured by sweeping or beating the herbage, you entirely lose

the opportunity of noting this.

How, then, shall we sot to work ? Search carefully among the

herbage, in all kinds of chinks and crannies, and under stones.

Each time you meet with a Spider, and e.specially if it be a species

with which you are not ah'cady familiar, carefully observe its web,

if any, and its habits as far as you are able. After you have thus

satisfied yourself, cautiously box your specimen, and Avrite down all

the facts concerning your captive that you consider to be worth re-

membering. Such notes may be Avritten on the coA’er of the pill

box
;
Or you may simpl}' place a number on the box itself, and

AATite the notes opposite a corresponding number in your pocket-

book. The Avebs of Spiders should always be accurately described

;

and you should noA'er omit the nature of its haunt—Avhether among

bushes or grass, on the bark of a tree, or in a hole of a Avail, and

Avhether in a damp or in a dry situation.

You Avih observe a great difference in the behaviour of the
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various species when alarmed. Some will make off as fast as their

eight lojig legs can carry them, while others will immediately drop

fi-om their position, leaving a fine silken cord for the retm-n joxirney

(shoi;ld they he fortunate enough to require it), and feign death with

folded limbs till all danger is apparently over.

The latter are easily secured as a rule, for they may be made to

drop directly’ into the pill box held beneath them when they aro

distiu'bed ; biit on the ground these niimickers are best manipu-

lated with a small pair of forceps. But why use forceps ? Is it

because Spiders bite ? WeU, many kinds certainly do so, and pretty

powerfully too in proportion to their size
;
but none of the British

species are to be feared on that score. The forceps are recommended
for these as for all small and delicate creatures, because with this

instrument they are less liable to injiu'y than when held between

the finger and thumb.

The next question is—What shall we do with our specimens

when we reach home ? To this my first advice is : Deal with each

one separately, so that its identity be not lost, and the notes taken

be thus rendered useless. There will be no need to hurry on with

the preserving and labelling, for Spiders will not harm with a few

hoiu-s’ confinement in a pill box. Proceed with each one as

follows

:

Tip it out into a wide-mouthed bottle containing either tiu'pen-

tine or 'undiluted spirit. As soon as it is dead, transfer it to a small

specimen tube of turpentine, cork it seciu’ely, and label it at once,

with its name if you know it, but if not, with the

munber against the notes taken at the time of its

capture.

The specimen tubes may be obtained at the dealers’

for a few shillings a gross ; but if the collector has

had a little experience in the manipulating of glass

tubing, he will be able to malie them for himself at

less than half the cost.

When yom- tubes are ready, they may be stored in

any kind of shallow box or drawer. Tliey may be
laid in compartments of suitable size, and so prevented
fi’om knocking against each other when moved aboirt

;

but another plan is to fasten each bottle to a separate

piece of card by means of two bands of cotton, as

shown in fig. 341. I think the latter method is far superior to the
other, for the v/riting can be placed on the card instead of on a

Q 2

Fig. 341.
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label, thiis placing no obstacle in the Avay of futiu’e observations

;

and if all the cards be of the same size, they will lie neatly in the

box or drawer without much fear of displacement.

I wiU now give a short account of a few of our Spiders, and then

conclude with a table of classification that will be found useful to

young collectors who wish to take up this branch of natural

history.

For our first example we will t.ake the well-known Garden

Spider, of the family Epciridcc, whose beai;tifid webs are to be seen

in almost ever^' square yard of our

gardens in the summer. This

creatime is too familiar to need a

description, but its wonderful archi-

tectural powers must not pass un-

noticed.

Flere is a Garden Spider, appa-

rently seeking a suitable spot in

whicli to construct its web. Let

us watch its movements closel}'.

First it applies its spinnerets to a

stem, and tlien walks away, leaving

a fine tliread behind it. A few paces

oil’ tlio tigliteiied fibre is I'astened to anotlier object, and then

anotlier line is formed. In tliis manner tlie creature continues

to work, apparently in a very irregular and aimless fashion, till it

has stretched a numljcr of threads from one projecting object to

another, covering a wide area, but leaving a central space quite

devoid of threads.

These outer lines, though necessarily irregular on account of the

relative positions of the points connected, are the foundation of the

very regular and beautiful structure that is to fill up the blank

within. The Spider then decides on its central point, and spins a

number of strong radiating lines, all of which are double threads,

from this point to the various parts of the foundation. Now the

whole has something the appearance of the spokes of a very delicate

wheel. The Spider next takes up a position in the centre again,

and, applying its spinnerets to one of the I’adiating threads close to

the point at which they meet, starts the construction of the spiral.

It passes the tip of its abdomen quickly from thread to thread, at

each movement laying a very elastic line, and gradually increasing

the diameter of its spiral till satisfied with the dimensions ofthe snare.

mi
Fia. 342.—The Gabden SriDEU,
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Tlie bnildin" of the whole of this stractiu’e occi;pies less than an

honr
;
and, the work being over, the Spider retires to a neighbonring

nook, where it can watch for its prey, and where, by means of a

comnninicathig thread, it can feel the vibrations of the web.

If now we take a lens and examine the strncture carefully, we
observe that the tlweads of the spiral differ remarkably from the

others. They are exceedingly fine, and, except those near the centre,

are studded with little globules of a sticky substance. These,

then, are the tlweads that hold fast the unwary dies, while the

thicker radiating lines are merely a supporting framework.

The spiral thread, too, is constantly renewed, so that a fresh

supply of the gummy substance is continually replacing that which

has lost its holding power through exposure to the air.

Our voracious Spider is now in its parlour, watching with

shai’pened appetite the expected approach of a poor innocent fiy.

At last a sturdy bluebottle plunges into the almost invisible web.

In a moment the Spider is on the spot
;
but the fly, after a brief

and desperate struggle, narrowly escapes fi’om its Inmgry foe,

leaving the snare in a somewhat damaged condition.

The Spider does not find it necessary to repair the rent at once,

but retires to its den with its appetite keener than ever.

Before long another poor victim becomes entangled in the fatal

net, and the vicious monster pounces on its struggling prey, seizing

it with its jointed ‘ jaws ’ (falces), and at once commences to turn it

i-ound and round with the help of these appendages and the third

pair of legs, at the same time appljdng its spinnerets, and di-awing

out numerous fine tlweads with its hind limbs, till the poor fl}', com-
pletely wrapped in a dense co^•ering of silk, cannot mo^ e a single

joint.

The boimd captive is now mercilessly dragged into the awful

dungeon, and is soon sucked di’y, nothing bemg left but the limbs

attached to an empty skin.

Thus the Spider enjoys the whole of the sunny summer; and,

on the approach of colder d.ays, when food is not forthcoming, pre-

pares a silken cell in which to pass the winter months.

The female Spider lays a large number of eggs in October, all in

one dense mass, and surrounds them with a cocoon of yellow siDc.

Throughout the winter plenty of these cocoons may be seen under
the shelter of our garden walls and fences.

The webs of House Spiders, of which there are two species, form
a kind of gauzy sheet, with a tubular portion in which the owner
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conceals itself. All the threads are of the same kind—verj' fine,

and not dotted with a gmnmy siabstance like the spiral of the

Garden Spider. "When a fly alights on such a web, it is held by the

feet, which become entangled in the fine meshes
; and a munber of

threads that run from the snare to the den form a means of coiu'

nmnication by which the \dbrations are conveyed to the Spider, so

that even in its moments of lethargy it is aroused by its victim’s

struggles.

Fio. ‘iH.—Scgcstiia Fro. .344.—Ciun Spiium Fro. 345.—The Stone

scnoculata—k (Thomisus Icmio). Sim>¥A\. (Drassiis lajn-

EYEi) SriDEii. dicola).

The Crab Spider is so called from its singular habit of sometimes

walking sideways like crabs. The peculiar arrangement of its legs,

u hich are spread out widely, the first two pairs particularly being

much longer than the others, is especially adapted for this habit.

Like some of the crabs it also feigns death when alarmed, rolhng

up its legs, and allowing itself

to be roughly used without

showing the least signs of life.

The Wolf Spiders form

another group. They have

received this name probably

on account of their habit of

prowling about in search of

their prey ;
for they spin no

kind of snare like many of

their relatives. One of them

is known as the liaft Spider.

It is a large and really beauti-

Fig. 34(5.—A Female Wolf Spideu creahire, of a rich choco-
(Dolovicdes) WITH Egg Bag, en-

bordered by a
LARGED. , , 111

broad orange band, anti

adorned with a double row of white spots. It loves damp places,

and often takes to the water, when it either runs briskly on the
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surface, or searches out its prey on some

even construct a raft by binding together

floating substance. It will

fragments with its silken

Fig. 347.—The Spidek.

threads, and then allow itself to be carried

away by wind or stream. If now it chances

to see an aquatic insect on the u ater, it runs

from its raft, seizes its prize, and then returns

to the raft to enjoy its meal. It cannot dive

like the Water Spider, but it often takes short

excursions beneath the surface by creeping

down the stems of aijuatic plants. This crea-

ture shoM’s a marked affection for its off-

spring. Tlie cocoon, containing more than

two hundred eggs, is carried about by the

female till the young are hatched ;
and for a

time she is very attentive to her numerous pio. S-i8.—Salticus

familv.
" scenicns, magnified.

The Salticus is an active little fellow that

may be seen almost everywhere, in town and country, creeping over

walls and trees in the hot sunshine. If you disturb it, away it
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starts with a series of short jumps ; but if it considers itself to be

in danger, it ch’ops to the ground on a fine tlmead. When follow-

ing up its prey its manner is exceedingly cat-like. It makes a very

gi’adual approach towards the coveted fly, exhibiting a wonderful

degree of caution and slyness till very near
;
and then, with a sudden

spring, seizes the prize in its limbs and jaws. The white sillieii

cocoons of this Spider, containing from a dozen to twenty eggs,

may be seen in the crevices of walls and the bark of trees.

Family 1.

Family 2.

Family 3.

Family 4.

Family 5.

Family fi.

Family 7.

Classifcation of Spiders

Epeiridse. Webs with regular radiating and concentric lines.

First and second pairs of legs longer than the others.

Feet terminate in three or more claws. Eyes in two rows.

Abdomen large, round or oval.

Theridiidae. Webs irregular. All legs long and slender;

first and second pairs longest. Feet with three claws.

Eyes in two rows. Abdomen large and angular.

Tegenariidae or Tubitelae. Webs usually sheet-like, with a

tubular den. Intermediate legs shorter than the others.

Generally two claws on each foot. Eyes in two rows.

Abdomen large and rounded. This family includes the

common House Spider.

Thomisidae. Eyes in two curved rows. First and second

pairs of legs longer and stouter. Two claws on each foot.

Abdomen broad and flattened. This family includes the

Crab Spiders.

Lycosidae. Ej'es in three I’ows. No webs. Wanderers.

Logs strong and hairy ; first and second pairs longest.

Three pairs of spinnerets. This family includes the

Wolf Spiders.

Saltioidae. Eyes in three rows. No webs. Wanderers.

Legs short, stout, and hairy, terminating each in three

claws. Abdomen egg-shaped. Three pairs of spinnerets.

Mygalidae. Eyes ; four largo and four small. Iiegs short

and strong ; first and fourth longest. Abdomen oval.

Two pairs of spinnerets —one pair very small.

Centipkdes anu Millepedes

These creatures are known to almost every schoolbo}' as

‘ Hundred-legs ’ and ‘ Thousand-legs.’ The names ‘ Centipedes ’ and

‘ Millepedes ’ have exactly the same meanings. They are simply

the schoolboy’s names dressed in the more fashionable Latin garb.
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But it must not be assumed that the creatures in question possess

the exact number of legs that these words express
;
for the actual

numbers are far less in both cases.

1 need give no directions for the collecting of Centipedes and

Millepedes, for you are sure to meet with them wherever you go

;

and if you spend some little time in himtmg for other and more
attractive fonns of life that inhabit the -soil and sheltered nooks, you
will probably meet with just as many of the ‘ many-legged ’ as if

you searched especially for them. Still I may mention the fact

that tlieir favourite hatmts correspond with those of most of the

beetles. They are lovers of darkness, lurking during the daytime

under stones and bark, and gnaw their way into rotten wood.

Fio. 349.—A Millepede {Julus tcrrcsiris).

They are best preserved in tubes of spirit or turpentine, as re-

commended in the case of Spidei’s.

If you examine any one of the animals of this group (My^-iopoda)

you will observe that the body consists of a niunber of distinct seg-

ments, all, or nearly all, of which bear a pah’ of short limbs— in

some of the Millepedes we may count many more than a himdred.
They all have distinct heads, with a pair of antennse, and generally
simple eyes arranged in groups.

In many respects they resemble insects. They breathe by
trachea; and are reproduced by eggs. At first the young have only
three pairs of legs, and the eyes are few in number

; but as they
advance in life new segments are formed between the old ones, and
the number of eyes gradually increases.
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The Millepedes are also known as Galley Worms and Wire
Worms. Theii’ bodies ai’e long and wire-like, not flattened like those

of Centipedes, each segment being a complete ring, bearing a pair

of very short hair-like legs jointed close together on the underside.

They feed on both animal and vegetable substances, and roll up

into a coil when alarmed.
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CHAPTER VI

REPTILES AND REPTILE HUNTING

What is a Reptile ? Let us see what the dictionary has to say on

the subject: Reptile, a creeping animal (L. ?t^o, to creep). This

definition is beautifully brief, but will it answer our purpose ? I

think not. HumU’eds of the creeping creatures of this globe are

quite distinct from the Reptile class, and a large number of the true

Reptiles can scarcely be said to creep at all. Anyone who has seen

the beautiful little Lizard of our heaths and banks darting about

in the sunshine after its prey would at once discard the above de-

finition. But, indeed, no definition that is sufficiently brief for

insertion in an ordinary dictionary could possibly answer the

question with which we stai'ted, for the answer must be framed

in such a manner that it shall include all Reptiles, and, at the

same time, exclude all those creatures that do not belong to the

class.

I will not attempt to give an abbreviated technical definition,

but will answer the question by giving some of the most striking

features that form the distinguishing marks of the Reptilia, confin-

ing my remarks to Snakes and Lizards— the only divisions of the

class represented in Britain.

We have already observed that the heart of a frog has only one

ventricle, and that, as a result of the incomplete aeration of the

blood, the temperature is low. The same is also true of Reptiles,

hence we speak of them as cold-blooded animals. They do not

undergo metamorphoses like frogs, toads, and newts
;
but the young

are much like their parents, and they breathe by means of lungs

throughout their term of life.

The skin of Reptiles is very characteristic. The under layer or

dermis is drawn up into a number of regular folds, and the outer

skin or epidermis is of a horny nature, very thin and almost trans-
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parent, and, lying close on the folds of the dermis, looks as if it were

composed of a number of distinct scales like those that cover the I
skins of fishes. This outer laj'er is shed at intervals, general!}-

in one piece. I
Some Eeptiles are oviparous— that is, they lay eggs from which

the young are afterwards hatched, jrist as is the case with birds and 9
fishes. But others are said to be ovo-viviparorrs. These also lay

eggs
;
but the eggs, instead of having a definite shape, consist of a I

very delicate soft skin, through which the young, well developed at

the time of laying, can be seen wriggling about in a most active

manner
;
before many seconds have passed, each has succeeded in

bursting the thin membrane that inclosed it, and has started its I
new life, entirely or almost entirely independent of its parent. I

British Lizards P

Ask your schoolfellow if he has ever seen a Lizard, and he will £
reply, with a look of great surprise at your apparent ignorance, ‘ Why, ^
yes, of course I have ;

thousands of them.’ Now ask him if he can take |

yon to a place where you are likely to catch some, and he will be

almost certain to lead you to a pond swarming with neivts. ‘ But,’ \

you say, ‘ Lizards live on land, and seldom or never enter water.’
|

Still your companion will pity your ignorance, and assure you that

he has often seen the creatures now in the pond on dry land. In ^

this last remark he would be correct, for newts spend only a portion
{

of their lifetime in water ;
but it is evident that he does not know a

Lizard.

If you want to catch Lizards, you must go to a dry heath, exposed

to the full blaze of the summer’s sun, with numerous tufts of coarse

low herbage or clumps of furze to afford them shelter. Hedges and

banks facing the south are also likely spots, providing they are not

sheltered' from the sun, and, as a rule, the ch-ier the better, though

I have at times seen large numbers on damp slopes close to a stream,

and have even had to wade through the mire to catch them among

the reeds and coarse grasses.

No ordinary box will do for imprisoning these active creatures,

for it will often happen that, as soon as you raise the cover to put

one in, two will pop out and jump into the thick herbage, where re-

capture is hopeless. Your box (and one is quite sufficient) should

be of moderate size. The lid should be kept closed till your return,

and all your captures introduced through a small hole in the top.
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wliicli may be closed by a cork. Make a number of small holes to

admit air, and put a ciuantity of chy grass inside.

Lizard catching, or rather Lizard sighting, illustrates the value

of eye-training as much as anything I know. On several occasions

I have been on a hunting expedition with a small group of boys

\\ ho bad not done much held work
;
and, on reaching a suitable

spot, have set them to search for four-legged Ileptiles. Lizard after

I.izard would they pass without ever seeing it— not that they did

not know what a Lizard was like, but their eyes could not detect the

form and varied colouring of the creatures amongst the ecpially

varied tints of the herbage. Now and then one would suddenly

shout, ‘ Here’s one !
’ but he did not see it till it was in the act of

i’lG. 351.—The Common Lizard.

darting away ;
and hardly were the words uttered before the Lizard

had disappeared.

When searching a bank or heath you must walk slowly and very

cautiously, so that the creatures may not be ft'ightened away before

you are near enough to grasp them. You may not go far before

you espy the beautiful form of our Common Lizard {Zootoca vivi])ara),

basking in the sun on a bare stone or a tuft of grass, with its body flat-

tened out so as to expose a larger surface to the sun’s rays. Hei'e it

rests quite motionless, except that the sides of its neck are alternately

contracting and dilating as they perform the function of a pair of

bellows for the inflating of the lungs. It watches your every move-
ment as you cautiously advance

;
but raise your hand, and it im-

mediately disappears among the grass. You have missed this time,

but go a little distance off, and after some minutes return to the

place, and you may see the selfsame Lizard in the same spot as
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before
;
but it is more wary this time, so that your chances of success

are even smaller.

Another time you are more successful, and manage, by a shai'p

movement of the hand, to catch your victim — of course by the tail,

or ‘ it -may bite.’ But look ! what have you got? Nothi)ig but a

wriggling tail ! The owner has vanished ! Yes, it is quite true.

These creatiu'es have the strange power of rendering their tails so

brittle as to be snapped off with the greatest ease, and they seem
none the worse afterwards. With them life is dearer than an

ornamental prolongation of the backbone. But the tail is not per-

manently lost ;
for, after a few seasons, a second tail will have

developed to .such perfection that it is scarcely to be detected from

the original one.

Now examine the legacy so kindly left yoii by your departed

friend. It still shows signs of life, especially when irritated. This

seems very strange to us, who are so very dependent on the brain.

Imagine the amputated leg of a soldier wriggling about on the

battle held ! But you must remember that lower animals have

tlieir nervous systems more evenly distributed
;

so that some

of the functions which, in us, are controlled by the brain, may

be performed in tlieso, at least for a time, without the aid of that

organ.

If you bond the tail in your possession, yon will find that it is

tough ratlier than brittle; and if you pull it, it does not easily break,

'fame luzards, too, never have brittle tails, and you may lift them

)>y these liinder appendages as often as you like without ever

breaking one. In fact, the tail of a lizard is brittle only when the

creature finds it convenient to have it so.

Some years ago I caught a Lizard with a smaller tail growing

out of the main one near its base. This was probably the result of

a wound, for cases have been recorded where the tails of tame

Lizards have been split part way across, and a new tail has gi-own

out of the fracture.

Knowing now the peculiar nature of a Lizard s tail, you must try

another mode of capture. Nets, as a rule, are useless; for these

lively creatures always make sudden darts down into thick herbage

when surprised, or else they run into a hole, the exact position of

which they know too well. I have found nothing better than the

hand itself, when hollowed into a cup-like form, and quickly brought

down so as to cover the creature.

These Lizards are easily tamed, and may be kept in a glass case.
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where their graceful inovemeiits and lively habits make them very

attractive. You must feed them regularly. They are very fond of

the various insects that infest plants. They will eat flies, and

greedily devour small caterjnllars that are not hairy. I have

always found them very partial to spiders, and it is interesting to

see them running round the case after a few very active ones that

are thrown in just when they are hungry.

In nearly all instances where I have seen Lizards in confinement

they have been kept in fern cases, but I am very doubtful as to whether

the damp atmosphere and moist soil so essential for the majority of

ferns is not very mjurious to these creatures. In nature we almost

invariably find them in ele\’ated and dry spots
;
and I must say

that I have been far more successful with those kept in a dry case

with an artificial bank at one end, than with the few' that I have

kept in a damp atmosphere. Lizards require water to drink, but

this is supplied to them naturally in the form of raindrops and dew,

and if you give your tame ones a sprinkling of w'ater once or tw'ice

a day, yoir w'ill have the pleasure of seeing them lap up the globules

w'ith their pretty notched tongues.

During the early summer you may catch numbers of females,

with young, for at this time they are less active and more easily

secured. If j'ou put one or tw'o of these in your reptile house, and
closely watch them, you may be able to see the young, about a dozen
in number, struggling out of their membranoxrs egg cases immediatelj'

after these have been laid. The young just hatched are lively

little things, of a brilliant bronzy-black colour, and commence
almost at once to search about for food. Feed them regularly with

plenty of plant lice and you will be able to study their develojunent,

and observe their ‘ moxilts ’ and changes in colour.

Throughout the winter Lizards are torpid, but if kept in con-

finement in warmed apartments, the period of inactivity is much
shorter than with the wild ones

;
and occasionally they will venture

out of their hiding-places during mild weather even in mid-
winter.

There is another Lizard that is often mistaken for this specips

;

but it is not nearly so abundant, being found only in the South of

England. It is known as the Sand Lizard (Laccria agilis). It is

larger and stronger than Vivijnira, but is not nearly so docile, nor
are its movements so graceful. It will readily bile its assailant,

but, like the other English Lizards, its teeth nre too small to ixene-

trate the skin.
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The colour of this species is so variable, that it is almost im-

possible to give a simple clescrijhion by which it can be easily

identified. Its chief distmguishiug feature is the manner in which
it brings forth its offspring, for it is truly oviparous. The female

lays her eggs in sand, and covers them over lightly. She then

leaves them to be hatched by the heat of the sun.

The beautiful Green Lizard {Laccrta viridis) of Guernsey and

South Eiu’ope has been caught in Britain, but its presence here

must be regarded as accidental.

^Vhile searching sunny banks for Vivi]}a,ra, you will possibly

meet with little snake-like creatures about a foot long. They are

commonly known as Blind Worms or Slow Worms. So much do

they resemble snakes that a close e.vamination is necessary to prove

Fio. ,3.'52.—True Scow Wokm or Blind Worm {Anrjuis fragilis).

that they are not. Watch a Slow Worm as it gi'acefully glides

between the herbage, and you will see it constantly thrusting out

its long and slender tongue as if this organ were used to enable it

to feel its way. It is not a forked tongue like those of snakes, but

is simply notched at the extremity ju.st like the tongue of the

Common Lizard. Tjook, too, at its bright little ej'es, for it is not

blind, and compare them with the eyes ol Lizards. In both cases

you will observe movable eyelids, a feature that true Snakes do not

possess. Now take the creature into your hand, for it is perfectly

harmless, and examine the arrangement of its ‘ scales.’ You M'ill

see that they are all of very small size ;
but, as we shall find, the

belly of a Snake is covered with a single row of very large oblong
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scales. Then, again, if you are sufficiently skilful to prepare the

skeleton of a Slow Worm, you will find that it is not qidte limb-

less, for it has a rudimentary shoulder girdle and imperfectly deve-

loped fore legs, which, however, are not long enough to project

beyond the general surface. Here, then, are four of the reasons we

have for refusing the Slow Worm a place among the Snake tribe. It

is a Lizard without visible legs.

The specific name FragiUs is applied to it on account of the

readmess with which it will part with its tail—another feature, by

the way, in which it resembles some of the Lizards and differs from

Snakes.

The Slow AVorm is very inoffensive, and seldom makes an attempt

to defend itself with its little teeth. It is also easily tamed, and

may be kept in the same case as the other Lizards. It requires no

water, save an occasional sprinkling, so that it may sip the drops

;

and feeds readily on small slugs, earthworms, and smooth cater-

pillars.

The young are exceedingly pretty ;
they look like rather large,

scaly, white worms, and are very active.

British Snakes

Snakes are absolutely limbless, and possess no trace of a shoulder

girdle. They have also no breastbone ; and the backbone, which
extends throughout the whole length of the body, consists of a large

number of vertebrce, often several hundreds, each of which bears

two ribs. The teeth are small and pointed, and are curved inwards,

so that they are of no use for masticating food, but are simply em-
ployed in holding the prey, which is always swallowed whole. The
slender forked tongue is often confused with the poisonous fangs,

but is iiossessed by all Snakes, whether poisonous or not, and is

perfectly harnJess.

We often read that Snakes have no eyelids, but this is hardly

correct
;
yet they cannot close their eyes, and when dead, or sleep-

ing, or even during torpidity, they seem to gaze on us with a kind
of vacant stare. Their eyelids are really always closed, for they
are transparent, and have grown into one over the eyeballs, thus
forming a permanent protective layer.

There are only two British Snakes, unless the Smooth Snake, a
few of which species have been captured in Britain, can be claimed
as om own. But some regard the presence of this creature as

It
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accidental, leaving ns with only the Ring Snake and the Viper.

Neither of these is known in Ireland, for, it is said, they were

banished by St. Patrick ont of tender regard for the safety of his

people.

There is no reason, however, why the Ring Snake {Troindonotuis

nairix) should have been turned out of the island, for it is perfectly

harmless. It will occasion.ally bite its captor when seized or roughly

handled, but its small teeth cannot do the least damage to an ordi-

nary skin. Though rather large—often measuring three feet .and

more in length—it forms an interesting pet, and thrives well in con-

finement if properly managed.

Pio. 353.—Tins Common Snake.

It is impossible to say exactly whore you may find Ring Snakes,

hut a hint or two may bo given as to tlie nature of their liaunts, so

that you may be enabled to select likely spots. They are generally

found in grassy spots near water, where they are not subject to

much disturbance from the intrusion of such monsters as you and

I
; but yet they often approach very close to the dwellings of man,

even venturing into cottage gardens, and laying tlieir eggs on dung-

hills close to stables and cattle sheds. However, they seem very

capricious in their habits; at times making their appearance in

the most rmlikely places, and at other times you may search most

carefully in what seems to be a very suitable abode for such crea-
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tiires, and find nothing ;
or, perhaps, only a cast ‘ skin,’ turned inside

out, as the owner rid itself of the old coat by gliding through thick

and coarse herbage.

The food of the Eing Snake consists ot

frogs, mice, small birds, and birds’ eggs, all

of which are swallowed whole ! This seems

impossible when you look at the small head

and narrow neck of the Snake, but the lower

jaw is jointed in such a manner that the

gape is remarkably wide, and the neck ad-

mits of a wonderful enlargement. Young

frogs disappear down its throat quite rapidly,

and are generally disposed of head first ;
but

large frogs are often seized by a hind log

while in the act of beating a hasty retreat.

In this case the Snake may not trouble about

turning its prey round, but will take it just

as it comes
;
and althoixgh some time is occu-

pied in conveying such a large morsel into 3,54.—Head of
its stomach, yet the frog is usually alive on the Common Snake.

ai-riving there.

Sometimes the Snake may be seen enjoxiug a bath, a luxury

that is often indulged in during the hot weather. Its body is coiled

together in the water, perhaps entirely submerged except the head,

which must always be exposed for breathing. In this position it

will watch for newts, and occasionally it swims on the surface of

tlie water.

Its eggs are white oval bodies, about the size of a blackbird’s

egg. They are fr'om fifteen to twenty in number, and are laid

separately, but all within a short space of time. They are covered

with a moist sticky substance at first, but this soon dries, thus

cementing the eggs together at all points where they touch each

other. The female Snake is pretty careful in the selection of a

suitable spot in which to deposit her eggs ;
sometimes choosing a

dunghill or a heap of decomposing vegetable matter, the warmth
of which assists the development of the yoimg

; or she will lay

them on a patch of land so situated as to catch the sun’s rays

during the greater part of the day. Having bestowed so much
care on her future offspring, she leaves them to look after them-
selves, and does not seem to distinguish her own young from those

of another parent.

B 2
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Our other Snake—the Viper or Adder {Pelias herus)— is quite

common enough, considering that its bite is poisonous and generally

leads to rather impleasant results.

One who is not thorouglily acquainted with this and the last

Fio. 355.—Eggs of this Common Snake.

sjiecies may find it diflicult at first to distinguish one from the other

;

and as a mistaken identification may be the source of much trouble

and pain, we sliall do well to note at once the chief distinguishing

marks by which we can know them.

In the first place, there is usually a difference in the nature

of their respective haunts
;

for, while the Eing Snake delights in

moist situations, the Viper chooses very dry spots, where it can sun

itself among the half-withered vegetation. But when we come to

consider tlie differences in the form and colour of the creatures them.-

selves, we certainly meet with a little difficulty, for both are very

variable in their colouring, and on this account we are very liable

to mistake one for the other, especially as we generally have to

identity them at some little distance and in a short space of time.

It Avill not do to pick an Adder up to see if it is a Ring Snake, and if

we hesitate in coming to a decision the creature will disappear before

the verdict is given ;
and, again, if we are to capture it, it is absolutely

necessary that we should know what we are capturing, for that will

determine the way in which we shall set about it.

The chief differences, then, are these : the Ring Snake is usually

much larger than its venomous relative, the full-grown specimen
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being seldom less than two feet, and often inoi’e than three feet in

length, while the Viper is rarely much longer than two feet. The
head of the former, though larger than that of the Viper, is narrower

in the fi’ont, and the Viper’s head is marked with dark patches that

are said to resemble the ‘ skull and bones ’ on the thorax of the

Death’s Head Moth. One of these marks resembles an inverted V
—the initial letter of the creature’s name. But perhaps the most

easily detected distinction lies in the colouring of the back. That

of the Viper presents a broad zigzag black line down the middle

of the back from head to tail, but the upper surface of the Ring

Snake is of a brownish grey or ash tint, with two rows of black

spots. The leaden hue of the single row of large scales along the

belly of the Ring Snake may also be useful as a distinguishing

mai’k.

Do you desire yet another distinguishing characteristic of the

Viper ? Then malve yourself acquainted with its venomous fangs

—

an eye acquaintance only, of course. If ever

3'ou have an opportunity of examming the mouth
of a dead Viper, you will be able to make out, by
an easy dissection, the nature of its dangerous

weapons of offence and defence. Projecting from
the upper jaw you will discern a pair of long

curved teeth which may be made to lie in

gi-ooves in the gum behind them, or may stand

out at right angles to the jaw. These are the

dreaded fangs. Each fang is perforated from
its base almost to the tip, where there is a little

slit on the outer side. You may also be able

to make out a delicate tube tl^at connects the

hollow tooth with a little gland, some distance

behind, in which the venom is prepared and
stored.

When the Viper is about to attack, it elevates its head, and then,

with a blow rather than a bite, plunges its fangs into the flesh of its

victim. It thus makes two small punctures, hardly noticeable at

first
;
but the poison injected into these little wounds effectaaUy

makes itself known almost immediately.

Agricultural labourers and others who frequently meet with
Vipers during the course of their daily work will tell you awful and
thrilling tales concerning the deadly effects of the Viper’s bite

; but,
like the marvellous stories of toads and newts, they are generally

Pig. 356.—Head
OF THE Viper.
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without foundation
;
and it is very doubtful -whether we have even

one well-authenticated instance of a case that terminated fatally.

Of course you wiU understand that I am speaking of human victims.

The small creahrres which form the Vix>er’s food are very quickly

killed by the powerfol venom.

Are there any among my readers who take such interest in this

EeptUe, and, at the same time, possess such an amount of courage,

that they would like to search it out in its haimts ? If so, be

careful that you are well equipped for the task. If you know how
to set to work, you need never be bitten, even though you bring

home your captives alive. Good boots, high leather leggings,

leather gloves, a tough stick, a deep holland bag, a piece of string,

and a small bottle of strong liquid ammonia are all you require. If

you do not want live specimens for yoiir case, your work is simple

enough. Strike the Viper on its head, lift it on the end of your

stick, drop it into your bag, and tie it up. But when an uninjured

specimen is coveted you iimst be exceedingly cautious. Asmqu’ised

Viper will always retreat unless attacked, and it will allow j'ou to

follow it a groat distance
;
but, should you accidentally step on one,

it will go for your shins without mercy ; hence the value of good

leggings. I have found no difficulty in securing live Vipers by

the following simple plan. First remove it far from its retreat by

hurling it away on the end of your stick, and, if possible, get it on an

open and bare patch of ground. Now let it attack the stick till both

its store of venom and its physical energy are pretty well exhausted.

Tlien pick it up on the end of your sticlc and drop it into your

bag.

Eemember that this or any other mode of capturing live Vipers

is somewhat dangerous, and it is always advisable to be prepared

for emergencies. Should you be bitten, however slightly, suck the

wound immediately as powerfully as you can, or get some one to

do it for you ;
and also rub ammonia well into the place.

The Viper is one of the ovo-viviparous Eeptiles. Its young

escape from the egg immediately after, and sometimes even before,

emerging into the world. And now arises a most interesting

question—one that has occupied the minds of many naturalists for

a considerable time, and which has not yet been cleared up to the

satisfaction of all. Does the Viper protect its young by swallowing

them ? We have not the space to quote the evidence that has been

given by various observers on both sides of the question. Many

aver that they have seen a whole brood rush hastily down their
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mother’s throat when threatened with danger
; and some have even

satisfied themselves that their eyes were not deceived, by killing the

affectionate mother and cutting out the lively little creatures. Yet

there are those who doubt the story, and say that the young so

liberated had hatched within the abdomen of the parent, and had

never before seen the light. However, as long as tlie statements

are regarded as wanting confirmation, we may all help to finally

settle the dispute by oxir own close observations when opportunities

arise.

Like all other British Eeptiles, Vipers hibernate through the

winter months. On the approach of cold weather they seek out a

snug and dry hole, such as the hollow of a tree, and there several

coil themselves up together, remaining without food of any kmd till

the following spring.

PuESEiiviNG Eeptiles

The simplest and perhaps the best method of preserving

Eeptiles is to keep them in spirit. This does not destroy their

natural colouring to any appreciable extent, and always retains

them in good condition for dissection at any future time if a study

of their internal structure is desired. In some cases I have

observed that the undiluted spirit extracts water from their bodies,

thus causing them to shrivel up more or less. It will be advisable,

therefore, to use a mixture of spirit and water, about equal quanti-

ties of each
;
this being quite as good a preservative as the strong

spirit, providing no loss by evaporation is permitted.

If jou are desirous of mounting your Eeptiles, or of keeping

them in any way as dry specimens, they must be skiimed and

stuffed. The skinning is not a difficult matter, but you have to be

very carefid not to damage the ‘ scales.’ First make a short incision

along the belly from the vent forward. Then loosen the skin all

round the body at this point, and snip the body in two. Next
liberate the hind half by gently pulling the skin inside out over it,

and cut off the extremity of the tail, which is allowed to remain in

the skin.

Now skin the fore part in the same manner till you reach the

head. Here the body is cut off close to the skull, the brains extracted,

and the flesh of the skull dissected away. Dress the whole of the skin

with a preservative, which may be any one of those recommended
for Birds, and stuff the skull with cotton-wool. Now tm-n the skin
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right side out, and fill it up with a mixture of sawdust, fine sand,

and a little of the preservative powder.

After sewing up the incision neatly, you can push a sharpened

wire completely through the body. This will enable you to bend

it in any position you inaj^ fancy.

The above directions apply more particularly to Snakes
;
but the

process is the same for Lizards, except that the limbs have to be

cleared and preserved ;
and this is done much in the same manner

as directed for Birds on page 261.
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CHAPTER VII

BRITISH BIRDS

Sometimes, when making mention of a certain class of animals for

the first time, it is necessary that a clear definition should be given

m order that they may not be confused with those of another class.

But this seems hardly necessary now, for we are to deal with Birds

—and everybody knows a bird when he sees it. Still it may not be

superfluous to point out the chief characteristics in which they differ

from the other Vertebrates.

How, then, shall we define a Bird ? Shall we say ‘ a vertebrate

animal that flies ’ ? But so do the bat and the flying fish, while

some birds do not flj' at all. Try again. A biped vertebrate ? So
are you and I. A tootliless vertebrate ? So are some of the insect-

eating mammals. Is there any one characteristic by which all

birds may be distinguished from all other animals ? Yes, there is

;

for they are the only hving beings whose bodies are clothed with

feathers.

If 3'ou examine any one of om- feathered fi’iends, you will find it

possessed of two distinct kinds of feathers. First, there are the

strong contour feathers, consisting of a stiff axis and expanding

vanes, always arranged on certain definite tracts of the body. Then
there arc the soft and downy feathers covering the remainder of the

surface. In very young birds the down feathers only are seen
;
and

it is interesting to note that, with adult birds, the less they use their

wings the larger the proportion of down in their plumage. In fact,

some of the foreign running birds have no true contour feathers

at all.

Birds and ^lammals are the only warm-blooded animals, and

the blood of the former is warmer than that of the latter by about

eight or ten degrees, for the temperature of birds ranges from 106°

to 108° F. This difference may be accounted for partly by the

superiority of the clothing, and partly by the extensive development
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of the breathing apparatus. We, together with the other mammals,

breathe by means of o\ir lungs alone
;
but birds possess air cavities

in different parts of their bodies which communicate with the air

Fig. 357.—a Contour Fig. 359.—The Digestive Organs oe a

Feather. Bird.

a, biin-el : b, square raoliis or a, oesopbagus ;
b, crop ; 0, stomach ;

c, gizzard,

axis ; c, vanes.

tubes of the lungs. Even their bones, or rather some of them, are

hollow, containing air instead of marrow ;
and tints the supply of

oxygen—the great heat producer—is widely distributed.

It will probably occur to the minds of my renders that these air
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cavities serve another purpose, namely, that of rendering the bodies

of birds light, and so better adapted for Hying.

The heart of a bh’d contains fom’ cavities
; two of which—the

auricles (fig. 358, 1 and 3)—receive the blood that has jiist com-

pleted its circulation ;
and the other two—the ventricles (fig. 358,

2 and 4)—acting after the manner of force pumps, start the blood on

a new roimd.

Birds have no teeth, but they have a substitute in the form of a

gizzard or masticating stomach. This consists of two thick and

strong masses of flesh covered with a tough and horny skin. In it

there are always some grains of sand or small stones
;
and, as the

two pai'ts rub together with an mcessant motion, the food s^ibstances

are gi’ound up as effectually as if between a couple of millstones.

The skeleton possesses

many points of interest.

Birds have more bones in

then' necks than we have,

and that accounts for the

greater freedom and variety

of the movements of the

head. We, with our seven

neck bones, caimot look be-

hind us withoirt turning onr

whole bodies to some extent;

but birds, with often more
than twenty bones, can easily

give their heads a complete

half - tiu-n without moving
their bodies at all. The breast-

bone too, is of peculiar con-

struction. It is provided with

a prominent keel, to give

attachment to the powerful

muscles that move the wings.

But those bu-ds that do not

fly, such as the ostriches, do
not requh’e to have these

muscles so strongly developed, and consequently have no keel
to the breastbone. Then, again, we find but few ribs in the skeleton
of a bird; and the formation of tlie feet is peculiarly adapted to the
habits of the creature, as we shall presently observe. The accom-
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paiiying sketch of the skeleton will at once reveal other interesting

featm’es which we cannot dwell on.

Now let ns see what we can do in the way of collecting and pre-

serving some specimens, and tints obtaining a closer and more
practical actj[naintance with oiu’ British species.

Collecting and Preserving Eggs

There is onlj^ one way of getting thoroughly acquainted with

birds, and that is to search them ont in then’ hannts, examine their

nests and eggs, and watch the progress of the broods of little

ones.

Let ns start out with this object in view. Choosing a line dry

day in spring or early summer, we start off, provided with a pair of

strong leather gloves to assist ns in pushing onr way throngh prickly

or tliorny bnshes, a nnmber of small boxes to contain oin’ eggs, some

wadding to wrap them in, and, if possible, a binocular glass to help

ns to watch the movements and to discern the colours of the

birds.

It is ratlier a difhcnlt matter to decide as to what kind of ground

wo shall select for our liunt, since the hannts of the different species

are so very variable ; bnt perhaps we cannot do better than select

a spot of wooded country tliickly overgrown with bushes of all sizes

and intersected by a stream—a rugged and wild spot, if possible, with

numerous liollows and banks, and liero and there a small gi’assy

space.

Some birds sit very closely on their nests, and will not fly off

unless we approach very near
;
so we walk very quietly among the

bushes, tapping tliem with a stick as we pass. In this way we drive

many from tlieir nests close at hand, and generally find bnt little

difficulty in discovering their homes. Bnt often we may fail, even

after a very diligent search both in and under tlie bush. In such a

case wo retreat to an ad jacent hiding-place, and watch for the return

of tlie old bird, noticing as far as possible the exact locality of the

resting-place. Then another and vfery cautious approach may give

us a better clue to the position of the nest.

Often we see a bird carrying some nest-building material in its

beak. Then the binocular is brought into service for the purpose of

finding out where the home-making is going on. Some nests are

very easily found by simply looking into the lai'ger buslies, without

any knowledge derived from the movements of the parents
;
but, as
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a rule, much time is wasted in this way, and we should do much
better to work on the hints suggested by the behaviour of the birds

themselves.

If the presence of a nest is suspected in a large bush, our best

plan will be to push our way underneath and look rrpward
;

for,

looking in this direction, with the sky as a background, any collec-

tion of materials amidst the leaves and branches will be far more

easily detected.

A glance at our table of British Birds will show its that we must
by no means confine our attention to hushes and trees. In fact,

the sites chosen are so varied in character, that, unless we regard

the birds as our guides, we are (j[uite at a loss as to where we shall

search. Old hollow trees, holes in walls, rabbit burrow's, corn fields,

hedges by the roadside, holes in the banks of streams, crevices of

rocks, and among reeds in a marsh, are only a few of the many
spots chosen by birds.

On the discovery of a nest, or of any peculiar habit of a bird that

has been watched, notes should be made of pomts of interest. In

the case of eggs, one only should be taken from each nest. This

should be immediately wrapped in a piece of wadding and placed

in a small box, the cover of which is numbered. An entry should

then be made in the note book, showing the number on the box,

position of the nest, materials of which it is built, the number of

eggs in the ‘ clutch,’ and" any other useful information.

As soon as possible after arriving home, your eggs should be

prepared for the cabinet. For this purpose you wiU require a few

Fiti. 361.—Ego DkUjLS.

Fig. 362.—Blowpipe foe Blowing and Washing Eggs.

egg drills of different sizes, one or two glass blowpipes, a basin of
water, and some blotting-paper. The drills and blowpipes may be
obtained from any dealer in natural history objects, but the latter
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can be easily made by drawing ont a piece of ordinary glass tubing

after softening it in a gas dame. They are far more convenient if

bent into a large angle at the small end, and a bnlb at the middle

part is a great advantage, but not necessary. When your apparatus

is quite ready, deal with each egg as follows :

Lay it down on the wadding in which it was wrapped, and

examine it till you are satisfied as to which side best shows the

characteristic markings
;
then pierce the side opposite this with a

fine needle, selecting a point just midway between the two ends.

Now take a drill of suitable si/.e, and turn it alternatelj' right

and left between the finger and thumb till the hole is large enough

to discharge the contents. It is surprising how small a hole will

allow of tins. In the case of small eggs, it should seldom be more

than a sixteenth of an inch in diameter, and an eighth is generally

sufficient for the largest of eggs. While drilling, the egg should be

held over a vessel of water, so that, should it fall, no damage will

be done.

Now turn the egg till the hole is beneath, holding it by ap-

plying finger and thumb to the two ends, and blow upwards into

it, keeping the jet of the blowpipe quite outside, and allowing the

contents to fall into the water below. In this manner you speedily

empty the shell. Next, put the jet of tlie blowpipe into clean water,

and suck np the litpiid till it is (juite or nearly full. Blow this

water into the shell, turn it over, and tlien blow in air till the water

is expelled, just in the same manner as that in which you sent out

the original contents. Ilepeat the washing, if necessary, till you are

satisfied that the interior is perfectly clean. If now the outside of

the shell is stained with the yellow of the egg, wipe it off gently

with a little pellet of cotton-wool, and then place the empty egg,

hole downwards, on a piece of blotting-paper to drain.

Never wash an egg unless vei-ij dirty
;

for, hy so doing, you may

often remove some of the natural markings—iiiany eggs are seriously

damaged by washing, and few are in the least improved by it. A
little dirt often adds to the natural appearance.

The old plan of varnishing the egg should never be entertained

for an instant ; nor should wo ever do anything to improve (?) its

appearance ;
for our object in making the collection is not to produce

a set of brilliant ornaments, but a group of objects to assist us in

the study of nature. Wo no longer applaud the reckless schoolboy

when he exhibits a yard or so of eggs, blown with an ugly hole at

each end, and dangling on a coarse strmg.
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An egg collector will occasionally meet with incubated eggs, the

blowing of which will cause considerable trouble. If freshly laid

specimens of the same kinds can be seciu'ed, it will be better not to

attempt the clearing of these
;
but if the incubated eggs are valuable,

and there seems to be but little chance of obtaining newer ones,

then they may be cleared as follows : Make the hole much larger

than usual, and remove as much as possible of the contents with

the blowpipe as before directed. The projecting solid portions

should then be cut off with a fine pair of scissors. Kepeat both the

blowing and cutting in this way till all the interior has been

removed.

Cabinet for Birch' Bf/gs

Almost any kind of shallow box will serve for storing j’our eggs ;

but, of course, the general neatness of the affair is a matter for con-

sideration. You may obtain shallow wooden boxes from your

grocer, and these, neatly papered both inside and out, will answer

your purpose admirably. Whatever be the number recpiired, all

should be of the same size as regards length and breadth, but the

depth may vai’y according to the size of the eggs they are to contain.

The eggs may simply be arranged on a layer of wadding, but it is

far better to have yoiu’ boxes divided into a number of partitions.

This may be done by fixing strips of cardboard at convenient

distances apart, or you may construct a number of little cardboard

trays of such a size that they completely fill up the space.

The accompanying illustrations show how the little cardboard

trays may be easily constructed. First mai'k out a piece of card as

Fio. 36.3.—Showing how to make the Cakd Trays.

shown in fig. 363, the central portion being the size of the bottom
of the tray, and the border the intended depth. Cut out the corners,
and then cut halfway through the card on the dotted lines. The
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edges are now easily turned up in position, strips of paper glued

at the corners, and the ti'ay is complete.

As your collection extends, you will often find it necessary to

rearrange your specimens to make room for the new comers, for

you must never permit your store boxes to run into disorder. If

you are a very ambitious collector you may start by providing a

tray for the egg of each British bird, excluding, pei'haps, the very

rare kinds. But, if you do this, the number of blanks will at first

be appalling, and you must remember that you have thus set your-

self a task of years, unless, with a deep and well-filled pirrse at

your command, you seelc the kindly assistance of the ever-obliging

dealers.

A true naturalist never approaches a dealer without a feeling

of very gi'eat reluctance. He always attaches far more value to

the specimens collected than to those bought, and appreciates

higlily the knowledge gained during his various expeditions. Still

there are sometimes blanks of years’ standing that seem as if

they never will fill up, and he may then be tempted to apply

to a dealer for help, rather than remain a stranger to the absent

friend.

At first you may be satisfied by arranging your specimens ac-

cording to our table of British Birds
;
placing the name of the order

at the head of each of the five natural divisions, and the name of

tlie species henealh each egg. But when your knowledge has in-

creased, you will probal)ly desire to study the subdivision of the

Orders into numerous Families. For this purpose you may make

use of ‘ AVIiarton’s List of British Birds ’ as a useful guide.

In addition to the name, each egg should have a munber

attached, referring to the entry in your note book, and in each case,

whether the specimen is of your own collecting or not, this entry

should give its origin, and other useful and interesting particulars.

Bird Prkseuving

This book may probably fall into the hands of many who would

lilve to know how birds may be preserved so as to form a permanent

collection for study and reference. Well, in the first place, it will

be necessary to decide on the form which the proposed collection is

to assume. If the space to be occupied by the specimens is limited,

or if the object of the collection is to provide a means of study only,

or if the income of the collector is only a moderate one, then he had
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better be satisfied with specimens ‘ in the skin
;

’ that is, his birds

should be skinned, and the skins preserved and stuffed to he in a

cabmet or in store boxes. But, if provided with abimdant space and

a good purse, he may go beyond this, and mount his birds artistically

in glass cases. In most instances, however, I should not hesitate to

strongly recommend the former plan. For, while the mounted

specimens in air-tight glass cases may form j)retty ornaments, and

may (but frequently don’t) iUustrate very interesting attiti^des

natural to the bh-ds, those preserved in cabinets in an unmounted

conihtion fJways admit of a close examination, and their parts can

be conveniently measured when desired.

Having settled this, our first problem, we must set to work
;
first,

to get together the necessary implements and materials, and then to

seciu'e oui' birds. It is possible to do good work with a sharp pen-

knife and an ordinary pah’ of scissors
;
but, if circumstances permit,

a few scalpels of different sizes and a good pair of dissecting scissors

should be obtained. Beyond this we shah requu’e no other tools

save a few needles and brushes of different sizes.

Now for the materials—cotton, thread, plenty of cotton-wool,

plaster of Paris, iron wire of various thicknesses, benzoline, a preser-

vative powder, and a preser\-ing soap. The last two may be ob-

tained ready made from various dealers
; but we can prepare our

oun as follows

:

Preservative Poivder

Wliiting . . 4 parts 1 Naphthaline . . 1 part

Burnt alum . . 2 „ j

Oak galls . . 1 „

Eeduce the above to a very fine powder, thoroughly mix the in-

gredients, and store in an ah’-tight bottle or tin.

Preservati/ve Soap

Whiting . . 2 parts I Soft soap . . 1 part

Burnt alum . . 1 part I Naphthaline . . 1 ,,

Reduce the solids to a fine powder
; mix the whiting, alum, and

soft soap mth sufficient water to form a thick paste, and stir them
in an old saucepan, over a slow fire, till uniformly mixed. When
nearly cold, throw in the naphthaline and stir agam. The mixtiue
must be kept in a well-stoppered bottle or in an air-tight tin.

It will be observed that none of the ingredients in the above
mixtures are poisonous

;
yet, if properly applied, they will effectually

B
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prevent the intrusion of vermin in well-stored specimens. Only
the powder is necessary for the preservation of small birds

; but for

the larger species it unll be advisable to use the soap as a paint, and
tlien to dust on the powder as well.

Some authorities seem to tliink that the presence of a powerful

poison is absolutely necessary in all preservative mixttu’es. I am
not of that opinion myself ; stiU, I will give examples of such preser-

vatives, as the reader may possibly like to try them and judge for

himself.

Arsenic Powder

Mix equal parts of powdered ‘ white arsenic ’ and biu’ut alum.

Arsenical Soaj}

White arsenic . 4 parts I Soft soap . . 8 parts

Wliiting . . 12 „ 1 Camphor . . 1 part

Moisten the camphor with one or two drops of spirit and reduce

it to a powder. Tlien powder the arsenic and udiiting separately.

Put the soft soap and wliiting in an old saucepan with a veiy little

water, and stir well over a slow fire till nicely mixed. Remove
from the fire, and, when cold, add the arsenic slowly, stirring all the

time. Finally, add the camphor and mix again.

The saucepan used in making this soap must never be employed

for any other purpose afterwards, and both the poisonous prepara-

tions should bo carefully put away in bottles or tins with very con-

spieuous labels, on which the word ‘ poison ’ is written in large letters.

Tins is more particularly neces.sai’y when the operator has younger

brothers or sisters. Care must be taken not to allow the arsenical

mixtures to touch the skill if cut or torn in the slightest degi’ee ; and

under all circumstances the hands should be well washed after

coming into contact with them.

Should the reader desii’e to save himself the trouble of preparing

these poisonous mixtures, he may procure them ready made from

any dealer in natural histoi'y appliances, or get them mixed for

him by a chemist.

Now that all the necessary preparations have been made, how

shall we obtain the spechnens for stuffing ? Of course it is possible

that the reader himself possesses a gun ;
but, if such is the case, I

would strongly urge him not to slaughter birds for mere sport, but

to kill only those that are necessary for purposes of study. In many

cases only one of a kmd is required, even in a complete collection

;
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blit there are often interesting differences in the sexes, or variations

in tlie plumage of different seasons, that should be represented in

the collector’s cabinet.

A few examples will suffice to make this point clear. The

summer plimiage of the common House Sparrow is very different

from its winter di-ess, and there are very marked differences between

the summer and winter feathers. Thrushes and Larks vary but

very little, so that one single specimen of each species is generally

sufficient. The Buntings and Starlings present very different aspects

in spring and winter, and should be represented in the attires of

both these seasons. The specimens of Hawks should, as a rule,

include both male and female, more especially on account of the

superior size of the latter. Then, again, it is very insti'uctive to

watch the development of the feathers, and the changes in colour

exhibited by the same species as it passes from the nestling to the

adult stage. For such a purpose a series may be preserved, including

a young bird ‘ in the down,’ and a few others at different stages of

growth.

If j’ou have not a gun yourself, you will generally have but little

difficulty in procuring suitable birds at a very low cost. You can even

make a fairly good start with the smaller kinds that you find dis-

played in the poulterer’s shop, but you must be careful to select those

which have sustamed no fiu’ther damage than that produced by the

shot. But the best thing you can do is to make the acquaintance

of a gamekeeper or a fiu’iner, either of whom Avill be wiUing to supply

j’ou with the ‘ vermin ’ brought down, and that for a mere trifle.

For your first attempt you had better take a bird of rather small

size, but not too small. The Starling or Thrush will serve very well

to begin with.

^Vell, we will now assume that everything is ready, the bird in-

cluded. Arrange aUyour implements and materials before you, and
perfonn j’ctir operation with the following instructions as your
guide. Don’t trust your memory for anything, but consult the

directions for each stage as you proceed. It is jmrr first attempt,

so work slowly and carefully, and with as much patience as possible.

Your first bird will probably take up much time, and may not turn
out well after all

; but care and patience will enable you to succeed
in the end, and with these qualities brought into play there is no
reason whatever why you shoidd not eventually become an expert
taxidermist.

l-ay your bird on a sheet of white paper, and push a little plug

s 2
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of cotton-wool into the slit at the roof of the mouth to prevent any
blood from oozing out through the nostrils. Then fiU the mouth
itself with the same material, and also plug up the shot wounds if

there are any.

Now place the bird on its back with its head towards j'ou, and part

the feathers from breast to vent so as to expose the bare skin. Then
cut the skin fi’om the lower end of the breastbone to the vent with

your pointed scissors ; or you may do this with yoiu’ scalpel, working

with the edge turned upward. Great care must be taken not to cut

deeper than the skin, especially as you approach the vent
; for here

tlie wall of tlie abdomen is very thin, and if you cut through this

the digestive organs will project and cause much trouble by adliering

to the feathers. Now raise the skin, and gently force the flesh away
from it with the handle of j’our scalpel or any other small hhmt

tool. Work on in this manner on one side till you reach the leg.

Take hold of the leg on the outside, and push it in till the knee

is well exposed. Push the skin away from this joint, and then

cut the leg completely through. Do the same on the other side

;

and when both legs are dangling free from the trunk, gi’aduaUy

work off the skin round to the back, dusting the surface of the body

and the inside of the skin liberally with plaster of Paris to prevent

the feathers from sticking.

After loosening the skin completely round, work it gently towards

the tail, but not too far, or the tail feathers will be loosened. Cut

through the end of the bowel at the vent, and then tlirough the tail,

bone included, leaving a small ‘ parson’s nose ’ as a fomidation for

the feathers of the tail.

Now lay hold of the stump of the tail with finger and thumb or

a pair of forceps, and let the body hang head downwards. Push (not

pull) the skin off the trunk, working it gently down with the fingers,

till you reach the wings. These are to be dealt with exactly in the

same manner as the legs, cutting them off at the s/mwWe?' joints.

You will now find that the skin peels off very easily over the

neck and head till you reach the ears. Here the scalpel comes into

service again. Cut very carefully round the membrane that covers

the ear opening on each side, and then push back the skin till you

have gone just beyond the eyes. Ci;t through the membrane round

the eye sockets, and then scoop out the balls.

The skinning has now been completed, but there still remains a

considerable amount of clearing to be done.

Pirst cut off the head at the first joint of the neck, and so dispense
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with the trunk. Then cut away the back (not upper) part of the

skull and remove the brain. Also remove all the flesh that remains

attached to the base of the skull.

You must now work backwards, clearing away all decomposable

matter and applying the necessary preservatives as you proceed.

Wipe out the eye sockets perfectly clean, paint them with your

‘ soap,’ and then dust with a little preservative powder. Eoll up two

little balls of cotton-wool large enough to completely fill the sockets.

Insert them in their places, and bring the skin over them in its

natiu’al position after applying preservatives both to it and the skull.

Preserve and stuff the cavity of the skull just as you did the eye

sockets.

Now attend to the legs and wings. The former must be skinned

as far as the end of the first bone, and all the flesh removed. The

wings must be similarly cleared to the end of the seco7ifZ bone—that

is, as fai- as the ‘ bend ’ or wrist. Apply the preservatives liberally

to the bone, push the limbs back in their places, and pack a very

little cotton-wool to take the place of tlie flesh removed, being very

carefifl not to distend the limbs beyond then’ natural size.

Next clear the flesh from the tail as completely as possible, and

apply plenty of soap and powder. Then see that all fatty matter

is scraped off the skin of the bodj', and apply preservatives to every

part.

You have now to put your skin right side out. To do this press

the head in till you can feel the beak in the midst of the neck

feathers. Then take hold of the beak and pull gejitly till the skin

is completely turned. Y'^ou will find that the feathers are very

much ruflled, but they may be set m place by gently stroking the

whole .skin from head to tail with a wad of cotton-wool.

The stuffing must next be completed. KoU up a wad of wool

just large enough to fill out the neck to its natural size, or, prefer-

ably, a little less than this. Then prepare the body. This must be

egg-shaped, and made up very firmly ;
not simply pressed into the

proper form, but well threaded through and wound round with
strong thread. It must be a little smaller than the body of the

bird, and inserted so that the narrower end is at the tail.

Y^our skin has now been ‘ made up,’ and only requires the
finishing touches to render it fit for the cabinet. First see that all

the feathers are in their right places. If not, they must be set right
by stroking with a pad of cotton-wool, using also a pointed instru-
ment, if necessary, to arrange those that do not readily fall into
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place. If any of the feathers are stained with blood, or matted to-

gether, or marked with dirt of any kind, they should be carefully

washed with cotton-wool and warm water. Benzoline may also be

used with advantage, for the purpose of removing all traces of

grease from the feathers.

After the plumage has been thus washed with either water or

benzoline, your bird will be a most unsightly object, and may
appear as if it could never be set right again. But dust it over with

plenty of plaster of Paris, and set it aside for an horn’ or two to dry.

Then, on blowing off the plaster, and brushing down the feathers

with dry cotton-wool, you will find it beautifully cleansed and quite

natural in appearance.

Nothing remains now but to set the stuffed skin aside for a

week or two previous to giving it its resting place in your cabinet.

It should be rolled up iii wadding, with the legs lying neatly over

the tail, and placed in any dry and airy place for this pm’pose.

It will be observed that I have said nothing whatever about

sewing up tlie incision in the skin. This is not necessary imless

the bird is to bo moimtod ;
for, if the body wad is not too large, the

skin will close over so perfectly that the cut will not show.

Before placing the ‘ made-up ’ skin in your cabinet, a label con-

taining date and place of capture and other particulars that are

likely to prove useful should bo tied to the legs.

The directions just given for skinning and preserving will apply

to nearly every bird, but there are a few species that require some

slightly different treatment. Thus the heads of Woodpeckers,

Ducks, and Geese cannot be passed through the skin of the neck in

the usual way. In the case of the first-named, and any other small

birds that ])resent the same difficulty, it is generally possible to

clear the skull of the decomposable matter without skinning to the

eyes
;
but the larger species should have a cut made either in the

side of the neck or on the top of the head, so that the skull may be

brought out and properly dealt with. 01 course the incision should

be neatly stitched up after the skull has been replaced.

The best time to skin birds is a few hours after death, during

the period of rigor mortis or death -stiffening. When this cannot

be conveniently done, the specimen may be set by for a few days, if

necessary, during cold weather, but such delay's should be strictlj’’

avoided during the summer, for decomposition may set in, render-

ing the operation not only unpleasant but decidedly dangerous.

At times it may not bo convenient to stuff a skin right away.
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Under these circumstances you should see that it is as free as

possible from perishable matter, and pack it away in a well-fitting

box with plenty of preserving mixture till you have time to attend

to it. W^en at last your opportimity comes for stuffing the skm,

you AviU find that it is very dry and somewhat shrivelled, so you

must put it through a relaxing process. Fill the skm with moist

sand or tow, and biiry it completely in a box of moist sand, letting

it remain imdistiu-bed for two or three days. I need hardly mention

that the sand should be well washed to remove all traces of dirt,

and, if salt-water sand, to extract the salt. When you tiu’n out

your skin you will probably find it nicely softened and in a fine

condition for stuffing.; but, if not sufficiently pliable, it imist be re-

placed in the sand and kept there for another day or two.

Now let me give a little advice concerning your ornithological

store boxes or cabinet. Each tray or drawer should fit well, and

be divided into partitions of suitable sizes to receive the speci-

mens j’ou have prepared. Lay each bix’d on a bed of cotton-wool,

and be careful to insert a very hberal supply of some kind of

insecticide. This may consist of a laj'er of powdered naphthaline

at the bottom of each division, underneath the cotton-wool, or a

piece of camphor in the corner of each cell. As an additional pre-

caution you may dust over your specimens with one of the prepara-

tions Imown as ‘ insect powders.’ But, whatever steps you take,

remember that your collection is always in danger of being destroyed

by one or more of the mmierous museimi pests. Every now and

again you must torn over yoixr collection, and examine each speci-

men separately, renewing the supply of preservatives whenever
necessary. Should yoxi meet with any signs of plunder, remove
the infected specimen at once, and do not replace it in its ceU till

you are certain that all life has been destroyed. A baking of a few

hours’ duration in a gentle oven will effectually destroy the intruders,

and will do no harm to the bird imless the temperature has been
too high.

.Wiother source of danger is dampness. Never store a specimen
tilt it is perfectly dry, and remember that several weeks are some-
tunes necessary to completely dry a skin. One single damp speci-

men may cause a dozen or more to become mildewed.
Should you like to try your hand at mounting, proceed with one

of the stuffed birds as follows : Cut a few pieces of iron wire of
suitable diameter—Number 22 size for a small bird. One piece for
the tail shoidd be about two or three inches long, another of about
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four inches for the head and neck, two more of the same length for

the legs, and one longer piece for the wings. See that each is

perfectly straight, and then file off one end of each to a sharp and

smooth point. Push the tail piece through the tail, and send it well

into the body wad to secure a good hold. The head wire must be

forced through the top of the skull, down the neck, and then for

some distance into the bod3^ Spread out the toes of one of the feet

and straighten out the leg. Then take a fine stUetto and make a

hole through the bottom of the foot, passing the instrument inside

the leg bone. Now push one of the leg wires through the leg into

the body. Ido the same with the other leg, and pass both these

wires obli(p;el,y into the body wad in such a manner that thej' cross

near the shoulders. The wire I'or the wings should be passed

through the outer quill of one wing, then throttgh the shoulders, and

out through the eorresponding quill of the other wing. This will

enalde you to expand the wings fully, but the wire may be dispensed

with if you intend to mount the bird with wings closed, substituting

for it a few pins to Iteep them in position during the drying.

ITess a little juitly into the eye sockets, and insert the eyes,

d’liesc slionld be jnst large enough to fill the space left in your skin
;

and if the aperture was stretclied during the skinning, the membrane

must Ijc brouglit over the artificial eye with a needle till it is ex-

actly of the natural size.

Now bend the wires till you have each part in the desu’ed position,

and see that you do not fall into the common error of making the

legs too long. If tlie wings are to bo expanded, a few pieces ot

card nia.Y be pinned against them to fix the feathers evenly in their

pi'oper position. Tlie tail feathers, too, should bo nicely' spread, and

kept in position by strips of caixl till the specimen is quite dry. If

3'our bird is one of the aquatic species, 3'ou must also expand the

toes and )iin them lirnily to jiieces of cork or soft wood.

See that the .attitude of the bird is a perfectly Jiatui'nl one. To

do this you should compare it with a living bird of tlie same kind if

possible, and let it show one of the characteristic attitudes of the

species as accurately as you can. If you cannot study from life in

this way, you had better' consult the illustrations in some good book,

or, better still, pay a visit to some museum where well-mounted

specimens are exhibited. The splendid collection in the Natrual

History Museum at South Kensington will sup]rly you with some

capital copies, and every young collector should make himself

familiar with this delightful building, full ot natiu’al treasiu’es ot all
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descriptions, if he resides in or near London
;
and if not, let him

write it at the top of his list cf the anticipated ‘ sights ’ when he is

making preparations for a ‘ run to town.’

Only one thing more remains to be done. Your bird is skinned,

preserved, ‘ made up,’ wired, and set. Now you must work its body

into the gi-aceful natiu-al form that you wish it to retain on drying.

Then tlirust several rather large pins into it at different points,

and wind it round and round with thread, setting every feather

into its true position as you proceed. If the bird is to be mounted

with closed wings, then the thread will be bound round them to

keep them closely applied to the body. The boimd specimen must

then be put in a dry and airy place for a few weeks, the length of

time varying with the ternperatirre and condition of the atmospliere.

When perfectly dry, remove the binding, and mount your bird ac-

cording to yoiu' fancy. If it is to be placed on a perch of any kmd

,

the projecting leg wires may be run through the perch, thus giving

a good hold ; but any other wires that stand out visibly must be

snipped off with a pair of cutting pliers.

Classification of Lirds

It woidd be out of the question to give, in our limited space, an
account of each of the four hundred ‘ British Bh’ds.’ I must con-

tent myself, therefore, with a general description which, though far

fi-om complete, may yet be interesting and serviceable to the young
beginner.

An ambitious collector should really possess a work to which
lie can refer for detailed descriptions of all the British species, and
in which he will find not only descriptions of the liirds themselves,
but particulars concerning their habits, their hamits, and the nature
of their nests and eggs. Perhaps, by way of a start, he could not do
better than study Stanley’s ‘ History of Birds

;
’ .and then, if his

ambition soars still higher, and his pocket runs deep, he may go in
for the more comprehensive productions of our great authorities.

We can bosst of one hundred and twenty-six species of birds
that are wholly our own, remaining as they do with us throughout
the year, and rearing up their broods in our midst. These we shall
speak of as ‘ resident.' Then there are about forty others that visit
us in the sunimei', some appearing much earlier than others. These
'summer visitors' breed in our country, but depart to the more
genial climes of the south before bleak winter weather sets in.
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Happy birds they must be. A broad expanse of water is no barrier

to them, their powerful and endiu-ing flight enabhng them to sur-

mount all the obstacles that hem in so many other creatures. Their

life is one perpetual summer, and the pangs of hunger quite beyond
their experience. They belong chiefly to the jicrclicrs—a gi’oup of

birds that includes the majority of oiu' brilliant songsters. Again,

there are those which delight more or less in winter blasts and

snows—birds that spend their summer m the north, but visit us

during the winter, when the cold of higher latitudes is so extreme

that the snow-clad wastes and frozen waters no longer yield them

their natural food. These ‘ winter visitors ’ arc chiefly waders

and swhnmers, and obtain then’ sustenance from waters, fresh and

salt
;
but include also a few of the perchers. Most of them leave

us again on the ap)5roach of summer, but occasionally remain with-

in our shores throughout the year, supplying us with broods of time

Britishers. Lastly, we include in our list of birds a large number of

‘ occasional visitors,' nearly two hundred in number, that hail

from various parts of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

The following table ivill show at a glance how we make up the

total of the so-called British birds :

Besident species . t • » . 12G

Summer visitors . 40

Mhnter visitoi's GO

Occasional visitors . . about 180

Total, about 406

Of these only about two hundred have been known to

the British Isles.

Birds of Prey

Tlie British birds of this order may be known at once by the

powerful claws by which they seize and carry thefr prey, and also

by the strong hooked beaks used in tearing the flesh from their

victims’ bones. Their senses are Very acute, especially the power

of vision, enabling them to single out their anticipated captives at

great distances.

Wo find with birds of prey, as with carnivorous mammals, that

the digestive organs are less complicated in structure than in the

vegetable feeders. They have no crop, and their gizzards are weaker

and smaller in proportion to their size.
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The Eagles and Falcons are not likely to come in the Avay of

young collectors, so we shall have but little to say of them. The

rude piles of sticks that form their nests are laid on the ledges of

Fig. 364.—The Golden
Eagle. Fig. 365.—The Falcon.

precipitous rocks, so difficult of access that I fear none of my readers

are ever likely to meddle with their eggs
;
and the high price charged

by the dealers for some of these treasmres is quite sufficient to show
that the robbing of such nests is by no means a childish sport.

The Sparrow-hawk and Kestrel are not by any means uncom-
mon ; but the Kite, once plentiful in our country, is now compara-

tively rare. Sometimes we see one of these birds poised motionless

in the air, or wheeling roimd and round in wide circles as it surveys

the distant gi’ound. Suddenly it darts downward like a falling

stone; and, seizing a poor unfortunate victim in its powerful talons,

makes off to its retreat.

Birds are generally cheerful creatures, delighting in the brightest

sunshine
; but the round and flat-faced Owls, with eyes directed for-

wards, like our own, are lovers of the dark and silent night. The
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Owl is a veritable 'winged cat. "Waking at sunset, it starts out to its

hunting gi’ounds in barns, outhouses, hedges, and meadows. Here

it sits silentlj’, its big bright eyes steadily scanning the neighbour-

Fio. 306. -The 8i>auho\v-iluvk.

hood. At last it spies a mouse or other small animal : and \\ ith

stealthy and silent movement (fur even its flight is noiseless) pounces

on its victim, and bears it off to its hungry brood.

Fig. 3G7.—The Kertreij.
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Noctiirnal animals seldom seem to be favotirites with us, and

all manner of superstitious fears have been associated with them.

Fio. 368.—The
Mekli-n. Fig. 369.—The Honey IIczzakd.

Fig. 370.— The Baux Owl.
Fig. 371.—Head op the

Long -EARED Owl.

The mournful midnight ci-ies of the Owl have still further intensified
the popular dislike to this bird.
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Our Perching Birds

Most of these birds are of small size. Their toes are long

and slender and well adapted for grasping the branches and

twigs of trees. Ton will observe that one of the toes is directed

backwards, thns serving the purpose of a thiunb. All our best

songsters belong to this group,

thoiigh some of the perchers, such

as the Rooks and the Crows, which

are, by the way, the largest spe-

cies, have voices that are by no

means musical. It is among the

birds of this order, too, that we

meet with those nests, the archi-

tecture of which arouses our

wonder and admiration.

But there is a considerable

difference in the building powers of the perchers
;

for in some

cases the nest is merely a rude collection of sticks or stubble, or a

scanty lining of grass or other substance in a hollow in the groimd.

Fin. .372.—Tnn SnniKE.

And there are some that make not the slightest attempt at building,

but simply deposit their eggs in a natural hollow, perhaps just

slightly modified to suit their purpose.
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The remarkable uniformity exhibited by the nests of certain

species is really wonderful. Examine, for instance, about half a

dozen of the pretty nests of the Hedge Sparrow {Accentor), and you

Fig. .374.—The Jackdaw.

will be sirrprised at the similarity both in the form and also in the

natime of the materials selected. But there are others whose nur-

series vary gi-eatly according to the natitre of the site chosen and the

materials at hand during the time of building.

The Missel Thrush treats us to a

little variety in this way ;
for, instead

of strictly limiting itself to a certain

fixed routine, it will collect at random
almost anything that comes in its

way ; and it is not uncommon to find

bits of rag, wool, ribbon, and other

productions of human art woven into

its nest.

Some birds are very capricious in

the selection of a spot in which to build, but perhaps none so much
so as our familiar little Bedbreast. It usually chooses holes in

banks and decaying trees
; but it has been known to take advantage

of an open window to erect its nursery on library shelves, or in

churches and other buildings.

Fig. 375.—The Ndthatch.
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V

Fia. 370.—Tun Woodi-kciceb.

Fio, 377.—Tni3 Wryneck.
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rr n thP W-irl)lers-namelv, the Wood Wcarbler and the Willo^v

^ .o.ae„.c...a

Fui. 37s. -The Kinofishee.

^Vren. It is suspended from the branch of a fir, yew, or holly tree ;

and is a hollow ball made of fragments of mosses and lichens,

held together by a collection of spiders’ webs. It contains about

half a dozen of the tiniest oi all Ifritish birds eggs.

The Common ^Yren is another dome builder, but the nest is
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*'
n'Wivi ,

,
.

^';ViV il)

l<’ia. 37'.).—Tiik Wkicn.

generally placed on the gi'onnd, or in the lower part of a very thick

bush. Sometimes it will select a situation that is well protected

above by projecting turf or a log, and in

such case wOl often dispense with the

construction of a dome as unnecessary.

One of the most beautiful of nests is

that of the Long-tailed Tit. It is oval in

shape, and usrrally lies in the fork of a

busli or small tree. It consists of wool,

moss, and lichens, all bound together with

s2)idors’ weljs, and often including a

number of spiders’ nests woven in with

the other materials. The exterior is skilfully covered with lichens,

giving it a very jwetty appearance, and the interior, which is ap-

proached by a liole in the side, is nicely lined witli a liberal sirpply

of downy feathers. The eggs, eight or nine in number, are of a very

delicate pinkish tint, due to the colour of the interior showmg itself

througli the juire white and semi-transpai'cnt shell. When the eggs

are blown this delicacy of colour is of course lost
;
but some collec-

tors restore tlie natui’al hue by introdxicing a pink composition into

the emptied shell.

The nine Tit is remarkable for the strange sites sometimes

chosen for its nest. Old pumps have often been selected, and one

case has been gi\'en of a pah' who would not forsalce their young

Fig. 380.—Tun Gueat Tit. Fig. 381.—The Laek.

when the working of the pump had been renewed after a period of

rest, even though the hen bird had lost her tail through the friction

of the handle.

The Great Tit usually selects a hole in a tree or bank, and
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constructs its nest principally of feathers; but, like its blue cousin,

it sometimes selects a peculiar site. In the South Kensington

Natural History Museum you may see a Great Tit’s nest that still

lies m the coimtry letter box in which it was constructed.

Fm. 382 .—Tub Goldfinch. Fig. 383.—The Bollfinch.

The nest of the Skylark shows no superior skill, but is usually

well concealed among grass in a slight hollow, in tlie ground. In
this position, though not easily found as a rule, it is always in

danger of being trodden imder foot by cattle.

Fig. 384.—The Linnet. Fig. 385.—The Cuckoo.

The Chaffinch is remarkalde for the wonderful architecture of
its nest. The main structure is usually composed of moss, lichens,
grass, and other materials, all closely woven together, and is lined
with wool, hair, and feathers. The outside is generally very neatly
covered with lichens, often rendering it so much like the branches

T
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of the ti’ee on which it is supported that detection is difficult indeed.

It is generally placed in the fork of a tree, or hidden in a thick

shrub.

During your bird-nesting career j^ou will meet with many nests

which, like that of the Chaffinch, are rendered inconspicuous by a

l<’io. 386.—The Nightingale.

protective colouring which closely imitates the natural surroiindings.

Others, like those of rooks and crows, are fully exposed to view, the

only protection from danger being the difficulty of access, l int, m

most cases, the perching birds seek to insure the safety of their broods
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by selecting a spot well concealed among the surrounding foliage,

either on tlie ground or in a thick bush. Few of these display more
artfulness in this respect than the cherished Nightingale—the ‘ King

of Songsters.’ This bird is, unfortunately, not very common. It is

only during the summer that we are favom’ed with its presence

;

and even then it is restricted to the eastei’n, midland, and south-

eastern counties of England. It seems to cross the narrowest part

of the Channel, and then work its way northwards. For years,

while residing in the south-west, I never heard its charming notes.

It is certainly remarkable that this lover of warm climates should

neglect the mildest part of oiu’ country. But it does not seem to

Fio. 387 .—The Swallow.

stray far after its arrival on our shores. Its voice is seldom heard
in the north of England, and it is only in the coppices of the south-

east that the Nightingale abounds. Its nest is very difficult to find,

l)cing generally well concealed on or near the ground under thick

bushes, or, occasionally, in the stump of an old tree. It sings more
or less throughout the day, but it is during the twilight hour, while
most other songsters are at rest, that the sweet tune of the Nightin-
gale is so plainly heard.

Unique among nests are those of Swallows and Martins.
Tlie Swallow builds in dark holes of buildings, often selecting for

the purpose a chimney that is not at the time performing its usual
function, or a tower, or even the shaft of a deserted mine. Its nest
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is open, built of mud, and lined with feathers. This busy bird is

seldom seen at rest. When not engaged in domestic affairs it is

either resting in some secluded spot, or it is catching insects on the

wing, generally in a sheltered place near a marsh or stream. It may
even be seen feeding its young while Hying rapidly.

Fiu. 388 Tiis Sanj) Maktin anu the Hawk.

The Hand Martin is a burrowing bird. It builds its nest in ex-

cavations which it makes in sand banks.

Rasorcs— Scrajnng Birds

Tliis order includes two well-defined groups of birds, the first

containing Doves and Pigeons, and the second some of our most

familiar Game Birds.
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Doves and Pigeons, although generally classed with the Scraping

Birds, do not scratch into the ground for their food after the manner

of om- domestic fowls and their wild allies, but are gi’ouped with

them on account of other

features that are considered

sufficient to prove their close

relationship. They are almost

exclusively vegetable feeders,

provided with a very large

crop, and a strong gizzard.

The manner in which these

birds feed their young is a

marked contrast to that of

the perchers. All who have

interested themselves in the

breeding of cage birds must

be familiar with the liUle 38!).- The Stock Dove.
gi’oup of nestlings during

their moments of expectancy. Their necks are stretched to the

utmost, and their broad bills gape so widely as almost entirely

to hide the rest of the head. Then the parent, whose timely arrival

Fig. 390.—The Pheasant.

is thecause of the general commotion, puts a morsel into each mouth,
sometimes almost thrusting it down the young one’s throat. But
with Pigeons and Game Birds the mode of procedure is very different.
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Here it is the parent that exhibits the open mouth, leaving the

young to take the food from her bill as best they can. The perch-

Tiik I’AUTiinjGii.

ing bird gives food to her young, but the Scraper simply allows

them to help themselves from the supply she brings.

Fio. .T,)2. — Tiiu Quaii,.

It will be seen from our table of birds that the ‘ Scratcheis

generally build on the ground or in low bushes. Many of them

really build no nest at all, but simply collect together a few sticks

or straws, with which they line a hollow in the soil.
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Wadinfj Birds—Grallatorcs

Tlie birds of this division are frequenters of marshes and sandy

sho«::,u
'<; «e r».ticul..-lv

n, U.c a„.l

Fig. 393.—Thk OvsTEK-rATCiiER.

mud, from which they derive the

worms, molluscs, and fishes that

constitute their food. Their legs

are long and slender, and free

from feathers, except close to the

body, and the hind toes are very

short. The neck and bill are also

long. Thus the bird can wade

in water or mud and secure its

food without soiling its feathers.

Those of the waders that live on

fish have the longest legs, and

with these, as with all the others,

the length of the neck, head, and

bill together is always propor-

tionate to the length of the leg.

All the waders have a greater or

Fig. 394.— The Heron.

less development of membrane
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between the toes, thus showing a relationship to the swimmers, and

some of them are decidedly atiuatic in their habits and swim well.

As a rule the waders are gifted with considerable powers of flight,

and many of them migi’ate between countries separated by enor-

mous distances.

Many of these bh-ds exhibit great variation in their plumage at

different seasons of the year. Thus, the Grey Plover, one of our

Pio. 3'.Jo.—Tiik Lai’Wino. Fig. 39C.—The Snipe.

winter visitors, is whitish on the under surface during winter, but

blaclv in suimner. And, generally, the winter plumage is lighter in

colour tlian tliat of summer.
Those in search of waders or their nests must themselves be pre-

pared to wade in marslies and bogs, and to ramble along the loneliest

parts of oiu’ coasts.

Swimminfj Birds

This order includes all

those that are specially

adapted for arpiatic life.

They have webs between

the toes for swimming >

their legs are short and

powerful, and their broad

bodies enable them to float

well. Some of the swim*

mers are very large birds*

Fig. .997. The Sheldhake. ai-e

brilliantly decorated.

A large number inhabit our lakes and marshes, especially (he

>
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Broads of Norfolk, but are being gradually driven fiom these

haunts as the land is reclaimed for agricultm-al purposes. By ar

the greater number, however, are inhabitants of our coasts, and

Fig. 398.—The Tekn, ob Sea Swallow.

either o„ fishe. c»„ght in

shore. The Common Gull is one of the coast dwellcis, and

, 399. ^Tiie Black-backel Gull. Fig. 400. -The White Gull.

certainly a most useful scavenger, for it will devour almost any kind

of decomposing matter that may happen to be washed up by the

waves. .

One of the most remarkable features of this gi-oup is the strange

diversity in the number of eggs laid by the different members.
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Thus, the Diicks generally lay a dozen or more before they commence
to sit, while the Gulls lay only three or foiu', and the Guillemot,

Puffin, and Eazorbill only one.

The swimmers are no architects. Many of them make no nest

of any kind, and the others do no more than collect together a little

stubble, and deposit it on the bare rock, or on the beach, or in a

hollow of the groi;nd.

I can quite understand that some of my young readers who are

anxious to ‘ do ’ the British Bh-ds thoroughly may ho somewhat

dissatisfied with the

meagre account given

here, but I have at-

tempted to amend
matters a little by

offering what I hope

will prove a very use-

ful table to the be-

ginner. The first and

second columns con-

tain respectively the

common and scientific

names. In the third

are letters which dis-

tinguish the resident

species and the summer
and winter visitors.

The table includes all

the resident birds (E)

and summer visitors

(SV) whose nests are

likely to be met with,

and also the com-

monest of tlie winter

visitors (WV) that

have been known to breed in the British Isles, excluding a few

that are very local in tlieir distribution, or whose nests are made

in spots very difficult of access. In the fourth column will be

found the usual situation of the nest. The next column contains tlie

names of the materials of which the nests are usually constructed :

but I must here remind the reader that he must be jirepared to

meet with considerable variations, for not only do nests of the same

Pig. 401.—Tuk GiiKUJi.

Pig. 402.—The
Guillemot.

Pig. 40:i.-TnE rETiiiu,.
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species vary aecordin" to the nature of the materials at hand in

different localities, but some birds are so capricious in the selection

of tlieir building materials that nests in the same district may at

times exhibit interesting peculiarities. The sixth column contains

a brief description of the eggs, the ground colour being the first men-
tioned, and followed by the tint of the markings, if any. The last

column shows the average number of eggs in the clutch ; and here,

again, great variations will often be met with.
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CHAPTER VIII

BRITISH MAMMALS

AVe have now readied the highest of ah the divisions of the Animal
Kingdom— the class in which we ourselves are included.

Tlie creatures in this group possess several featiu’es iu common
with birds, but they also exhibit many distinguishing characteristics,

the most important being the habit of suckling their young, which

gives the name to the class—Mammalia or Milk-giving Animals.

Alammals are divided into several orders, the basis of classifica-

tion being generally the form and arrangement of the teeth, or the

nature of tlie limbs. It will be well, therefore, to spend a little time

in examining these organs in a few typical forms.

Let us first study thb different forms of teeth ;
and, as 3'ou

yourself are a British Mammal, start with your own. A peep

in the looking-glass will show that j'ou

have three kinds of teeth. Those in the

front of the mouth have chisel-like edges,

and are adapted for biting only. At

the back of each jaw you will see teeth

of (piite a different character. They are

comparatively massive, and their working

surfaces are very broad and irregular.

These iire the millstones by which we

grind up our food—the true masticators.

Between these two kinds you will see

teeth that are more or less conical in form.

Now, we shall often have to speak of these three kinds of teeth as

we chat about our Mammals, so we will name them. The cutting

or biting teeth, which are always situated in front when present at

all, are the incisors ;
the grinders are called the molars ;

and the

pointed teeth are known as the cani/ne or dog teeth—not that the}^

Fro. 401. Pakt of tiik

Ui'puii Jaw (Homan),
SIIOWINO Tine KINUS

OF Teeth.

i, incisor
;

c, canine ; in, molar.
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very closely resemble the teeth of Dogs, but because ‘beJ 0“'W

I positiou Lrespondiug with that of the long tearing teeth ol the

'Dot' and other flesh-eating Mammals.
^ Now compare your teeth with those of the Cat or Dog, either

which may be taken as representing the Carnivora.

Fig. 405.—Skull of a Caenivobous Mammal— The Dog,

Here voii observe that the incisors are small, and are not

furnished w-ith chisel edges, so that the creatoe could not cut

up its food as we do. Then, the canines are very long, curve<l, and

pointed. These are the instruments used to grip the flesh t g

while it is being torn. The molars, too, ai-e very different from oiirs.

They are very psor grinilers mdeeil. for the, are all more or

pointed. How, then, can the creature masticate its food . It

not do so at aU. It

simply pulls away

pieces of flesh suffi-

ciently small to be

gulped, and leaves the

remainder of the work

to be done by the

digestive fluids of the

stomach and intestines.

Now we wiU glance 406.—Skull of the Sheep.

for a nioraent at the
•

skull of the Cow or Sheep. Here we find good examples of incisor

teeth, but in the lower jaw only. In the front of the upper jaw
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there is a pad or cushion of gristle against which the lower incisors

press. This arrangement enables the creature to gi’ip the herbage

on which it feeds ;
and it is then torn off, rather than bitten, by a

(piick movement of the head. The canines, too, are present in the

lower jaw only, and, like om- own, are not very conspicuous. But
look at the broad molars, with their flat gi'inding surfaces. These

are veritable millstones, that effectually crush the vegetable matter

to a pulp.

We must notice hero a marked difference between carnivorous

and herbivorous Mammals as regards the motion of the lower jaw.

That of the flesh-eaters is so jointed to the skidl that it is capable

of an up-and-down movement only—they can hite but not masticate.

But watch a Cow as she ‘ chews the end,’ and you will see the jaw

swaying from side to side as the molars are brought together, so

tliat the food is thoroughly mashed. You will also observe that you

move your lower jaw somewhat in the same way as you masticate

your food.

The feet of these harmless creatures are not supplied with claws,

but the toes are inclosed in two hoofs, and although the limbs are

not powerful, yet most Itnminantis arc fleet-footed ; many of them

so nmch so that their carnivoi’ous enemies could never succeed in

catching them without resort to stratagem.

Let us take yet another illustration of the great diversity of

structure and habit among the Mam/mals. The little Mole is familiar

to everybody—too familiar the farmer would say. We shall sjieak

of this interesting little creature again presently, as all we want to

do now is to examine its teeth and limbs. With regard to the

former, it has the three kinds, but all exceedingly small. None

are specially adapted for cutting, tearing, or grinding. Yet all

are useful to the Mole
;
for it lives on worms and grubs, and these

small teeth arc just the very thing to hold the struggling prey till

an opportunity occurs in which to gulp it down.

But one of the most remarkable features of the Mole is its fore

limb. This is very strong, and stoutly built, with a well-formed

shoulder girdle ;
and the sole of its foot is turned outward and back-

ward, foi-ming a powerful digger by which it can scoop away the soil

and shovel the debris behind it as it proceeds.

These examples will suffice to illustrate the manner in which the

classification of the Mammals is carried out, but we liave taken

types of only a few of the numerous orders into which the group is

divided.
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The following iisefiil table will give a more extended view of the

class ;
and, at the same time, show how poorly the Mammals are

represented in Britain. The list shows only the more prominent

orders, and the asterisks mark those of which we have representa-

tives in a wild state, not including, however, such creatures as the

Deer, which have been preserved in a semi-wild condition for

sporting purposes and for ornament.

Classification of Mammals

Orders Chief Cluiraeters Examples

1. Marstipialia . Pouched Mammals Kangaroo. Opossum
2. Edentata . . Toothless Mammals Anteater. Armadillo
3. Ungiilata . . Single-hoofed Mammals Horse. Ehinoceros.

Pig

4. Ruminantia . Cud-chewers Cow. Sheep. Deer.

Camel
*5. Cetacea . . Whale-like Mammals Whale. Porpoise.

Dolphin
*6. Pinnipedia . Fin-footed Mammals Seal. Walrus
*7. Carnivora Flesh -eaters Cat. Dog. Weasel.

Pole-cat

*8. Rodcntia . . Gnawers Squirrel. Eat. Eabbit
9. Proboscidea . Trunk-bearers Elephant

*10. Insectivora Insect-eaters Shrew. Mole.

Hedgehog
*11. Cheiroptera . Finger-winged Mammals Bat. Flying Fox

1

12. Primates . . Highest Mammals Monkey. Ape. !Man

Cetaceous Mammals

The whale-lilce Mammals are by no means well represented in

British seas, and one species only is so well known as to deserve

mention here. This one is the Common Porpoise, so often seen in

our harbours, especially in stormy weather.

A troop of these creatures affords a very singular and interesting

spectacle when watched from a neighbouring cliff or from a passing

boat, and they frequently perform their merry gambols so close to

observers on land or afloat that their manoeuvres are easily ob-

served. Suddenly a huge black mass appears above the surface of

the water, and immediately we are startled by a sound resembling

a powerful and prolonged sneeze, during which a little fountain of

spray is shot a short way into the air. Then follows a kind of
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somersault, and the strange creatiu'e disappears from view. Then,
looking in the direction from which it came, we see many others,
all lepeating the same strange performance. ^\’e now tiu’n again
to the leader of the troop, who has by this time made a considerable
advance. Again and again it appears above the waves, and at such
regular intervals that, by counting the time, we may know when to
expect it.

Aslv any ‘ old salt ’ what these peculiar beings are, and he will
tell you with much confidence that ‘ them ’ere big fishes are por-
ptisses.’ But don’t venture to ask him whether they are really

107. -Thk Poupoi.se.

fislies, or he may eye you with such a look of pity for your igno-

rance that 3’ou will feel sadly disconcerted. ‘ They live in the sea.

Is not that sufficient proof? ’ Such woi;ld be the ai’gument of the

majority of persons who are acquainted with these creatm’es, and it

would take much to convince them that they are warm-blooded

animals, much more nearly related to ourselves than fishes, breath-

ing by lungs instead of gills, and actually nursing their young as

the cat does its kittens !

These Porpoises represent the Whales of other seas, but, of coiprse,

are very much smaller. They live entirely on small fishes and
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molluscs, and may often be seen pursuing a shoal of herrings, of

which they are very fond. At one time they were captured in large

numbers, not only for the sake of their flesh, which was eaten, but

also for the fat stored so abundantly beneath the skin, and for the

skin itself, of which a splendid leather is made.

Being a lung-breathing animal, the porpoise must necessarily

come to the surface of the water at short intervals to renew its supply

of air. The expended air is forcibly expelled through its ‘ blow-

holes,’ as the nostrils are termed ;
and after it has taken a fresh

supply and again dived under, the water is prevented from entering

the air passages through these openings by folds of the skin that

extend over them, acting as valves.

After all, there is not a great deal to be learnt about the porpoise

by simply watching it in the water. If wo are to know anything of

its structm’e we must examine one that has been removed from its

native element. Under these circumstances we can at once point

out many features in which it is different from all the fishes. Its

thick skin is smooth, and not protected by scales. It has no visible

hind limbs, and the fore pair are fin-like, but then they are very

different in appearance and structure from the fins of fishes. It is

certainly fish-like in form, and, lilre fishes, has no neck
;
but its

skeleton always contains the seven vertehra or neck bones which

characterise the Mammals. The tail is horizontal, consisting of

two flat lobes, and is the chief means of locomotion ; but, instead

of rays with intervening membrane, like the tails of fishes, it is

composed of folds of the skin. Its jaws are armed with a great

number of simple teeth, not at aU large considering the dimensions

of the owner.

If Seals were common on oirr coasts we should undoubtedly

regard them with great interest ; for not only are their movements
and habits very entertaining when watched in their native element,

but they are capable of becoming gentle and inteUigent domestic

pets. But since they are to be observed only on the less accessible

parts of our northern shores, we shall pass on at once to the Carni-

vorous Mammals.

Carnivorous Mammals

It will not be necessary to enter any further into the distinguish-

ing features of the Flesh-eating Mammals, having already pointed
out their chief characteristics on page 299,
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Fortunatelj’ for us, our country is in no wise overrun by vora-

cious quadi’upecls. All the larger ones that formerly flourished in

the tlien extensive forests are now extinct or very rare. The Fox is

to be found in ‘ preserves ’ only, the Badger is rare, and the Otter is

to be met with only in the rocky parts of Scotland.

Tliose who have had the opportunity of witnessing the Otter in

its native element must liave been struck by its graceful movements.

]’’[(!. 408.—Tuk Otter.

Its long and flexible body, and short powerful limbs, enable it to

make rapid progress in water at any depth
;
and its tail, being some-

what compressed, serves the purpose of a rudder. Its food con-

sists of fishes, which, if not caught readily, are chased till quite

exhausted.

The female makes her,nest of grass and leaves in the bank of a

river or lake, but I fear that not many of my readers will ever meet

with its litter of four or live young ones.

Fio. 400.—SkuMj of the Otter. Fig. 410.—The Weasel.

The Weasel, Stoat, and Polecat are to be found in wooded dis-

tricts, where they make their burrows in sheltered banks. They

are very courageous and ferocious, and may be classed among the
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pests of the farmj’ard, for they rob the nests of our domestic fowl,

carrying off the young chickens. Yet they are useful creatiu’es

;

and, perhaps, reaUy do more good than harm, for they kill large

Fig. 411.—The Stoat.

numbers of rats and mice that would otherwise do great damage to

the farmers’ crops and stores.

The Weasel is only seven or eight inches long. Like the Sipiirrel,

it is remarkably active in climbing trees and walls. The best way
to get a glimpse of these nimble creatures in their haunts is to take
up your position in some hiding-

place, and there remain perfectly

still for some time. It is astonish-

ing what a number of living beings
will approach you closely under
these circumstances. Those which
are by natme very timid will come
so close that their every movement
may be watched. By means of this stratagem you may also learn
the whereabouts of their homes

; and then, if you feel inclined,
you have the opportunity of searching out their nests. The
weasel and Polecat both make comfortable little nests of grass
and leaves, and the former brmgs up two or tlu’ee broods of youii"
each year.

°

Fig. 412.— The Polecat.

X
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Our Gnawing Mammals

The Gnawing Mammals or Rodents are mostly of very small

size, and so many of them are either well known as pets or are

easily caught in our homes and fields that the reader will find little

difficulty in verifying most of the following particulars.

The order includes Mice, Eats, Squirrels, Babbits, and Hares.

The name applied to the group at once marks the distinguishing

liabit of these creatures
;
and the form and arrangement of their

teeth, and also the manner in which they are used, are so interesting

tliat we must have a little to say about them.

Take any one of our little Rodents into yovu’ hand, and examine

the creature’s mouth—not hastily, but with as much care as a

dentist would scrutinise your own. To do this you must either

413.—Skull of the Hare.

turn it over on its back, or you must lift it on its hind legs, for the

moutli is on tlie under side of tlie head, and for a moment may

remind you of the shark, although, of course, the resemblance is

not a very striking one.

What a peculiar arrangement of teeth ! In the front of each

jaw are two very long incisors
;
and if your examinee is a wild

Rodent which you have only just recently made a captive, it may

possibly convince you, in a very forcible manner, (hat these incisors

are not only as keen-edged as chisels, but also that they are set in

action by rather powerful muscles. Now look beyond these, and

you find that the canines are wanting ;
in fact, there is a very long

space on each side without any teeth at all. At the back of each

jaw, however, are a few rather small molars.
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But we iimst look more closely into the front teeth—the gnawers

as we may call them ;
for in these we shall see a peculiar provision

that we have not hitherto noticed. The front surfaces of these are

very hard and glossy, being covered

with a layer of a very durable substance

called enamel. Now, the exposed siu'-

faces of oiu- teeth, and also those of

most Mammals, are entirely covered

with this protecting substance, while

the remainder is composed chiefly of a

softer (but yet very hard) material

termed dentine or ivory. But the front

teeth of our Rodent are covered with

enamel on the front surface only, so that the dentine is fpiite

exposed behind. If now we look at the extremities of the teeth,

we see the result of this peculiar arrangement ;
for here the dentine

is worn off to a bevel just like the top of a chisel, while the harder

enamel stands out prominently in front, always presenting a keen

edge.

rie.414. — The Incisor Tooth
OF A Eouent.

enamel ; d, dentine.

The Rodents find plenty of work to do with these gnawers, not

only in perforating nutshells, and in r.eclucing various hard sub-

stances that form part of their food, but also in biting their way
through obstacles as they excavate their burrows and hiding-places.

So much work, indeed, do they accomplish, that, if their incisore

did not grow rapidly, even the enamel would be worn down to the

jaw.

Should anj' one of us lose a tooth, we should hardly regard the

loss as a ve^-y serious matter, even if we knew that another could

not be expected to appear in the gap formed. But the loss of an

incisor is sufficient cause for great alarm in the case of a Rodent

;

for the opposite tooth, having now nothing to work against it, con-

tinues to grow with but little wear and tear, till at last it either

describes a large curve that prevents the creatui'e from closing its

mouth, or it actually penetrates the other jaw and locks it firmly.

In either case the poor animal cannot use its teeth at all, and even-
tually dies of starvation. I once came across an old rat that had
evidently died through this cause, for one of the incisors of the
lower jaw had gi-own till it projected almost two inches, forming a
kind of semicircular tusk.

The feet of Rodents are all constructed on the same genei’al

plan, with well-formed fingers or toes, each terminating in a

X 2
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sharp claw. But some of them use their fore paws very cleverly,

both in climbing and in holding their food. Those that use their front

limbs much for climbing, such as the Scjuirrels, have them supported

by collar bones like ourselves ; but the others do not possess this

bone at all, or only in an undeveloped state.

Some spend the winter months in seclusion, and lay in a store

of food sufficient to last them through the barren season
;
while

others are true hiheniators, remaining in a state of slumber

throughout the cold months, taking no food during the whole time.

But even these hibernating species do provide a store, though uncon-

sciously ; for, during the time of plenty, their appetite leads them

to devour more food than is necessary for present nutrition
;
and

the excess gives rise to a store of fat that is gradually consimied in

tlieir slumbers. But this disappears by the spring time, and they

emerge from their retreats in a lean and hungry condition.

It is not an cas}^ matter to catch a Squirrel without some kind

of trap ; but T succeeded on one occasion by means of a simple

stratagem. Tlie creature was on a low bank on the borders of a

wood, when first seen
;

and, when alarmed,

rushed x;p into one of

the small and slender

oak trees which formed

the nearest part of the

wood, there being no

large trees close by.

Then it endeavoured to

make straight for the

nearest large tree by

jumping from bough to

bough amongst the young

oaks. I followed it up,

shaking the trees as it

hastened on. This at

last caused it to lose its

foothold, and it fell to

the ground close to my feet. I snapped at it immediately ;
but

before two seconds had passed it had made a forcible appeal for

its liberty by causing its incisors to meet in the flesh of my finger.

This was repeated so often, that, having nothing in which I could

convey it home, I was compelled at last to let it go.

Fig. 415.—Tub Squiuuel.
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The Squirrel constructs a nest for its young aiirong the slender

boughs of some large tree
;

biit the winter nest in which it hiber-

nates is irsually built in the fork of larger branches, and is conse-

quent!j' more easily reached.

A word or two may be added about the Field Mice and the

Fio. 410.— The Harvest Mouse axd its Nest.

Water Eat. The former are easily captured by those who search
diligently among the grass in fields. They are also easily tamed,
and become interesting little pets. The Harvest Mouse is the smallest
of all our Mammals. Its nest is one of the most wonderful I know.
It is a very delicate globular structure, about three inches in
diameter, composed of blades of grass beautifully uiterwoven, and
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is usually suspended among grass steins. You should search for

these nests at about harvest time in hay and corn lields.

417.—Thr Long-tailed Field Mouse.

The Water Eat is, perhaps, less interesting than the Mouse

;

l)ut if you do not mind wading in sheltered streams where its

Fig. 418.—The Wateb Eat.

burrows exist you stand a fair chance of discovering not only its own

nest, but also^that of the beautiful Kingfisher, for this bird often

rears its young in the deserted burrows of the Water Eat.
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Insectivoeous Mammals

We have a few very interesting little animals belonging to this

order. Among them may be mentioned the Shrews, the Hedgehog,

and the Mole. These all have pointed teeth, something like those

of the Carnivora, but very small.

They feed principally on wonns, grubs,

and pupae.

The Common Shrew is often called

the Shrew Mouse, but the above re-

marks show that it is no relative of

the Mice. The long snout of this and 41'.).—The CosnioN
the other Shrews alwaj's affords an Shrew.
unmistakable distinguishing mark.

You will have no difficulty in catching the Common Shrew
when once you see it, for it is not a very active little creaffire. Its

favourite haunts are sheltered banks
;
and it often shows a prefer-

ence for barns, outhouses, and wood stacks. Its brood of about six

young ai'e nestled in a little home constructed of grasses and leaves.

There is one remarkable fact concerning Shrews, which, although

often mentioned, has never, I believe, been satisfactorily explained.

It is that, during the month of .\ugust, numbers of them may be

Fio. 420 .
—The Water Shrew.

seen Ijung dead on the ground, without any marks of injury on
their bodies. It may be that their lives are remarkably uniform in
length, and naturally terminate about this time.

If you -would like to observe the frolicsome antics of the Water
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Shrew, stretch yourself oiit on the hank of a rather sluggish stream,

and there remain qiiite motionless for a time. Then, if you have

been fortunate in the selection of your ground, you will see these

little creatures dartmg and dodging about in the stream, looking

almost like living masses of quicksilver. This strange appearance

is due to the reflection of light from the numeroiis air bubbles that

become entangled in their closely set fm\ Their nests are made in

burrows in the banks of the stream, and are often approached from

below the water level.

The Hedgehog need hardly bo described. Everyone knows its

Fig. 421 Tiik I-lEnoEnoo.

spiny coat. But you cannot say that you know the creature itself

until YOU liave kept one as a pet. It takes readily to domestic life,

and will soon accustom itself to our own omnivorous diet. Being

a nocturnal animal, it is not often seen by country ramblers except-

ing in the twilight hours. During the whole of the day it remains

in its retreat, rolled into a compact ball, with its sharp spines ra-

diating in all directions. If, however, you meet with one, you may

be pretty sure of finding another, for they live in pairs all the year

round.

Early summer is the time in which to search for its nest. Tliis

is made of grass, moss, and leaves, covered in above to keep out
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the rain, and usually concealed at no great depth in a hedge or

bank.

Young Hedgehogs are very strange little things—that is, when
very j'oung. They are blind and naked, but a number of little

pimple-like projections on the skin show where the spines will

ultimately develop; and even when these spines have appeared they

are at first soft and flexible.

Y"e have one more animal of this order to consider, and that is

the Mole. The little mounds of earth which we see so thickly

Fig. 4‘22.—Tin; Fortress and Galleries op the Mole.

scattered in our fields and moors, and which are commonly known
as ‘ mole hills,’ are not the abodes of Moles, but are simply formed
of the earth thrown up at intervals as they burrow in search of the
worms and grubs on which they subsist. There are generally a
large number of these tunnels or burrows in the so-call§d ‘ hunting-
ground ’ of a single colony of IMoles, but all communicate with one
central ‘ fortress,’ which is generally situated under a large mound
of earth in some sheltered spot. This fortress consists of a central
chamber, surrounded by two circular galleries. The lower and
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larger gallery has five passages leading into the upper and smaller

one, and the latter communicates witli tlie central chamber by three

tunnels. Then there is always a fourth tunnel leading downward
from the central chamber

; and this one afterwards bends upwai'd

and runs into the high road from the fortress to the hnnting-

gi’ound.

You will observe that this complicated establishment has been

termed a fortress, and not a nest. The reason is because it is used

as a stronghold and a retreat in time of danger, and not for the

roaring of the young. The true nests are to be found distributed

Fin. 42.3 Tun Moi.n.

along the burrows of tlio hunting-ground, often at some distance

from it.

As a rule the burrows run horizontally very near tlie surface,

but the mining operations of the Mole have necessarily to be con-

ducted in accordance with the movements of the wonn. Tims, in

very cold or in very dry seasons, the Moles have to dig considerably

deeper than at other times.

Now let us examine the Mole itself. Put a live one on the

ground, and you will be led to suppose that it is by no means active.

But then you have the creature out of its element. Its legs are not

adapted for walking on the surface of the ground, and its eyes cannot
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boar the glare of broad daylight. You get a very different idea of

tlie creature when it begins to burrow
;
for then its powerful fore

feet, tui'ned backward and upward, and admirably adapted for

shovelling up the soil, enable it to disappear with amazing rapidity.

The powerful and pointed snout also assists its subterranean

movements.

I have heard many express the opinion that the Mole is blind.

This idea probably arises from the fact that its small eyes are hidden

by the closely set velvety fur. Its ears, too, are not easily seen

without careful examination ; for they are not provided with any

external appendages. As the Mole burrows into the soil its fur re-

mains perfectly clean, for it is so close that even the finest particles

of eai’th could not fall into it ; and the eyes and ears are further pro-

tected by a number of small bristles.

Quiet and harmless as the Mole seems to be when removed from

its haunts, yet it must bo described as one of the fiercest of Ilritish

^lammals. These animals fight furioiisly, especially during the

breeding season, at which time tlie mere meeting of two or more of

the males is quite sufficient to constitute a casus belli.

Finger-winged Mammals

If one were to ask you which of the British Mammals you con-

sidered to occupy the highest position in the scale of life, you would
probably name one of the larger quadrupeds, such as the fox,

known to you not only as a beautifully formed and agile creature,

but noted also for its wonderful sagacity and intelligence. Bitt in

this matter experienced naturalists would not be with you, for they are

all agreed that the Bat is, next to man himself, the most highly

organised of all our animals. To this decision they have undoubtedly

been led by' the wonderful development of the limbs as well as the

acuteness of the senses of the Bat tribe.

Then there are many who still regard the Bat as a bird, simply
on account of its aerial habits. But this delusion is at once dis-

pelled when you examine one. Its fur-clad body so closely resembles
that of a mouse that it has received the name of Flitter-mouse.

Its wings are quite devoid of feathers, being formed of a delicate

skin which extends between the long and slender fingers. And if

any fiirther proof is required to substantiate its relationship to the
other creatures named in this chapter, just look mto the snug little
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nest if an opportunity affords itself, and see the little brood of

sucklings, nourished like kittens with their mother's milk.

l’’io. 424.— Skeleton op the Bat.

A short time since, I was repairing to the railway station for the

homeward journey after a pleasant day with the butterflies. It was

Fto. 425.—Bat on the Wino.

getting dark, and, with net still in hand, I maintained a sharp look-

out for moths on the wing. Then the keen shriek of Bats caught

my ear, and the thought occirrred to me that I might succeed in
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netting one of these nimble flitterers as it passed to and ft’o in

search of insects. But this proved no easy task
;

for, although I

remained as still as possible, and kept imder the dark shadow of a

thick tree, yet the extreme sensitiveness of the Inembrane of the

Bat’s wings warned them of the sweeping of the net by the move-

ments it produced in the ah’. I succeeded at last in catching one,

but the shock seemed to have been too much for the poor creatiu’e,

for it did not siu’vive more than a day or two after its capture.

Bats have very strange ways, and you cannot but be interested

in then- peculiar habits if you care to include them among your

pets.

Although so agile on the wing, they are very awkward in their

movements when they attempt to walk. In fact, they can do no
more than shuffle their bodies

along with their hind thumbs.

Their usual position of rest is

most remarkable. When about

to settle, they climb up some
perpendicular rough siu’face

by means of the claws of their

thumbs
; and, when satisfied

with their position, suspend

themselves by their claws, head
downwards. Tame Bats will

also take and eat theii’ food

while in this position.

Should you ever desire to

stuff a Bat, you will have an
opportunity of noticing one or

tw'o interesting featm’es of its

internal anatomy. For instance,

the powerful muscles of its

breast, which are used in

moving the wings, will remind
you at once of the corresponding muscles in birds. A very simple
dissection will also reveal the long and strong collar bones which
help to support the fore limbs.

Several species of Bats inhabit our country, but they so closely
resemble each other in general form and habits, that our short
description applies eciually well to all.

Fig. 426.—The Bat at Best.
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Preservation of Mammals

Small Mn,mmals viay be preserved entire in bottles or jars con-

tainmg spirit, and although this plan is not often adopted by
collectors, yet it has a distinct advantage in one respect over all

others, for the internal organs are thus so perfectly preserved that

at any future time the animal may be dissected, if desired, for the

study of its anatomy.

But the usual plan is to preserve the skins only, and these may
or may not be stuffed and mounted, according to the requirements

of the owner. For general purposes of study and reference the

empty or lightly stuffed skin inay be laid in a cabinet or box, with

the limbs neatly folded underneath
;
and this arrangement has the

advantage of occupying a’ very small space. And whether the

collection takes this form, or is to consist of a series of mounted
specimens, but little need bo said concerning the means employed

;

for tlie skinning, preservation, stuffing, and mounting of Mammals
differs in no important details from the coiTosponding treatment of

birds as given in our last chapter, except that the processes are

much more simple. The lirst inci.sion made in the skin should ex-

tend from the vent upwards, and should never be longer than is

necessary for the removal of the body.

The skeletons of Mammals, and especially the skulls, are very

interesting and instructive ;
and a series of these would form a very

\ aluable collection. AVhen a skeleton is required, the skin should

first be completely removed without injury to the bony framework.

'J’he abdomen should then be opened, and all its organs removed.

A partition will now be seen, fleshy round the sides, but thin and

transparent in the centre, forming the floor of the chest. By cutting

this away the heart and lungs can Ije exposed, and then pulled down
from below by a pair of forceps, cutting through the windpipe in

the throat if necessary to facilitate the removal. Nothing is now
left but the empty carcase, consisting of the skeleton and the muscles.

All the latter should be carefully cut away with the aid of scissors

and scalpel as far as is possible,' and the remains placed in a vessel

of water till all the residue of the softer structures has decomposed

and loosened away. While the decomposition is in progress, the

specimen must be carefully examined at intervals, so that the pro-

cess may be stopped before the ligaments that liind the various

bones have given way. The removal of the partially decayed flesh

may be assisted by the application of a soft brush.
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The cartilages that form certain flexible portions of the frame-

work shonlil be preserved intact as far as possible, particirlarlj’

those which, with the ribs, breastbone, and backbone, form the

skeleton of the chest.

As soon as all the flesh has disappeared, and while the whole

specimen is still entire, it should be taken from the water with the

gi’eatest of care, put into the position it is to finally assume, and
then supported with a number of wires, pins, and string, till per-

fectly di’y and stiff. It is sometimes impossible to preserve the

whole skeleton in this way without the detachment of certain of

the bones
;

but, when the parts have been dried, they are easily

attached in their proper places with a little coaguline.
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PAET II

THE VEGETABLE WORLD

CHAPTEE IX

SEA-WEEDS

Sea-WEEDS, or Marine Al'jte as they are more properly styled, are

not really Howers, nor do they besu’ blossoms of any kind
;
bnt they

are so beaiitifirlly coloiwed, and their forms are so exquisitely grace-

fid, that we will not carp at the name ‘ Mowers of the Sea ’ so

often and so happily applied to them. At one time these ‘ low

fonns ’ of vegetable life were almost despised by botanists. They
occupied such a mean position in the ‘ plant world ’ that thej' were

regai’ded merely as beautiful weeds suitable for decorative purposes,

and hardly worthy of a place in a really scientific collection.

But things have now changed, and the modern botanist derives

intense pleasirre, and finds a great amount of instruction in the

study of the structures and hfe histories of these charming plants.

The epicure and the poor sea- side cottager both seemed to have

derived profit from the sea-weeds before the naturalist. The former

has long enjoyed his famous ‘ laver sauce,’ and the ‘ didce ’ of the

Highlander is both food and medicine. Even the sheep and cattle

that graze on our rocky coasts have learned the value of the sea-

weeds, and may be seen wandering among the rocks in search of

some approved delicacy.

Collecting and Preserving Sea-weeds

Once more we look forward with extreme delight to a visit to
the fascinating shore. And our anticipations are brightened by the
detennination to go with a definite object m view. Pleasant it

y
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is to bask in the summer’s sun, stretched out at full length on
the sandy beach, or reclining on the rugged rocks, and lulled into

a semi-shmiber by the rolling of the breakers and the screaming
of the distant fowl. But even this becomes too monotonous at last,

and a weariness of mind and restlessness sets in.

Those who spend them sea-side holidays in this indefinite sort of

way certainly derive some pleasure, and have the satisfaction that

they get their maximum of bodily rest. But I am sure that their

enjoyment isnotliing compared with that of those who have learned

to seek out and appreciate the marvellous and varied beauties of

plant and animal life to be found on ottr coasts. The ardent

naturalist, on the other hand, even though as yet young and inex-

perienced, looks forward to liis outing with the most intense delight.

The beautiful objects of which he has been reading, though, perhaps,

at present almost unknown to him, make him yearn for a few hours

on the rocks, and the days spent in making the preparations for the

expected ramble are full of pleasing thoughts.

I;et us, then, have a day with the beautiful ‘ flowers of the sea,’

and make the necessary preparations for the collection and pre-

servation of the expected harvest of ‘ weeds.’

First, tlien, what shall we need for the M'ork on the sea-shore ?

A good thick pair of boots, not highly polished, but well rubbed

witli dubbin or some kind of grease; a stout and tough staff, with a

hook at one end to assist us in reaching the weeds of the larger

ponds, and of the deepest nooks beyond the low-water mark ; a

basket or a watei’proof bag to contain the greater part of our collec-

tion
;
and a few wide-mouthed and well-corked bottles for the more

delicate specimens. These we may consider to be absolutely

necessary
;
but if we can either make or purchase a dredgmg-net,

wo stand a chance of procuring a better assortment of the rarer

kinds that grow beyond the tide marks.

So much, then, for outdoor work. But we ought to look a

little further ahead, and remember that many of our sea-weeds

vmst be set within a few hours of collecting ;
and that, in all cases,

tlie sooner this is done the better
;
so that, before making for the

shore, we should have everything ready for the drying and mounting

of the specimens on our return.

For this purpose we must be prepared with the following

:

Several shallow dishes for washing, and one for mounting the weeds.

The last should be large enough to receive the largest of the sheets

of paper on which we intend to mount the specimens. For this no-
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thin" is better than the sqiiare porcelain developmg dish used by

the photogi'apher ;
but, failing that, any kind of large shallow dish

will answer the purpose. Next, we shall require a pair of forceps,

a penknife, a camel-hair brush (flat preferred), a piece of sponge, a

large supply of cartridge paper ready cut into pieces of convenient

size, and plenty of absorbent paper—either blotting-paper or the

‘ sugar-paper ’ of the grocer, or botanical drying-paper if yoii can

afford it. We shall also require some kind of press
;
but a number

of deal boards, a little larger than the largest mounting sheets, will

answer all purposes if heavy objects are at hand to place on top of

them.

All these being ready, we have still two important matters to

decide—^Vhere shall we go ? When shall we go ? With regard to

the former question you miist know that a very great deal depends

on the selection of yoiu’ locality. Unbroken stretches of sandy

coast are very unproductive, for in such places you get nothing save

the damaged and partly decomposed weeds that have been thrown

ixp by the breakers. You will do well to select a very wild and

rocky coast, where the munerous ponds and sheltered nooks are

almost covered with vegetable life. If you are entirely mifettered

m yoiu’ choice of a locality, by all means select a spot on the rocky

coast of South Devon or Cornwall
;
but some very good collecting

is also to be done on the western shores, on the coast of Northum-
berland, and round the Isle of Wight. The rixgged shores of parts

of Scotland and Ireland yield an abundance of species, but will pro-

bablj' be less accessible to the majority of my readers.

The collector’s work on the shore is of a very simple character.

All the little rock pools that come in his way should be carefully

exammed. Thus engaged, he follows the ebbing waters to their

farthest limit
; and then, for a short time only, he makes the most

of his exceptional opportunities. Now is his time to search the

surfaces of the rocks that are nearly always submerged, and to

thrust his collecting hook into the sheltered chinks that are generally

beyond his reach. Just at tliis time, too, an hoiu* or so spent in ex-

amining the partially-exposed rocks from a small boat may add some
valuable specimens to the store.

Then, as the water advances on the shore, the collector retraces
his steps, always keeping as far seaward as possible, till at last he is

driven to the comparatively barren rocks that are almost always
exposed. Still his work is not quite done, for valuable specimens
are often to be foimd among the line of rubbish that marks the limit

V 2
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of the last Hood. Here he will often meet with rare specimens that

have been tlu’own up from the deep waters, some of which may be

seen growing in small tnfts on the fronds and stems of larger weeds.

Should the ‘ algologist ’ arrive on the shore before the tide has re-

ceded far enough to allow him to start collecting at once, he should

commence his day’s work b^' tiurning over this miscellaneous col-

lection at the high-water mark, for here he is likely to meet with

very delicate rarities that are easily spoiled bj' a few hoirrs’ exposure

to the sun
; but even should he lea\’e this part of his work to the

end he will still frnd many specimens that have been preserved from

injury by the masses that overlie them. After storms a large share

of tlie collector’s time may be devoted to these weeds cast up by

the breakers, for at such times he will often secure some of the

rarer kinds that are never to bo found gi’owing between the tide

marks.

The young beginner at sea weed collecting often makes the com-

mon mistake of collecting too much, so that he not only becomes

ovorlnirdonod liy the vast accumulation of specimens, but also takes

inore than he could possibly mount wliile yet in good condition. If

he lias fallen into this error, the whole contents of the bag should be

thrown out prior to leaving the beach, and a suitable selection re-

placed before a start is made homeward.

Now let us see what is to be done with the weeds at home. All

are turned out into vessels of water—sea-water if possible—the deli-

cate specimens being placed by themselves. All should be mounted

before night if possible
;
but in any case start with the delicate

weeds first.

Each one is now taken separately and floated in the mounting

dish. The mounting paper is then slid beneath it, and the weed

slowly lifted out of the water in an oblique position. This is re-

peated if the appearance of the specimen is not a natural one, and a

camel-hair brush is used, if necessary, to arrange its parts. Wlien

it is thus transferred to the paper, it is set aside to drain, with a

sponge or towel to absorb the water that runs off. The sheet is then

laid on a piece of drying paper of the same size, and covered with

a similar piece of fine calico, and on this another drymg paper is

placed. In this way the whole of the more delicate w'eeds aie

treated ;
and then, going back to the first specimen again, all the

wet drying sheets are changed for fresh ones, and the specimens

placed between the boards of the press.

When the weeds are perfectly dry, they will generally be found
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firmly attached to the mounting sheets by their own natural gelatine,

which, however, does not cause them to adhere to the calico that

covered them. But some are of such a jelly-like nature that they

are easily torn off with the calico, and these require special treat-

ment. They may be dried without any pressure at aU
;

or a

gentle pressm-e may be applied for a short time while they are in a

half-dried state. Others, again, such as the stony Corallines, have

not sufficient natural gelatine to make them adhere, so these must

be fixed to the mounting paper by some kind of cement. Skimmed
milk answers well for the more flexible kinds, bxtt some require a

stronger fastener, sucli as isinglass or giun tragacanth.

There are yet a few peculiarities to be considered. Some weeds

will never flatten well : they should be dried by pressing them in

calico, and then mounted loosely on the sheets of paper. There

are others that burst when pressure is applied, and must be treated

in a similar manner. Lastly, you must not be disappointed if you

find that some of your specimens lose their natm-al colours, for in

certain cases this cannot be prevented. You will find gi’een weeds

turning brown, and brown ones turning gi’een, and some even assum-

ing a jet-black colour on drying.

Classification of Sea-weeds

Our sea-weeds are at last dryq and we lay" them all out for a

general inspection, with a hope that we shall be able to properly

group them, and, if possible, to name all our species.

^^e find among them three prevailing colours—light green, red

or purplish red, and olive green. Now, it will not do to group them
hastily according to these tints, for they are divided according to the

colour of their spores or fi’uits (which correspond to the seeds in

liigher plants) rather than that of their fronds or leaves. It so

happens, however, that the colour of the fonuer generally" corre-

sponds with that of the latter.

We thus get three classes :

1. ChloroHpermece— with, green spores. The whole plant usu-

ally of a light green colour, but sometimes either olive, purple, or

black.

2. liliodospermea—with red spores. The plant also generally

red, but occasionally green.

3. Melanospennece—with olive spores. The whole plant gene-
rally olive green, but sometimes olive brown or yellow.
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The first of these gi’onps contains the two very common species

of Ulva, known respectively as the Green Laver (Plate XI) and the

Purple Laver. The latter is the true ‘ laver ’ of the English, the

‘ slaak ’ of the Scotch, and the ‘ sloke ’ of the Irish. Its delicate

purple fi’onds are stew’ed for several hours, and eaten with butter

and spices ;
or they are pickled and flavoured with oil and lemon

juice. The fronds of the gi’een laver are of a pale green coloiu',

almost transparent, with a gracefully-wrinkled edge. They were

also largely eaten at one time, and are so still in places where the

purple species is scarce.

The tide pools between the high and low water limits almost

always contain delicate green-jointed, hairy threads of various kinds

of Oonfervee, sometimes covering large surfaces, and floating grace-

fully in the water.

Another common green weed is the EnferomorjAia (Plate XI),

distinguished by its tubular fronds, often so very slender that they

may easily be mistaken for those of the Conferva:.

The red weeds {liUodospcrmccc) include a large number of

attractive Alga;, very conspicuous in the tide pools from their bright

red and pur]fle tints. Among these the diflerent kinds of Ceram ium

are very popular. Their fronds are threadlike, jointed, and branched ;

and the forked tips of the filaments aro generally curled towards

each other. The common Hod Ceramiuni is as beautiful as it is

abundant. Its fruit may bo seen in the form of little red swellmgs,

each containing four tiny spores. It may
bo mentioned, in passing, that the nature

of the fruits of the ditforent Algae should

always be stirdied with the aid of a lens,

for the classification of these plants is

based chiefly on the structure of these

;

and specimens ‘ in fruit ’ are always to be

preferred for our collections when they

can be obtained. Another species of

Ceramium {Diaplianum) should also be

mentioned, for its soft sillcy tufts and

white but red-jointed stem render it one

of the most handsome of our sea-weeds. Its deep-red spores are

grouped in threes in the swollen joints of the stem.

There are over twenty species of Calhihamnioii, all small, but

lovely shrubby weeds ;
some so small that they look like red velvet

on the surface of the rock. These add much to the fairy-like

diaplianum, with pon-

TIONS MAGNIFIED.
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appearance of rock pools, and many of them look exceedingly

beantifnl when well mounted.

Near the low-water mark we meet with the Carrageen or Irish

^loss {ClironUus Crispus, Plate XI), once so highly valued as a food

for consumptives that it sold for over two shillings a pound. This

weed is exceedingly variable both in coloim and form, lieing either

yellow, pru’ple, or reddish brown
;
and either small and stunted, or

gro\ving luxuriantly in large dense masses. It seems particularly

partial to rather brackish water, for it attains its greatest size in the

estuaries of rivers. The common Gigartina is very like the Irish

Moss, and is often sold imder the same name. It may be distin-

guished bj^ the grooved fronds and the broad forked tips.

We have already referred to the ‘ Didce ’ as an article of diet in

Scotland. This weed, known to the botanist as Ithodgnienia or

‘ red membrane ’ (Plate XI), is also eaten in Ireland under the

name of ‘ dilliak.’ It is a very common alga, and its well-formed

leathery fronds grow to some considerable size. The fruit takes the

form of little patches of dots, or of berry -like bodies on the margins.

A pectdiar feature of this weed is the frondlets that grow otrt of the

edges. It is a thick weed, and does not moimt well. The young

plants should be chosen for the collection, and even these will re-

quire a little isinglass to make them adhere. ’

If you want a genuine treasure for your collection, seek your

opportunity at the extremest ebb of spring tide
;
and then, either

wading in the water, or floating in a small boat, examine well the

sheltered sides of overhanging rocks. Here you meet with the

most beautiful of all the ‘ red weeds,’ the Eed Dock-leaf (Plate XI)

with brilhant fronds varying from a few inches to a foot in length.

The colour is blood-red (hence the scientific name SanguDiea), and
the fronds, which are shaped somewhat like the leaves of the

Dock, have a delicately-waved outline, and a distinct mid-rib. In

summer the fronds are large, but in winter you see nothing but

the stem and mid-rib, with the frmt on small tubercles or leaflets.

Perhaps the commonest of all the reds is the Plocamium or
‘ Braided Hair ’ (Plate XI)

; frit, although common, it is certainly

a very beautiful weed. Its pinky-red fronds are very much branched,

and have no ribs or veins. This is the favourite weed with those

who collect for decorations, its bright and pleasing colour being
easily presei’ved. If you want to see this weed growing you must
search at the lowest tide, but it is cast up on our beaches in great

abundance everywhere.
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Nitophyllam Punctatinn is another very ornamental weed,
generally fomid among the Algte cast up by the wa^es ; but j’on may
see it growing at low'-water mark. Its fronds are of a rose-red

colom', almost without veins, and spotted all over with fruits. Its

edges are cleft, waved, and i^laited, and consequently refuse to lie

flat on the collector’s papers.

Perhaps the most curious of all the sea-weeds are the Corallines.

Some of them certainly remind us of the branched corals, and this

resemblance, together with their stony nature, led some natural-

ists to jflace them among the animals. There is a wonder-

ful variety in the form and appearance of the different species.

One of them, Jania, lias slender interlacing fibres of a white, light

green, or delicate pink colour, and looks much like a moss. It

covers patches of rock in the tide pools, and often grows on the

stems of larger weeds. A limy crust covers its vegetable structui-e

completely, and its fruit may be observed between the forks of the

branches. A second species (Mclnbcsia) would never be regarded

as a vegetable by the inexperienced collector, for it looks just like a

covering of stone on rucks and weeds. Those that grow on weeds

may be taken for your collection, lint the specimens that grow on

the rocks cannot bo secured complete without chipping off the

jiortion to which it is attached. You may easily convince yourself

that the stony-looking masses are really plants by soaking them

for a short time in diluted muriatic acid. This will soon remove

the covering of cai’bonate of lime, and reveal a beautiful arrange-

ment of vegetable fibres. The most familiar of the Corallines is

undoubtedly the Officinalis (Plate XI). You will find this species

fringing almost every tide pool
;

its white, pink', und purple hues

presenting a most beautiful spectacle in combination wdth the bright

greens and reds of the other weeds. The effect of acid is the same

on this as on all the Corallines

;

all its protective calcareous matter

is rapidly dissolved away, leaving nothing but the thread-like

fronds
;
and during the action a quantity of carbonic-acid gas is

given off. If you dry a piece of Officinalis in its nato’al state, and

then hold it in the blue portion of a gas-flame, this same gas is

driven off by the heat, and the almost pure lime that remains will

glow with a brilliant white light—you produce, in fact, a miniature

limelight. At times you will observe that the lips of the fronds of

this weed are slightly sw'ollen. These swellings are the fruits, and

each contains a group of little spores.

We must now leave the ‘red w'eeds ’ to examine a few of the
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Melamospei’inece or olive-coloured Algse, which include our gigantic

oar-weeds and tangles. In this division, too, we meet with a

wonderful variety of forms. Some {Ectocarpus) are hifts of brou ii

Fig. 428.—Ectocarpns siUculosus, Fig. i'2Q.—Ectocarpns granulosus,
WITH Spoke-cases eklakoku. with a portion magnified.

shaggy threads attached to larger weeds; others {Chorda) are

gelatinous or gristly and slimy threads, about the thickness of small

twine
; some (Mesogloiccr), when handled, feel and look like bundles

of slimy worms
; and some (Cy.stose'i?'a) display a beautiful irides-

cence when examined in their native element.

The large dark olive Tangles that form a moving fringe on all

our rocks seem to thrive best in the most boisterous seas. They
are not generally favourite objects with collectors, but should

always be carefully examined for tufts of small and rarer kinds

that gi’ow on them. The fragile Papery Tangle (Fascia) yields

fronds more than a foot long, and yet the stem attaching them to

the rock is no thicker than an ordinary pin.

Of course you have seen the common ‘ Sea-rope ’— that string-

like weed that attains such a great length ;
but did you ever obsel^•e

a forest of this growth from the side of a boat in still water at low
tide ? If j'ou are fond of diving in the sea, you can imagine your-

self struggling in vain to reach the surface after having unwittingly

plunged into the midst of a thick bed of these vegetable cords.

They are often called ‘ dead men’s lines,’ and perhaps with some
reason. The specimens we find on the shore are generally imper-
fect

; but if you can succeed in pulling up a few as you lean over
the side of a boat, you will see that they are slender and hairy at
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the top, thickest in the middle, and almost as fine as a bristle at the

root.

On some of oirr sandy shores we meet with rock pools witli

rugged sides and sandy bottoms, and fully exposed to the sun’s rays.

These are jx;st the spots in which to search for the remarkable

Peacock’s Tail {Rodina Plate XI). The fan-like fronds

shoot out from the sandy beds to a height of two or three inches.

Tlie edges are fringed with golden hairs, and the surfaces variegated

witli semicircles of a ligliter colour. Wlien under water it displays

the most beautiful hues, the result of the decomposition of the rays

that fall upon it.

The IJedderlocks (Alaria) is another edible weed. It tlu’ives in

the most stormy seas, where it exceeds twenty feet in length; but,

although it withstands the fury of the waves, yet it is easily torn

when handled. The part eaten is the mid-rib only; in Ireland this

luxury is known as ‘ Murlins.’

The Sporonch us is a small and very beautiful weed, but it thrives

in deep water, and is seldom seen by sea-side collectoi’s excejit

after a storm. Its bright olive feathery

fronds look exceedingly pretty when gently

waving in the water
;
but, unfortunately, we

cannot preserve its natural colour. 'When

exposed to the air, tlie fronds turn to a

briglit green ; but even this is not per-

manent, for they finally change to brown.

Dcsniorestia is another deep-water weed

that undergoes similar changes in colour.

It will also decompose other weeds with

which it is brought into contact, and

gives the mounting paper a greasy appear-

ance.

The tough and coarse olive-brown sea-weeds that clothe the

rocks so thickly between the tide marks are often entirely neglected

by young collectors. They are considered to be far too common for

the album. It is true that they do not admit of being mounted in

the ordinary way, but that is no reason why they should not be

studied at all. No one can truthfully say that they are not beautiful,

and it is well to know that they are regarded as the most highly

organised of all our Algae. Even when you are not requiring

specimens of these common plants, you should always remember

that they afford shelter to many a rare treasure that lies concealed

Fia. 430 .
—Sporonchus

pedunetdatus.
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beneath them. Most of these weeds are species of Fticus (Plate XI),

and are known more commonly as ‘ Wracks,’ ‘ Tangs,’ and ‘ Wares.’

Their leathery fronds are branched, and well snpplied with air-

vessels that buoy them up in the water, and the spores are usually

contained in the yellow slimy swellings on their tips. Two of them
—the Serrated Fucus, easily distinguished by the saw-like edge of

tlie frond
; and the Bladder Wrack, with very large air-vessels

arranged in pairs—have a distinct mid-rib. Besides these there are

two other common species. One is the Channelled P'ncus, readily

identitied by the furrow in its stem, and the absence of air-vessels ;

and the other is the Knobbed Wraclv, with air-vessels arranged

singly in the stem.

M e must be satisfied with brief notes on two more only : first,

the Sea Oak, remarkable for its long pod-like air chambers, each

divided into several compartments
; and, lastly, the iridescent and

many-branched Cystoseira of the south coast, the branches of which
are full of small air-vessels. This weed is a pretty one, of an olive-

green colour
;
but it dries black, and requires isinglass to make it

adhere to the mounting paper.
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CHAPTER X

FUNGI

We shall now deal with a peculiar group of plants called the Fungi,
of which the common Mushroom is a very pi-ominent member.
We cannot say that they all resemble this weU-known plant in

general appearance, for a large number of them most certainly do
not. In fact, they vary so remarkably in form and size that it would
be almost useless for an inexperienced collector to start out on a

Fungi-hunting expedition without previously picking up a little

information about the varied structures and habitats of these

interesting plants, unless he should be so fortunate as to secure the

company of a friendly botanist. The Fungi are often popularly

spoken of as the ‘ Mushroom Class ’
; and a young collector,

))ossessod only of this knowledge, would reap a very poor harvest,

lie might collect a great many specimens, but they would very

poorly represent the group as a whole.

Let us, then, before starting out for the field, examine some of

those peculiar forms of vegetable life, so that we maybe better able

to recognise a Fungus when we see it.

First we will glance at a few of the most familiar species,

starting with the common edible Mushroom. Its structure is

apparently simple. Here is a thick and fieshy stem, supporting a

circular cap (the that reminds us of our familiar friend the

umbrella. On ihe under side of the cap you see a number of tliin

radiating plates running from the rim to tlie stem. These are

called the gills, and on their surfaces are a large number of little

bodies mounted on very short stalks, to be seen only with the aid of

a good lens. Fungi, like the sea-weeds, are not flowering plants,

and do not develop true seeds, but are reproduced by spores. The

little bodies to which we have just referred are the spores of the

Muslu’oom. We will collect some of them on a sheet of paper. By
making a clean cut through the stem horizontally we can stand the
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plant on its stalk on a small sheet of white paper. After letting it

stay thus for some hours, we find a deposit of spores in the form of

a purple dust beneath the spreading gills.

^Vhen the spores fall on moist ground they immediately grow,

but not at once into Mushrooms. Instead thereof, they form an

Fig. 431.—The Common
Mushroom.

Fig. 432.—Collecting the Si'Oitr.s.

interlacing mass of cottony threads called the mycelium, or, more

commonly, the spawn
;
and from this the Mushrooms grow rapidly

in the following autumn.

Let us briefly trace the development of the Mushroom from the

Fiq. 433.—The Fly Agaric
(AmavAta .

muscaria).

Under Trees.

Fig. 434.—Osyter Mushroom
(Agaricus ostreatus).

Trunks of Trees.

spawn. First a little pear-shaped body rises above the groimd

;

then this gradually expands, and we begin to make out the stem

and cap. But the margin of the cap is at first joined to the stem,

so that it looks more like a ball than an umbrella. At last the rim
is set free, leaving a ring (the annulus) roimd the stem where it was
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joined, and, gi’adually expanding, exposes the beautiful arrangement
of the gills.

There are a large number of Fungi that very closely resemble
the Mushroom. They are called the Agarics, and include the plants

popularly known as Toadstools and Frogstools. Some of them grow

in open pastures and shady jdaces
;
others prefer rotting stumps and

logs. Although very siinil(ir in form, they vary in colour," and pro-

duce spores of different tuits. Some {Ruhcscens) turn pinkish when

Fio. 4.^7. - Pauasol Mdsukooji Fio. 438.— The Gigantic Pomrouns
(Agaricus procerus). Open (B. giga7itcus). On Beech-teees.
Spaces.

bruised, and others (Lacta.rius) discharge a milky ffnid when broken.

The Hggrojjhorus is of a pretty scarlet colour, but yields white

spores
;
Armcllaria is pale yellow, and derives its nomdshment fi'om

decaying stumps; and another family {Collybia) have black stems

I’m. 43.7.—Agaricus vermis. Size

MUCH llEDUCEI). DaMP WoODS.
Fig. 436.—Agaricus ocloriis.

Woods.
.
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with a soft velvety touch. Then there is the Cliampigvnn that

shoots up in pastirre lands, several plants often forming a pretty

little ‘ Fairy-ring.’

The Agarics are the only Fungi which possess gills. In some

cases (Poli/porei) the spores are contained in a number of little pores

that open beneath the cap. Here we also meet with stemless

species, and species that appear to be all stem
;
some soft, tieshy,

and juicy, and others hard and woody.

Fig. 439.— Aiinillaria malleus.

Trunks or Trees.
Fig. 440.—Pholiota squarrosa.

Woods.

We have already observed some remarkable variations in the

structure of Fungi, but many more must be noted. ^Ve shaU find

some (Aiiricularini) which carry their spores on bristles, or

{Hydnei) on spmes that cover the under siud'aces of their caps.

Fig. 441.—The Hedge-hog Hydnum Fig. 442.— The Comjeon Puff-ball
{H. erinaceum). (Lycoperdon pyrifurma). Under

Trees.

But what is this pear-shaped capsule that ejects a cloud of dust

when pressed ? It is the Puff-ball Fungus {Leycoperdon), and is

very common. When young it is fleshy throughout, but the interior

is afterwards changed into a mass of dry fibres and spores. Here,
again, is a dark brown patch of jelly-like substance, with little pro-
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jections above, and a rough crape -like siu'face beneath. It is the
‘ "Witches’ Butter ’ {Exidia), a Fungus that lives on dead trees. An-
other gelatinoiis species is fi’equently seen on old elder and elm
trees, in form something hke a human ear. It has a smooth and
velvety outer sm-face, but is wrinkled within, and is popularly known
as the Jew’s Ear.

Fimgi-collectors do not have everything their own waj', and the

strange nature of some of their specimens often leads them into httle

Fiq. I ts. - Clavaria fusiformis.
Amonu Guass.

Fio. 444 .
—The Lurid Boletus

(B . luridits). Section.

dilliculties. 'I’lie jelly-like kinds just mentioned sometimes give a

little trouble by sticking to everything they touch ; and the round-

capped Bolcti, though fairly solid when freshly gathered, soon run

into a dark treacly mass. Some dissolve

into an inky fluid, and others are speedily

infested with mould. But, perhaps, worse

than all those is the truly horrible odour

of the common ' Stinkhorn ’ {Fhallus).

This plant is egg-shaped at first
;
but the

membrane bursts, and up shoots a porous

white stem, supporting a conical cap

covered with slime. You will require

specimens for your collection, but it is to

be hoped that you will not find it neces-

sary to journey homeward with your

Stinkhorns in a crowded railway carriage.

If you do, you may be sine that there

win be rejoicings as you alight on the

platform at your journey’s end.

There are yet a variety of Fungi that introduce new features, but

many of them would be passed by as being unworthy of the slightest

consideration. A large ninnber are microscopic, but an ordinary

Fio. 445.—The Stink-

horn OR Stinking
Morel.
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botanist’s pocket lens will reveal many a hidden beauty in what

appears to be only a mass of dust or fibres.

The ‘ Dust Fimgi ’ {Coniomycetes) appear as black powdery

patches on stems and bark, and include the ‘ Bimt ’—a disease of

wheat, and the red moidd of cheese. The ‘Thread Fimgi’ {HypJio-

mycetes) include many of the ‘ Moulds ’ and ‘ Mildews.’ The

diseases of potatoes, parsnips, and many other crops, and the mould

of stale bread are among the number.

Lastly, there are the Fungi that produce their spores in little

bags or capsules, and not free on the surface. Among tliese may

Fig. 440 ^cidium hcrheridis—K Fig, 447.

Dust Fungus, on a Leap ani> a Common Dung Mould.
Flower

;
also its Cups magnified.

be mentioned the mould of fruit preserves and paste
;
the mildew

that covers damp ground, dunghills, and dead leaves ;
and the little

red dots on sticks and twigs.

Perhaps sufficient has been said to show the young Fungus-hunter
^ that he has to look for a great variety of forms, ranging from the

^

merest speck to a fleshy mass of several pounds’ weight. All are

I

interesting, and the lower forms particularly so, if a microscope is

i at hand.

We will now give a few practical hints concerning the collecting

j
and preserving of these plants.

3

Collecting Fungi

For this pursuit jmii will not require any very el.aborate appara-

tus. A strong and sharp knife is necessary for the removal of the

twigs, bark, or wood on which many of the Fungi grow
;
and a small

1

^
garden trowel for digging out those that grow on the soil. Allyoiu’

'
• specimens must be carefully isolated, or you are sure to have some
; completely spoiled by contact with others. For the small and
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delicate species you should carrj^ a number of chip boxes, and for

the hardier kinds a quantity of soft paper and a good supplj' of fine

string. These, together with a botanist’s vasculum or a satchel

slung over your shoulders, are all that are necessary
; but a good

pocket lens for the examination of the smaller species will form a

valuable addition to j'oiu’ outfit.

But bear in mind where you are going, and see that j'ou yoiu’self

are suitably clad for the work. Yoiu* harvest time is the damp and

chilly autumn, and your collecting gi’ound is often a swampy meadow
or a dripping wood. Then get out yoiu’ thick boots and leather

leggings, and don’t forget your great coat. The latter is not only

useful to protect you from the bleak winds and the droppmgs fi'om

the trees, but the large pockets with which such garments so often

abound will prove very useful when your vasculum is full. After

heavy rains even the cumbersome gamp is a thing to be tolerated

when you are working in tliickly-wooded spots.

Your success in the field will depend largely on the day chosen

for the hunt. The ‘ season ’ begins generally about the middle of

Se|)toml)er, and lasts till near Christmas, the month of October

usually yielding the richest crop. But this season is not a fixed

and certain period, for the Fungi will not make their appearance

till the atmospheric conditions are exactly suitable to then’ needs.

If the summer has been wet, and the autumn storms set in before

their accustomed time, as they often do in our capricious climate,

yon may expect a splendid return before September begins, and even

find the harvest )iearly over before this month has terminated.

But if, on the other hand, the summer has been very dry, and

autumn storms have not preceded the winter fi-osts, j'ou may not

meet with much luck till the beginning of December. So you see

that you must not only consult the weather as it is, when you are

])rop()sing a Fungi hunt, but also consider what it has been in the

immediate past. At all times you may expect to do best during

damp and foggy weather ;
but throughout the autumn and winter,

and even in spring and summer, you will probably meet with

stragglers here and there, both during the most unpromising

weather, and in the most unlikely places.

The localities you search will be as variable as are the plants

themselves. Sometimes you find yourself wading through the wet

grass of a meadow, with eyes intently cast on the ground. Then

you enter a leafy glade, and examine the trunks and twigs, and turn

over the dead leaves. As you pass through lanes your gaze is
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ilirected to the hedges, sometimes on the twigs and weather-beaten

foliage, and sometimes on the bare banks.

But even this is not all. Every old log and rotting stump is a

signal for stopping. Old arches, bridges, and tumble-down walls

are to be visited : old quarries and neglected chalk -pits must be

entered ;
saw-pits and deep ditches you reckon among your favoured

spots : and the seethmg and reeking dunghill will often supply a

rich harvest.

Each specimen, as you take it, must be carefidly wrapped up in

soft paper or put into a small box and numbered
; and a note should

be entered in your pocket-book of the locality, such note, of course,

being similarly ni;mbered. "When you turn out your specimens

at home, you should make a point of collecting the spores of yotir

•hgarics for examination and preservation
;
hence it is necessary that

they shoidd be packed in such a manner as to prevent the spores of

the different species from getting mixed. Always put the large and

heavy Fimgi at the bottom of your vasculum, or you will find many
of the smaller ones completely spoiled by the pressure.

Immediately on yoi;r return from the field the contents of the

vasculum and collecting boxes shoidd be spread out on a large sheet

of paper, this being another precaution against contamination by
contact and pi’essure. If you find signs of slugs or other vermin on
any of the specimens, such specimens must receive immediate at-

tention, or they will soon be eaten by the hungry marauders. If

thej' are of a soft and fleshy nature, they may be plunged into a

vessel of turpentine ; but if hard and woody, a short roasting in a

moderate oven will generally destroy all

animal life. Even these precautions are not

always sufficient, for many of the Fungi are

infested with diminutive boarders that entirely

escape observation. To get rid of these the

best plan is to give all your specimens a

momentary dip in a solution of corrosive

sublimate in spirit
; but, in the case of those

from which you intend to obtain spores, the

poison should be applied after these have
been collected.

Spores of the smaller Fungi are best col-

lected in the way here illustrated, with the
stem of the Fimgus passing through a hole in a piece of paper sup-
ported on the neck of a bottle, a white paper being used for coloured

Fig. 448 .
—Collecting

THE Spokes or a
Fungus.
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spores, and a black paper for the white ones. If the paper used be

previously coated with gum, the spores may all be made to adhere

firmly by moistening the surface with a jet of steam, or by breath-

ing upon it. This will soften the gum, and every spore will be

held fast when it di'ies. You thus get a neat little gi’oup that

may be mounted by the side of the dried Fungus when the latter

is ready.

Now let us see how the different kinds ai’e to be preserved and

mounted.

Tlie hard and woody specimens rcciuiro but little care. Bimpl3'^

lay them out before the fire till thoroughly dry, then di’ess them

with the corrosive sublimate solution, and the,y are readj' to lie in

the trays of yom* cabinet. Thin sections may also be sawn or cut

out from the middle of wood.y Fungi, and, after being treated as

above, mounted on sheets of paper.

Tlie softer Fungi may be preserved either by a diw or wet

method. The latter is a very simple process, but seems to have

few advocates on account of the large amount of space occupied

by the necessai’y arra,y of bottles and jars. Another disadvantage

possessed b,y this metliod is the inconvenience attending the hand-

ling and inspection of your specimens from time to time; but, not-

withstanding these drawbacks, the wet method has one redeeming

feature, for it allows the soft Fungi to retain their natural form to

perfection. Should you wish to try this plan you may use spirit as

tlie preservative, or a solution of alum in which has been dissolved

a few grains of corrosive sublimate.

But in all jirobability .you will much prefer to mount your .speci-

mens dry. Then proceed as follows : Lay them all out on a sheet

of paper for several hours to allow a part of the moisture to evapo-

rate. Three or four hours will suffice for some, but others may be

lol't for a da.y or two

;

and those that are covered with a stickv .sub-

stance must be exposed to air till the surface is so dry that they

will not stick to the drying paper when pressed.

After this partial drying, you lay them out between sheets of

drying paper, and place them under a moderate pressure between

the boards of j'our press.

Where ,3'ou have more than one example of the same species,

la.y them out in such a manner as to displa.3' the parts to the best

advantage. One may be set to show the upper surface of the pileus,

another to exhibit the gills or tubes that contain the spoi’es, some

may be cut longitudinally to displaj’ the internal arrangement, and.
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lastly, if possible, show the different stages in the development of

the plant.

Several changes of drying paper will be required while the Fungi

are in the press, but as soon as they are quite dry they are ready to

be attached bj* a little giun to the mounting sheets of your herbarium.

A label is then placed beside each specimen, containing the name,

locality, date and other useful or interesting particulars
; and the

collection of spores, if you have anj', also attached to the sheet.
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CHAPTEB XI

MOSSES

Tjiere is plenty of work for tire young botanist at all seasons of the

year. We have already seen that a rich harvest of Fungi generally

awaits him just when the last flowers of autumn are shedding their

fading petals. But his field-work during the winter season is by no

means confined to those low forms of vegetable life
;
for then it is

that the beautiful Mosses begin to display their greatest splendom-.

Fio. iW.—Sphagtmm aciiti- Fig. 45L. -Grimviia pidvi'iiata. 0.\

folium. Found in Bogs. Walls and Boors.

During the whole of the winter and spring he will meet with Mosses

‘ in flower ’ and ‘ in fruit ’ throughout all low-lying districts
;
and

then, as the profusion of bright wild flowers announces the approach

of summer, the collector will be busy with the later-fruiting Mosses

in the more exposed and elevated spots.

Of course one may venture at once into the field without any
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previous knowledge
;
but a few preparatory hints as to the general

characteristics and peculiar habitats of these plants will midoubtedly

add much to the success of the hrst Moss himt ; so we shall devote a

short time to a brief notice of the distinctive features and peculiar

w'ays of these interesting plants, that we may know where to direct

our search, and to recognise a member of the group when it comes

before us.

If you pluck a few of the common Mosses that lie in your path

3'ou w iU observe at a glance that they possess certain points of re-

semblance
;
but a more careful examination will always reveal a

number of variations which serve to distinguish between the dif-

ferent species. Unlike the lower orders previously examined, they

Fig. 4.52.—Grimrnia
apocarixi. OnKocks
AND TaEKS.

sqtoarrosun. Wet
SANDY Banks.

Fig 454.

—

Orthotri-

chum affine. On
Trees.

all have a distinct stem, but of very variable size and form. In
some cases this stem reaches a length of many inches, but in others
it is so short that it is scarcely noticeable. Some of the stems, too,
are very much branched

; while others are simple or unbranched.
All the Mosses, with the exception of the Bog Mosses

{hpliacjnumfi), have distinct roots by w hich they imbibe nourishment
from the sur.’aces on which they grow.

Iheir leaves exhibit a great variety of form and arrangement.
They are small and simple (undivided), and are arranged spirally
on the stem. As a rule they are oval in form, or narrow and
pointed like the head of a lance. When endeavouring to distinguish
between the various kinds of Mosses you will do well to observe
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most carefully the structure and disposition of their foliage. These
and the manner of fruiting serve as our most useful aids in the

determination of species. Sometimes the leaves spread out almost

at right-angles to the stem
;
with other kinds they closely overlap

one another like the tiles of a roof. Some have no mid-rib rumiing

Fm. 4 .').’).— Orthotrichum
Lijcllii. On Tuees.

Fio. ‘l5Ci.—Zygodon.

On Tuees.
Fio. 457.—Bartramia

pomiforinis. On
Heaths.

through the centre of the leaf, while others have this distinctly

visible, and oven projecting like a little bristle at the point.

The edges of the leaves are particularly variable. Some are

toothed like a saw, and others are perfectly plain. In many in-

stances the edges are curved over or under the blade ;
oi’ the tips of

Fig. 45'J.—Bryum capillarc.

On Heaths.

the leaves only are bent in this way, forming a kind of hook.

Again, we shall often meet with leaves with their maigins

thickened all round
;
and others that are roughened by a number of

little projections called

Mosses are usually regarded as flowerless plants, but thej’

certainly bear organs that closely resemble the flowers of higher

Fio. 458.—Bartramia fontana.

Wet peaces.
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plants in the functions they perform. Sometimes you will see them
conspicuously mounted on the summits of the stems in the form of

little stars
;
in some plants they ai’e small bud-like bodies lying in

the axils of the leaves, and almost hidden amongst the foliage.

The fruits of Mosses consist of little capsules, containing a

number of spores ; but many species seldom bear any fr-uit at all,

and are capable of being reproduced from little threads that grow

on the leaves, or from little round bodies that are formed on the

tips of the stalks or in the axils of leaves, or even from leaves that

have fallen off the plant.

The spores do not give rise at once to the Moss plant, but at first

produce green tlweads which look much like the confervai of stag-

nant pools, and from these the mature plant is afterwards

developed.

Collecting and Preserving Mosses

Now for the field. We shall not occupy much time in making

preparations for the Moss-hunt, for our requirements are few and

simple. First we secure one or two newspapers, and tear them up
into pieces of three different sizes—four, six, and eight inches

square. Then we number each one conspicuously with a coloiu’ed

pencil, say from one up to fifty. These sheets may go into the

pocket. Then we shall require a note-

book in whicli to make useful entries con-

cerning our specimens, and a pocket lens

to examine them. A strong and sharp

knife is absolutely necessary ;
and, lastly,

an empty satchel or vasculum on the

shoulder.

These few items being ready, there is

only one other matter for consideration

—

Are our boots perfectly sound ?—for some
of the Mosses are sure to lead us into

marshy and miry places.

As we walk towards our selected hunt-

ing-ground, we turn our eyes to right and
left, for we meet with Mosses on walls and
palings, on tree-stumps and way-side

banks. Each specimen is wrapped sepa-

rately in one of our numbered papers, and a note of the locality,

&c., is entered against that number in our pocket-book.

Fig. 400.—Polytrichuvi

]}iliferum. Heaths.
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Thus we meet with several species on the way
; but our success

is much greater when we reach a well-chosen locality. A fruit

orchard will yield some fine Mosses, especially if a few old apple

trees are there. A shady copse, an old disused quarry or chalk-pit.

Fig. H)1.— Fissidens bryoides.

Moist Banks.
Fig. 462.—Fissidcns taxifolius.

iiloiST Banks.

old logs of wood lying on the ground, mai’shes and bogs, are all very

attractive to the Moss hunter.

In all cases the entire plant should bo collected, and this will

often necessitate the removal of a piece of bark, or the upturning of

more or less of the soil on which it grows. In the latter instance

the greater portion of the soil may bo gently shaken off before

Fig. 463.—Lcncodon scinroulcs. Fig. 464.—Anomodon viticulosuin.

On Tuees. Bocks and Tkees.

wrapping the plant in paper. The species collected in marshes

or bogs are often partly submerged in water, and much too wet for

the satchel ;
but a great deal of the moisture may easily be squeezed

out without doing any injury to the Moss.

Specimens ‘ in fruit ’ should always be collected when possible

;

but as some Mosses exhibit a very different appearance at this
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f time, both fertile and fruitless specimens should be taken in order

I to display this difference.

• On yom return your proceedings must be regulated according

I

to the time at yom- disposal. If you have a few hours to spare,

there is no reason why your Mosses should not be pressed at once

;

or a part only may be placed in the press, and the rest allowed to

stand over for treatment at any future date.

Let us suppose that the latter is the more convenient plan, then

we shall proceed as follows :

Separate the tufts, one by one, and wash out all traces of soil.

I
Then, after removing as much moisture as you can by means of

blotting-paper with a very gentle pressure, lay out your specimens

\ neatly on sheets of drying paper, and write beside each one the

All are presently to be placed in the drying press
; but the greater

pressure to which they will here be submitted will destroy the
natural form of the fruit-capsules

;
therefore it will be advisable to

remove a few capsules from each of the Mosses that are m fruit,

and transfer them to small mrmbered envelopes. These will prove
useful for future examination as occasion requires.

When you have dealt in this manner with all the specimens
that are to be preserved at once, they may be placed in the press,

with two or three sheets of drying paper between each layer of
Mosses, and a weight of ten or twenty pounds on the top. Here
they will remain till thoroughly dry, when they will bc' ready for

fixing on the mounting sheets.

Kow let us see what is to be done with those Mosses which.

Fig. 465.—Leshea polycarpa.
On Trees.

Fig. 466.—Hypnum picrtim.

Woods and damp Banks.
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through lack of leisure, or for want of space in the press, have been

put aside. These must be thoroughly cleansed, and partially dried

by meajis of blotting-paper or a towel. They should then be spread

out to dry, each one lying on its numbered wrapping paper so that

its identity may not be lost.

When quite dry, you may stow them away in any convenient

place, and let them remain for any length of time till j'ou find it

convenient to prepare them as yoir did tlie others. When sucli

time arrives, you have simply to soak them in water tdl their

leaves liave expanded to their natural form, and then proceed with

them exactly as before.

Now a word or two concerning the mounting of Mosses. Take

Fio. ACtl.—Hypmim jnliferum.

Woods ani> Banks.

Fio. iG8.—Hypnum trique-

trum. Woods and Banks.

tlieni from the drying sheets, and fix them on the mounting paper

witlr a little tliin gum. The mounting sheets should be of one

uniform size. Each of the larger Mosses will then have a sheet to

itself, but two or more of the smaller species may be mounted on

the same one.

You will still retain the numbers of the collecting papers until

your mounted specimens are labelled, otherwise the notes taken in

the field will be worthless.

When the moimting is all done, you refer to your note-book,

and write all the useful particulars you can under each species

;

and, lastly, each little envelope containing the fruit capsules should

be gummed beside the Moss from which the fruit was obtained.

Such a collection of Mosses ns I have described will be a source
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of intense interest to the careful observer ;
and as the majority of

species retain their natural form and colonr for an indefinite period,

it will remain a thing of joy and beauty for ever, always reminding

one of the pleasant hours spent in the study of the outdoor world,

and exhibiting the almost living freshness of Natirre at times when

we can no longer ramble abroad in search of her gems.

Fig. 409 .—Hypium civpressiforme. Hocks and Tiiees.

On Plate XII will be found a dozen coloured illustrations of

British Mosses. Others are interspersed among the text. In the

latter case enlarged figures are often given to better show the forms

of the leaves and the nature of the capsules. These illustrations

will not only serve to display the general characteristics of Mosses,

but also aid the beginner in the identification of some of the common
species.
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CHAPTEE XII

FERNS

Although Ferns are flowerless, and are never decorated with the

brilliant tints of some of the higher plants, yet they are always

attractive to the lovers of Nature, and often All the first folios of a

yonng botanist’s lierbarinni. We need not go far to seek an ex-

planation of these facts. In the first place, the lack of brilliant

colours is compensated for by their gi’eat variety of form and ex-

quisitely graceful outline ; and, further, their popularity amongyoung
collectors is undoubtedly due to the ease with which they ai’e pre-

served and mounted. Then, again, the colours of Ferns exhibit a

Fih. ‘170.—Tiik Mountain Polypody Fiq. 471.— Thk Three-biianched

{l
’oly2)odinm phcgoptcris). Polypody (P. dryopteris).

pleasing variety, in spite of the fact that they are all more or less

green. Some are charactei-ised by a beautiful but very delicate jiale

green, others are of a very dark shade, some are decidedly bluish,

and others display such liberal blendings of brown that the green is

hardly noticeable.

We will examine a few of these interesting plants in order to

become familiar with their general characteristics.

First, then, we observe that they have well-developed roots by

which to absorb food substances from the soil on which they grow.

But we must not assume that the whole of the plant that is beneath
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the surface of the ground belongs to the root, for many have thick

undergromid stems {rhizomes), some of which creep horizontally,

occasionally giving rise to new jilants as they grow onward. The
true roots of Ferns are always composed of fibres, and invariably

grow do7vn into the soil in search of nutriment. Some Ferns have

upright stems (of course we do not refer to the stems that bear the

leaves or fronds, but to the main stems of the plant irom which

Fio. 472.—The Black Spleenwokt Fern (Asidenium nigrnvi). Portion
OF the Plant, .siiowino the Bhizome, and a Frond ivith Spores.

these proceed)
; but these seldom peep above the soil in our native

species. Again, we shall meet with creeping stems that keep above
ground, covered with a brown coat of hairs or scales.

The most attractive part of'the Fern, however, is that which I

have already termed the ‘ leaf or frond.' The former of these two
terms, however, is hardly a correct one to apply to the leaf-like

portion of a Fern. It differs from the leaf of a floweidng plant in
one or two important particulars, and hence botanists have agreed
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in the application of the term ^frond ' mstead of leaf. Let us now
see their reasons for so doing.

If you examine the mider side of a mature Fern, you will

observe a nmnber of brown patches, arranged either along the

sides of vems, or along the marghi at the extremities of the veins.

These patches are called sori, and are really clusters of minute

sjjores from which future plants are developed. They correspond,

in fact, to the seeds of the higher plants. Now, you know well

that tree leaves do not bear seeds, but that these are contained in

the fruit, which itself is a development of a part of a flower. Here,

then, is one reason for the adoption of a special name for the leaf-

like portions of Ferns.

Also, if you examine the fronds of Ferns in different stages of

Fi(.. 47.3. — Thk NonruEnN Haud
Fern {Blcchimm boreale).

Fio. 474.—The Aeteuxate Spleen-

wouT [Asplenium altcrnifolium).

development, you will see that the mode of growth is very different

from that of true leaves. Some, you will find, are rolled up into

beautiful spirals ;
and others, like the Adder’s Tongue (Plate XIII),

are straight wliile yet undeveloped, but with the edges rolled in

towards the central vein.

Before leaving the fronds we must observe a few other points

of interest. First, as regards form, some are perfectly plain or

undivided
;

or, as a botanist would have it, entire. Such are

the fronds of the Hart’s Tongue (Plate XIII), and the Adder’s

Tongue already mentioned. Others are deeply divided, but the

incisions do not run quite to the central axis {rachie) of tlie frond.

Some are divided quite to this axis ;
and, more than this, we find

some of so intricate a nature that the racliis bears a number of
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ilistinct parts that appear like complete fronds rather than portions

only.

Tlie arrangement of the veins in the fronds should also be

observed. In some instances you will find these are straight, and

run almost parallel with one another ; but in many they are much
branched, and form a network similar to that observed in the leaves

of most of our flowering plants.

We nrast note yet another feature by which Ferns may he dis-

tinguished from the other flowerless plants If you cut through

the main stem, malting a clean transverse cut with a sharp knife or

razor, you will see that a portion of its structme consists of soft

cellular substance, and running through this are distinct bundles of

Fig. 475.—The Green Spleen- Fig. 47(5. — Te.\nsveese Section
WORT (Asplenium viride). through the Stem or a Fern.

woody fibres, generally of a darker colour than the cellular ground
structure. A lens will assist you in making out the arrangement of

these two components of the stem
;
but if you possess a compound

microscope, even a small one, you can get a most beautiful view of

the structure by cutting a very thin slice and examining it on a slip

of glass.

I strongly advise all my young readers who intend to study
Ferns to try their hand at the cultivation of these interesting

plants, and especially to watch them in their earlier stages of
growth. A very little consideration given to their nature and
requirements will render all experiments in this direction as easy
as they are instructive. Your own observations ha\'e undoubtedly

A A
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shown you that Ferns thrive best in warm, moist, and shady

spots. The necessary warmth and shade render them particularly

suitable for indoor cultivation ; but, with regard to the other

essential, it must be remembered that a moist atmosphere is almost

as requisite as a damp soil. Hence it is advisable to keep the

Ferns under glass, so that the water-vapoiir rising from the soil and

the fronds may saturate the air around them. The soil should be

a good loam, mixed with a fair proportion of vegetable mould, and

a liberal supply of coarse sand.

If yon desire to watch the development of your Ferns fr'om'

spores, prepare the soil in a shallow pan or box, and press it gently

down till you have a very smooth surface. Then dust over the sur-

face with ripe spores, and cover with glass as before recommended.

Fio. 477.—Tiin Smooth Eock Spuken- Fio. 478.—The Wall Kue

For watching the earlier stages, soil is not a necessity, for you

may obtain equally good results by sowing the spores on a brick, or

a rough absorbent stone, providing the surface is kept perpetually

wet. Fig. 479 shows another plan, which may be recommended on

account of its simplicity and cleanliness, and also because it enables

one to watch the development of the young Ferns very conveniently.

Hei'e we have an inverted flower-pot, standing in a dish of water.

On the top of the former stands a cup of water, over the edge of

which hang a number of threads of worsted or darning-cotton.

After seeing that the flower-pot is wet on all sides, it is dusted over

with spores, and then covered with a bell-glass. The porous material

of the flower-pot will now absorb water from the dish, and the

wouT (Asplenium fontanum). (Asplcnmm ruta-muraria).
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threads will also bring down a small but steady supply from the

[
cup above. Thus the sown surface is kept continually moist, and

I the adhering spores gradually develop mto pretty little lerns.

! But this transformation from spore to tern is not direct, ior the

Fig. 479.—Ax arrangement eor the Fig. 480.— A Young Fern
Propagation of Ferns. springing froji the Pro-

n, shallow vessel containiug water
; b, inverted thahlium. Natural SIZE,

flower-pot ; c, cup of water with hanging „ prothallium
;

ir, first leaf ; r, first

threads ; d, bell glass. root.

plant has to pass through an intermediate stage. Each spore first

gives rise to a minute leaf-like bod}' called the prothallium
;
and it

is from this that root, stem, and fronds of the mature Fern are pro-

duced.

Collecting and Preserving Ferns

Ferns thrive best in warm, moist, and shady situations
;
and

your success as a collector of these charming plants will depend

greatly on the choice of the localities you search. The most
favourite hunting-grounds are the wooded and shad}' vales of the

Isle of Wight and the West of England, Devon being particularly

productive.

The apparatus reipiired consists of the botanist’s ‘ vasculum,’ a

strong knife, a garden trowel, and a note-book. Never omit the

latter item, for the value of your collection as a means of study will

a A 2
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be considerably enhanced by particulars concerning the habitats and
habits of the specimens.

AVhere practicable, always secure the complete plant
;
and in

cases where this M'oidd form too bnlhy an article for easy transport,

yon should still dig it out whole, and make notes about roots and

other parts wdrich you find inconvenient to carr^’.

Of com’se the roots and underground stems of many species are

far too thick and hard to he pressed for the ordinary method of

mounting
;
but still they should be taken, for they may be di’ied

without pressure, and then stored in drawers or boxes.

As far as possible you should secure specimens ‘ in fruit,’ and

Fi(i. 4H1.— Thu Comjion Maiden- Fig. 482.—The Holly Fern

iiAin (Adianinm capillus-vcneria). (As^ndiuin lonchitis).

take at least two of eacli species, so that you may be able to show

botli sides when fixed to the herbarium sheets.

You will observe that many of the smaller kinds gi'ow in pretty

little groups or tufts, and you will often experience but little difficulty

in taking and mounting the clusters complete. Here the knife will

prove very serviceable, for you will frecpiently meet with clusteis

which issue from the deep and narrow chinks of a rocky bank, or

from between the stones of an old wall where a trowel could not be

forced.

Finally, do not strip off the shaggy covering of hairs and scales on

the stems of your Ferns, for this would certainly destroy their

natural appearance, without revealing any fresh beauty in tho

specimens.
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Now for the drying. This should be done as soon as possible,

for the more expeditious you are in this operation the better will the

natural colours be preserved.

Turn out all the Ferns on a large sheet of paper, and proceed at

once to remove all traces of soil from their roots. Separate all the

thick roots and rhizomes that cannot be conveniently dried with

pressure, and after fixing temporary labels to show the fronds to

which each belongs, set them aside to dry in the sun. Several days

will be required to get these perfectly dry, and when this is accom-

plished they should be arranged in your store-box or drawer with a

liberal sprinkling of crushed camphor or naphthaline to prevent the

intrusion of the ever watchful musemn pests.

Fio. 483.—The Hathy Woodsia Fig. 484.—The Osmund Eoyau
{Woodsia alpina). (Osviunda recjalis).

Now take the smaller Ferns and the fronds of the larger ones,

and lay them one by one on the drying sheets. Several specimens

maybe put on each sheet; in fact, they may be crowded closely

provided there is no overlapping. Those fronds that are larger than

the sheets used may be folded down, and thxis preserved entire
; but

in the case of very large species, portions only can be taken. It is

always a good plan to have the drying sheets of the same size as the

mounting sheets that are to form the herbarram, for then you can

easily manipulate the large fronds without the trouble of making
measurements in order to adapt them to the latter. Eighteen inches

by twelve is a very convenient size for herbarium sheets
;
but if the

storing space at your disposal is very limited, yoi; may find a slightly

smaller size almost equally useful.
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As each sheet of drying paper becomes filled, it may be placed

at once in the press, and covered with two or three layers more to

insm’e rapid drying. When all are placed in order, applj' a very

heavy pressure
; and after a few days remove all the Ferns, and re-

arrange them in fresh drying papers.

'\^'hen perfectly dry they are ready for the momiting sheets.

Only one species slionld, as a rule, be moi;nted on one sheet, to

which it may bo fixed by means of a needle and thread, or with

narrow strips of gummed paper.

Nothing now remains but to affix the labels. These should

contain the names of the species, the localities in which the speci-

mens were collected, and other notes likely to prove either useftd or

interesting.

We cannot find room for an individual description of British

Ferns, nor have wo space for an account of their classification ;
biit

the coloured drawings on Plate XIII, and the figures interspersed

with the hints in this short chapter, will help the young collector

to identify some of his specimens.
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CHAPTEE XIII

WILD FLOWERS

We must now turn our attention to the flowering plants tliat add so

much beauty tp our fields and hedgerows, that scatter such fragrance

in our woods and glens, and so bounteously bedeck our banks,

heaths, and moors.

I hope my young readers will not be disappointed if, at the out-

set, I venture to explain in simple language what a flowering plant

really is. This assumes an amount of ignorance such as would

hardly be admitted by anyone who has spent many hours in the

fields and lanes. Here the bright colours of varioiis wild flowers

form objects so conspiciious and so interesting that one may easily

convmce oneself that it is a very simple matter to discriminate

between the flowerless and the flower-bearing.

But have j'ou observed what a remarkable variation exists in the

showmess of different flowers ? Some are so brilliantly coloured

that they contrast most vividly with the surrounding foliage, while

others are so small, and perhaps so largely partaking of the general

greenness of the landscape, that they almost escape observation.

How many there are who have never seen the blossoms of the

oak, and who would be surprised to learn that the grasses of our

fields and wastes are all highly-developed flowering plants ! True,

in many cases the flowers are very small, and even uninteresting

to those who do not know what to observe in them
; but it must

be remembered that neither size nor brightness of colour has any-

thing to do with the estimation of the rank of a flower among
its fellows.

We have to learn, then, exactly what is meant by the term
‘ flowering plant ’

;
and in order to do this we must know precisely

what a flower is. For this purpose we shall take one of our well-

known wild flowers, and carefully examine its structure.

Our example shall be the Common Buttercup {lianuncidus
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acris). Examine it well with the assistance of the accompanying
illustrations. Yon see that it consists of a number of parts arranged

in a series of whorls or circles round a common centre. The outer

whorl is called the calyx, and is, in this case, composed of five oval

green se2ials. The second whorl is the beautiful bright yellow

corolla, made up of five parts termed petals. Next to these are a

large number of stamens, each consisting of a narrow stalk ov fila-

ment, on which is mounted a little case {anther) that contains the

pollen grains. Then, in the very centre of the llower is a mass of

little green vessels called carpels that contain the seeds.

The central part of a llower is known as t\\o pistil (fig. 486), and

is, when perfect, composed of three distinct parts. The lower part

I'To. 48.5.- Section op the
Butteucup (Itanuncuius

acris).

r, (Nilyx ; co, oorolla; s, stamens;
‘pistil, witli several earpels.

Fio. 48G.—Pistil

THE Lily.

is the ovai-y or seed case, and may consist of one caipel or of

several united together. The carpels are usually surmounted by

a stalk called the style, on the top of which is a head termed the

stigma.
i i i *1

Some flowers contain every one of the parts named, but others

are deficient in one or more of them. Thus, some will have no fila-

ments, so that the anthers, instead of being stalked, rest on one o

the other organs. In others the stigma will not be mounted on a

style, but will rest on the top of the ovary. Again, some flowers

have no calyx, and some no corolla ;
the pistil or the stamens may

also be absent.

These, then, are the principal organs that make up a perfect
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flower
;
but the mere list of names would be very uninteresting

without a knowledge of the uses of the various parts, so we will

treat of these briefly. First, we must remember that the flower is

I the or<?an of reproduction
;
that is, it is the means by which fertile

j
seeds are developed to give rise to future plants. The pistil and the

5 stamens are both absolutely necessary for the production of fertile

seeds
;
and the other parts, even though they be far more con-

spicuous, and the beauty of the flower due almost solely to their

f. presence, are comparatively insignificant when we consider their

functions.

We have seen that the seeds are developed in the broader part

i

of the pistil ; but these seeds, without the existence of the stamens,

would be barren and useless. When the anther is ripe, it bursts,

and the little pollen grains are thus set free. These are scattered

I

by the wind, by insects, and by other agencies, so that they are, in

one way or another, brought into contact with the stigma of a

flower of the same kind, but not necessarily on the same plant.

• As soon as a pollen grain touches the surface of a stigma, it is

(

arrested by a gummy substance, and there it grows, sending a fine

tube down into the ovary and into one of the seeds. A change now
takes place in the seed thus penetrated ; it is no longer barren and

• useless, but is \fertilised,' and becomes capable of producing a per-

I

fect plant after its kind as soon as it is placed imder the conditions

necessary for its development.

The calyx and the corolla also have their uses. Both are more

)
or less protective, and serve to shield the more important organs

I

from injury. They both completelj' surround the stamens and pistil

during the eai’lier stages of the flower, the former generally forming

a substantial covering over the young bud. The corolla of the showy

j
blossoms also serves to attract bees and other insects that suck the

sweet juices produced by the glands {nectaries) at the bases of the

flowers ; and these active-winged creatures, flying from flower to

flower, with their hairy bodies coA'ered with poUen, help to bring

about the fertilisation of the seeds.

The stamens are spoken of as the male organs, and the pistil as

^
the female organ

;
and any flower that possesses both stamens and

I pistil, whether it has or has not a calyx and corolla, may be regarded

( as a perfect fioivcr.

I As we become practically acquainted with our common flower-

^

ing plants, we shall frequently meet with flowers that have stamens,
but no pistil, and others that possess pistil but not stamens. The
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former are called male flowers, since they have male organs only

;

and the latter are, for a similar reason, termed female flowers.

Sometimes we find male flowers and female flowers both on the

same plant, hut often we shall meet with plants of the same
species, some of which have male flowers only, and the others with

female flowers only. In such cases it is, of course, absolutely

necessary for the fertilisation of the seeds that pollen cells be trans-

ferred from plant to plant.

Now that we have learned the nature of a true flower, we ought

to find no difficulty in distinguishing between a flowering and a

flowerless plant. Wo have already dealt with the chief divisions

of the latter, and the former, which we have now to consider,

includes all those plants which are designated by the popular terms

‘herbs’ and ‘weeds,’ together with all our grasses, shrubs, and

forest-trees.

Our intention is to make a pleasant study of these flowering

plants, to search them out in the fields, woods, heaths, &c., and to

preserve a collection of them for our observations at home during

the dreary winter months when scarcely a blossom of any kind is

to bo met with out of doors. 15ut in order that we may be able to

do this intelligently, it is necessary that we should know something

of the structure of all the various parts of plants ; for without this

knowledge we should not be able to make any use of the simplest

descriptions of the characteristics that form the basis of classifica-

tion. So wo will now examine the principal parts of a plant.

Let us start with the root—that part of the plant which serves

to fix it in the soil, and which absorbs nourishment from that soil.

We shall meet with a great variety of forms among these, some

simple and others branched; some consisting of delicate fibres,

and others thick and fleshy.

As a rule the roots descend into the soil, and this feature often

leads to the supposition that all the parts of a plant that lie beneath

the surface must necessarily belong to the root. But this is a mis-

take, for many plants have underground stems. Sirch being the

case, how are we to distinguish between these two parts ? This is

easy enough
;
for underground stems, like those which shoot upwards

into the air, give rise to buds, which develop into new plants or

new branches ;
but roots have no buds. The potato is an interesting

case in point. Iiv this plant we observe three distinct kinds of

stems. One of these is the ascending green stem that bears Bie

leaves, flowers, and fruit
;
and in addition to this there are creeping
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madergroiincl stems which develop buds as they grow, and also the

tubers which we eat—tuberous steins, the ‘ eyes ’ of which are buds,

each one capable of producing a new plant.

One common form of creeping imderground stem is called the

rhizome (fig. 487). It creeps horizontally, just below the surface of

the ground, giving off buds from the upper side, and sending down

roots from the lower.

Fig. 487.—Ehizomb of Solomon’s
Seal.

Oak.

Fig. 489.—Compound Leaf
OF Acacia.

The aerial stems, too, exhibit a variety of features. Some
throw off ‘ rmrners ’ or ‘ offslioots ’ which develop new roots and

stems at points where they touch the soil. Some grow very high,

while others are so short that tlie leaves appear to arise directly from

the root. Some stems are so thin and slender that they are quite

incapable of supporting the weight of the rest of the plant
;
hence
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they must either creep along the ground or attach themselves to
some neighbouring object by means of suckers, as is the case with
the ivy, or by twining themselves round their support like the
convolvulus, or by developing tendrils like the vine.

The forms of leaves and the arrangement of their veins are so
variable and so interesting that a young student of botany will find

it instructive to make a separate collection of these organs alone.

They should be arranged in two series, one containing simple
leaves—that is, loaves with only one blade

;
and the other containing

compound leaves - those which consist of a number of distinct leaf-

lets, each one having its own stalk (fig. 489). This collection shoidd

also be made to illustrate all the different kinds of edges, such as the

toothed, wavy, sawlike, spiny, and plain edges.

We have already learnt the general arrangement of the parts of

a perfect flower
;
but, since the flowers are the organs of reproduc-

tion, you may easily understand that they would iiatura% be

regarded as the most impoi’tant parts of flowering plants, and that

their varying structure would afford the principal means of classifi-

cation. Hence the study of the blossoms must be made a very

important part of a young botanist’s work. A careful examination

of the number and form of the parts of flowers, and of the relation

they bear to one another, will, with the assistance of our table of

the prominent features of the chief orders, enable you to classify

many of your preserved specimens.

Now a few words about fruits. Evei'y wild flowering plant

bears fruit of some kind or other
;
and this is simply the ripened

pistil. The beautiful petals may have been shed, and the flower)

having lost its brightness, may be described as dead
;
but now it is

that the pistil is ripening, and the seeds within it are gradually

developing towards their mature condition.

In fruits we observe that seeds ai’e not disposed indiscriminately,

but that they are attached at definite points or along definite lines.

These lines or points of attachment are called placental.

Since we shall often find it necessary to call attention to various

fruits, we will now learn the names and characteristics of the

commoner kinds.

Figs. 490 and 491 represent fruits that open when ripe, thus

allowing the seeds to fall out. They are called capsules. Fig. 492

represents a pod
;
and fig. 493 a siliqua. You will see that the

former has a placenta on one side only, and that the valves of the

latter separate from a frame to which seeds are attached on both
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sides. Fi". 494 shows a winged fruit (samara), capable of being

cai-ried considerable distances bj' the wind. Stone-fruits, such as

the Plum, are called drupes ; and the fleshy apple-like kinds are

known as pomes. Hard and dry seed-like fruits are called nuts
;

Fig. 491.—Capsule OF Fig. 492.—Pod or the Fig. 493.— Siliqua

Primula. Pea. of W.u.lflowek.

and those that contain a number of seeds imbedded in a soft and

juicy interior are berries.

Now, having noticed a few simple points of structure that

characterise the flowering plants, we will make ourselves acquainted

Fig. 494. —S.amara of Maple.

with the modus opcrandi of the collector. In the present instance

we shall have nothing to say about either Grasses or Forest-trees

;

for, from a collector’s point of view, these are more conveniently

dealt with separately.
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Collecting and Preserving Wild Flowers

Little need be said concerning the localities in which search for

wild flowers should be made, for they are to be found everj'where.

The most barren spots possess their species, some even showing a

marked preference for places where hardly a vestige of soil clothes

the rocks. But even though flowers may truly be said to grow
everywhere, yet a knowledge of their favourite habitats will prove

extremely useful at times ivhen we are searching for certain desired

species. Some prefer the darkest woods, while others ai’e only to

bo found in spots exposed to the full sun
;
and meadows, cornfields,

sliady banks, ditches, ponds, streams, and the sea-shore, all bring

forth their own peculiar flowers.

Your collecting apparatus will bo much the same as that used

for collecting Ferns, viz. ; a rather large vasculum, a trowel, a knife,

and a note-book. A few small boxes will also be useful to contain

specimens of small and delicate plants, as well as such ripe fruits as

you may meet witli.

The instructions given for collecting Ferns also apply largely to

flowering plants, but the following additional hints shoidd be

observed

Do not bo satisfied with flowers only, but take the complete

])lant wherever possible. Let your specimens be such as illustrate

the various stages of growth. A fully-formed plant bearing flower

buds, opcai blossoms, and also the fruit more or less advanced, will,

if such can be obtained, form a very valuable specimen ;
but it may

bo necessary to talte two or more plants of each species in some

cases to show all this. Then, with regard to very large plants, you

must be careful to select such parts lor your herbarium as shall

illustrate the whole. Thus, in many cases, the newer leaves are

very different in form from the older ones near the base.

Again, very young seedlings are extremely instructive ;
and you

are sure to meet with many of these during your rambles. They

often differ so much from the matiu'e plant that identification is

impossible except by those who have studied the development of the

emliryos
;
and for this reason I would strongly recommend young

collectors to raise them from seeds that they themselves have taken

from mature plants. How interesting it will be to see these little

seedlings with their cotyledons, their first developing buds, and

their j'oung roots, side by side with the perfect plants on the sheets

of your herbarium I
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The method of drying and inoimting wild flowers is just the

same as that described in deahng with Ferns, only, of course, much
care will have to be taken in so arranging the parts of flowers tha.t

they may be of use for future examination.

Eipe fruits and seeds, if small, may be preserved in little enve-

lopes attached to the mounting sheets
;
and such as are too large

to admit of this may be stored in drawers or boxes.

Perhaps this will be the best place to introduce a few words on
the construction and management of the herbarium

; but it must
be remembered that the value

of a collection of plants depends

not on the money expended

and the art displayed in a

massive and ornamental case

for your sheets, birt rather on

the care bestowed on the pre-

servation and scientific arrange-

ment of the specimens.

I wiU describe one simple

form of herbarium that may
be constructed by almost any-

one, and yet answer all purposes just as well as the most elaborate
cabinet.

Construct a box just large enough to contain your sheets loosely
and about six or eight inches deep. The top should be hinged just
as in an ordinary box, and one of the ends also made to open as
shown in fig. 495. You will see at once that such an arrangement
will not only allow you to readily lift out the whole contents bodily,
but also to slide out any of the sheets you may have occasion to

require.

One such box will give you a start
;
and then you may keep pace

with the accumulation of specimens by making others of exactly the
same pattern as they become necessary.

A number of these boxes, all of miiform size and pattern, would
not form a very unsightly pile

; and the whole may at any time be
inclosed in a cupboard or any kind of receptacle constructed
specially for them.

If you adopt this plan, you will at first have plants of all orders
m one box; but your growing collection will soon give you an
opportunity of studying practically the principles of classification by
the arrangement of your own specimens.

Fig. 495. — Box for Herbauiusi
Sheets.
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I will give a few suggestions on this matter, but it must be

remembered that the arrangement of a collection of natural history

objects should never be considered complete. As your tnusemn

grows you will have to be continually overhauling your specimens

in order to get all new arrivals in their junper places.

First, then, let each botanical specimen be fixed in a folded

sheet, so that j'ou may be able to slide any one out of its box without

injury. Then write, inside, the name of the plant and any other

useful information. Put the name only on the right bottom corner

outside
;
you will then be able to select any specimen reciuired by

simply raising the corners slightly as the sheets lie in the box.

Again, let all the plants representing the same order be placed m
a folded sheet, with the name of the order outside

;
and j’ou will

find it very convenient to have sheets of different colours as far

as possible for this purpose, not only for the sake of distinctness,

but you will soon learn to know the orders by the tints of the

sheets containing them. Lastly, put on the outside of each box the

name of the class and that of the order or orders of the plants it

contains.

Some collectors deem it necessary to poison all their plants in

order to keep them free from the ravages of museum pests. This

end is usually accomplished by brushing over all their specimens

with a solution of corrosive sublimate. But, as a rule, a liberal

dusting with powdered camphor or naphthaline will do as well ;
and

it is far better to avoid the use of such deadly poisons as the sub-

limate if possible. However, both camphor and naphthaline are

very volatile substances, and will consequently disappear entirely

sooner or later ; hence an occasional renewal of those insecticides

is necessary.

Classification of Wild Floweiis

I have said that the flowers collected should be arranged accord-

ing to their classes and orders, but this will entail a little study on

file part of the collector ;
and I will now endeavour to give, in as

brief and as simple a form as possible, some of the elementary

principles which shoidd guide you in this important and interesting

branch of your work.

First, then, a word or two about the classes. Flowering plants

are divided into two classes ; the Monocotyledons and the Dicoty-

ledons. These two names are derived from the manner in which

the seeds of the respective groups germinate, and are easily under-
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stood by those who take the trouble to watch the development of

the young plants. Take a few beans and some grains of wheat,

sow them in pots of sand, sawdust, or cocoa-nut fibre, and keep

them in a moist condition. Then, by

the removal of one of each at intervals

of a day or two, you are enabled to

witness the various stages of growth.

You will observe that the bean

splits into two, and that each part

forms a thick fleshy leaf—the seed-leaf

or cotyledon—which supplies nourish-

ment to the yoimg plant, while its

root is as yet incapable of supporting

it. Thus you will understand the ap-

phcation of the term Dicotyledonous

(having two cotyledons) to all such

seeds.

The grain of wheat, on the other

hand, gives rise to only one cotyledon,

and is a type of the Monocotyledonous

\ flowei’ing plants.

There are other characteristics by

which we can distinguish between Bean

^ these two great divisions of flowering
, rr,, ., ill i (1 6, cotvledoiis ; c u, Icavcs

j
buil.

plants. Thus, the iViowococT/tcftons have

leaves udth parallel veins, and the parts of the flowers are gene-

, rally arranged in sets of three or six
; but the Dicotyledons have

leaves with veins arranged in a network, and the parts of the

flowers generally in fours and fives or their multiples.

' These two gi’eat classes are subdivided into orders; and the

r munber of orders is so large that a detailed description of their

b distinguishing characteristics and an individual mention of the

British members of them would require a whole treatise to itself,

i Consequently we can do no more now than briefly mention a few

1 of those orders that include the wild flowers most likely to be met

;
with.

j
Dicotyledons

Order 1. Banunculacece or Crowfoots

General characters.—Sepals distinct and generally 5. Petals 5

.
or more. Many stamens, free from the calyx. Carpels many and
distinct.
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This order includes the Crowfoots (Plate XIV), Traveller’s J05',

Meadow Ene, Pheasant’s Eye, Anemones (Plate XIV), Larkspur,

Marsh Marigold, and a munher of other common wild flowers.

Order 2. Crucifercc or Crucifers

General characters.Se]m\s 4. Petals 4, and arranged like ai

cross. Stamens G, 4 longer than the other 2. Fruit pouch-like or-

pod-like.

Examples.—Shepherd’s Purse, Water Cress, Mustard, Wall-,

flower. Wild Cabbage, Rape, Turnip, Wild Radish, &c.
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Order 3. Violaceee— Violets

General c7tar«c/e?-s.— Sepals 5. Petals 5, unequal, the lower

one prolonged backward into a spur. Stamens 5.

This order includes the Violets (Plate XIV) and Pansies.

General clmraeters.—Sepals and Petals 4 or 5. Stamens 8 or

10. Stem swollen at the origins of the leaves.

Fig. 500.— Common Chickweed. Fig. 501.—Mouse-ear Chickweed.

Flowers included : Pinks, Campions, Mouse- ear Chickweed,

Stitchworts, Common Chickweed, Sandworts, &c.

In all the above orders the stamens are attached under the pistil.

General characters.—Flowers irregular and butterfly-like.

Sepals 4 or 5, united. Petals 5, irregular. Stamens 10—united

into one or two bundles.

Furze, Broom (Plate XIV), Vetches (Plate XV), Trefoils

(Plate XVI), and Clovers (Plate XIV), all belong to this order.

Sepals 4 or 5. Petals 5. Many stamens and carpels.

Includes the Cinquefoils, Plum, Cherry, Sloe, Strawberry,

Blackberry, Raspberry, Roses (Plate XV), Sweet-briar, Pear, Apide,
and ^Yillow-herbs.

Order 4. Caryophyllaeece or Clove Pink Ordei-

Order 5. Leguminosce or Leguminous Plants

Order G. Rosacea—Boses

B B 2
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Order 1. Crassulacece — Stonecrops and Houseleeks

Sepals and Petals from 4 to 12 in nnniber. Stamens 3 to 20,

inserted into the bases of the sepals. Flowers starlike.

Includes the Stonecrops and Honseleeks.

Fid. .'i02.--OoMjioN STONEcnop. Fro. 503.—Common Houseleek.

Order 8. Umhellifera:

Flowers arranp;ed in umbels (groups of flowers, the stalks of

which ail radiate from one point). Sepals, if any, 5 in number.

Petals and stamens 5. Petals and stamens attached above the ovary.

This extensive order contains the Hemlock, Fool’s Parsley,

Fig. 504.—Common Hemlock.

Water Dropwort. Sea Holly (Plate XVI), Hedge Parsle5^ Fennel,

Wild Carrot, Hare’s Ear, and many other wild flowers.
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In Orders 5 to 8 inclusive the petals are separate, and are

arranged either around or upon the ovary.

Iho. 50(5.—Fool’s Paesley.

Order 9. Comijositce—Composite Floivers

Flowerets collected together into dense clusters or heads. No
calyx. Corolla tubular or strap-shaped.

,
Stamens 4 or 5, their

anthers united into a tube around the stjde.

Fig. 507.—Common Sow-thistle. »

Among the flowers of this order are the Sow-thistle, Daisy,

Dandelion, Burdock, Cat’s-ear, Hawkweed, Thistles, Bluebottle

(Plate XV), Mugwort, Colt’s-foot, Ox-eye, Corn Marigold (Plate

XVI), Feverfew, Groundsel, and many others.
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Order 10. ScrojAiulariacea;

Calyx with 4 or 5 lobes. Corolla also with 4 or 5 lobes, but two

of them generaUjf lipped. Stamens 4, 2 longer and 2 shorter. Seeds

contained in a capsule.

This order includes the Fig-wort, Toad-flax (Plate XVI), Mud-
wort, Eyebright, Fox-glove (Plate XV), Yellow-rattle, Speedwell

(Plate XVI), Mullein, Cow-wheat, &c.

Order 11. Labiatce

Calj-x cleft into five parts, or with 2 lips. Corolla with 2 lips.

Stamens generally 4, 2 longer and 2 shorter, birt sometimes only 2.

Fruit consists of fom' small nuts at the base of the calyx.

Fig. 508.—Dkad Nettle.

Fig. 500.—White
IloilEUOUND.

Includes the Dead-nettle, Hemp-nettle, Mint, Thyme, Penny-

royal, Horehoimd, Ground-Ivy, and Betony.

Order 12. Boraginacece

Calyx and corolla with 5 lobes. Stamens 5, inserted on the

petals. Ovary of 4 parts. Fruit consists of 4 small nut-like bodies.
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The most common wild flowers of this order are the Borage,

Hoimd’s- tongue, Scorpion Grass, Forget-me-not (Plate XV), Com-

frey, Gromwell, Lmig-wort, and Mad-wort.

Fig. 510. -Scorpion Grass. Fig. 511.— Common Borage.

Order 13. Brim idacecc

Calyx and cofollit cleft into 4 to 7 parts. Stamens equal in

number to the petals, on which they are inserted. Ovary undivided.

Fruit a capsule, containing many seeds.

Fig. 512.

—

Common Loose-strife.

Examples.—Cowslip, Oxlip, Primrose (Plate XIV), Pimpernel

(Plate XVI), Loose-strife, Water Violet, and Sea Milk-wort.

In Orders ‘J to 13 inclusive the petals of the corolla are united.

Order 14. CheriopodiacecB

Flowers small. Calyx sometimes tubular. Corolla absent.

Stamens opposite the sepals
;
generally 5, but sometimes only 1 or

2. Ovary containing only one seed.

The plants of this order are found chiefly in salt marshes. The
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most common are the Goose-foot, Beet, .Sea-blite, Salt-wort, Glass
wort. Sea Pm'slane, and Orache.

Order 15. Bolygonacecc

Male and female organs sometimes on sejiarate flowers. Flowei's

often Ml racemes (stalked on a long axis). Sepals 3 to 6, and over-

lapping one another like the tiles of a roof.

Stamens 5 to 8, inserted in the calyx.

In this order the flowers are all small.

'Idle commonest are the Knot-grass, Buck-

wheat, Bock, and Sorrel.

Order 16. Amentacece

Flowers in catkins. Male and female

organs in separate flowers, but both gene-

rally on the same plant. In some, as m
the Willow, the male and female flowers

are on different plants. Calyx and corolla

either absent or very slightly developed.

This order includes such trees and shrubs as the Sallow, Willow,

Osier, Poplar, and Aspen (see Chapter XV).

In all plants of the last three ordei’s the flowers are more or less

incomplete.

Pio. 51.5.— CUIILEU

Bock.
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Monocotyledons

Order 17. Orchidacece—Orchids

Flowers irregiUar and bisexual (stamens and pistil both on one

flower). Calyx coloured, consisting of 3 sepals. Petals 3, the lower

one flattened and prolonged below into a spur. Stamens 1 or 2,

united to the style. Root fleshy.

This order includes the various Orchids (Plate XIV), also the

Bird’s nest, Twayblade, and Lady’s Tresses.

Fig. 516.

—

Man Orchis. Fig. 518.—Butcher’s Broom.

Order 18. Liliacea—Lihjiuorts

Calyx and corolla regular and coloured, sometimes uniting to

form a tube, and divided into 6 parts. Stamens 6, arising from the

calyx or corolla. Ovary of three cells. Leaves narrow, with parallel

veins generally. Stem usually bulbous.

The chief British examples are the Wild Leek, Garlic, Star of

Bethlehem, Wild Hyacinth (Plate XIV), Butcher’s Broom, Fritillary,

and Meadow Saffron.
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Order 19. Amaryllidacece

Calyx and corolla of 6 parts. Stamens 6, arising from the sepals

and petals. Ovary of three cells. Fruit a capsule. The root is

bulbous, and the leaves long and narrow.

The Common Daffodil and the Snowdrop are the best-known

flowers of this order.

The Graminacece or Grasses form such an extensive and popular

order that a separate short chapter will be devoted to them. It will

bo convenient, too, to offer a few remarks on om- Forest Trees

separately ; for, although these are truly flowering plants, yet they

form such a chai’acteristic feature of our landscapes that we natiu’ally

consider them apart from the comparatively dwarfish ‘ herbs.’
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CHAPTER XIV

GRASSES

There are those who would tell you that Grasses are not flowering

plants, but that they are only a kind of clothing for the ground,

consisting of an irninteresting mass of green stems and narrow

leaves, usefid enough in the fields and on the moors, where they

give a pleasing verdiu’e to the landscape, and a carpet-like softness

under the feet, but in other places appearing persistently as trouble-

some obnoxious weeds, causing no end of annoyance and care.

Row let us see if they are

really flowering plants, and

whether their blossoms are

such that we should rank them

among the beauties of Nature.

Here is the well-known Oat-

grass, that will serve our pur-

pose as well as any. We will

puU off one of its spilielets, and

examine its structure with the

assistance of a hand lens. Out-

side we see two loose pointed

leaves that exactly correspond

with the calyx of the Buttercup,

but which in Grasses are called

glumes. Within these are

another pair of leaves that re-

present the yellow corolla of

the flower we studied, but are

here termed jpalece. Then,

within the palese, or projecting out between them, we observe

three beautifully-formed stamens, surrounding a pistil with two
curved feathery stigmas. But this is not all ; for, standing out from

Fig. 519.—Expanded Spikelet of

THE Oat, with a Fertile and a

Barren Flower.

G, glumes ; l‘e, outer pale ; Pi, inner pale ;

A. awn ; F S, sterile flower. Between the
palea; are the feathery stigmas.
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the mid-rib of the outer pale, we see a stiff bristle. Such struc-
tures are very common in Grasses, and are known as awns. Again,
between the inner pale and the glume on the same side we see a
small barren flower—that is, a flower in which the organs of
reproduction have not developed.

If you will now deal with other common Grasses as you have
with this one— examine their spikes or spikelets with a lens and
make out the parts of their flowers—you will soon find that these
somewhat neglected plants will provide you with a most inter-

esting study, and you will soon take a delight in the collection and

Fio. .'520.—Feutii.e Fj.oweu Fia. .'521. — Section or Fio. 522.—The Split
or THE Oat, showing the the Oat-seed. LuAr-snEATn or a
IhuEE Anthehh and the

C', cotyledon
;

I?, young GitARS.

Featheuy StiO.MAS. bud; yf, young root.

preservation of the gems that were, at one time crushed beneath

your feet without either a look or a thought.

Wo have thus far decided that Grasses are to be included with

the flower-bearing plants {Phanerogams
) ;

but now comes the im-

portant question, ‘ What is a Grass ? ’ As a rule they are easily dis-

tinguished from the other flowering plants, but it will bo as well to

notice some of the precise characteristics b,y which they are to be

distinguished. Then let us again take one of the common species

for examination, but this time not the spikelet only, for we shall

require the whole iilant, root included.

Arising from the tuft of root-fibres we now trace a long and
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slender rnnnd stem, jointed at intervals, and surrounded by the

sheaths of the long and narrow leaves. If you cut through the

stem with a sharp knife 3'ou will generally find that it is hollow

or tiabular, but with a partition stretching across it at each joint.

The Sedges, which may be included with the true Grasses, differ in

that thej' have solid stems of a triangular form, but the angles are

pai'tly hidden by the sheaths of the leaves which form true cj’lin-

ders.

The leaves of Grasses are all long and narrow, with veins run-

ning side by side
;
and the uppermost leaf forms a kind of cradle

in which the young buds are nursed.

The dowers are often arranged in what is termed a sjjike
;
that

is, arranged without stalks along an axis. Eut in many we observe

a number of branches, each bearing a few dowers only.

In most Grasses and Sedges each dower possesses both stamens

and pistil, but in some we find what are termed male and female

dowers. The number of stamens is usually three, and these add

much to the beauty of the dowers for a short time, as they project

beyond the glumes in the form of a light moving fringe. One of

our commonest Grasses—the Sweet Vernal—has only two stamens

to each dower. This is one of our early blooming species, and may
be found in all our hay-fields during the spring : in fact, it is the

Grass that gives the sweetness to the odour of the hajx

Most of the Grasses have two pistils
;
and here, too, we may

note an important exception in the case of the Mat Grass that

covers our moors and hilly pastures so thickly, which has oidy one

stigma.

Collecting and Preserving Grasses

Now lot us wander away into the meadows and waste places to

make a practical acquaintance with these interesting plants. We
shall take with us a quantity of common porous paper—a few old

newspapers will do well—folded into double sheets of uniform size,

and placed in rather large folio. This, together with a garden

trowel and a writing pencil, is all we shall require.

The first meadow we enter yields a number of pretty species.

Here is the Meadow Fox Tail, with its fox-like brush covered with

beautiful orange-coloured anthers. It is an early bloomer, but a

little later in the season we shall meet with its less robust brother

—the Slender Fox Tail. If we come across a pond we may also see
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the Floating Fox Tail, with its rough stem, bent sharply at each

joint, hanging over the surface of the water.

We begin at once to fill up our folio. Selecting a well-formed

plant, we take it up by the root
;
and, if not too large, place the

whole inside one of om’ double sheets. But if the plant is too large

to admit of this, we get in as much as possible. If necessary, we cut

off the root
;
and, after shaking oirt the soil, put it in beside the rest

of the plant
;
but when we meet with a root that is too thick to be

conveniently carried in our folio, we wrap it up in a separate piece

of paper, and carry it in the pocket. On the outside of each sheet,

as soon as it is occupied, we write down the locality in which the

inclosed specimen was found, together with any other information

that seems at the time to bo worth remembering. A note should

also bo written on each paper in which we wrap a root, or a number
may be placed on it corresponding with another written on the

slieet containing the rest of the plant.

Now wo continue our search
;
and ere long wo are sure to

come across the Cat’s Tail, for this Grass forms a large proportion

of all good pastures. It is not so tall as tho Fox Tail, and its spike

is much denser. If wandering near tho coast we shall also obtain

tlie Sea Cat’s Tail, distingirished by its hairy leaves and small taper-

ing spike.

Tho largo tussocks of tho Hair Grass, with delicate waving

flowers, next attract our attention. Tliis beautiful Grass is common
in almost all pastures. We sliall look out for other species of this

family {Aria), among which are the Crested Hair, the Wavy Hair,

and the Silver Hair, all of which are common.

Tho Meadow Soft Grass is also soon within our grasp, and after

admiring its pinkish and woolly floi’ets and hairy foliage it is given

a place in our folio. We must also look out for the Creeping Soft

Grass, distinguished by the hairy joints of the stem, and the creep-

ing root. Both these grasses abound in bad pastures, but are not

allowed to flourish by the careful agriculturist, as cattle do not like

them.

The Fescue Grasses, on the other hand, are highly valued by

farmers. These include a large number of species. The Meadow

Fescue thrives well in low and moist pastures ;
and the Hard and

Sheep’s Fescues in hilly districts. The last of these is one of the

best kinds for lawns.

The Common Meadow Grass, of which there are two kinds—the

Rough and the Smooth—form generally the principal part of hay
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crops. These are the troirblesome weeds that are so constantly

making their appearance in our gardens and paths.

Before taking leave of the meadow we shall probably be able to

procure specimens of the Darnel and Eye Grasses, whose many-

flowered spikelets, arranged alternatelj' on each side of the stalk, are

very familiar; also the Couch Grass and Wheat Grass, both

members of one family, and the pretty Maiden Hair.

Now let us look for a dry and sandy bank, for here we shall

meet with the Cock’s Foot, the branched panicle of which some-

what resembles the claws of the monarch of the dung-hill
;
also the

Dog’s Tail, with florets arranged in pairs on the spike
;
the Bent

Grass, with spreading panicle mounted on an upright stem
;
and

the loosely-formed spikes of the Dog’s Tooth.

Still we have not done, for there are yet those Grasses which

love the margins of our ponds and boggy wastes, and others that

delight in the salt marshes of the sea-shore, or in the wild and

rugged moor
;
but we can do little more than mention their names.

Among the water-lovers are the Marsh Bent Grass
; the Sedges,

and the Reed Canary Grass tliat accompanies them; the numerous
Reeds, and the Reedy and Floating Sweet Grasses. In salt

marshes w'e may expect to find the Cord Grass; the Hard Grass,

with a stem twisted into many angles ; the Green Beard Grass

;

and the Eeflexed Sweet Grass. On moors we may look for the

Heath Grass, with four florets on each spike
;

the Purple and

Mountain Melics
;
and, on chalky uplands, the Blue Moor Grass.

Lastly, in woods and glens we pluck the Drooping Melic, the Holy
Grass (of the Scottish Glens), the Feathery Millet, and the taU

Brome that will vie with some of om’selves in the matter of

stature.

Having filled our folio, we wend our way homeward to examine
and preserve the specimens. The contents of each sheet are now
to be dealt with separately

;
and after carefully adjusting the leaves

and flowers, the sheet is again closed, and placed on one side under

a weighted board. So we deal with all oirr Grasses in turn til) all

are thus made ready for the press. This done, we take the folded

sheets, one by one, and pile them on the bottom board of the press,

with plenty of extra paper between them to absorb the moistrire.

When the pile is complete, the top board is laid on, and weighted

with about ten or twenty pounds.

No special skill is re<iuired in preserving and drying Grasses
;
for,

although many are decidedly delicate, yet none are easily injured
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unless very roughly handled. Thej" do not contain much moisture,

and consequently they need not be kept under pressure nearly so

long as other plants of a more siicculent nature. Neither are thej-

liable to changes in. coloiu’ like some of the alg® and the higher

flowering plants.

Nothing now remains but to mount and label the speciinens when
they are tlioroughly dry ; so, while they are yet in the drying-press,

we must prepare a permanent home in which to lodge them. For
this purpose we shall need a good supply of cartridge paper, and a

neat folio which may bo made by hinging together two pieces of

milled board with a strip of leather.

Tlio cartridge paper is now cut into sheets of such a size that,

when doubled, they are very slightly smaller than the boards of the

folio, wliicli will then project a little over their edges like the covers

of a book.

When all is ready, we take the Grasses from the drying-press

one by one, and fasten each one inside its cartridge sheet by means

of a few very narrow strips of gummed paper, and then, closing the

sheet, write neatly, onlaide, the name of the specimen and the

locality whence it was obtained. To this may be added the date of

collecting, the nature of the soil on which it was found, and any

other useful notes.
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CHAPTER XV

OUB FOREST TREES

I WILL conclude our brief survey of the vegetable world by giving a

few sketches and notes for the purpose of enabling my young readers

to recognise the principal trees of our forests and woods.

The value of these as ornaments of the landscape cannot be

over-estimated. And the lover of Nature need not be acquainted

with the names and nature of the various trees in order to appreciate

their general effect on the scenery. But it is a real pleasure, never-

theless, to know them— to be able to call them by their names, and

to observe the peculiarities of the different species as we pass them,

or as we view them from some distant spot.

First and foremost we must necessarily place the grand old Oak,

the majestic tmnk and twisted branches of which are familiar to

everybody. Its fruit too—the acorn—we know well. But the little

green flowers are not so familiar, for they are not at all conspicuous

among the bright green leaves which adorn the tree in the spring.

Fig. 523.—Tee Common Oak
{Quercus pcdmiculata).

Fig. 524.—The Sessile-feuited

Oak (Q. scssiliflora).

c c
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There are two species of Oak to be found in om’ country, both

of which are here figured.

Belonging to the same natural order we have the smooth-barked

and bristle-fruited Beech—another majestic tree, the leaves of which

Fio. 525 .
—Leaves, Flower, and

Fruit of the Beech {Fagm
sylvatica).

Fig. 526.—The Sweet Chestnut
{Castmea vesca).

e.vhibit the most beautiful of autumnal hues
; also the sweet-fruited

Chestnut, conspicuous by its glossy leaves and deeply-grooved bark,

the Hazel, and the liard-timbered Hornbeam.
Tlie Elm is so abundant and so widely distributed that you may

Fig. 527.— The Hazel
(Corylus avellana).

Fig. 528.—The Hornbeam
(Ostrya vtdgaris).

be surprised to hear it is not a native of our country. It was intro-

duced here during the Boman or the Norman period. We have two

distinct species—the Common Elm and the Wych Elm. The latter

is more spreading than the commoner one, and its leaves are larger

and broader.
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The Poplars are remarkable for the peculiar tremirlous motion

of the leaves when they are agitated by even the slightest breeze.

This trembling is dne partly to the length of the leaf-stalk, and

partly to the fact that the stalk is flattened in a plane at right angles

to the surface of the leaf.

Fig. 5
‘29 .
—The Common Elm

(Ulmus cavi2)estris).

Fig. 530 .
—The White Poplah

(Populus alba). Leaf and
FToweks.

In the case of the White Poplar a very striking effect is produced

by the quivering of the leaves, for the under surfaces are white, and
form a strong contrast with the general green of the upper surfaces

when reversed by a passing gust.

Tlie Aspen is commonly known as the Trembling Poplar, since

the quivering of the leaves is most conspicuous in this species.

Fig. 531 .
—Leaf and Flowers of

THE Black Poplar (P. nigra).

Fig. 532.—The White Willow
{Salix alba).

The catkins of the Black and Lombardy Poplars, rendered shoAvy
by the bright red anthers, are thick on the trees in early spring
before a single leaf has unfolded, and cover the ground beneath
with a soft and beautiful carpet. The latter of these two is the tall

and spire-like tree so commonly planted in the suburbs of our largo
towns.

c c 2
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In the same order as the Poplars we have the different species

of WiUows, the chief of which are the White Willow, so called from

the light nnder surface of the leaves ; the Goat WiUow or Broad-

leaved Sallow ; and the Osier, the yoimg stems of which are used

largely for making wicker-work.

Pio. 533 .
—Thk Buoad-leavei)

Sallow (S. caprca).

Fig. 534.--THE Osiuu
(S. viminalis).

Tlic Birch and Alder are allied trees of another order. We have

two species of Bircli—the Common and the ‘ Weeping.’ They are

both light and airy trees, with silvery bark, small leaves, and

slender branches. The Ash is also of a light airy build
;

its wood is

Fig. 535.- Tue Common Birch
{Behila alba).

Fig. 536.— The Alder
(Aimes glutinosa).

very tough, and consequently m demand for walking-sticks, alpen-

stocks, and the handles of tools.

Our cone-bearing trees include the funereal T^ew—the dark and

dismal occupant of almost every country churchyard; also the

Larch ;
and the Scotch Fir or Pine, a fitting ornament to the bleak

mountains of the northern parts of Britain.
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The Maple and the Sycamore are two similar trees, both bear-

ing palmate or hand-shaped leaves, and winged seeds that spin

Fia. 537.—The Ash (Fraxinus
excelsior).

Fio. 538.—The Yew [Taxus
haccata).

rapidly as they fall tlirongh the air.

serve to distingnisli between tliem.

Fio. 539.—The LAiicn {Larix
communis).

The figures given on p. 390 will

Fig. 540.—The Scotch Fir
[Pinus sylvestris).

Many of our familiar trees are seldom found in a truly wild

state, but abound in towns and their suburbs, where they are largely

planted for ornamental purposes. This is certainly the case witli
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the Lime, which is generally stunted in growth through the annual
cropping of its branches. The bast used by gardeners to tie up
dowers and vegetables is obtained from the inner bark of this tree.

Fi(t. S41 .
—Thk Co.mjion Mai’i.e

(Acer campestre)
Fm. 542. — The Sycamore
(Acer pseudoplatanns).

Another common tree—tlie Horse-chestnut—is everywhere con-

spicuous by its showy blossoms and spiny seed-case. It is not by
any means a near relative of the Edible or Sweet Chestnut. You

Fio. 543.— The HonsE-cnESTNDT Fig. 544.—The Spinpee-tree
(A^sctdiis hippocastanum) (Euonymiis Europcea)

have undoulitedly seen tlie large buds of this tree in the spring-

time, and, should you desire to examine the marvellous manner in

which the parts of branches lie folded within the protecting scales

of buds, you cannot do better than carefully dissect one from the
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Horse-chestnut. Within yori will find both leaves and flowers in

an undeveloped state, waiting for the genial sun to call them forth.

Of course there are a large number of common trees neither

mentioned nor figured in this short chapter, but it is hoped the

selection made is one that will prove of some value to our young

country ramblers.
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PART III

THE MINERAL WORLD

CHAPTER XVI

MINERALS AND FOSSILS

The entomologist and the botanist become acquainted with the

life of the present day, but the geologist looks back through count-

less ages, traces the past history of the earth itself, and digs from

the rocks relics of ancient forms of life, many of which have now
no living representatives. He is brought face to face witli un-

questionable evidences of such gigantic disturbances, such changes

in climate and the conformation of tlie land, and such remarkable

forms of life as might almost pass imagination.

In this short chapter I shall make no attempt to introduce the

reader to the study of the rocks and their fossils, but simply give

liim a few hints on the collection and preparation of the specimens

tliat lie in his path. Such information is not usually given in works
on geology, but a simple book on this branch of science will be

absolutelj' necessary to a young collector who desires to understand

what he observes, and wdio intends to put together a collection of

rocks, minerals, and fossils that shall prove of real scientific value

to the owner.

The Collector’s Apparatus

The outfit required by the geological collector is very simple.

A gi-eat deal of good work may be done with no other apparatus than
an ordinary house hammer and a satchel

; but as better and neater

work can be accomplished by the use of the proper appliances, and
as I take the liberty of assuming that the reader of this chapter is
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anxious to do the thing in a professional style, I will briefly enu-

merate the principal items that constitute the paraphernalia of a

real geologist.

First, then, as to the working tools. The geologist’s breaking

and trimming hammer does not differ much from the ordinary

pattern, as will be seen by a glance at fig- 547. Its handle should

alwa,ys pi'oject a little beyond the top of the head, and be tightened

by means of an iron wedge well driven in
;
otherwise you may be

often provoked by the head slipping off while in the midst of your

work.

Fin. .'547.—Gkolooist’s

Collecting Hammeh.
Fio. 548 Duck’s
Heal Hammer.

Fio. 549.—Geologist’s

Pick.

Some collectors carry a second hammer, like that shown in

fig. 548, to assist them in' breaking up the larger and harder rock

fragments ;
and also a small pick (fig. 549) for digging into clays

and other soft beds. Tliese are not absolutely necessary, of couise,

for the hammer above described may be used for all the rock-break-

ing, and a trowel or a large pocket-knife maj' take the place of the

jjick. Again, you may even add a fourth implement to your set of

breaking-tools in the shape of a small hammer for trimming j om

rock specimens into a convenient size and shape for the cabinet.

Tliis is not generally used in the field, but kept specially for t le

finishing touches after you have arrived home. Its shape may be

just the same as that of tlie ordinary outdoor hammer, but should

be much lighter.
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You must remembei' that your hammers are not to be used

onh’ for brealving off and trimming specimens of the rocks you

meet with. Some rock-beds contain various forms of fossils, and

these have to be carefitUy removed from the substance in which

they are embedded, and cleared as far as possible from all adhering

particles. For this work the small hammer and large pocket-

knife are both very helpful. A cold chisel is also very useful for

breaking hard specimens, especially when you find occasion to

be particular concerning the exact place and direction of the

fracture.

Tire best way to carry your hammers is to support them in a

strong leather belt
;
and you will certainly be far more comfortable

if the weight is shared partly by the shoulders. I have managed
this by fixing the belt to an ordmary pair of trouser-braces.

So imtch, then, for the working tools. But there are a few

other matters to be considered. You will require a strong satchel

for your specimens, and some material in which to wrap them up.

For the majority of minerals and fossils nothing is better as a

wrappmg than pieces of newsj)aper. This should always be torn or

cut into squares of convenient size before you start on the collecting

trip. But you will often meet with specimens of such a fi'agile

nature that special care will be necessary in packing them awa3\

These had better be wrapped in wadding and placed in small boxes
;

or they may be put into boxes of bran or sawdust.

A pocket lens is useful for examining the structm-e of rocks and
fossils, though it is generally at home, rather than in the field, that

you study your specimens minutely.

In the Field

The equipment is readj% and now comes the important ques-
tion—' ^^^lere shall we go ? ’ Begumers are apt to think that their

success will be in direct proportion to the distance over which the.y

travel in order to reach the collecting ground. A greater mistake
3’ou could not make. Are you now contemplating j^our first geo-
logical expedition? Then begin at home. On what does the
foundation of your own residence rest ? Is there nothing beneath
your feet that has an interesting tale to unfold ? It seems to me
that, however barren one’s own district ajjpears to be from a geo-
logical point of view, the study of rocks should always begin at

home ; and, when we have learned to understand something of the
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nature and formation of the beds with which we are so familiar,

then we have established a centre from which we can gradually and
intelligently extend our labours into the less-known and imknown
grounds.

But, say you, ‘ There are no rocks in our district ; we have
nothing but clays and gravels

;
and no fossils of any kind have we

ever seen in them.’ Every gi-avel-hed, or clay-bed, however, has

its history, and a history that, is always worth knowing. A careful

examination of tlie beds and their surroundings may re\-eal to you
various circumstances under which they were deposited

;
and, if

you Hhould llnd any fossils, how interesting it will be to associate

tlie bygone ages with the life of the time, and to compare these

ancient forms of life with the living species of the present time !

At any rate, whether our excursion is close home or at a dis-

tance, our method of examining the rocks and collecting specimens

is precisely the sanre. We take advantage of those spots where the

rocks peep through the soil. Railway cuttings, quarries, chalk-pits,

gravel-pits, sand-pits, river beds, and sea cliffs all afford to the geo-

logist splendid opportunities of carrying on his investigations and

collecting his treasures
;
and, where such natural and artificial ex-

posures are not to be met with, he will sometimes find it necessary

to remove the surface soil hero and there in order to see what lies

beneath.

In all cases the note-book should be in constant demand. The

nature and extent of all rock-beds should be entered wherever

possible ; and it is always interesting to irote how the natural

scenery and the nature of the vegetation change as we pass from

one Ijod to another.

8ome rocks yon will find in hoi’izontal layers, not having been

much disturbed since first deposited ; but others show signs of

violent forces, for they arc not oidy broken up and thrown into

inclined positions, but may bo contorted into aU manner of fan-

tastic shapes, and sometimes pushed into a vertical position, or

even quite inverted. Then there are the hard and crystalline

ifincoiif! rocks occurring in very irregular masses, and exhibiting

traces of the very higli temperatures which accompanied their

formation.

Yon will be likely to derive much more satisfaction in ‘ doing ’

a certain district thoroughly than by searching at random in a

number of isolated localities
;
and if you desire to try this you

should provide yourself with the ‘ Geological Survey ’ map of the
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district you select. This will give you e^ely minute detail of the

surface rocks, and wonderfully assist you in your expeditions. In

this case, too, a pocket compass will prove a useful accessory.

Now a few hints as to the actual collecting. First let us suppose

that we are among hard and rugged rocks, of which a few speci-

mens are required. The heavy hammer is brought to play on a

piece which exhibits the structirre well, and a portion of suitable

size is broken off for the cabinet. It may be roughly trimmed with

the smaller hammer before placing it in the satchel, leaving the

final shaping, if such is necessary, to be done at home. "When

dealing with such hard rocks it is not uncommon for the hammer
to slip from the hand, but this may be avoided by filing some

furrows in the handle to assist your grip, or by rubbing the handle

with bees-wax.

The cold chisel is useful when you desire to break a hard rock

in a particular position and direction. Hold the chisel firmly in its

i)lace with the left hand, and give a heavy blow with the right.

Perhai>s you miss your aim, and receive the full force of the blow

on your tender knuckles
;
but you can provide against a repetition

of this mishap by covermg your hand with a piece of very thick

leather, in which is a hole just large enough to enable it to pass

over the chisel.

Many rocks are worn away on their exposed surfaces bj' the

action of the atmosphere. In this condition they are described as

‘ weathered,’ and should, as a rule, be avoided. Bi;t in a number
of instances the weathered specimens exhibit certain peculiarities

which are not to be seen in newly-exposed fragments, so that it will

bo useful to have these for the cabinet. As a striking instance I

may mention the hard hmestones of the West of England. These

are often full of the most beautiful fossils, consisting principally of

corals and shells. So compact are they that it is impossible to re-

move the organic remains
;
and the fossils can be studied only by

making sections and polishing the surfaces of the fragments. But
if you search along the foot of the cliff’s formed by such limestones you
iire sure to meet with portions that have long been exposed to at-

mospheric agencies, and these will often show the fossils in bold

relief, the softer parts having been worn away more than the harder

portions.

The removal of fossils from beds of softer materials, such as clay

and chalk, is, of course, a very easy matter
;
hut the gi’eatest care

will be re(piired sometimes in getting out the specimens whole.
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The Iviiife is more useful than the hammer for such as these
; but as

the final clearing requires great care it should be left till you ha\ e

leisure at home.

Prepaeation and Arrangement of Specimens

When you reach home after your geological trip, you lay out all

your specimens on a table, so that you can readily cast yoiu' eye on

any one. You will probably have some valuable or very fragile

ones that require immediate care and attention. Put these together

first
;
and tlien wrap up all the others, and put them aside till you

have the time to see to them
;
but be careful to inclose a temporary

label with each one, containing any particulars you are likely to

require.

Now is the time to study your treasures. You had but httle

opportunity for this in the field, for you were then too busy with

your tools to examine them very closely. So now, as you trim and

repair tlie specimens for the cabinet, with lens in hand, and books of

rcl'erence open before you, each rock fragment and fossil is made to

unfold its romantic history, and to tell of the wonderful changes

which the earth, now wrinkled with age, has seen in its more

youthful days. Sometimes the most careful examination of the

specimens and the most vigorous searching through the pages of

yom- geological works fail to give you satisfactory evidence of then-

identity. In such cases, even when there is only a faint shadow of

doubt, consult one of your reliable geological friends, or pay a visit

to one of our public museums, before you finally label them and

decide on the places they are to occupy in the cabinet.

You may have some fragile and broken fossils. If so, deal with

them thus : The broken ones may bo mended by a little cement,

and then set aside in little boxes of cotton wool. As to the cement,

nothing is better tlian a solution of isinglass in a.cetic acid. To

prepare this, put about an ounce of isinglass in a bottle, add a very

mile acetic acid, and mix the ingredients well while the bottle

stands in a dish of hot water. No more acetic acid should be used

than is necessary to form a rather thick glue, which should always

bo warmed before use by standing the bottle in hot water.

Some fragile fossils possess the annoying propensity of crumb-

ling to dust after they have been safely lodged in the cabinet ;
but

this tendency may be overcome by treating them as follows : First

make a very thin glue in the ordinary way. When this is ready,
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place before you two vessels, one containing the hot glue, anti the

other hot water. Immerse the fragile fossils, one by one in the

water
;
and, when thoroughly warmed, plunge them into the glue

for a few seconds. Immediately on removing them from the glue,

remove all the superfluous liquid by means of blotting-paper, and

set them aside to dry. If, after drying, they present an unnatural

varnished appearance, this may be reduced by brushing them over

gently with hot water.

Before your glue cools down, stir into it a little spirit of wine,

and then run it into a bottle which is afterwards well corked. The

spirit will keep it good for any length of time, and it is always ready

for use after standing in hot water for a few minutes.

Many of the fossil fruits can never be preserved satisfactorily

in a dry state, but they generally do rvell in bottles or tubes of

glycerine.

The size to which you trim your specimens of rocks and minerals

must depend largely on the space at your disposal. As a rule they

need not be larger than two inches square
; but, if you have plenty

of space, larger specimens will in some cases be better. Don’t shape

them into regular geometrical forms, and’ always let them expose a

surface that has not been touched with a tool.

In shaping a very hard rock you may at first have some difliculty

in making it break just in the right place and in the right direction.

The best plan is to hold it firmly in the left hand, with the part you
intend to remove nearest you ;

and then strike it obliquely towards

yourself with the naiTow edge of your trimming hammer.
Now just a word or two about your geological cabinet. By all

means obtain a good museum cabinet if you can either afford it or

make it ; but if you cannot, yoiu’ collection will be just as valuable

stored in ordinary shallow boxes such as can be obtained from the

grocer’s. Whatever kind of boxes or drawers you use, the specimens

must be arranged in such a way that they will not shake about and
knock together. This may be managed by placing a number of

partitions across to divide the space into little squares, or each
specimen may be put into a little cardboard tray. Small and fragile

specimens should be kept in glass-topped boxes, so that they may
be examined without risk of damaging them by removal.

After you have given a little time to the study of geology you
will be able to arrange all your specimens in scientific order, using
either the comparative age or the chemical composition as your
guide.
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1 have now endeavoured, so far as space would permit, to lead

my young readers to take an active interest in all three of the great

kingdoms that make up our material surroundings
; and, in con-

clusion, may I urge them not to become mere collectors ? You may
have very commodious cabinets, M’ell filled with a great variety of

natural objects of all kinds
; further, you may give forth their long

Latin names with a speed that will strike all your friends with awe
and admiration. Yet with all this j'oir may not be a true naturalist.

See that you Icnoto all j'our specimens—tliat you are acquainted with

their real character, and with the part played by each in the realm,

of Nature. Study the animals while they live
;
examine the flowers

before they fade ;
and observe the arrangement of the rocks and

fossils while you are yet in the field. Then the specimens in your

cabinets, tlrough faded and shrivelled and incomplete, will always

tell you of the real life which they represent
;
and the useful labels

and notes which accompany your treasures will be full of living

interest.
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Note;—Beferences are given ivhere species are figured but not described.

Accentor, 271

Acephala, 192

Acom shell, 202

Adder, 244
Adder’s tongue, 352

Adonis blue, 87

ASsculi, 103
Agabus, 34

Agarics, 334

Alaria, 330
Albieillata, 111

Alder, 388
Amara, 138
Amai-yllidaceiB, 378
Amentaceoe, 376
Amphibians, 44
Anchomenus, 136
Anemones, 1'77, 370
Angle shades, 117
Anguis, 240
Anobium, 148
Anodon, 12
Anomia, 196
Antelope beetle, 145
Antiqua, 106
Ants, 163
Apiformis, 102
Apis, 162
Apple, 371— weevil, 151
Aquarium, 6, 39
Aquatic beetles, 32— insects, 20
Arachnidai, 17
Arcadse, 195
Archesia, 147
Argent and sable, 112

Argonaut, 18

Argyroneta, 18
Arion, 223
Ark shell, 195

Armellaria, 334
Arsenic powder, 258
— soap, 258
Artaxerxes, 87
Ash, 388
Asparagus beetle, 152
Aspen, 376, 387
Astacus, 14

Astarte shell, 195
Astinoinus, 150
Atemeles, 141

Atropos, 99
Aurata, 144
Auricularini, 335
Azure blue, 85

Balanus, 203
Barnacle, 204
Barn owl, 269
Bath white, 75
Batis, 115
Bats, 315
Bean, 369
Bearded rookling, 218
Beard grass, 383
Beautiful carpet. 111— china-mark, 120
Bedderlocks, 330
Bedford blue, 85
Beech, 386
Bees, 159
Beet, 376

D D
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Beetles, 136
— aquatic, 32
— hunting, 132
Belgiaria, 110
Betony, 374
Betulavia, 110
Biguttatus, 34
Birch, 388
Birds, 249
— classification of, 2G5— eggs, 252
— preserving, 260
Bivalves, 12
Black ant, 100
— arches, 107
— hairstreak, 84
Black-veined white, 75
Blaj)H, 147
Bleak, 40
Blenny, 216
Blind-worm, 240
Blister beetle, 147
Bluebottle, 373
Blue butterflies, 85
— tit, 274
Boatman, 22
Bog mosses, 843
Boleti, 330
Bombardier beetle, 138
Bombycidte, 107
Borage, 876
Boraginaceoe, 374
Brachelytra, 188
Braohen clock, 145
Brachinus, 188
Brachyura, 200
Braided hair, 327
Brassicos, 110
Brevicollis, 188
Brimstone moth, 109
Brindled beauty, 110
Brittle star, 183
Bromo grass, 383
Broom, 371
Brown argus, 87— butterflies, 81— hairstreak, 84— tail, 107
Brumata, 111
Bucephala, 113
Buckwheat, 870
Buff ermine, 100
Buff-tip, 113
Bufo, 53
Bugs, water, 21
Bullhead, 43
Bumble bee, 100

Bumbus, 100
Burdock, 373
Burnets, 104
Burnished brass, 117
Burrowing bee, 159
Burying beetle, 141
Butcher’s broom, 377
Buttercup, 859
Butterflies, catching, 01— setting, 06— table of, 09
Byrrhidre, 143

Cabbage moth, 110
Cabinet for eggs, 255
Caddis cases, 28
— flies, 28
Calamary, 202
Callithamnion, 320
Camberwell beauty, 78
Campions, 371
Carabus, 130
Carcinus, 208
Cardinal beetle, 147
Carnivorous mammals, 303
Carp, 89
Carrion beetles, 141

CaryophyllacetB, 871
Cassidaa, 153
Cat’s ear, 873— tail, 382
Centipede, 232
Cephalophora, 197
Cephalopoda, 200
Ceramium, 320
Cerella, 120
Cetaceous mammals, 301

Cetonia, 144
Clneroijhyllata, 112
Chafers, 143
Chaffinch, 275
Chalk-hill blue, 87
Chamosleon slirimp, 205
Chambered mussel, 195
Champignon, 385
Cheloniidra, 106
ChenopodiaceDB, 375
Cherry, 371
Chestnut, 380, 890
Chickweed, 871
Chimney sweep, 112

Chiton, 198

Chorda, 329
Chrondus crispus, 327
Chrysaora, 170
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Chrysitis, 117
Chrysorrhoea, lOG

Churchyard beetle, i47

Cicindela, 135

Cinnabar, 105

Cinquefoils, 371

Cirripeda, 202
Clerus, 148
Clifden nonpareil, 118

Clothes moths, 121

Clouded yellow, 70
Clover, 371
Cobitis, 41

CoccinellidoB, 153
Cockchafer, 144

Cockerbundy, 145
Cock’s foot, 383
Cocktails, 138
Coleoptera, 32, 135
Collybia, 334
Colt’s foot, 373
Comfrey, 375
Comma, 78
Common blue, 86
—

• carpet, 112
—

• swift, 104— tiger, 106
Compositse, 373
Conchifera, 192
Coniomycetes, 837
Coppers, 85
Corallines, 328
Corals, 179
Cord grass, 383
Corixa, 23
Corn marigold, 373
Cornish sucker, 216
Corystes, 211
Costana, 120
Couch grass, 383
Cowslip, 375
Cow wheat, 374
Crabs, 206
Crab spider, 230
Crambites, 120
Crangon, 205
Crassulaceaj, 372
Crayfish, 14
Cream-spot tiger, 105
Crepitans, 138
Crioceris, 152
Cristatus, 47
Crow, 270
Crowfoots, 369
Crucifers, 370
Crustaceans, 14 ,202
Crystoseria, 881

Culex pipiens, 29

Curl-footed crustaceans, 202

Cuspidates, 112
Cuttlefish, 201
Cyanide bottle, 61

Cyclops, 16
Cyprinus, 89
Cystoseira, 329

Dace, 40
Daffodil, 378
Dandelion, 373
Dark green fritillary, 80

Darnel grass, 388
Dead men’s fingers, 180

Dead nettle, 374
Death’s-head moth, 99

Death watch, 148

Docapoda, 206
Defolaria, 111

Deltoides, 119
Dentaliadoe, 197
Desmarestia, 330
Devil’s coach-horse, 138
Dicotyledons, 368, 369
Dipping bottle, 4

Diptera, 29
Dock, 376
Dog fish, 219
— periwinkle, 200
Dog’s-tail grass, 383
Dog’s-tooth grass, 383
Dor beetle, 145
Dorcus, 145
Dot moth, 116
Doves, 279
Dragon flies, 25
Dredging hook, 3— net, 170
Ducks, 284
Duke of Burgundy, 80
Dulce, 327
Dumble dor, 14
Dust fungi, 387
Dyticidoe, 34
Dyticus, 32

Eagles, 267
Echinoderms, 181
Ectocarpus, 329
Efts, 46
Egg blowing, 253— cabinet, 255— collecting, 123, 255
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Egg drills, 263
— preserving, 253
Elm, 386
Enteromorpha, 326
Epliemeridce, 27
Euclieliidee, 105
Eumenid®, 169
Exidia, 336
Eyebright, 371
Eyed hawk, 100

Fagi, 113
Falcons, 267
Farinalis, 119
Fascia, 329
Father lasher, 217

Feathery star, 183
Fennel, 372
Ferns, 350
— stems of, 353
Fescue grasses, 382
Feverfew, 373
Field mice, 309
Fifteen-spined stickleback, 217

Figwort, 374
Fir, 388

'

Fislies, 36, 216
— preserving, 215
Fishing, 213
Five-finger starfish, 181

Flowers, 869
Fool’s parsley, 872
Forest trees, 385
Forget-me-not, 375
Formica, 1(!3

Fossils, 893
Foxglove, 371
Fox-tail grasses, 881

Fraxini, 118
Fresh-water fishes, 36
— insects, 20
— mussel, 12
— shrimp, 16
— snails, 13

Frill, 196
Fritillary, 79, 377
Frogs, 50
— skeleton, 51

Frogstools, 834
Fruits, 364
Fucus, 331
Fungi, 332— collecting, 337
Furcula, 112
Furze, 371

INDEX

Gamma, 117
Gaper, 193
Garden spider, 228
Garlic, 377
Gasteropoda, 197
Gasterosteus, 42
Geodephaga, 135
Geometers, 109
Geotrupes, 145
Ghost moth, 104
Gigartina, 327
Glanville fritillary, 81
Glasswort, 376
Glow-worm, 147

Gnat, 29
Gnawing mammals, 806
Goat moth, 102
Goby, 218
Gold fish, 40
Golden carp, 40— -crested wren, 273
— eagle, 267
Goose-foot, 376
Grallatores, 281
Graminacete, 378

! Grasses, 879
Grass snake, 242

Grayling, 82

j

Grease, 97

I

Greasy fritillary, 81
Great tit, 274
— warty newt, 47
— water-beetle, 32
Grebe, 284
Gree)i hairstreak, 84
— laver, 326
— lizard, 240
— spleenwort, 863
— tiger beetle, 186— -veined white, 74

Grey dagger, 115
— scalloped bar, 110
— top, 199
Gromwell, 875
Grossulariata, 110
Ground beetle, 135
— ivy, 374
Groundsel, 873
Grub, 20

Gudgeon, 40
Guillemot, 284

Gull, 283
Gyrinidoe, 84

Gyrinus, 35

Hath gi'asses, 382
— moth, 122
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Hairstreaks, 84

Hairy woodsia, 357

Haniellus, 120

Hard grass, 383
Hare’s ear, 372
Hart’s tongue, 352

Harvest inouso, 309

Hastata, 112

Hawk moths, 97

Hawkw'eed, 373
Hazel, 386
— tortrix, 120
Head-bearing molluscs, 197

Head-footed molluscs, 200

Heart cockle, 195
Heath butterflies, 81

— grass, 383

Hedgehog, 312

Hedge parsley, 372
— sparrow, 271
Helix, 220
Hemlock, 372
Hemp-nettle, 374

Herald moth, 117

Hermanni, 34

Hermit crab, 209
Heron, 281
Heteromera, 146
Hexadactyla, 122

High brown fritillary, 80
Hill ant, 163
Hirtaria, 110
Histeridae, 143
Hive bee, 162
HoUy blue, 85
— fern, 356
Holy grass, 383
Honey buzzard, 269
Honejxoinb moth, 120
Hook for dredging, 3
Hoop-shaver bee, 161

Horehound, 374
Hornbeam, 386
Horn bug, 143
Hornet clearwing, 102
Homy-winged insects, 32, 132
Horse ant, 163
— chestnut, 390
— leech, 11
— mussel, 195
Hound’s tongue, 375
Houseleek, 372
House spider, 229
Humble bee, 162
Humming-bird moth, 101
Humuli, 104
Hyacinth, 877

Hybridalis, 120
Hydnei, 335
Hydrocorisa, 21

Hydrometra, 24
Hydrous, 36
Hygrophorus, 334
Hymenoptera, 154

Hyphomycetes, 337

Ianthina, 116
Insects, 20, 56
— fresh-water, 20

Insect hunting, 56

Insectivorous mammals, 311
Invertebrata, 36.

Irish moss, 327

Jackdaw, 271
JacobfBBe, 105
Jelly-fishes, 175

Jew’s ear, 336
Jumper beetle, 147
June bug, 145

Kestkel, 268
Killing bottle, 61, 133
Kingfisher, 273
Kittens, 114
Knot-grass, 376

Labiate, 374
Lacerta, 240
Lackey moth, 109
Lactarius, 334
Ladder shell, 199
Ladybirds, 163
Lady crab, 208
Lady’s tresses, 377
Lamellibranchiata, 192
Lamellicornes, 143
Lampyris, 147
Lanestris, 107
Lappet-moth, 109
Lapwing, 282
Larch, 888
Large copper, 71, 85— heath, 83
— tortoiseshell, 77
— yellow underwing, 116
Larkspur, 370
Larva, 20
— bottle, 125
— cage, 125
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Larva collecting, 123
— glass, 125
— preserving, 131
— rearing, 125
Laurel bottle, 62
Leaf-cutter bee, 159
Leaf-horned beetles, 113
Leaf-minors, 122
Leaves, 364
Leeches, 10
Leek, 377
Leguminosrp, 871
Leopard moth, 103
Lepidoptcra, 57
Lesser broad border, 116
Libatrix, 117
Libclluhe, 25
Ligniporda, 108
Liliaceic, 877
Lilyworts, 377
Lima, 19(i

Ijimnea, 18
Limpet, 19H

Liparidffi, 106
Lizards, 28(>

Loach, 11
Lobsters, 206
Lobster moth, 113
Lob-worm, 186
Loligo, 202
Long-armed crab, 211
Long-oared owl, 269
Long-horned beetles, 149
Longicornos, 149
Long-tailed tit, 274
Loopers, 109
Loosestrife, 375
liophinus, 48
Lnbricipeda, 105
Lucky preach, 217
I;Ug-worm, 186
Lungwort, 875
Lupulinus, 101

Lycopordon, 835
Lytta, 117

MACTRii);ii, 194
Bladrcporc, 180
Madwort, 875
Magpie, 110
Maia, 212
Maidenhair fern, 356
— grass, 383
Mail shell, 198
Jlanimals, 298
— preservation, 318

Maple, 889
Marbled white, 82
Marine crustaceans, 202
— worms, 186
Maritima, 135
Marsh bent-grass, 383
— carpet, 112
— marigold, 370
— ringlet, 83
Martin, 277
May fly, 27
Mazarine blue, 86

Meadow brown, 82
— fescue, 382
— grass, 382
— rue, 370
— saffron, 377
Meal moth, 119

Medicinal leech, 10

Modusre, 175

Molics, 383
Melohesia, 328
Melolontha, 144
Membrane-winged insects, 154

Merlin, 269
Mermaid’s purse, 219
Mesembryanthomum, 178

Meticulosa, 117
Mezium, 148
Mi, 118
Mildews, 837
Millepedes, 234
Miller’s thumb, 43
Millet, 883
Minerals and fossils, 893
Minnow, 40
Mint, 374
Missel thrush, 271
Modiola, 195
Mole, 800, 313
Molluscs, 12, 191

Monacha, 107
Monocotyledons, 868, 877
Montana, 112
Moor grass, 883
Mortisaga, 147
Moschata, 150
Mosses, 842
— collecting, 345

Moss humble bee, 160

Moths, 97
Moth catching, 92

— preserving, 96

Mother of pearl, 119
— Shipton, 118

Mottled umber. 111

Moulds, 337
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Mouse ear, 371
Mudwort, 374
Mugwort, 873
Mullein, 374
Murlin, 330
Muscoruni, IGO

Mushroom, 332
Musk beetle, 150

Mussel, 12, 195

Mustard, 370
Mutilla, 166
Mya, 198
Mycelium, 333
Mytilidoe, 195

Natteujack, 53
Nebria, 137
Necrophaga, 141

Necrophorus, 141

Nephrops, 207
Nerve-winged insects.

Nets, 2, 168
Neuroptera, 25

Neustria, 108
Newts, 46
Nightingale, 277
Nitophyllum, 328
Nocture, 115
Northern brown, 83
Norway lobster, 207
Notonecta, 22
Nucula, 195
Nupta, 118
Nuthatch, 271
Nutsllfell, 195
Nut weevil, 151

Oak, 385
— eggar, 107
— weevil, 152
Ocellatus, 100
Octopus, 200
Ocypus, 138
Oil beetle, 146
Old maid, 198
Olens, 138
Opossum shrimp, 205
Orache, 376
Orchids, 377
Osier, 876, 388
Osmund royal, 357
Ostrea, 197
Otter, 304
Ova preserving, 130
Owl, 267

I
Owl moths, 116
Ox eye, 873
Oxlip, 376
Oyster, 197
— catcher, 281

25

Padina, 330
Pagurus, 209
Palsemon, 206
Paludina, 18

Pansy, 871
Papery tangle, 329
Partridge, 280
Peach-blossom moth, 115
Peacock’s tail, 330
Pea crab, 210
Pear, 371
Pearl-bordered butterflies, 81
Pearl-streaked veneer, 120
Pecten, 196
Pelobius, 34
Pennyroyal, 374
Pentadactylus, 122
Peppered moth, 110
Perching birds, 270
Peregra, 13
Periwinkle, 199
Persicaria, 116
Petrel, 284
Phallus, 336
Pheasant, 279
Pheasant’s eye, 370
Pholas, 193
Piceus, 36
Piddock, 193
Pigeons, 278
Pill beetles, 143
Pimpernel, 375
Pine, 388
— weevil, 151
Pinguinalis, 11
Pink, 371
Pinna, 196
Pinnotheres, 210
Planorbis, 13
Plocamium, 327
Plover, 282
Plum, 371
Plume moth, 122
Polecat, 304
Polybius, 211
Polygonaceaj, 876
Polyporei, 335
Ponds, 1

Poplar, 376, 387— kitten, 123
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Porcellana, 210
Porpoise, 301
Portunus. 210
Prawn, 205
Preserving j)owder, 257— soap, 257
Primrose, 375
Primulacece, 375
Psi, 115
Puffin, 28-1

Punctatus, 18
Pupa, 20
— hunting, 127— management, 129
— preserving, 132
Purple emperor, 78— hairstreak, 81
— layer, 320
Puss, 111
Pyralidos, 119
Pyrochroa, 117

Quati,, 280
Quodius, 111

Ciuocn of Spain, 80
— sliell, 190
Quercifolia, 108

liAniA'i'Ki) trough shell, 191
Raft-S))ider, 230
Ham-horned beetle, 153
liana, 50
Rajiatra, 23
lianuneulaceiB, 309
Ranunculus, 359
Rape, 370
Rasores, 278
Raspberry, 371
Razorbill, 281
Razor shell, 193
Red admiral, 77
— ant, 100
— breast, 271
— dock, 327

footed weevil, 150
necked rove beetle, 110

— underwing, 118
Reeds, 383
Reed canary grass, 383
Rellexed sweet grass, 383
Reptiles, 236
— preserving, 217
Rhizome, 360
Rhizostoma, 17(i

Rhodymenia, 327

INDEX

Rhynoophora, 150
Ringlet, 83
Ring snake, 212
River crayfish, 11
Rpach, 40
Robin, 271
Rockling, 218
Rodents, 306
Rook, 270
Rosaceaj, 371
Rose beetle. 111
Roses, 371
Rostralis, 119
Rosy-feather star, 183
Rove beetles, 138''

Rubescens, 331
Rust veneer, 120
Rye grass, 383

Saddle oyster, 190
Sagittttta, 112
Sailor beetle, 118
Sallow, 376, 888
— kitten, 112, 128
SalticuH, 281
Saltwort, 870
Sambueata, 109
Sand eel, 219— hopper, 204
— lizard, 210— martin, 278
Sandwort, 871
Sanguinea, 327
Scalaridre, 199
Scallop, 190 ‘

Scaly-winged insects, 57
Scarce swallow-tail, 71, 7
Scarlet tiger, 105
Scorpion grass, 376— water, 23
Scotch argus, 83
Scraping birds, 278
Scrophuiariaceos, 371
Sea adder, 217— anemones, 177
— blite, 370
— cucumber, 186
— egg, 185
— grapes, 201
— holly, 372
— milkwort, 375
— mouse, 189
— oak, 831
— pen, 202

— purslane, 376
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Sea rope, 329
— shells, 190
— shore, 167
— squirt, 190
— swallow, 283
— urchin, 181, 185

— weeds, 321

Sedges, 383

Segestria, 230

Segetum, 116

Sexiia, 201
Serpula, 187, 188

SesidiB, 102

Setting boards, 66

Sexton beetles, 141

Shaver bee, 160

Sheldrake, 282
Shells, sea, 190
Shepherd’s purse, 370

Shipwonn, 193

Shore crab, 207
— tiger beetle, 135

Slirews, 311

Shrike, 270
Shrimps, 16, 205

Silphidse, 141

Silver-ground carpet, 112

Silver-studded blue, 87

Silver Y, 117
Skate barrows, 219
Skate's eggs, 219
Skeleton of frog, 54
Skippers, 87
Skylark, 275
Sloe, 371
Slow-worm, 210
Slugs, 220
Small copper, 85
— eggar, 107, 109
— heath, 83
— white, 74
Smooth blenny, 215
— newt, 48— rock spleenwort, 354
— snake, 241
Snails, 13, 220
Snakes, 241
Snipe, 282
Snout-bearing beetles, 150
Snowdrop, 378
Social bees, 160
Soft grass, 382
Soft-skinned beetles, 147
Soldier beetle, 148— crab, 209
Solen, 193
Solitary ant, 106

Solitary' bee, 159
— wasp, 159
Sorbiana, 120
Sorrel, 876
Sow thistle, 373
Spanish fly, 147
Sparkler beetle, 136
Sparrow hawk, 268
Speckled wood, 82
Speedwell, 374
Sphagnum, 343
Sphinx moths, 98
Spider beetle, 148
— crab, 212
Spiders, 225
— classification, 232
— preserving, 227
Spiracles, 21

Spirorbis, 187
SporonchuB, 330
Spurge hawk, 101

Squid, 202
Squilla, 205
Squirrel, 308
Stag beetle, 143
Stagnalis, 13, 120
Staphylinus, 139
Starfishes, 181
Star of Bethlehem, 877
Stellatarum, 101

Stems, 862
Stickleback, 42
Stinkhorn, 336
Stitohwort, 871
Stoat, 304
Stomapoda, 205
Stonecrop, 372
Stone humble bee, 102
— spider, 230
Strangalia, 150
Strawberry, 371
Straw oblique bar, 120
Subtristata, 112
Succinea, 222
Sun beetle, 136
Sunset shell, 194
Sunshine, 137, 188
Sun starfish, 183
Swallow, 277
Swallow-tail butterfly, 72— moth, 109
Sweet grasses, 383
Swift moth, 104
Swimming birds, 282— crab, 211
Sycamore, 389
Sylvatica, 135
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Tabby, 119
Tapes, 195
Tapestry shells, 194
Teeth, kinds, 298
— of carnivora, 299
— of mole, 300
Telephorus, 148
Tellen, 194
Tellina, 194
Terebella, 188
Torn, 283
Testacella, 221
Thistle, 378
Thracia, 193
Thread fungi, 337
Thyme, 874
Tides, 108
Tiger beetles, 185— moth, 105
Timhcrman beetle, 150
'I'ineiu, 121

Tits, 274
Toad, 51

Toadllax, 874
Toadstools, 834
Tooth shell, 197
Top shells, 199
Tortoise beetle, 158
Tortoiseshell butterfly, 77
Tortrix, 121

Tower shell, 199
Traveller’s joy, 870
Tree wasp, 168
Trefoils, 871
Triton, 47
Trochus, 199
Trough shell, 194
Turnip, 370
— flea, 152— moth, 110
Turret shell, 199
Tusk shell, 197
Twayhhide, 877
Twisters, 121
Two-winged insects, 29
Typhosus, 145

Ulva, 820
Umbelliferos, 372
Univalves, 197
Urticalis, 119

Vanessas, 77
Vapourer moth, 100
Vegetarian beetles, 152

Veneridoe, 194
Venus, 194
Vertebrata, 30
Vespa, 154, 158
Vetches, 371
Villica, 105
Violacea, 371
Violet, 371
— fiddler, 208
— ground-beetle, 130
Viper, 244

Wadino birds, 281
Wall butterfly, 82— flower, 370— rue, 354
Wasp, 154
— nest of, 154
Water beetles, 82— boatman, 22— bugs, 21
— cress, 370
— dropwort, 872— fleas, 10
— gnat, 24
— mites, 19
— rat, 310
— scorpion, 23
— shrew, 811
— spider, 17
— violet, 876
Weasel, 804
Wedge shell, 194

Weaver, 218
Weevils, 150
Wentletrap, 199
Wheat grass, 388
Whelks, 2t)0

Whirligig beetle, 85
White admiral, 78
— butterflies, 73
— ermine, 100
White-letter hairstreak, 84
Wild cabbage, 870— carrot, 372
Wild flowers, 859

classification, 368
collecting, 300

— radish, 370
Willow, 870, 888
— herbs, 371
— warbler, 273
Wing shells, 190
Winter moth. 111

Witches’ butter, 330
Wolf spider, 230
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Wood ant, 163
— orgus, 82
— borers, 101
— leopard, 102

— pecker, 272
— tiger, 136
— warbler, 273
— weevil, 152
— white, 70
Woollen motli, 122
Worms, mai'ino, 180

Wracks, 331
Wren, 273
Wryneck, 272

Yellow rattle, 374
— underwing, 116
Yew, 388

Zeuzerid;e, 10i2
Zootoca, 237
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